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FOREVORD

The Air Weather Service is pleased to make available to the aerospace-enviromental
community this report of the proceedings of the Fifth Technical Exchange Conference, held
at the U. S. Air Force Acadery, Colorado, on 14-17 July 1969. Its publication will serve
a wider audience than could be accommodated at the Conference and will provide participants
with an opportunity to study the stimulating presentations carefully at their leisure. In
this way the information and coordination objectives of the Conference will be furthered.

The background and purpose of the Technical Exchange Conferences were described by
Col Ralph G. Suggs in his keynote address. Re also treated the importance of the theme
of the Conference, "Meteorological Resources and Capabilities in the '70s." Twenty-four
papers in all were given covering data-gathering systems, meteorological comounications,
computation and display, numerical weather-prediction capabilities, automation and applied
weather forecasting, tropical meteorology, and weather modification--selected subjects
crucial to the Air Weather Service in the '70s that also unquestionably concern the other
weather services. The highlights of this Fifth Conference were sumnarized by Col Edward 0.
Jess who also acknowledged the various individuals who so ably assisted in the myriad of
details in preparing arrangements and in running the meeting.

The conferees were warmly welcomed by Lt Gen Thomas S. Moorman, Superintendent of the
Air Force Academy, who was Commander of the Air Weather Service in the late 1950s and who
continues to be one of our -'eld's staunchest supporters. At the banquet on the evening
of 15 July, Dr. Archie Kahan, General Physical Scientist of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation,
regaled the diners with personal reminiscences (and slides) of his recent visit to the USSR
and its weather-modification facilities. Dr. Hans K. Ziegler, Deputy for Science and Chief
Scientist, U. S. Army Electronics Command, spoke at a special luncheon on 16 July of his
remembrances of the inside story of early developments in the meteorological-satellite pro-
gram; his remarks are included in this report.

All presentations were by invitation. They represented contributions from eminent
specialists of the Army, Navy, Air Force, U. S. Coast Guard, Environmental Science Services
Administration, Department of Agriculture, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
National Center for Atmospheric Research, RAND Corporation, Eastern Air Lines, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Pennsylvania State University, and University of Nevada. A list of
the over 200 distinguished attendees registered at the Conference also is included.

As Conference Coordinator and Moderator, I am most pleased to extend my personal thanks
to all the speakers, attendees, and workers for their part in successfully fulfilling the
mission of the Conference and making this report the valuable instrument for us that it is.

ROBERT D. FLETCHER
DCS/Aerospace Sciences
Hq Air Weather Service

8 August 1969

DISTRIBUTION: '7'
Special
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StN4ARY OF WELCcING ADDRESS

Lt. Gen. Thomas S. Moorman
Superintendent, U. S. Air Force Academy

General Moorman began by extending a welcome to the conferees on behalf of the Air Force

Acader, and its staff. He then briefly sunmrized the Academy's mission, history, and

present prograiL.

He felt that the Conference -.rne - Meteorological Resources and Capabilities of the 70's

was both appropriate and challenging. L,. today's increasingly complex and technological

vorld, the difficult but inescapable task of planning rtlonally for the future was attract-

ing ever more attention from businessmen, economists, and scientists. He wished the

conference every success in plotting the future course of the atmospheric scienc z - a

forecast on forecasting, as it were.

Education in meteorology was of great concern to General Moorman both in regard to the USAF

Academy and ir nis capacity as a member of the American Meteorological Society Commiss..on

an Meteorological Education. We must, he stated, ensure that a fair share of our nation's

bright young men enter professlonal careers in the enviromental sciences. Since the Air

Force operates in the atruspace environment, it was essential that all students at the

Academy" acquire a sound understanding of the science of this environment. To this end,

the Academi has established four courses .n atmospheric science and ropes hat some

future USAY officers will thereby be motivated to pursue careers in this field.

General Moorman concluded by %gain wislhIng the Conference every success in its endeavors

and expressiisg his eagerness to review its results.
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-EYINOTE ADDRESS
FOR THE

1969 METEOROLOGICAL TECHIICAL EXCHANGE CONmEENCE

Rlph G. Suggs, Colonel, USAF

Vice Caunander

.Air Weather Service (MAC)

It is indeed a pleasure for me to address th'.s distinguished group, gathered here at the
end of America's first century of organized weather forecasting. This is, as you know,
the fifth in the series o: technical conferences which began in 1965.

We originally conceived these meetings as a vehicle to coordinate environmental research
within our own Air Weather Service family. We soon found, however, that we could not
rationally plan our own activities vithaut an up-to-date understanding of the work of
others.

So, we began to broaden the scope of these conferences to include contributions f..am the
other military weather services and, later, from the civilian meteorological cammunity.
Participation in the conferences has grown steadily, and the scope of the meetings has
enlarged until they now include many of the environmental sciences. Clearly, this type
of ecumenical gathering has filled a real need.

Each of our past meetings has had a somewhat different central theme -- and this is good.
The developing role of the envlrorsnental sciences is a many-faceted one. Our purpose at
this year's meeting is to look forward into the coming decade. During this conference,
we will be addreing our attention to 'Meteorological Resources and Capabilities in the
Tu.

I will not try to steal the thunder, if you vll, of the eminently well-Tualified
soothsayers gathered here; for tomorrow's scientific advances are even harder to predict
than tomorrow's weather. Instead, I would like to offer some reflections on the past
development of our envirorrental sciences and to explore some hopes for their future.

1970 will not only herald the dawn of a new decade for progress; it will also mark the
end of an eventful century for the atmospheric sciences. For it was in 1870 that the
Signal Corps first ventured to prepare daily forecasts of the most changeable element in
our environment -- the weather. We should also note that next year is the fiftieth
anniversary of the Anerican Meteorological Scciety.

'Those first brave forecasts of almost a centu-y ago were based on little more than Ben
Franklin's observation that weather moved frN. west to east. In later years, our
thinking was revolutionized by the polar-front theory. Still later, better observaticns
permitted adequate three-dimensional analysis oi the atmosphere. But most significantly,
both theory and observation led to a better understanding of our ocean of air. These
advances have already led meteorologists to plan for the 1970's exciting global experi-ments in observation and analysis of the world's weather.

However, the atmospheric sciences have not limited themselves to the narrow confines of
our planet's thin skin of air. As our military and civilian customers ventured into
uncharted environments, they turned to the meteorologists to find pilots. And so, in
this hall today, we find scientists who deal with the atmosphere of the sun rather than
that of the earth, and others who are more concerned with our own atmosphere's electrons
than with its raindrops.

This twofold growth in the depth and scope of our concerns has been accompanied by a
corresponding growth in our profession. A gathering such as this would have been
impossible a few generations ago. Meteorologists were a rare breed, and few other
professicnals would have considered themselves atmospheric scientists. But our nation

2



haa responded to the growing challenges and opportunities of the environment by educating
new generations of versatile scientists.

The demands of World War II brought thousands of young scientists with diverse backgrounds

into operational meteorology. This trend has continued: even today, we find that most

practicing meteorologists started their careers in other branches of science. But recent
years have seen a new growth in education in the atmospheric sciences, as evidenced by the

number of new university departments which have blossmed across the land. Thus, today

our ranks are being swelled by a new crop of enthusiastic young scientists whose primary
specialization is meteorology.

As we await the dawn of the seventies, I predict tha, t.his cadre of dedicated and able

environmental scientists will be our greatest asset. And, it is clearly appropriate to

speak of this diverse group in collective terms, for today we recognize a comlon concern

in the all-encampassing environment.

In this decade, man has first viewed his hameland fron the vantage point of the moon. In

a few days, we will first set foot on an alien body of the universe. Fram the standpoint

of the stars, this momentous step is but a ferry operation from one planetary spaceship

to another. On the earth, on the moon, or enroute from one to the other, the prime concern

is for the environment of man and his tools. This is the thread that unites our diverse

disciplines even more firmly.

And so, the history of our profession has been a story of innovation, growth, education,
and En increasing recognition of the unity of the environmental sciences. I am personally

proud of the leading role that the military services have played in this growth. I have
already noted the Signal Corps' pioneering work in the infancy of meteorology. The military

weather services were the first to attempt operational forecasts of severe weather, high-
altitude winds, and clear-air turbulence. The foundations of radar meteorology were laid
by military forecasters. And we must not forget that the adaptation of computers to

weather forecasting was pioneered by the Joint Numerical Weather Prediction Unit.

This pioneering role was thrust upon us by the urgent needs of our military customers.
The inherently canpetitive nature of the military mission inevitably forces military
systems to challenge our environment and our knowledge. Military aircraft have blazed
new trails across the skvj and uncovered such new environmental phenomena as the Iet stream

and clear-air turbulence, and have brought us the problems of supersonic flight.

Today, space and missile systems pose environmental problems which tax our understanding of
the earth's surroundings. Thus, in the Air Weather Service, we have stretched the word
weather" to the limit; or "weathermen' now deal with everything from the surface of the
earth to the surface of the sun.

I am proud to recognize the many contributions of these "weathermen' to the nation's

scientic capability. The spectacular growth of meteoroloy in the past ;uartor-eentury
owes much to the huge meteorology training prograns of World War II. In the years since

then, the military services have continued to be the maJor educators for the atmospheric
environmental sciences. The Air Weather Service, for example, has sent 2,500 young officers
throumn basic meteorology training in the past ten years alone. In the same period, more

than 600 of our more senior people have undertakcn graduate studies in various fields of the
environmental sciences. Thus, in the past decade we have trained and returned to civilian
2-ife more meteorologists than we now have on active duty.

While our personnel specialists bemoan the losses these figures imply, our loss in
professional resources has been offset by the gains to the nation's scientific capabilities.
The talented scientists fran diverse backgrounds whom we have brought into the environmental

sciences form a priceless national resource. The number of military alumni present here
today attests to the value of this continuing educational prograi and certainly has
contributed to the truly fine cooperation which exists between the military and civilian
branches of our sciences.

I feel that one of the most important objectives of this series of conferences is to further

this spirit of cooperation. As we look ahead together into the seventiec, we cannot

% 3



foretell all of the problems that will face us. We can, however, forecast with confidence
that we will face challenging new tasks. Both in our traditional fields of interest and
in the new environments mankind will pioneer.

There will be more than enough work for all, regardless of academic specialty or organiza-
tional affiliation. And we can best tackle this work in a spirit of cooperation, sharing
the skills of our diverse environmental sciences and the talents of our gifted scientists
-- both in uniform and in mufti. I challenge this gathering t. lay a firm foundation --
for a caning decade of unprecedented progress and cooperation Ln the environmental sciences.
The road that led to the successes of today was built by the labors of our predecessors.
In the same way, we must build new resources and capabilities as a bridge to the future.
We :'old men ' of the environmental sciences must emulate the old man of a poem I unearthed
the other day.

An old man, going a lone highway,
Came at evening, cold and gray
To a chasm, vasL, and deep, and wide,
Through which was flowing a sullen tide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim;
The sullen stream had no fears for him;
Dut he turned, when safe on the other side,
And built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near,
"You are wasting strength with building here;
"Your journey will end with the ending day;
"You never again must pass this way;
"You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide --
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?'
The builder lifted his old grey head:
"Good friend, in the path I have come," he said,
"There followeth after me today'A youth, Vhose feet must pass this way.
"This chasm, that has been naught to me,
'To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be.
"He, too, must cross in the twilight dim;

Good friend, I am building the bridge for him.

h!



DATA GATrING SYSTEMS OF THE 70'S--A SURVEY

James Giraytys
Weather Bureau

U.S.A.

"The present is big with the future,
the future might be read in the past,
the distant is expressed in the near."

Leibnitz

The forecast is based on two premises: (1) "New" system to be used in the
1970's are under development today, and (2) changes to the present networks
will be evolutionary and not revolutionary. The data acquisition system of
the 1970's will differ from today's system in two signifi.-ant ways: Automa-
tion of the surface observation will be extensive and remote sensing, partic-
ularly from satellites, will augment or replace for some jurposes the present
ravinsonde systems. Global, long range forecasts will rely heavily on remote
satellite sensing. Radiosonde observations will be made to 10 or 5 mb at only
some 10-15 stations in the United States. Other stations will terminate sound-
ings near 300 mb. Mesoscale and microscale, short range forecasts will be
supported by networks of automatic stations in and around major cities as well
as surface based remote, low level sounding systems. Mobile upper air stations
will be available for seasonal use in the midwest and along the Gulf and Atlantic
coasts. Buoys will provide data from coastal areas, but a network of deep ocean,
meteorological buoys will not be realized during the decade. Quantitative radar
data will be readily available over telephone circuits as will be computer pre-
pared radar composites. Besides the technical problems involved, there are a
number of managerial problems to be solved. Chief among these are standardiza-
tion of observing techniques. network calibration, and the definition and
application of data accuracy terminology. However, the foremost difficulty is
the plethora of possible new observing systems compared to the funds available
for research, development, and purchase. Circumstances dictate that network
data requirements be thoroughly reviewed and priorities assigned on a national
basis. Unfortunately, I find little overt action being taken to set such
priorities.

I. Introduction

Today, theoretical and practical work is being conducted across the board from indirect sat-
ellite sensors operating in the visible, infrared, microwave and radio frequencies to sub-
miniature electronics. Yet, meteorologists have barely begun to exploit the advances being
made in comnunications, automation, sensor electronics, and remote sensing. We must under-
stand, however, that as we exploit new technology, we are constrained both by the residual
value of existing equipment and the availability of money for new systems. Of necessity,
the process of change will be evolutionary; and operational programs will continue to lag
well behind research and development efforts.

When I accepted this assignment, I was asked to present a forecast of the meteorological data
gathering systems likely to be in use during the 1970's. Let me begin by establishing some
terms of reference which will limit my presentation to a manageable size. I intend to include
only systems which, in my opinion, are applicable to broad problem areas, i.e., large pro-
grams as defined either in terms of absolute numbers of observations obt. I or in the space
and time coverage afforded. In setting the stage for the forecast, it will ' , necessary to
consider the current research and development (R&D) programs being conducted :-ound the world.
This is patently impossible. Therefore, I will only consider representative programs which
bear directly on the broad programs as defined above.



Any forecast is hazardous, and such a subjective one as this could be little more than a
guess. However, we do have two solid pillars upon which to base the forecast. First, a
system is in existence today; and changes will be made by adding to this system rather than
by replacing it in tote. Second, the time required to budget, for, install, and con;isesio!n
new equipment is long enough so that any new system to be used during the 1970's is likely
to be under development tolay.

As an outline for this paper, let me pose three questions and answer them in turn:

1. What challenges will the data gathering system face in the 1970's?

2. What are we doing to improve the system?

3. What systems will be operational in the 1970's?

TI. Challenges to the Data Gathering System
...the distant is exoressed in the near...)

A. Nature of the Challenge. The challenges facing meteorology are as diverse as the needs
of the users of environmental data. Baum (1969) states that the major challenge today is
to bring man into ecological balance with his world. Translated to the field of meteorology ,
this challenge means that we are faced with two major problems--the long range, global fore-

* cast and the short range, local forecast. Observations are issportant only to the extent that
they are needed for forecasts. It is for this reason that the challenges to the observing
program stem from forecast and service programs, which, in turn, arise because we are striv-
ing to attaih an ecolorical balance with cur environment.

B. Global Forecasts. Global forecasts will only become a reality through the efforts of
people working under an international program--specifically, the World Weather Program.
Davies (1969) points out that the World Weather Program sponsored by the World M4eteorologicas
Organization is an agenda for a global meteorological service incorporating new tchnool vy.
The WWP has two major branches which are the World Weather Watch (W1VW) and the Global Atmo-
spheric Research Project (GARP) (Ashford, 1969). (The WWW includes Global Observations,
Communicaion and Telecomninication systems.)

GASP is sponsored by governments through the VMO and by scientific institutions through the
International Council of Scientific Unions. Just as the International Polar Years (1832-3
and 1932-33) and International Geophysical Year (1957-58) provided manor stimuli to retec-
rology, GARP will stimulate advances in our observing capability. rot only will additional
observing points be required, but such a global effort will require major improvements to
existing techniques and an international standardization of equipment. To meet the challenge
of standardization, the Coission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (C]r,0) has
already bern comparisons to develop a reference radiosonde (Hinzpeter, 1969). An interna-
tional comparison of raingages has been completed (Ciraytys and Heck, 196 ). Etforts are
unerway to conduct a comparison of rocket sounding devices.

A question to be asked is what data requirements will be placed on the observing system as a
result of GARP? A qualitative ana-lysis (COSPAR, 1967) shows that in the adiabatic models
then under development, the largest nonobservational source of error would be from diabatic
heating processes (condensation, evaporation, heat transfer with land and water surface,
etc.). For thr-e models at the end of a 15-20 day forecast, the errors from neglecting

diabatic heating are about the sane or those from the following initial observational errors:
Temperature, 1C; pressure, 3 mb; or wind, 2-3 m/s. Tunied around, if the initial data errors
exceed these amounts, the observational errors are larger than the most important errors in
the model. Table 1 contains the accuracies for upper air data which were adopted in October
1968 by COSPAR Working Group IV as first priority for GARP.
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Table 1. U1pper Air Data Accuracies for the

Global Atmospheric Research Project

V Wind - 2 is Horizontal Resolutions - 400 km
Temperature - 2C Vertical Resolution - 20 mb once
Water Vapor - 10% per day to 100 mb, globally
Pressure (reference level) 0.24

GARP is not the only global research effort to ptesent crIallenges to our observing program.
The U lESCO 3s sponsoring the Integrated Global Ocean zzA ion System (IGOSS) through its
intergovernmenta. Oceanographic Co-r issiori (IOC). I !ct, !GOSS is a "we." CARP; and
tho two programs are closely allied. The ongoing BaruE is Oceancgraphic a d Meteorological

SEbxperiment (BOMM) is a United States sponsored cart of GARF and is aimed specifically at
the problers cf sea-air interactions. The Food and Agriculture Organiza ticn (FAO-UNESCO)
is spo<nsoring the International Hydrologic Decade. The United States has proposed to theUnited ',ations that it sponsor an International Decade of Ocean Excloration for the 1970's.

i. t<cal Forecasts. While major imnrovements have been nade in long range forecasting due

t .better modeling of the gross features of the atmosphere, miy progress has been
made in the L4orvement of lCoal orecasts. For example, consider the genera-l equation
descricing a change with t ne of a meteorological parameter:

- N v V + flx = ; 4+ V'N

local advect !on coriolis pressure grw'rity viscosity
Kchange gradient

represents a vector quantity

The third term dominater for large scale foatures, while the second term dominates for small
scale features. Term () is linear and rerm (2) is not. Therefore, the basic equations

have not afforded us any help because the small scale features sho)w up as nonlinear pertaba-
tions which we Tend to smooth out as "noise." Not only are these pertubations difficult to
model, they are impo-ssible to observe with the present density and frequency of observingj b networks.

Weather mdaftcatlon car, be considered as another pare of the local forecast challenge.
Hrsier (1969) points out that we do not have at cur dispcsal the means tc alter the long

ve c:itions t The westerlies ''r their irtensity. For this reason, we are constrained to
odifioaten of sma-l scale features embedded in the larger weather patterns. For example,

ra in m.Te-au.re .Lf sacceso has teen ach-eved in prod-.cn-g rain from supercooled stratiforim
cos.Scientists are expDerLm-_eting on the seed,_ng of localized areas of warm clouds,

particularly cumu_ lus, in an attempt to trigger rain before it would occur naturally. Project
i-usa-t .ry, I- lc,:,'.. S.Nevirc....*ai $cien-e Services AdLministration venture, has seeded
h-ricanes in an attempt to cdify their intensity or movement (SEfpson, 1966). -t is new
practical to diseic-ate sucercooled fog; and to a lesser extent, wan-. fog. Yet, the approach
to weathcr modification is extremely limited because we lack a real Knowledge of what is
h;penirq; in the clouds. One continuing effort to resolve this deficiency is the concentra-
ted prcgram, Tornado Alley, near Norman, Oklahoma, usin radar, aircraft, and radiosondes.

Ao s-v ces to achieved in weather modification, the dorands for such services will inevitably

increase as will ne demand: for o-servations.

D. Side Effects. As we attempt to provide the observations required for both global and
local forecasts, we will be faced with many side issues challenging both our technical inge-
nulty and our ranageren- abilities. Ac mentioned earlier, standardization of observational
;rncedurs 4: a must, as is an integrated quality control program. Definitions of terinol.
o& such as accuracy w' l have to be agreed upon. in point c fact, we are not even certain
what bases were used tc determine the accuracy fLgxres we so easily quote, (Annex I contains
an est ate of some current accuracies assembled from diverse sources.) Network calibration,
not yet 4n being for systems such as radars and radit;sonde gro'nd equipments, is an absolute
nece-sty. How do data from different sensors compare? McFadden and Wilkerson (1967) have
the only report that I was able to find on comparisons of radiosonde and d-ropsonde data.
PBnth mark stations will have to be both upgraded in terms -f parameters measured and in-
crea ed in suwDers (Roberts, 1969). How do we handle a periodic dat Satellites will
generte incredible amounts of such data. Increasing amounits of quantitative radar data
wit be available in tn-a neyt few years. Remote sensors., satellite observations,
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miniaturized electronics, automatic data processors, and automated comsunications are more
than solutions to our problems; they are challenges in themselves--for how shall we use these
new devices effectively? These then are the challenges we face.

III. What are we doing to improve the system?
(...the present is big with the future...)

A. General ILprovements. 'Me network of observing stations--worldwide--is expanding, and
funds are available for a continued expansion, although at a slower than desired rate. Auto-
mation of the observing function is now feasible (or nearly so) where just 10 years ago it
was not--and we are automating. In the next 2 years, ra-itions are to increase their upper air
sounding programs from merchant ships from 20 to 6'. In addition, more than 3,)0 new surface
stations are to be added. In fact, the WMO reports that there is about an 11% per year in-
crease in expenditures worldwide for meteorology. Research and developmer programs have
been initiated which rang( from basic investigations of surface instruments to rocketsonde
and satellite probes. Remote satellite sensors are operating in the spectral region from
0.4 - 30 microns. Advancements in technology have produced operational radars and lasers.
Each of these facets should be considered in a forecast of resources for the 1970's. However,
" have made the arbitrary decision to concentrate in Section TII on "typical" research and
development programs with promise rather than on additions to the network in terms of addi-
tional stations or frequency of observations.

B. Resear-ch and Development Programs. (I) Satellite. Tepper and Ruttenberg (1969) point
out that satellites reside outside the atmosphere and are capable of viewing that atmosphere
in any portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 1 from their paper shows this sche-
matically. By way of review, there are
three general functions of a satellite
as a vehicle for remote atmospheric sens-
ing: mfu MU1(CiI~l~'AT is Waqo AIA'SPRC

(1) Areal distribution of environ- _
mental features. This includes clouds,
ice, soil moisture, snow, and mteoro-,

logically related features such as dust.
The distribution may be qualitative or
quantitative.

(a) Kinematic field; currently,
indirectly inferred from cloud motion. W

(3) Mass fiel,' including tempera-
ture, moisture, and pressure measure-
ments.

The COSPAR WG VI repo-t (1968) presents FiGu , I
a comprehensive review of potential sat-
ellite applications for meteorology.
Nordberg (1968) and Colwell (1968) give a more general review of the properties of the earth
and the atmosphere which can be deduced from satellites.

For the most part, satellite data have been used qualitatively, but ti-ore are exceptions.
Suomi, Oliver and others have developed techniques to extract dat!o on the wind field from
cloud motions. Merritt and Smith (1968) derived quantitative information on short wave
cloud patterns from satellite data. Fett (1965) developed a -nodel for objectively classify-
ing tropical cyclones with respect to their stage of development on satellite photographs.
Hubert and Timchalk (1969) (also Meteorological Satellite Laboratory Report #33) provide
regression curves relating the diameter of hurricanes as seen on satellite photographs to the
maximum wind speed to be expected. A number of initial studies led up to the present system
of digitizing satellite photos on the basis of discrete levels of cloud intensity and pre-
paring mosaics. I am personally convinced that much more quantitative data is available in
the photographs. For exarple, several investigators (Giraytys, 1962) have shovn that cl-ud
patterns could be identified and categorized using a simple spectral analysis techique. By
a suitable selection of categories and the use of digitized data, cumulus cloud censuses
could be taken in the tropics. Such infornation is vital to an understanding of the energy
processes of that region. B
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On a q-uantitative basis, however, she most significant results have been from the infrared
data. 14erritt (1967) presents a status retort on ises of the TW.OS and early Nimbus infrared
data,i prinarily for cloud cover analyses. Since atmospheric constituents radiate at different
wave lengths over different eittde regions, the next step was to capitalize on this feature
to obtain vertical temperat're and composition profiles. This step was taken by placing 1

satellite infrared spedtrometer (SinS) on Stbus li launched in April 1969. A catalogue of
the Nimbus III radiometer devices is given in Table 2. Annex. I sontains an cstimate, prepared
in the Weather Bureau, of satellite data accuracies.

Table 2. Catalogae of Nimbus Radiation Detec ion Devices

ne Band Frequenc

Satellite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS) 7 channels around 15 microns (C02) Temperatu-e

1 channel il.1 microns (H20 window) Profile Mea-

s'urements

High Resolution lafrared Radiometer 0.7 - 1.3 microns day Cloud Mapping

(rIfn) 3.4 - 4.2 microns nightJ Sea Surface
Temperatures

MeduaResolution Infrared Radiometer 6.4 - 6. 6 microns Water Vapor

(i.3IR) 10 - 11 microns Surface and
Cloud Top Tem-
perature

14.5 i15.5 microns Stratospheric
Temperature

* Infrared Interferoneter Spectrometor 5 - 20 microns Structure Pro-
files of Tem-

(NASA experrment)
perature, Water
Vapor, Ozone,

Sand Carbon Diox-
ide

H-ileary, Wark, and J-nne (196) describe -he *7.ating opectro7ettr usel on Nimbus Ii. Tne
*.etro os ro-ucnr .zoo to d lied c, 'ark no ?lemum; (1966). The C2 radiation band,

ab:ot 15 r-crons, ha's teen slit into 7 narrow spect-tl intervals ( L. S. Smith, 1969). Each
channel has - peak - rctiator at a differant leve. in -ihr a taosrhere. The 11.1 micron water
'- or window provides data at the surfac. or tot of

the <i. These eignt channel :-\svie ate from
whica c.andin n be derueby lnveroin S ,'s ivin4)
the radiation transfer equation. (Mark and

Hilleary, 1969) gives a ccmparison between a SIRSsonig n n o "tino from a -. noIioa ai-/
so~mdil cn n _- acneninlrdio-

aT the inversions which are smoothed. War;, and
Hillea-y consider this to be an ex-eptionally rmpor-
tan: comparison as the nearly c.vercst cirrjs clouds --
did not seem to affect the quality of the data.

W. L. Sith (1969) also describes the method by which / " I
one can convert SIRS data tc constant pressure maps - /
cf teaperature and geopctential height w'thost the :
need for surface oressurot data. The following pro-

. cedare was used for the map s i.own on figure 3 (Smith, -
personal corsnication). Radiance values for several
days prior to rap "tiJfl were plotted as a f nction cf
pressure for corresponding radiosondo data. Correla-
tion coefficients were devised and osed tc estimate

.perature and geo-p tential he-ght data e. ma
alon8 the lines which represent the satellite track. . L- L i m. . _

: ~~~These tenjeratuires -nd heights were used t-- 7.iify ,u O.IOO' *,'ON .Nstlttl
TheseFIGURE 2 COMPARISON OF RADIOSONDE AND SATELLITE

the first guess field with the resuit shovt. (The INFRARED SPECTROMETER SIRSj DATA) first gaess, fiel is actually the forecast trepa-el

9
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FIGURE 3/
5N.B ANALYSIS OBtAtNED~> FROM NIMBUS III SIRS'DATA

- 28 APRIL1969

12 ho urs ear, ier.) The tiation.-a1 ]Aeteorclogical e~e ha3i already initi-_ated a pr. .rano fcr
incorporpting this techniquie lntz tne rocolne operational,_ temnperaoxire and geectentia! height
anaslyses. Relative humility pi'ofies-_ are to b,, cbrairie on the next *hi, bas (scheduled-.: fQcc an
early 1970 launch) . Fu.Lrther, a _anning spectrometer will obtain dat-a n e-ther sa tthe
satellite track,thL.s drinagticall.y rncreasing tns coverage.

Still on~en to questio n is th-a suitabilit,. of goo-ssc Satellite dlata fo-r aviatioDn; the degree tr
which cio will inter.'ere w'ith the ftaca and, hsrnce, thE- Frn:-ontr Cf hitS tQWardt clojla free
areas, and the tffecc- of cmoothing. over rdgi 1ons of frci-togenesis. fl-owever, Wark and Hlilleary
concluoi- rhat lesc than 20% o3f the SIRS sozidings do- not meet meteoro!, ecpc standards, that
the use of a single incorument neg. ates the need ',or "netWorh-. calibratco;7 a-ta reduces ohl-e
randcm e-rro' --) a nna.,end thnat cirrus clouds are not a sericus detrij aot. There is no ques-
tion but that SIRS data offer the octeotial for a vas, improvement in the quantity and qilityv.

ef data fo r global analyses and hencE the longer range forecasti:. 1 -ill return inr section
Ill C. to3 soMe Serioc qeios ra ised by the success o)f the SIRS senscr.



The Niribus III also carries oan Infrared. Interferorneter Spec±tromet:er (This) ope-rating at vms-i-
otspectral intervals in the 1hand from 5 -x) 20 micron,-. Structure profiles a.re being obtain-

ad by NASA on an experimsental basis for temperature, water vapor, cttrbon dioxide, and ozone.
A description of the data reduction technique for water vapor is given by Conrath (1969). in
a manner siaflar to the SIRS data, humidity profiles are obtained by the direct inversion of
the radiation transfer equation and by a statistical estimation requir-ing correlations between
radianc!e values and relat ive humidty mreasured by radio,-sondes. Conrath points out that values
of rela-t ve hwsaidity are not overly sensitive to temperature errors, but absolute values of
water vapo:r are very sensitive to such ers. The technique is also sensitive to fluctua-
tions In surface tenperatuce because the "wings- of the radiatiOn ow-vs were in-cluded so as

F o orbtain lower tropospheri c data.

What else can be sensed inna-tely, from a satallite Again referring to figure 1, one finds
that quantitative surface inforation as well as3 us-per air data can ha. obtained. Sea state

ospecifically mentioned buti- one shol-;id alsc include sea surface t-emperature, soil moisture,
and snow de pth. Barnes (196e) -napped snow cover fror. Nimbus I Infrared data an-I found that
he could analyze basins as small as lOxlO miies- He obta.'ned gross es'-tmates of snoc1 de-pth
In three categoiries: Less than 1 iich, 1-4* inches arid greater than 4 inches. Allison,
and Kennedyr (1967) describe an evalu-ation of sea surface temperature measurements using
Nimbus I data (}IflR) at 8-13 milcrons, The egreement with a~rcrsft radiometer and ship reports
was 3-6K. Warnecke, Akllison, and Forolice (1968) obtained 1-2K agreement using Nimbus II data

3in~ at 4-4.E microns. -Steelin (1969) present's a discussion of how aicrowa-s emissions
nV the 10 to 10 micron band can be used to moasure clouds, sea state, sea surface tempera-

tiure, surface esissivity, and profiles of CH, CO, N 52 0, H20, and %--. These measure-
tEents cannot all be made with the sane ease or precis on, h owever. Microwraves also offer
the cotentla l for classifyin-g s'reoipitat-Ii and ncnprecipitating clouds. Staelin, suggeSss
t hat microwave detection offers these unique advantages for remo;te sensing, (1) lees affected
by custhan other bands for temrperat*ure mreasureanents, (12) can distinguish between liquid
water and wata: vapor to a good degree, and (3) sensitive to small concentrations, thus use-
ful for data from above 50 1,-". Differences between ice, snow, and clouds may be identified
by polarization effects. One can estimate the water content1 o~f Snow from satellites. Water
vapor has been alluded to, b'-ut total rates vaco.,r in a column can be otie-The U.S.S3.R.
has probably dons som.e work in this area u sing tholc' COOI-iCS series of satellites. Density
measurements are possible, but much further away in time then the peio-'-d of thi-s paper. One
should not overloo k albeo- asasurenent. Irking an,-- Levine (196-,) repo)rt on attemp-ts to-
doe-nine the earth's albe4- fc-stit duta. The 5-20 mcron regxcn incorporalei _n the
current satellites covers .c-n 0OO of the t" 1 r'diatloui fro m the e~arth. Some early studies
of1 Nimbus I daze showed theit The caloul-~ed elbedo_ differed from the& theoretical by a factor
*Df 1.5 (calculated being rrihe, ) . We kWrot the tutU' sol-a-r conistant to pe rhaps 2'-,., bu-t the-
alnoInt o-f radios :on in 'e rrm 1) -tio'- i- no.1w knoomw to perhaps a-fco f2 Better defini-

rin ofthe -iariatio;- ns the 1,; r-ange, of co:urse, is funda..ers al To uznderstanding the heat
L-nsaoe o-,he earth.

Desp'te these potential uses-, satelli~es, are no. t a_ pOsnaoea for al.l our -otSer-ving roblors.
Th, irc wa &iV Yi din ~ T raonw gross: '"par'-'-n-'ts Dn. a io-ut:ns esos. l so 5lc
teat',"ec na-rtioularly near tne Surface, will1 coothF -j fo nne te to te measuared more
o Ia y.4el r by methods other tar those on sotc 1

(2) Remot"e Sensing--Gocucid aies. Grou nd based rz: )e sensing is nat._res in term-s of area'
cA , _rag- and the nuxnber of diata points over that a-ea. However, it ha-c the -distinct advan-
I -zt ) tou16_r US toD ortte los",er atoz ?colarl-r for email' Scale features.
Tacle 3 p'-epared by D. T. Acheso'n '-ad H. 1. Parry, Fo---o'i"t Developme'nt Irab,-rats- 3 -, WVeather
Bureauj, shows a brief -Ia" f th- curren- grouro - to c-- recsnt -ens og o)rojcz L ,way
whioch are, aimed at obtaining verticul r01i's

(L) Radiometers. %l rnt et aria (19? ±i ocof5 ymo OF5

sensing rada-to nfrosT smoliar :Ixgen e- --- (7) Cc- r sanu' rnce Q,-sos. BY zlect-
*ingZ three different fceq iecie -" OFat. 55 :;Hz rn 4 i-, (1LbD u1 5xcj0l- anc'mn ) c.a obcains

energy from three 2egio ns o' -,h ls ower atro enere. ,h2 iargcc'- oontriuzcon (69 t) to -the
Fbright-ness temperature '-or-aF -rr th f '2 i4 

1cn -" %. V'li-vovr, a 54 G1.- the same
.4Ircontri.butes a subastoal 4' -. The-eforc h sae not I ndepeet at the t wo-

frequencies an oe5-ugi e-cd s "sorting - s a si~r roblem.

*As -lIt other _ rmote sensi.:tehe a changes 'nraden (Inver-qions in thnis -case
' re smoothed. The lowesft orthe--onori' is r one wh i ch inresol1ved tie best
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Results of radiometer, tower, and radiosonde comparisons are shown in figures 4 end 5. The
smoothing of the inversion is quite evident in figure 4. Under the lapse conditi.ons shown
in figure 5, the agreement with tower data is excellent. Radiometers of this type yield
acceptable results ut ta about 2 Icn. The device is portab.e and requires little in the way
of calibration. Relative values are possible at anytime, but a surface temperature is requir-
ed to obtain absolute temperature profiles.
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FUFATUCE 5 RADIOtETRIC AND IOWC OISEkVATIONSFIOURE A TRAC'NO OF UNCOSRLCteO Q~AIOM!Tfn UNDER SUPERADIASAIIC LACSE CONDtIONS
OUIPUI tECORD AND PLOT OF IlLATV"
TEAPERATUIE AT DISCRETE HEIGHTS , AT OT AHOMA CITY , Ct 1 ,C,.

An experimental i-,frared radiometer has been developed for measuring the basee of cloude.
The cloud base temperature is re-.,asured, and the height is inferred from the surface +emlwnra-

ure and a known or asumed laps.e rate. A microwave radiometer xs being developed for toe
A- Porce test ranges to measure the lefrartive index alorg the ray path of a tie-cking radar.
in practice, one relaten the effective antenna temperature at 20.7 MtZ t- the integrated
water vapor content al-rg the ..... t .. of the antenna.

Let me digress for a moment and discuss airborne radiometers. A number of experimeni s have
usen mzde using airborne radiometers operating at 8-14 microns to take measurements of ground
and water temperatures. Lorenz (3967) and Fujita, Baralt, and Tsuchi:ra (1968) desc-ibo some
of these aircraf; techniques. !n both cases, they obtined surface temperatures of 8-15C
higher than reported air temperature. The reason being that the radiometer "sees" the hot
ground rc.ther than the relatively cooler overlyin*rg air sensed by the conventional thermometer.
(There is tl-e- identical problem with satellite radiometers.) Aircraft-borne radiometers have
an application In earth resources studies and rt, earch experiments, flowever, except for mea-
surements C1 sea 6srface tempera-turre, I find little serious conshdiration of them for routine
meteerological operations.

The Weather Br.eau has developed an t'afrared hygrometer for measuring moisture over pathe up
* to 2 ko. The devl-e .can also be pointed at the su- to measure th integrated w.ter -vapor ill

a column over the instrument. The intensity of light i),rmitted over the F.th nt two wcve-
lengths near 1 73 micron , is measured. One wvelength Is attenuated by water vapor; the
other is not and the differ(.nce in intensity is a measure of tbe total wnter vaper ov.er the
path. This technique has application to other gazes a well as wat-r vapor. To date, the
Th hygrometer has csot been uFed in -utlne obsr-ving programs.

Ib) V\&ible WavelengthE (TZansmis|eters and Ceilometers). Remote ensing in the
visual Lart of the sectrunm is w(ei cvancol. Ceilme, r and transeircoete-z arc the tio
test exenpAic.. A jamber of at'tepto have teCn m'de to r.e .ocl uckcatteced light for vjln-
biLity mea.surements, purLicalarly slant range visibi)ity. Vst (196) describes oe ta-k-
scatter devise and suggests* that wtno the present state of k-nowedge of atmospheric
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transmisEsion, accuracies are about 20%. for visibility. A microwave transmissometer for water
vapor measurements is described by Beard (1969), Three frequencies (one in the infrared and
two microwave, i0.4 and 23.8 CH:) are propagated over a 3.5 )cs path. Comparisons are made of
the phase relatcnshins and attenuation at each wavelength to determine the dry air and water
vapor partial density contributions to the radio refraction. Highly sophisticated techniques
are described by Fried (1969) and. IshiUiru (1969) ;for studying turbulence and wind with opti-
cal systems. Fried would install an array of paired telescopes to record the scintillation

of starlight. Computer analysis of the spatial covarlances would yield data on turbulence
while analysis of the temporal coverlances would give information on the wind. Ishimaru
suggests using a focused beam to study turbulence and wind.

A number of devices have been used experimentally for ceiling measarements, including a pulsed
light (noncoherent) ceilmeter. The pulsed light device has a serious timing problem for low
cloud bases. This same deficiency exists for lasers.

(c) Lasers- Over 20 lasers are in use by meteorologists in the United States on at
least a semiroutine basis. Optical radars (Collis, 1968) using lasers (LIDA) have been
built and operated successfully. Dust layers are particularly easy to observe and by infer-
ence invezsions, Fie t o and Grams (1969) describe an experiment conducted in Norway to mea-

sure the height of nocuilucent clouds. The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories have
used a laser in Puerto Rico to obtain density measurements from 30 to 60 km. LIDA's have
been used to examine cirrus clouds not visible to the human eye. The LIDAR also can be train-
ed on a cloud seen in profile to determine the cloud top.

As with the pulsed light (noncoherent) system, lasers have difficulty resolvir the bases of
low clouds, large light outputs for continuous operation are difficult to obtain because the
internal heat generated shortens the life of the lasing crystals. Laser observations are
degraded by virga, snow, and rain as are observations from conventional ce:ilometers. Possible
damage to the eye is a serious hazard if the laser beam should be seen by an aircraft crew or
passengers. Despite these limitations, at least one firm has an off-the-shelf ceilometer
which is portable and guaranteed for a year.

Lasers have also been used as backscatter sources (Brown, 1968) for visibillty measurements.
The results were acceptable up to about 1/2 mile. Beyond that distance, atmospheric attenua-
tion was a limiting factor. Viezee, Uthe, and Collis (1969) conducted an experiment at
Hamilton Air Force Base usir lasers to obtain both ceiling and visibility measurements. The
results were encouraging, but more needs to be done on interpreting laser return records and
understanding the physics involved.

Little seems to have been done in applying holographiy to meteorology. Hall and Ageno (1968)
did use a laser to investigate the dispersion of salt particles from ocean spray. A laser
was mounted at right angles to a spray plume produced by waves breaking over a rock. The
holographic images of the spray particles were recorded by flashing the laser onto a camera.
An analysis of droplet size distribution was made by examining the resulting holograms. This
general concept may be applicable to studies of particle size distribution for air pollution
and weather modification. Since turbulence causes atmospheric density changes and hence

changes In the refractive index, laser holography may be applicable to study the scale of

turbulence directly rather than by using tracers.

(d) Acoustic Waves. In recent years, the acoustic ray tracing technique has been re-
fined to give temperature and wind profiles. It is interesting that the first reliable report
of the existence of the tropopeuse came as a result of scientists in France observing the
sounds of cannon fire at the funeral of Queen Victoria in 1902. In this instance, sound
reflection from a temperature inversion was correctly postulated. The rocket grenade techni-
que (Nordberg and Smith, 1964) has been used successfully to probe the high atmosphere.

Little (1969) points out that few efforts have been made to develop a good theory of sound
wave propagation which goes beyond the limited ray-tracing techniques. Little also points out
that the ecoustic refractive index (RIl) is 1000 times greater than the radio RI. The slower
speed of acoustic energy (compared to light) would mean that a better resolution of low cloud
bases could be obtained. Theoretically, cloud height could be resolved to 10 meters which

Just happens to be a IA40 stated requirement. Since the acoustic RI is a function of wind,
temperature and relative humidity, all three parameters could be deduced. On the negative
side, the energy required to produce the sound wave is large and one has interference from
wind, rain, and solid precipitation.
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(c) Radar. Perhaps the most successful remote sensing technique is weather radar. The
two common systems are the WSR-57 (Weather Bureau) operating at 10 am wavelength and the
FPS-77 (Air Force) operating at 5.7 cm. (Here, I consider that the CPS-9 is being plhased
out of the inventory.) By 1971, about 40 WSR-57 radars are planned to be in operation (Bigler,
1968). Coverage is being augmented by using FAA Air Route Traffic Control radars; andloint
use programs are already in operation at Salt Lake City, Utah, and Palmdale, California.
The Weather Bureau has also initiated a development program for a C-Band radar to fill the
gaps in the WSR-57 network.

Bigler also points out that the current network is primarily a manual one, heavily biased
toward qualitative interpretation (RAREPS) of the radar scope by the operator. However,
quantitative data are also available. Through the radar equation, it is possible to establish
a relationship between radar reflectivity (parameterized by Z-value) and the rate of precipi-
tation (R) in the radar echo. The next step is to derive the rate of precipitation observed
on the ground. Results have varied widely, but for dense networks of raingages the relation
between Z-valv and precipitation rate has generally been usable.

However, ailson (1968) points out that errors in calibration of the radar can cause apparent
day-to-day differences in precipitation rate of a factor of two. He also asserts that much
biore needs to be done to understand the relationship between reflectivity and rainfall rate.

At least five devices have been built to digitize radar data (Z-values). Many problems exist

such as the fact that one must somehow identify nonmeteorological returns so that these are
not digitized. Wilk and Kessler (1969) describe a system devised at toe National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL-ESSA) for digitizing a radar return in real time. Another real time
data processing system is described by Smith and Boardman (1968) which is in use at the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology. The NSSL system is to be used this summer in a hydro-
logic experiment. Data analysis for this experiment is described by McCalister and Teague
(1968). Data from the Oklahoma City WSR-57 will be contoured in six Z le':els, sent by slow
scan TV over telephone lines to NSSL at Norman, Oklahoma, digitized, and the digital data
sent to the river forecast center (RFC) at Fort Worth, Texas. The RFC will prepare computer
analyses of river runoff, river state, flash flood advisories, and accumulations of water in
reservoirs. 1he Weather Bureau has also developed a device (Weather Bureau Radar Remote-
WERR) (Hilton and Hoag, 1966) which remotes the scope picture via slowed down TV over
telephone lines. The WBRR is to be used to give meteorologists wide access to rado- data in
a form other than subjective radar reports.

While I have described the efforts to provide quantitative data from the WSR-57, some similar
efforts are being undertaken with the FPS-77. For example. Paulson (1968) describes work
being done at the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories to examine rainfall rate and Z
level relationships.

In addition to these conventional radars, systems are available which can ne<.sure the doppler
movement of particles along a radial from the radar (Lhermitte, 1968). The advantage of using
doppler radars is that one can examine the dynamics of small scale meteorological phenomenon.
Tornadoes, ior example, are ubservnbl uin doppler radar by the radial velocity of the entrapped
particles, whereas by conventional radar it is Just chance that the hook is seen. Three
doppler radars would be required to obtain motions in X, Y, and 2 and will only be possible
for research purposes in the near future. However, Esterbrook (1967) and Wexler, Chmela, and
Armstrong (1967) describe the successful use of doppler radars to examine the wind fields of
localized storms. This is an excellent example of how we can improve our knowledge of meso-
scale features using new techniques and, in turn, establish new requirements for routine
observations.

High powered radars have been used to study clear air turbulence structures (Hardy and Katz,
1969). Using radars operating at 3.2, 10.7, and 71.5 cn at Wallops Island, Va., they have
identified "dot" echoes as birds and insects. Echoes with horizontal extent are meteorologi-
cal. Features observed have been tentatively identified as breaking gravity waves, turbu-
lence around ctnulus clouds and Benard-type cells. Te feasibility of such radars for routine
application has yet to be shown.

'Ohe Air Force has developed the TPQ-11 (0.86 cm) vertical pointing radar (Kantor, 1968) for
detecting clouds. Kantor reports that operationally, it detects clouds only 62% of the time
they occur (four operational sites), as opposed to 85% under laboratory conditions. This is
an example of the difficulty one has in converting devices from R&D status to operational use.
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Radars have also been used not as radars, but as data collection or retrieval systems. The
Weather Bureau experimented with a device for interrogating remote raingages. The coded
data were displayed on the radar scope at the location of the gage. We concluded, however,
that this was an inefficient use of the radar. Some countries use their weather radar for
windfinding with a radiosonde balloon-borne target. Here, again, we cannot afford to tie up
our radar for 1 1 to 2 hours tracking a balloon. Booker and Cook (1968) describe a transpond-
ersonde which can be deployed from an aircraft in a storm and tracked with a radar. The
sonde is suspended from a super-pressure balloon and records temperature and relative humidity.
The sonde is interrogated by the radar which also provides position Wbita.

(3) "Conventlo l" Upper Air Observations. The radiosonde has bee with us from the late

1920'. Th1e E.-555 was introduced in 1943 and is still in use in the Caribbean. The GMD
and WERT -onncpts were Introduced about 1948. Development began In 1954 on the GD-2 to be
used wit' transponder for slant range measurements. The automatic data processing version
of the G.W 2, the (@ f-4, dates from the 1961-1963 time period. During the last 20 years,
the baroswitch has been augmented by the hypscmeter, the rod thermistor has been moved from

inside the sonde to an outrigger, coatings were applied to the thermistor to reduce radiation
effects, and several different chemical compounds have been used for the hygristor. Leviton
and Hafford (1969) give a review of current upper air sounding systems.

The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories has made feasibility demonstrations of an
advanced meteorological sounding system incorporating a ranging capability, improved radio-
sonde, and a digital computer. The Army has developed a combined system (ANi/Q-7) which
uses an x-band radar for ranging and 1680 ME, for obtaining the thermodynsnaic data. The
Weather Bureau has flown feasibility flights of a modified radiosonde equipped with a
Loran-C receiver. Loran-C is a navigational system which uses a master and several slave
stations. At the receiver, space position can be determined by the phase relationship of
the waves from each Loran-C station. Absolute position accuracy is not necessary as wand
data are obtained by an incremental change in position with time. This is dependent upon
how accurately one can measure phase differences. The resultant wind accuracies using the
Loran-C systoms appear to be better by almost an order of magnitude than the WERT or T.2)
accuracies- Omega (a navigational system similar to Loran-C) wind accuracies appear tc be
comparable to the WHET or MD. The advantages of using navigational aids are the increased
accuracy particularly at low elevation angles and the elimination of antenna angle tracking
errors. The largest disadvantage is that the navigation system is not under the control of
meteorologists and could be changed so as to seriously affect our operation without our
approval.

The AFCRL has developed a low level sounding system for use on the national test ranges.
One version is balloon borne and the other is c.--ried in a small CO2 propelled rocket to
about 3,000 feet. The rocket returns to earth on a parachute, and data are obtained during
descent. The system is recoverable for reuse. Sampling rates on both versions are 1 per
second so that detailed low level structure may be obtained.

Several research low level sounding radiosondes have been developed. Each is balloon borne
with either fast comutation rates or dedicated channels for each parameter sensed. Kobayashi
(1967) describes a light weight system using a glass bead for fast response and a windmill
for height. I ight values are reported to be accurate to - 6 meters. Gjessing (1968)
describes a device using a thin platinum wire for temperature and a piezoelectric resonator
for humidity. In these last two articles, the authors emphasize the need to catch sensor
characteristics to the sampling rate for low level soundings.

At the other end of the altitude range, major advancements have been made in attaining alti-
tudes up to 40 km with sounding balloons (Nelson, 1966). At present, these balloons tend to
be costly and larger than that desirable for routine use. However, advances in balloon manu-
facture will make soundings to 40 km economically feasible before 1975. I return to a theme
that I have expressed elsewhere; we have vehicles suitable for a variety of purposes; we
lack suitable sensors. This is particularly true if we are to have routine balloon so-ndings
from the surface to 40 km.

Earlier, I mentioned the need for international standardization. Hinzpeter (1969) cites 10
different sounding systems that are used worldwide for upper air measurements. World Data
Center A (meteorology) lists data from 21 different radiosondes. The differences primarily
are in the method of making measurements of the thermodynamic parameters. For examiple,
temperature is measured by bead, rod, or wire thermistors and bimetal coils. The disparity
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in the accuracy of systems being used by various nations has been pointed out by Finger,

Harris, and Teweles (1965). They suggest that the true diurnal variation at 10 mb is about

1C, but that day-night differences for some sensors is several degrees Celsls. The distri-
bution of these differences often follows national boundaries, highlighting the problem of

analysis in areas such as Europe.

(4) Constant Level Balloons. At levels above the clouds (about 10 i=), the constant level

bal
t
oon has been successful. Lally (1969) reports flight durations of 15 months and sore.

Up ) 10 Jcn, icing on the balloon has reduced the lifetime to as short as a few days. in

the period 1969-1970, the French are planning a southern hemisphere experiment termed SOLE

using 500 constant level balloons. The balloons will be interrogated from a satellite for
position data from which winds will be derived. The United States is planning a similar
program using 30 balloons in 1970 from Ascension Island. The National Center for Atmospheric
Research and NASA are planning a 1000 balloon experiment in 1973 for the tropical strato-

sphere. Balloons used for this latter experiment will also have a Temperature sensor on

board. Here, then, is a third concept (remote sensing of all sorts and radiosoundirg are

the other two) of taking upper air observations.

(5) Aircraft Observations. Aircraft observations (APOB) predate the radiosonde. The Weathe:
Bureau began with one APOB station in 1925 (there were also six kite stations then) and in-

creased the program to 30 in 1937 when the first radiosonde station became operational. The

last APOB station was deactivated in 1943.

One can identify three categories of use for aircraft in meteorology: (1) Research plat-
forms for cloud physics, turbulence, and air pollution investigations, (2) weather reconnais-

sance, and (3) pilot reports (A-REPS). Projects Stornfury and Tornado Alley are perhaps the
two better known research applications using aircraft to investigate the meteorology of
severe storms. The aircraft are generally equipped with advanced instrumentation, often

experimental in nature, and usually have some sort of data processor on board. Klieforth
(1967) describes the types of measurements desired and their accuracy for meso- and micro-
scale flight investigations. The National Center for Atmospheric Research has devised a

sophisticated system for measuring temperature, hu.idity, drop sizes, turbulence, and obtain-
ing radiometric data which is telemetered to a ground station for processing (Dascher, 1967).

A description of the instrumentation required for cloud physics studies is given by Pettit(1967).

Perhaps the most elusive meteorological phenominon is clear air turbulence (CAT). The liter-
ature is extensive on this subject. All resus point in the same direction, CAT can be
measured once fouind; but it is difficult to anticipate when it will occur. Hicks (1967)
describes a combined aircraft-radar project to relate radar echoes to CAT occurrence. Reiter
(1967) points out that aircraft can exnlore the energy spectrum with wavelengths between 50
meters and 100 k-.. He further points out that we need to know more about the eddies with
dimensions less than 50 meters if we are to understand the mechanics of CA-0.

The primary mothod of measuring CAT is With arh acceierometer mounted on the aircraft. Usually
the aircraft are specifically designated for research, but Hunter (1968) describes a project
during which he obtained data from three co=mercial jet aircraft. Eastern Airlines, in a
press release of July 1964, describes a company sponsored project whereby a-. infrared detec-
tor measures the temperature gradient ahead of the aircraft (20 or so miles). A signal is

g*iven when the gradient exceeds a given level, and the pilot is supposed to maneuver to
avoid the area of inferred CAT. I have not found any published results of the Eastern test.
An AFCRL study to sense temperature gradients as an indication of CAT (!4clean, 1965) proved
inconclusive. Axford (1968) describes a method of using an inertial guidance system to mea-

sure directly gust velocity. While many of the sensors used in turbulence and cloud physics
experiments are "standard" and available "off-the-shelf," there are no routine programs in

neration to systematically observe parameters related to either area.

I should mention at this point that aircraft have been used to make routine observations for

air pollution purposes. Fixed wing aircraft have ]lmited use, but helicopters have proved to
be useful. Temperature and relative humidity probes have been flown successfully and several
routine sounding programs are in operation.

The second use for aircraft is for weather reconnaissance. Both the Navw and the Air Force
fly preplanned missions for this purpose. Participants at this conference are well aware of
the details of this program. The Air Weather Service has asked for improvements to their
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system, primarily in terms of obtaining thermodynanic date above flight level (by rocket-
sonde) and wind data below (Kahle, 1967). The general feasibility of obtaining rocketsonde
data above the aircraft and wind data below -as been demonstrated. However, the successful I- j
operational employment of either concept has yet to be made. A

Voluntary aircraft reports (A=lS) are, of course, familiar to each of us. The Weather 9
Bureau has recently been successful in almost doubling the number of usable A=hES at the
National Meteorological Center by eliminating communication bottlenecks. The major problem,
however, remains that some routes are overcovered while whole areas of continents are not
covered at all. Better communications can only provide minimal improvement. Fletcher (1969)

describes in concept a system for automatically collecting data from aircraft via satellite.
Several suggestions have been made over the years to place automatic sensors on board air-
craft; but for various reasons, little has been done. However, the advent of jumbo jets and
supersonic aircraft substantially increases the commitment of an airline. Hopefully, one

will find a more receptive attitude to automatic meteorological sensors on board comrercial
aircraft.

(6) Surface Instrumentation. Surface instrumentation is usually neglected in R&D programs
except where it directly affects aircraft operations. There seem to be two reasons for this.
First, many of the sensors such as barometers, thermometers, wind vanes, etc., are consider-
e od to oe "adequate" for our general needs. I should add that several are not: For example,
the measurement of precipitation type, amount, and intensity. Second, radar, satellite, and
upper air development programs usually have higher priority than programs for surface instru-

mentation. I will only cover two aspects of surface instrumentation development in this
section: Portarle stations and marine. The foremost problem of surface instrument" 'on is
automation, which I will discuss in the next section.

Several notable (usually hand held) stations have been developed for use by the military.
One such system was devised for the Air Force by AFCRL. There are two segments: A surfacestation and a PIBAL station. Each segment weighs 5 lbs. and is self-contained for use oy

one person. The surface segment can be used to measure wind speed r .d direction, tempera-
ture, pressure, humidity, amount of precipitation, and cloud base (clinomets r). The PIBAL
segment contains charged cylinders for 10 gm balloons, theodolite and all necessary tables.
B. Weiss of the AFCRL has fabricated several sets of these equipments to be evaluated in air
pol lution programs.

I will touch -ry briefly on marine and oceanographic measurements. Marine meteorologica

obse-vations consist of raob soundings using a 403 MHz system on some 20 merchant ships and
relatively crude surface ooservations on some 2000 other vessels. Surface pressure, tempera
ture (air and water), and relative humidity are measured by instruments. All other surface

observations (winds, waves, weather, etc.) are estimated. I know of no United States efforts
to mprc.ve the calibre of the rou.ine, surface marine observation. Significant advance-
ments are being made for research purposes, however. The Weather Bureau has ccrpleted devel-
or~rent of a stabilized antenna for upper air windfindirg at sea. The use of navigational
aids for windfinding (Loran-C/Omega) is also applicable.

A Meteorological Oceanogaphic Surface Data Acquisition System was developed by the Research
Triangle Institute for use during BOMAEX (Shinners, 1969) to include a dew cell, thermistor,
infra-ed radiometer, wind anemometer and vane, solar pyranmoneter. and a bead thermistor for

urface temperature. A.ditional data are recorded on vessel movement, atmospheric
p sure, time and the visually determined elements of clouds, weather, visibility, and s
state. These and slir systems are ruch too sophisticeated and costly for routine network
operations. (Observatn ns from buoys will be covered u-nder the scct-lin on automaion.)

This hurried treatment oes not adequately cover the continuing work being done on radiation
integrators, viscous damped wind vanes, hygrothermometers, instruments to be used as stan-
dards fo'r humidity and pressure measurements, improved rain gages (there are some eight
different types which should be calibrated and perhaps standardized), and snow depth indica-
tors. i chink it is safe to say, however, that the work being done is of long standing f
duration and is at a relatively low level of effort. The results will improve exioting

techniques and programs, but will not seriously alter the future data acquisition system.

G. Automation of the Surface Observation. Our primary goal in automation has been to
devise a system which will take a complete surface observation "untouched by human hands."
There are two basic reasons why the goal has not been reached: (1) We bave tried to adapt -i

for use with machines, sensors which were originally designed fur humans, and (2) we have
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tried to devise a machine which would obtain observations according to criteria based on
human capabili

t
ies and limitations. A major reference for understanding the role and status

of automatic stations is W140 Technical Note *82, 1966. It contains the Proceedings of an
International Symposium on Automatic Stations.

One may define three categories of automatic stations.

the p -- Data Logger. Records infor-atlon from sensors. No display of data (except on
the record which may be magnetic tape) and no communicaticn capability. Fixed data rate.
Urually d.c. operated.

Type l--Intermediate. Accepts data from sensors. Does simple processing such as wind
averaging. Capability for manual input of data. Optional capability for local output via
displays or printed record. Cormunicasion usually by radio or icngline. Fixed data rate.
May vary rate by simple adjustments to the station. Usually a.c. operated.

Type IIl--Advanced. Accepts data from sensors or manual input. Displays information
locally. Advanced level of data processing for various statistics and climatological records.
Can be programmed for a flexible data rate. May program itself to take specials when condi-
tions warrant. Communication is via radio or longline.

(a) Type I--Data Logger. Data loggers have their primary app!Jcation in agricultural,

hydrologic, forestry, climatological, and related progra.s. Their purpose is primarily to
monitor the elements at specified intervals and to provide a record. As with each of the
other types of stations, the proper design of the sensors is more of a problem than the con-
struction of the recording apparatus. Fritschen (1969) discusses specific problems of instru-
ment design such as converting from analog voltages to digital, sampling procedures, and
scal ng the signals into physical units. Rider (1969) provides a resume of the data loggers

which are in use. Single parameter recorders are available for operation from batteries for
periods up to 12 months. Records are rode primarily on strip charts, usually pressure sensi-
tive to avoid problems with ink. Recen-ly, magnetic tape cartridges have been adapted for
use with simple data loggers. This procedure provides for automatic data reduction at some
central location. Sumner (1965 and 1966) provides a lescriptio of long period data loggers
for wind (speed and direction) and duration of sunshine.

Simple data loggers are available for up to nine elements, all recorded on magnetic tape
(Strangeways and McCulloch, 1965). Must uses, however, require that only 3-5 parameters
be measured. Besides the meteorological parameters, various sensors are available for
radiation measurements, soil temperature and moisture, leaf wetness, and air pollutants
including both chemical and partic-late -att er.

Develo-ments underway are aimed primarily at providing cli atoiogical data on 5-7 parameters

fcr unattended periods up to 30 _Jays at a cost of iunder $5CC per unit. We arc a long way
from reaching this goal.

(b) T-ype lii--tLenfedlaet. The distia-Jshiig features of 'his type station io that

real time co imunication is possible (as opposed to no communication for the Type i) and
data processing is limited to simple tasks such as a time average for wind speed (Tlype III
has the capability for more sophisticated data processing). The Weather Bureau has develop-
ed a Type II station named the AMOS I1-70 (Hexter and Waters, 1068). The parameters mea-
sured are pressure (altimeter), te,:i-rature, relative humidity, 1 minute averaged wind speed
and direction (viscous ds.mpel vane), and precipitation accunmulation (tipping bucket). Given
suitable sensors, the capability exists to add-on precipitation occurrence and type, visibil-
ity, and cloud information. The station is a.c. powered and co--.nicates via standard FAA
teletypewriter circuits. An optional module is available for the manual input of ceiling,
visibility, obstructions to vision ard remarks. Manual input data may be inserted at either
of two locations enabling one to transfor responsibility to the tower under certain circum-
stances. A module is to be developed for a local, visual display of the data.

Several commercially available devices fitting the general description of T ype II stations
are d*-scribed by Hexter and Spivey (1969). The communication and data processing portions
of these systems are well advanced, but the sensors are generally inadequate. One system,
designed by Packard Bell, is in u-se at 10 loceti~ns in New Yc.? k City for air pollution pur-
poses. Another system produced by By-Tel (Thiokol Chemical Company) is being used by the
Weather Bureau to relay data from precipitation storage gages near Sacramento, California. A
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A third station has been developed by Motorola. Various combinations of this latter system
are in use by the Atomic Energy Commission, Corps of Engineers, and Bureau of Land Reclama-
tion. Each of these three trans It data via VHF radio. Communication may also be by land-
line. Interrogation can be autcmatic or on demand. The data can be automatically process-
ed at the base station or manually reduced depending on the amount of money one wants to
invest. Power sources are usually d.c. Several models are available which have propane
generators to charge the battery. An expendable station part way between Types I and II
(Hardin, 1966) has been const:,-cted at AFCRL. It operates on a battery for about 2 weeks
telemetering information jia VI[F radio (range is about 50 miles). The station is mounted
on a "spear" which implants itself in the giund after being dropped from an aircraft.

Table 4 indicates the wide range of capabilities which could be built into a Type II auto-
matic station. The AMOS 111-70 is taken as the "typical" Type 11 station. Percentage
values in the body of the table refer to that part of the total number which should have the
associated capability.

Table 4: Potential Capabilities of Type II Automatic Weather Stations

d -h llses

Observaional Elements H _

IC $oo Ao Ior Modules :I PI 4- U__ _

113 100 200 300 200 1100 250
Total No. Required (WB) est.) (est.) (est.). (est.) (est.) (est.) a(et.j

Processor X X X X X X X

Pressure (Alt- Set.) X X X 10% X

Temp. X X X X X X X

De pont X X X X X X X

Wind Direction X X X X X X

Wind Speed X X X X X X

Wind Ousts X X X X X

Precip. Amount X X X X X X

Precip. Yes-No X X X X X

Precip. Type X X , _ X

Snow (Water Equiv.) X

Snow Depth ,,_ X

Manual Input & Remarks X X

Visibility X X lO , 2

Cloud Et. X X

Cone. of Pollutants 60%

Fuel Moisture X

Water Termp. X X X

Wave Ht. X X

Tide Level or River Stage X X X _

Environmental Protection X X

Difficult Installation 1Oy 1 10.

Remote Package (RkVMS) 71051 10

Recording of Dta X X X X X X X
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A variation of the Type II station is described by Aronsson (1969). This system has a
central programmer which automatically "dials" the telephone number of each station and
receives the message as a series of tones. The tones are processed into a meteorological
data message and are used either at the central site or transmitted over the weather tele-
typewriter network. This system is being installed in Sweden to cover the entire country.
The elements measured are pressure (aneroid stack of 12 capsules), temperature (platinum
resistance thermometer), huidity (hair hygrometer), wind speed (cup anemometer), wind direc-
tion (mechanically damped vane), precipitation (tipping bucket), visibility (backscatter
meter), and cloud amount (scanning infrared radiometer). Several similar systems are in
use around the Unitod States which interrogate sensors via telephone. Tide, river, and rain
gages, and wind sensors have all been connected to such systems. The Weather Bureau has a
system called Automatic Hydrologic Observing System (AHOS) which is used primarily for river
and rain gages.

(c) Type III--Advancec. The advanced automatic weather station concept is to duplicate
completely the surface synoptic observation. The main difficulty is the provision of infor-
maticon on subjective parameters: Ceiling which represents both cloud cover and cloud height,
prevailing visibility, and obstrucoions to vision. The AI/FAQ-5 was developed for the 4ir
Force to meet this goal and the AMOS-V was developed by the Weather bureau for the same
purpose. In both versions, extensive field trials showed the inability of the sensors to
provide the information required.

(d) Marine Automatic Stations. The two best known meteorological buoys in the United
States are the NOMAD (U.S. Navy) and MAMOS (Weather Bureau). (I will not consider predonin-
ately oceanographic buoys such as those being developed by the Coast Ewid Geodetic Survey.)
NOMAD is in operation in the Gulf of Mexico reporting each 6 hours. Signals are sent by
Morse code to a shore station where they are processed into meteorological data and placed
on the teletypewriter network. MA40S was similar to NOM.D in its sensors and basic concept,
but the data were to be sent in the international meteorological format o-er radio teletype-
writer for automatic entry on the national system. A number of design and construction prob-
lems arose with MA1MOS. This couplea with the recent decision to incorporate national buoy
activities under the Coast Guard resulted jn the Weather Bureau decision to terminate the
MAMOS program.

Various development activities are being conducted in the Coast and Giodetic Survey, Navy,
and National Environmental Satellite Center to develop specialized buoys from which meteoro-
logical data will be obtained. The so-called "Monster Buoy" is being used to replace Coast
Guard light ships, and we will receive meteorological data from these providing suitable
sensors can be obtained. Because of their cost and maintenance requirements, few monster
buoys will be used in the near future. The recent success of the 7-foot discus buoy built
for The National Environmental Satellite Center offers a epsential for large numbers of
relatively cheap platforms which can be interrogated by satellites, proviling suitable sen-
sors are designed.

The heart of the United States buoy program is the Vatiorc- Data Buoy System to be designed,
built, and tested by the Coast Guard. The current status is that a Lystems study has been
completed. The study report (Systems Development Corporation, 1969) contains a compilation
of data requirements, various system configurations are evaluated, and the direction to be
taken for equipment development is recommended. Equipment requirements are being prepared

by the Coast Guard. A prototype system of some 30-50 buoys is to be tested in the 1973-75
time period. A full program of several hundred buoys is plananed for the late 1970's. Fund
requests have been drastically cut, and it is likely that thess 3 goals will not be met.

A number of questions have yet to be resolved, such as how does one obtain upper air data

which are more important than surface observations over the oceans? The Navy has experiment-
ed with launching small rockets from floating platforms to simulate buoys and this may be
the answer.

C. Summary--What are we doing to improve the system? Worldwide data acquisition programs
are expanding in terms of total observations taken and the quality of the data. Serious
equipment deficiencies exist, and development programs have been initiated. The deficiencies
stem from many sources, but might be generalized by the statement that we continually rec uire
the sensors to provide Information beyond their design capabil~ty. Throughout the system, a
major problem is one of sensors not being adequate for changing requirements. Further,
recent technological advances ii, data processing and electronics have caused us to take a
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critical look at systems which were designed some 20 or more years ago. Too ofte. "new"
systems have really been new data processors or new comnunication devices tied to "old"
sensors. But, this fact has been recognized, and one can find increased erphasis on sensor
design. However, we have a long way to go.

As for development of upper air systems, the successful der.onstration of satellite remote
temperature profiles has created a situation which brings to the fore the question of the
relative roles of remote versus in-situ measurements. Indirect so'ndings from tne ground
are also being pursued, and the combinat;on of surface based and satellite based sensors
seems to be a logical one to purs.e for the i970's. The increased emphasis on aperiodic data
certainly raises basic qucstions on the requirements for synoptic data. In fact, the need to

4 restate cur requirements for data is critical if we are to properly evaluate all the promis-
ing systems which are available to us. Surface automation nearly still born in the 1950's
is undergoing a new resurgence of life. Once again, however, we need to define very precise-

k ly what each automatic station is to do in terms of real data output, and we muse design our
censors to match the capabilities of a machine not a man.

During the next few years, it is not difficul.dt to forecast that a new low level sornding
system will be developed based on either an acoustic or microwave radimelric technique, the
use of navigational aids for rawinscndirng will be completed, radar daza will be enhanced by
digitization, automatic stations suitable for all uses except the duplication of a sy-nopic

or aviation observation will be available and buoys for networks (as opposed to research use)
E will be in the water order test. The real unknown is how much moey will be available to

purchase any of these devices for routine use? I have no inside answer to that question.
Therefore, the forecast in the next section will be made through a crystal ball clouded by

t- financial uncertainties.I
Before I make the forecast, however, let me philosonhize on a serious management problem. In
my considered opinion, the most crucial issue that we must resolve is the one of relative
prioritico. I hope it is obvious to the reader that uhere has been proposed a multiplicity
of sensors, concepts, systems ideas, gadgets or what-have-you for nearly every meteorological
observing problem that we have. A fundamental question is where do we put our limited re-
sources, both R&D and operational? We must first answer the question, what are the true data.
requirements? Virtually all present meteorological requirements are stated in terms 0F equip-
ment or are based on the assumption that certain equipment is available. We need answers to
such questions as what are the relative roles of satellite and radiosondes, of radar and
satellites, of satellites and surface stations, and of radar and surface stations? Having
satellite scunding data, can we terminate routine radiosonde observations at 300 mb and make
soundings to 10 or 5 mb with precision instruments at only a few locations? If so, what
does this imply for our ongoing upper air development programs? Can sasel).ites provide
enough cloud information to supplant surface observations of cloud type and amount? Are
buoys reqyirod or can satellites and ships of opportunity provide sufficient data over the
oceans, Can radars provide all the infornaioun required o01 precipitetiun ty-p or att Os
both, Some of these questions are of long standing duration. Others have been studied and
partially answered, often from parochial viewpoints. But nowhere can I find a basic statement
of minimum as well as maximum data needs, irrespective of how the data are to be obtained.
Each analysis of data requirements begins with or depends upon a study of available data ac-
quisition systems. I suggest that tte first task for the 1970's is a reevaluation of data
needs and priorities. This is a task, I fear, which may not be done.

I
IV. What Systems Will be Operational in the 1970's

(...the future might be read in the past...)

E A. General. To this point I have covered the major challenges to be faced in the fielid f
data acquaisition. Briefly restated these are:

(1) Global, long range forecasts
(2) Mesoscale, short range forecasts
(3) Side effects

(a) capitalize on technology (d) determination of accuracy
(b) standardization e) use of aperiodic data
(c) calibration
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3- I have also discussed some of thet R&D programs directed toiward mneet-Ing ths chalengs
a~ipha s i s being pieced on:

L (I Rlemote sensing
w '2) U1pper air Sotudings

(3) Padar, part icularly obtaining cunnaitatIve data
(4) Automation o2f the surface obsorvationr

Anum-.ber 0f deficiencies3 have bee-, noted in both o.ur cur-rent system, and the direction that
cu~r R&D efforts ar taig. Unre sole tralers ecntr around

(I) Sensor developme nt, particularly f r upre- air so'ndings and sulrface automlatic
t staion Is

(2) The relative roles &-. reren a' . ini situ oseswations
(3) A reevalue~, -A' data roquemeor~ts

In preparing a forecot it oi, lve;. - pting tn follow the ostaolllshed trend. Since mete-
orolcgyr became organrze- in inh_ late lad'h century, the treat has been to add slowly Wc exist-

ng fac i11tje, s . I ren-ro n- th- toion that one ofthe pilars of this forecast is
Ithat We ha-se a systeCM Vra~,isi~ ex ny ftnne and which wilt be added toin a consec-rative

ranne r. 4'hTle this cert traiy -is tri , a itiniek it wouldd be daengerous to fo:recast according
t- the past trend. in Try- opiniL-I rYu, 'will devcl-ornans of remote sensing and ".utomation
represene, mrajor inflecricn p3xnts enoad-ng the trend upward. The ra-rchanges n-.ade in our

Lsystemi in the 1970's w.-l be'a a reQt~l' cS these t-n developments.

B. Esti-aties of Syatcan CacabJility. ;.s mentionied -asrlfir, Aunex I co,.-ntains estimates of
currant a-d antic_ Ttei obse rvational accura,7ies. Teppe: (1q59) prepared the data in cables1 5 and 6 -.hichk oucleen nex i. in table 5, be suggests one wa-y in whic-bllo and sat-
ellite systems might, be ,omb-nea to provide thu date required by GASP. Tepper gives an
analysis of the capability of such a sysuem to m-feet global forecast requirements in table
6.

Yneir a 1-e ; be sail about rAnnex I and tables I sad- tE as the-y are estimpates based on
ufl be s'--- ' availzablo at iresan;, and suffer from all the sho-rtcomings of that infor-
mn- . ur e Or

5 he data containo-d le. these tables extensively to sort. ouaidcassify
i If YO_ Wi's Lhe- o --ie com:binatio,,ns of new systems which might exist in the 1970's.

Th &e,_t3 tht itering: process is c:ontained in the next secti4_On, The Forecast.

C. The ?reocsThe data1 acquisit_'on system of the late 1970'sF will1 rely heavily on sat-
e te dat-.a to satifcy the general a' eas of the iRatio-nal1 Meteorological Center-. A sycae-m 0'

th-soa s atell ites w Kl be in orbit -.- ertical sonigdata as well as cloud i nfornmationi.
The rauinsonde netwo rk will have subs a- slly The sarne number of stat ions, but the purpose
will be crri-rily to- trovI-de reference Oatis. Therefore, the frecfumoy of observution will1 bo
o ne sconding per day. Thisi frequency will be augmented, or request. , -.o provide detailed

Ioo e- ± n aat ± -tl)C dare . nriie thse o verell frecyeanr; of o.--

Fervatbon will 'se reduced, upias of 1' tations in the United States wil conduct that

fcr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .id itrnntin wlbei rztopo ea es ei-k n the Midwest
durng uh tonad ' seson hd aongth ccstsduin6thelsrr'are"season." Remote low

-ee and forecasts. Thrcmgh~ut, the raioneprograr- (2.nc~dinF low level profiles) wJl~l
b-e au~tomated t-o the pci4 nt tha., onl'y one o bserver will oe reqt;i.red. A. hSPS will be collectedIauto-matically frtsn aircraft. Thie AIREP will include infor-,6con on piLi' on, he-ight (or

irsrealtitude), tem~perature, wi'nd, and turbulence. I believe that h;orizontal sounding
balloons w.il be used rrmri7 fo-r research projects since they are most effective, above
hr aclosour levels tand w d he cor coror-te-ition for _-tel ites.

The system just lescrited would uL,. su'thei iugrnentea by a few buoys placed in strategic lo-
catioDns so as toprovide upper air data below cloud levels over the oceans. The O's (for

a _ n i data) end the rarchen sba; radiosonde programr will be phased out toward the enid of

The radar prograsi will be greatly augmnedn by thu introjectioJn en. e limited basis of car'-
outer cc ~tdcharts i-sopleobed fcr Slevels. Digital radea' data will be distributed
nsti~nslly over talc 0-I.-e l ine s'' tner o few (5-I) doppler radars will ho_ in existenc

for trna dotootic tolLd aralva_- a tiwr loal evose storms. A C-band radar system o:f
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Table 5. SU!kdMARY OF PR0rOSED SPACE-BASED SYSTEM fOR EARLY GA ±ERIlNT

Da_a I.Satellites Balloons*

San-synchronous Equatorial or
GeostatiorI tt Low-inclination

1. Wind Visible and TI FCLE-type and/or DLE-type and/cr 600 at 200-150 mb,
scanners for high differential differential tropics, mid-lati-
resolution cloud doppler ballcon doppler balloon tudes; 300 at 850
observatio'n at lxcatlon system location system mb tropics; 100
frequent interval .  

_ speciel

2. Tempera- (possibly ]R ) ultichannel 1, "_hermistor
ture sourdes for tern- and microwdve ---

perature profiles spectroradiometer
for temperature

____rofiles

3. Reierence ......--- Pressure height
Pressure __(at 200-150 mb)

I. Water Vapor --- Microwave sound . .. Questionable
er for Ital water

vapor; possibly
additional IR
channels for wate

C v pr profiles
5. Cloud Cover High resolution, High resolution,

End Cloud two channel I/ two channel IF/
height visible redio- visible radio-

meter j meter
6. Data Col- VF c-r HF trans- 1 VIF or UHF trans-

lection ponder ] ponder
*Constant level balloons

Table 6. ANALYSIS OF DATA SUPPLIED BY PROPOSED SPACE-BASED SYSTEM,

Doniain Resolution Accuracy

1. Winds frm Yow-level tropi's (posri- 400-500 k Satisfacto--
Ba'.loons* bly also subtropics

High-leve' tropics May be poorer than 400 )mi un- Satisfactory
-ess balloons replenished
utring experiment

Lcw-levei extra topics None proposea

High-level midlatitudes ;i 140 "os Satisfactory

High-level high altitudes May be satisfactory in smi-. Satisfactory
mar polar hemisphere if
suitable launch lccation
used; winter polar cap pro-
bably not pOss9-ie

f1 om Cloud Tropics and midlatitudes Not known yet 2 m/sec
Iiaplaue- wherever suitable clouds
ment exist

(continued)
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Domain Resolution Accuracy
2. Temperature JLaw-level tropics 400-500 km 0.50

Balloon High-levcl tropics and May be marginal in tropics 0.5C

midlatitudes but good in m-dlatitudes

High-level high altitudes May be satisfactory in
summer polar hemisphere
if suitable launch location
used; winter polar cap pro-
bably not possible

Vertical Microwave may give Acceptable in horizontal; +2.XC
Soundings essentially global only 3-4 degrees of freedom

soundings to surface or in vertical in troposphere
to level or rain clouds;

IR soundings give qrasi-
global to surface or
cloud level

3. Reference Tropics, midlaitudes Adequate 1iO m with radio
Pressure (ovur oceans orly) altimeter

Ballo ons__

4. Water Vapor Global Horizontal resolution good.
No vertical resolution (tot-

al content)and over oceans
only with microwave; two
layers above clouds and in

a.'sence o? cirrus with IR

*Constant level bal..oons

some 20 stations wll fill n the WSbR-5( network east of the Rocks Mountains. However, a
major unresolved p-oblem will be the calibration of the radar network, and this will retard
the lise of rationally digitized and processed data.

Complete sinface reports for nonaviat'on purposes will be in the process of being automated
on a systematic basis by the midd.ie 1970's. Automation for specific programs such as hydrolo-
gy will be well advanced. The data requiremonts of aviation in the terminal area will have
been revised so as t- permit complete automat:on, but the R&D program will not have been com-
pleted by the end of the decade. Highly versa:ile, "expendable" automatic stations wrill be
avalable and is use for seasonal programs such as fire weather forecasts, agriculture, or
marine forecasts. Dense, but lccaLlzed, networks of stations reporting via radio or telephone
will be in existence around the 30-50 most oonulous cities. This latter will 9 s2 benefit
aviatio. ter-air. fu recastc.

The surface observing program will make use of the laser or another high intensity light
source for aviation observations. The parameter may be callee slant visual rango or some
thor tens, butt the parasmeter measured wiii be the distance the pilot can see along his land-

log path. In addition, development will be progressing to adapt the laser to low level wind
shear measurements near airoorts.

Ov the int rnseional scale. sFall bioys will be in limited use for s.rfa . and subsurface data.

In particular, the coastal areas 0f the United States will be covered with upwards of 100
Small b;sv-. Questions of relative cost versus d.ta value will still be unresolved for a
worldeide networa of huoys. Therefore, I foresee a limited number (less than 25) of large
*.tutvs capable '-f taki, both upper air; surface, and subsurface observations. Merchant ships,
of course, will be better equipped; but the instrumentation for surface observations will lag
f;r behind land stations. Tchee will be a significant increase of subsurface data from mer-
chant ships Using -he expenidable batbethersograph.

C. Conclusion. The final conclusion is that the i970's will be a tine of innovation and
*erious question!ing of how and why we take observations. It will also be a time of initial
uple-entat in of networkr of "row" devices oriented specifice.ly toward the mesoscale fore-
cast problem. For this w cun thank remote ser-sing fro both satellites and the nurtuce.
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Remote sensing and automation will be the two areas of major change. Both will provide for

greater coverage, but the demands on communications will be severe. Finally, the major
unknown in uy "forecast equation" is the support we will receive from Congress. This is a

problem of salesmanship on the part of all of us.

Annex I

Current or Anticip-ated Accuracies of Upper Air Observations

A. Geostationary Satellite (current).

-04S error for vector wind of 10 knots for clouds at any altitude. Speed will be mea-sured directly from cloud position on consecutive photographs from geostationary satel-

lites. Cloud altitude will be determined from infrared measurements of cloud temperature.

_ B. ITOS Satellite (1975) and Nimbus III (current except for item 5):

Observational Accuracies of Meteorological Parameters for Nimbus Series

1. Temperature Soundings

1-2*K from 10 mb level to top of cloud layer
2-3°K below top cloud layer
Inversions (except tropopause) will tend to be smoothed out

2. Heignt of pressure surfaces

Within 20 meters with clear sky
Within 40 meters with overcast sky

13. Thickness of layers very accurate above clouds

4. Horizontal thickness gradients very accurate above clouds

5. Relative Humidity within 15 of actual values

Additional Information for ITOS

-.. Satellite measures temperature as a function of pressure

2. Location accuracy of soundir 20 miles, except 10 miles with reference pcints

3. Air column measu'ed is 15-120 miles in diameter at surface

4. Orbit time about 2 hours

5. Equator crossings advance 1800 miles per orbit

6. Soundings taken every 12 seconds (30 orbit miles) at following points:

(a) 2100 miles to right of track (350 slant angle)
(b) 1050 miles to right

(c) vertical(a) 1050 miles to left
(e) 2100 miles to left

Soudings of successive passes will overlap. Miles refer to lateral displacement ofIsounding from orbit measured at the earth's surface.

7. To be operational in 1975

8. Data will be available once per day within 20 minutes after last pass from which
data are used (subject to change if priorities change).
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C. Unmanned Ocean Buoys (1975-19801.

i. Not expected to be operational on a global basis

2. Temperature and pressure accuracies will be very similar to current radiosonde
accuracies

3. Will not measure winds

D. Constant Pressure Balloons (1975).

1. Temperature R4S Error 0.24,less than IC

2. Humidity will probably not be measured

3. Balloon will depart from intended density surface by an averaged 0.15%

4. Pressure calculations will have an EMS error of 0.25%. No pressure height data
will be determined

1 Balloon location RMSE one mile when measured by orbital satellite and five miles by
t geostationary satellite

6. Wind measurements accurate to 2 krots vector from orbital satellites and 7 knots
from geostationary satellite. This assumes fixes every 80 minutes from orbital
satellite and every 60 minutes from geostarionary

7. 600 mile grid plann~ed for portion of globe south of 25N. This will require 1,60

balloons. Will use 2,400 balloons due to clustering

8. Test scheduled for 1970 in tropics with i00 balloons

E. Rawinsonde (current).

1. Pressure

(a) Aneroid (range 1050 to 5 mb): accuracy 4_2 mb; resolution about 0.5 Tr

(b) Hypsorseter (range 50 mb and lower): accuracy 11 mb (50 sib) becoming 0.3 mb
(10 mb and lower); resolution about 0.1 mb

2. Terperature: accuracy 1C; resolution about 0.3C

3. Relative humidity (carbon hygristor): +5% in the range of relattvc humidity between
10 and 90%, and for tcmperaturoz above oc '10% for temperatures ranging from -20C
to 0C; resolution about 1*. Accuracy is unknown below -20C

4. Wind (using Loran-C this could be improved to 2-5' on direction and 1-2 kts. for
speed)

(a) Direction: accuracy t5'; resolution about 1'

(b) Speed: accuracy +5 kts, using transponder, generally +10 to 20 kts.without

transponder--depending on distance of balloon from station resolution about 1 kt.

(c) Velocity: 5 kts. using transponder, 2 to 30 kts. without transponder velocity
error increases as the square of the distance of the balloon from the station.

F. Aircraft (current and 1975).

I. Temperature: 1 to 2C -

2. Wind: 5° and 5 kts. over land and i0' and 10 to i5 kts. over water if doppler
equippod. More than 90% of AIREP winds are doppler
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GROUID-BASED METEOLOGICAL OBSERVING SYSTEM IN THE 19701a

Andrew S. Carten, Jr.
Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories "OAB)

An attempt is made to anticipate Air Force ground-baeed observational systems
which will be in use or whtch will come into being in the next decade. Present
capabilities are exmined against probable mission support requirements. All of
the major types of ground-based instrumentation, including indirect probes and
balloon and rocket sounding systems tracked fror, the ground, are surveyed a-nd
d~esign trends are forecast. Several specific critical requirement areas are
examined in detail, and probable solutions are given.

i. Introduction

it is a pleasure and a challenge to join my distinguished colleagues here today in forecast-
ing the meteorological resources and capabilities of the next decade. Although my
presentat4on will be biased towards Air Force ground-based observational systems, the
approaches suggested may be of interest to all affected agencies. Certainly the problems
posed by the new, soon-to-be-with-us breed of aircraft are of universal concern.

IV forecasts will have an understandable degree of uncertainty since they will be based on an
anticipated state of the art and on probable operational requirements. Even quite accurate
technical foresight will not auomstically cause the observational systems mentioned to
materialize, however. The fleshing out of these concepts depends heavily on the solution of
the research and development lag time problem, with which most of you are familiar, -nd for
which the prognosis Is not encouraging. The very length of the typical development cycle
guarantees that, unless a system is under active consideration today, it has little chance of

being implemented operaonally in the next decade.

lI. Meteorological Support Missions - Present and .ature

a. Present-day Mission Sjl ort. Since new obtier-,ationai systems come irto being principally

in response to rwqulrenents for Specifir mission support, any crystal ball gazing in this
area m.ust he linked to reasonable estimates of missions to he supported. Thus, a short over-
view of tne antlcipated Air Force and Air Weather eervice posture o~er the next ten sears
should precede detpiled system discussions. As a strting point, let us briefly examine the
observing funct' n of tne Air Weather Service today. it is quite diffuse, yet three distipct
misrions stand out upon examination, covering support t) the following operations:

(I) Multi-purpose fixed and rotary wing aircraft operations - landings, take-offs, en

route conoitions, and terminal or target conditions.

(2) Missile and space flight operations - launch, reuntry, and recovery.

(3) Tactical air and Army field unit operatins.

b. Air Force Direction in the 1970's. Will the mission support -ales ;ust described persist7
The answer to this question depends on our abi!Jiy to predict the tirection which the Air
Force itself will take In the 1970's. I see no drastis change. F!:are will still be fixed
and rotary wing aircraft, plui r-Rpce and missile operat:cns, and t-day's counterinaurgency
type of operation will continue in fact or as a possibit-t. The ruin thrust will le towards
the introduction of much more sophisticated ae.ospace vehicles whose size, high speeds, aad
critical perfcrmance characteristics will quickly aacentuat-- the d ficiencies ii. present
atmospheric enalysis and forecasting servtces. T'-his will rem4;o in a clamor for improvements.
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In many cases, the new vehicles will be traversing levels of the atmosphere largely unused
and inadequately probed at the present time.

c. Iroved Interface with Data Processing and Display Systems. The needed improvements
will require not only more frequent, more widespread, more accurate, and sometimes new obser-
vations but also more rapid dissemination and display of the observed parameters. This
includes inputs to aircraft on the final approach, somae of which will be under the control of
airborne computers. 3 Automatic data gathering systems are a key element in this process.
They call for both a very large development effort and a subsequent huge capital investment.
It was on the latter point that previous attempts at automation have foundered. Whether new,
more reliable, leis maintenance prone, solid state modules of today tri3l make the needed
capital investment a more saleable issue is a moot point. Fur the purposes of this presents-
tion. a decision in favor of some sort of automatic data collection and dissemination set is
assumed. It would be compatible with the specific observational systems to be discussed.

Fourth generation computers, such as the Illiac IV plannel to upgrade numerical
weather forecasting services will employ parallel modes of data processing and will have
voracious appetites. To realize the enormous potential of these machines, the interface of
the envisioned automatic data acquisition systems with high speed communication lines will
have to be planned with extreme care.

The data acquisition, processing, and dissemination goals just mentioned are also goals of
the World Weather Watch and the Global Atmospheric Research Program (CARP) which will be in
effect during the 1970's. (3) It is likely that these two programs will have a powerful
influence on the observational process and provide the impetus for major improvements that
has been lacking for much of the past decade.

d. Impact of Weather Modification. Weather modification, both intentional and inadvertent,
will also gain prominence in the years ahead. !rpecially as the findings of Project GARP
filter down. The routine observing functio, wil1 have to be expanded to include measurements
by which the effectiveness of local modific.-ion operations may be gauged. At the sawe time,

*care will have to be taken to segregate measurements of the modified environment from those
of the natural environment so that synoptic observations will not be misleading and climato-
logical records will not be contamina I .T seems unlikely that intentional local modifica-
tion processes, such as fog disperrsl, 'c:ome so efficient and so widely employed in the
970's that bad weather operations li. !_:,pear. Some progress in that direction is very
probable, however.

e. Outlook for Mission Support. From T-e foregoing, it seems safe to conclude that today's
support missions will, indeed, persist and will actually become more difficult to carry out
in the face of an intensified demand for weather observations. Some measurements will remain
manual and relatively crude but most must see a significant degree of refinement. Bigger,
faster, higher flying, and more sophisticated vehicles are going to require mere accurate,
nore timely, and more copious data whose acquisition and dissemination will need to be highlv
automated - to match the real time needs of user control and display systems and to provide
adeqyame grid point information for the new, numerical weather computers.

III. Surface Measuring Equipment, General Considerations

a. M ission/Configuration Relationships. In discussing specific ground-based operational
systems, let us look first - in rather broad terms - at those which will be making direct
measurements of conventional surface parameters such as wind, visibility, and temperature.
In this area especially; the mission being supported hE. traditionally influenced the design

of the observational tool. COn this basis, we *.4' make some safe, general predictions. For
example, at pernanti.c airfields and test range3, there will be a growth in the use of rela-
tively large irnd ver.y accurate devices with outputs adaptable to automatic processing, and,
by contrast, equiprent for tactical use will remain small, relatively non-automatic and only
moderately arcursce. Consequently, the inventory of the 1970's will contain surface
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observing instruments of many different configurations, several of them designed to measure
the same parameters. Some will have rather unique configurations, one example being the air
droppable automatic weather station whose development is underway at AFRIL. (FIGURE 1). I
will concentrate on airfield configurations in this discussion. Specialized tactical and
test range instrumentation deserves comparable treatment, but time just does not permit it.

b. Operational versus Meteorological Obeervations. I would like now to distinguish between
synoptically-reported meteorological or station measurements, which are used to define
pressure patterns, frontal locations, and local climatology, and operational measurements
which are used primarily for control purposes. A. example of the latter would be the updated
wind values furnished to pilots to assist aircraft movements. Runway Visual Range (RVR) is
also such a measurement. Another safe prediction is that, at many airfields, in the years

to come, the instruments used for station measurements can no longer be those also used for
operational measurements as the latper readings become increasingly unacceptable for meteoro-
logical use. This will come about riLnrily because of tle previously-mentioned intentional
or inadvertent local weather modification process. Tbis news is certainly not startling

from a technical viewpoint, but the prospect of added and remoted sensors poses problems with
respect to real estate, cabling, (or microwave relays), capital investments, maintenance,
and data handling.

c. Impact of the New, Very e-ge Aircraft Engines

(1) Engine Thrust Values, Old and New. The exhaust wakes of the new, very large aircraft
engines coming into use are a prime candidate for the inadvertent local weather modification
role. The power ratings of these gigantic thermodynamic machines are very impressive.

hereas present first-line fighter, bomber, transport, and cargo aircraft employ engines in
the 18 - 21,000 pound thrust class (4), the on-coming vehicles such as the Air Force C-5A
Cargo plane and the coimercial Boeing 747 Transport have engines with better than double
thrust levels of 41 - 45,000 pounds. (5) The same is true of the for oming trilet airbus.

Growth versions of these engines will surely exceed 50,00 otds. MThe Anglo-French
Concorde SST engines will be in tl'e -45,000 pound class. 173-Te Amrican S13 will be powere!
by 63,000-pound thrust engines. (7) Te significance of these numbers is illustrated by
FTGURES 2, 3, and 24 which show the jet wake temperature and exhaust velocity profiles of
the C-5A at idle and take-off power settings.

(2) Typical Air Force Base Traxffic. I am assuming that the other new aircraft mentioned
above have profiles similar to that shown for the C-5A. Even though the Air Force may not

own a 747, an airbus, or an SST, aircraft of that type will be operating under contract to
MAC as a matter of course and will be sh. ring runways with trie C-5A and other standard Air
Force planes. Actually, Air Force One will be an SST in due time and the replacement for
SAC's B-52's will exploy similar large engines.

(3) Effect on Local Observations. It is obvious that these aifcraft can generate intense
localized streams of hot air and low level turb, lence. In recognition of this fact, the
management at O'.1are Airport has already given notice that the 747 ray have to be towed
between the q of the runway and the terminal area to avoid damage to structures and injury
to people. M It has been demonstrated that the much less powerful C-141 cargo plane, when
deployed in small numbers at a fog-bound airfield can, in a few minutes of full-power engine
operation, imv-- e visibility along the runway. (9) The C-5A, the airbus, and the 747 have
a much greater capability in this respect. The important issue, however, is the impact of
their exhaust streams on airfield observations in normal olerations when a variety f power
settings will be employed. Consider, for example, the trijot airbus. Its center-muunted
engine will be 20 - 30 feet above ground. (8) The frictional dissipation of this engine's
exhaust will be certainly less rapid than for lower-mounted engines. What will be the effec-
tive length of its wake? Is it ridiculous to suppose thit a pilot of one of these aircraft
could sharply increase RVR values, and "open" a closed airfield, by aiming his exhaust
towards the transmissometer in use?

(4) The Question of Representative Measurements. The purpose of airfield operationel
measurements is to tell the pilot and the tower operator the conditions under which 6ake-off
or landing operations will be carried out. The information passed on should be representative.
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Will off-the-runway sensors be capable of gau4.ing residual turbulence and thermal reservoirs
along the runway meaningfully? Will the taxi ng operations of the jumbo jets contribute so
much interference noise to the system as to mike the observations meaningless Will the
sensors be damaged by these operations? Will serious levels of pollution (e.g., water and
carbon) be introduced? The dissipation of these intense pockets of energy would appear to
be a function of the local environment and of the frequency at which it is contaminated. An
occasional C-5A movement at Edwards AFB on a cool, windy day will patently have less impact

Lthan the rush-hour 747 and airbus traffic at O'Hare or Kennedy Airport on a sultry summer
day. At the very least, the new large aircraft will bring about a critical review of the
surface parameter measurement function at airfields. The most optimistic forecast is that
they will prove no problem as a result of the judicious use of grourd control procedures. A
less sanguine finding appears more likely, however.

d. V/STOL Aircraft Support

(1) Growth in V/STOL Uti)ization. It is important here not to lose sight of another
new class of aircraft with its own peculiar set of wind and temperature sensitivity problems.
This is the fixed-wing V/STOL class which is also on the horizon. Small STOL aircraft are
operational today at both military and comercial fields, and the British have an operational
VTOL fighter. American employment of a VTOL fighter in the years ahead appears likely in
view of the controversy over the vulnerability of conventional aircraft at forward area bases.
Another trei. will be towards larger and more diversified STOL aircraft. The ccmmercial
exploitation of STOL aircraft is needed to help solve the air traffic rroblem and the
increased military use of this type of vehicle for forward area resupply missions seems

assured. The problems associated with STOL aircraft will be most severe in the co mrcial
area, the outstanding one being that of acoustic noise because of the extra thrust demanded
by these high drag machines. (10)

Air traffic congestion leads naturally to the mechanism of traffic separation. In-the commer-
cial. area, two trends are emerging. One is the isolation of small sections of major airfields
for STOL operations. The other is the creation of mini-airports, such as those proposed for z
New York City's waterfront. In either case, it is necessary that the STOL landing areas have

Ltheir own navaids and meteorological instrumentation. Comparable trends at military airfields
are anticipated. As a minimum, we can expect a quantitative increase in meteorological
observation systems to support military and commercial V/STOL operations, regardless of any
qualitative changes. Changes in the latter category will also be required as will be

developed later in this discussicn.

I should like now to concentrate on specific surface parameters, opening with a discussion of
wind measurements.

IV. Surface Wind Yeasurements

5a. Low-level Shears. The measurement of surface wind is such a time-honored function that
the law of diminishing returns mighit seem to apply with respect to development work in that
area. Actually, the opposite is true especially if we stretch the meaning of the word
surface" to include the lowest 150 feet of the atmosphere. This extension can readily be

justified because of the inapplicability of surface wind measurements to higher points along
the aircraft landing g~ ide slope. Undetected and unsuspected large wind shears, as ,.$he

case of the low level let phenomenon, offer a serious hazard to incoming aircraft.
Even fairly close to the surface, the need for change becomes evident upon comparing pro-
jected operations with current capabilities.

b. The Jumbo Jet Influence. From the previous discussion of the impact o, the new large
eng-'nes, there is a serious question as to whether present-day methods of observing surface
winds will continue to be representative or operationally useful. I believe that changes
will be needed, but the nature of these changes will have to await the teLt of experience.

c. vy'SOLOperations. With respect to our other new class of vehicles, I find V/STOL opera-
tional problems difficult to define, mainly because of rapid advances in the state of the art.

Powever, one very recent assessment of the situation is that the V/STOL stability and cun~rol
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proble~j.1n the transition stage are still present and show very little signs of disappear-
ing. )The main problem seems to be flow separation from some parts of the lifting system,
an effect which depends on configuration, Reynolds number, and interference velocities from
the ground or other parts of the aircraft. It is in the matter of calculating interference
velocities from the ground that wind measuring instrumentation is likely to play a major ro±e.
Thus, the critical effect of low level winds on STOL ad VTOL aircraft operations will almost
certainly require specialized wind measurements. Conversely, the destructive downwash of
these vehicles will have to be monitored to alert personnel on the ground against hazardous
conditions and to prevent damage to surface structures. (Recent developments in ground-based
sonic anemometers have found their way into V/STOL aircraft operations. One model has been
adapted to, and tested on, the XC-142 experimental aircraft.)

d. Probable New Wind Sensors. It seems likely, then, that the relatively simple anemometer
system employed at the typical Air Force base will become an anachronism. At the very least,
it will be necessary to spot a number of rugged sensors at critical locations and to feed the
outputs to a central point. Where such sensors can be affixed to hangers or towers, no state

of the art advance will be required. There will be a need for new sensors, however, with
respect to the measurement of winds in areas where no structures can be tolerated, such as
along the glide slope. These measurements will be needed more often than can be economically
or practically provided by pibals or by low level radiosonde systems. A promising approach -
although it is not an all weather system - in an electro-optical one in which natural or

induced quantities of aerosols or other scatterers are sampled remotely by a light beam and
doppler motion of these particles is translated into wind motion. (This is really an indir-
ect method of measurement, but it appears appropriate to mention it here, in advance of the
main discussion of indirect probes.)

V. Surface Temperature and Dew Point Measurements

The measurement of su.-face temperature and dew point has already become almost completely
automated. The aspirated and radiation-protected shelter is standard, both in the Air Force

and in the Weather Bureau. This arrangement lends itself readily to autonatic data storage
and transmission and is seen as a standard item during the next decade. The probable major
change will be the replacement of the lithium chloride dew point sensor with the thermo-
electrically cooled dew point mirror. This type of sensor has been demonstrated repeatedly
to have srperior accuracy and reliability and tc lack the bias associated with the chemical
sensor. The changeover is inevitable in view of the need for better fog forecasting
ability to support the new high performance aircraft. It is probable, too, that a single
humidity temperature sensor location will no longer suffice for an airfield and that, as in
the case of wind, a complex of sensors will have to be installed.

V. Surface Visibility Measurements

a. The Problem. RVR is one of the most critical parameters from an operational point of
view and, yet, it has perhaps, been measured least efficiently of all surface parEackters.
(Incidentally, I am excluding from this presentation any discussion of prevailing visibility
on the grounds that it is not operationally significant in today's predominantly IFR mode of
operation - despite its importance to climatologists. RVR, on the other hand, opens and
closes airfields and its importance will increase greatly as the numbers of passengers and
the tons of cargo cirried on board Air Force and civilian aircraft increase.) With he rela-
tively high performance C-141 and C-9 aircraft and ther commercial counterparts already on
hand and with the C-5A, the 747, tho airbus. inid The S L ust around the corner, the ante
in the poor visibility landing game is being raised. f ' Despite the publicized development
of all weather landing systems, the successful and safe day-to-day operation of the new
vehicl 3 will continue to depend in large measure on the ability of the pilot to see, parti-
cula'ly during the last hundred feet oi the landing operation. The very size and inertia of
the large new aircraft mke them less responsive timewise to required changes in the vertical
flight path. (15) (10). Tnis sluggishness in pitch response means slower rotations at take-

off, longer glide paths, and, most importantly, reduced ability to climb out from an aborted

landing operation. Thus, the pilots of these aircraft will want no surprises when they are
down to the decision point. (i7) The droop-nose, high angle flare of tho ST would appear
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to be especially critical in this respect. The current flurry of activity to develop 11.8
independent monitoring systems (18) for use in Category II and III poor visibility landings
signifies the need for greater pilot assurance and tranquility in the cockpit. It is hoped
that a cockpit display system will emerge from these efforts which will give the pilot an
accurate electronic image of the landing zone ahead, despite the obscuratJon to visibility,
and thus reduce his dependence on visual sighting. A high resolution, on-board K bend radar
system might provide such an indication. This, combined with automatic landing systems, may
eventually obsolete the requirement for RVR measurements for aircraft so equipped. For the

present, however, we must assume that visibility problems will be an important factor for
some time.

b. A New Mthod of Measuring Runway Visibility. There appears to be no rational basis for
assuming that the present system of neasuring runway visibility or calculating runway visual
range on the strength of a single transmissometer installation can be perpetuated. Multiple
instrumented runways appear to be the only feasible answer to measuring visibility meaning-

fully at airports in the 1970's. These installations would feature several new visibility
sensors spscedalong paths parallel to critical runways and feeding into a simple panel display
of visibility conditions by runway sector. This would clearly eliminate today's very danger-

ous situation wherein patches of fog on a runway are not detected because they do not pene-

trate the relatively small area under tranamissometer surveillance. Although the 500-foot
baseline of the transmissometer represents only 5% of the length of a 10,O0 foot runway,
current procedures can apply the reading from this small sector to the whole airfield. To
achieve the proposed new configuration, an inexpensive very short baseline visibility sensor
needs development and a system which exploits scatter techniques appears most promising.

(AFCRL Is exploring the feasibility of this approach at the present time.) Such a system

should be able to be calibrated and to maintain its resolution under conditions of poor
visibility - capabilities which the present transmissometer system does not have. Deploying
these sensors may be a problem if they are not to be "spoofed" by passing large-engine air-
craft.

VII. Indirect Measuring Equipment

a. Definition. I should like to turn now to another class of instrumentation which is
employed for making observations very closely associated with the surface parameters dust
discussed. I refer to indirect measuring equipments which, by definition, are devices which
sample a volume of the atmosphere at a distance. They accomplish this by electro-optical or
electrc-r-agnetic probes or, in some cases, by employing passive receivers for detecting

incoming energy over a wide variety of electrical and optical frequencies. A very comon
example is the ceilometer which employs a searchlight beam and triangulation methods to

detect cloud bases . Another erample is the storm detecting weather radar set.

b. Slant Range Visibility. The urgent requireient to measure visibility along the glide
path, referred to as slant range visibility, stan? 9  good chance of being satisfied through
a combination of laser and computer technology. (AFCnL and the FAA are currently initia-
ting an erperimentel investigation of the feasibility of such a system.) The same technology

is being applied to overhead cloud base measurements, and we itay see a gradual replacement of
the somewhat cumbersome rotating beam ceilometer with a laser system. Although the coupling
of the slant range visibility reaLdrement to the real world of aircraft landing operations is
a step which will require a great deal of experimentation and hard work, the emphasis on

Category II and Category III A landings will hasten such experimentation and, if the tech-
niques prove feasible, operational implementation is expected to occur at a rapid pace.

c. Storm and Cloud Detecting Radar Sets

(1) Vertical Profiling. The weather radar sets being installed at the present time are
expected to be used through the next ten years. It is likely that modifications will be
Introduced periodically, however, to augment the i-sefulness of these sets. Integrators to
improve the signal -to-noi se ratio until recentl-., erL thought to be in this category. Tests

of this r.odification on the ANi/TPQ-11 vertically m,'tnting radar set have shown that too much
valuable operational iniormation is lost i, th integration process and that the integrat-r's



gruatest usefulness will lie in the research area. While on the~subject of vertically point-
ing radar sets, one hoped-for change in the next decade will be the adoption of this principle
by the civilian sector. Despite maintenance problems associated with a marginal transformer
design, this act - in Air Force use - has amply demonstrated its unique capability to display
vertical cloud structures, icing levels, the onset of precipitation, wind shears, frontal
passages, and various other parameters of operational significance. The wealth of informs-
tion provided by this set is too valuable to be denied to civilian airport users much longer.

(2) Rainfall Intensity Measurements. An interesting development in connection with
- increased radar utilization is the measurement of rainf, i1 rates. A nomogram has been

developed for the AN/FPS-77 StorT2 tecting Radar which allows quantitative measurement of
the radar reflectivity or "Z". I-' This factor is a function of the number and size of
droplets in a givean volume and should prove a useful tool in studying local climatology and

anal ,zing storm rainfall characteristics. Field use of this tool awaits user experience and
0 application.

(3) Convt ye Turbulence Measurements. Weather radar researchers at AFCRL have recently
demonstratedWL an experimental doppler radar system called the Plan Shear Indicatcr.
This set, which euploys a coherent memory filter, detects "cloudy" air turbulence; wind
shears, sinks, and vortices. It is a completely new system and would have to replace or
supplement existing sets if brought to an operational status. It represents one approach to
the problem of vectoring aircraft around or through possibly dangerous convective clouds in
the vicinity of an airport. With the large number of turbulence-sensitive T-tail jets in
service, such information could be most valuable.

(4) Monitoring of Fog-clearing Operations. Another application currently under develop-
ment, and potentially an operational system late in the decade, is the use of K, band radar
for monitoring local fog clearing operations. The frequency to be employed has been highly
successful in defining overhead cloud structures when used in the previously mentioned,
vertically pointing AN/TPQ-1I Cloud Base Measuring Radar Set. The set contemplated for wea-
ther modification monitoring use will have a horizontal Ecan and should be effective in
locating openings created in fog banks and tracking the movement of these openings relative
to runways of interest.

(5) Clear Air Turbulence Detection. The experimentation in the use of high powered
ground-based radar se s for detectingclear air turbulence aloft has shown a great deal of
promise to date. 22) It is anticipated that limited operational use of this technique may
be a fact in the 1970's.

(6) Lightning Warning Equipment. The problem of excessive refueling delays at airfields
or test ranges threate:ed by lightning is expected to beeliminated in the near futu\. After
a lengthy investigation of various approaches, '=' ' developers at AFCRL x..ve ccicluded
that a set which employs a field mill to measure variations in the local electric fit:-! I end
a range-calibrated lightning stroke counter to monitor nearby discharges offers the most use-
ful information. It is an omnidirectional device and requires radar information to provide
azimuthal data. A set of this type will be tested at AFCRL later this year and probably at
Eglin AFB next year. Fairly widespread operational deployment of this set is anticipated.
This set also has a potential for Air Traffic Control vectoring purposes when used in conjunc-
tion with radar. In addition, it could provide valuable inputq to the Atmospheric Electricity
Ten-year Program which will be underway during the 1970s. [  t

(7) Lase' Probes. Mention has already been made of laser cellometers and loser visibil-
ity measuring and wind finding equipment. Toe ability cf the laser to detect2a.rosol
layering associated with temperature inversions has also been demonstrated, I and this
type of probing is expected to become commonplace in areas where inversions are a problem.
Research into the application of rasr measureirenta to high altitude density determinations
has been very promising to date, "28 and it is likely that this technique will become
employed operationally at one or more locations, where almost continuous monitoring of the
mesospheric density variations is required. Although a laser system of this type is restricted
to cloud-free conditions, it can produce a very large number of useful wasuvements at ai
small fraction of the cost of rocket soundings.
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(8) Radiometric Measurements. In closing out our discussion of indirect sensing tech-

niques, mention should be made of radiometric measurements. This area encompasses both
infrared and microwave passive receiving systems which sample radiation emitted by the
atmosphere. The goal of research investigations in this area has been to provide an inex-
pensive substitute fr the soundings produced by radiosondes or rocketsonde techniques. At
the present time, this technique is in the experimental stage, and it is difficult to visual-
ize its reaching widespread operational status during the next decade.

I should like to discuss now the prospects for improvements in the last major category of
ground-based observational systems. These are the systems which sound the atmosphere up to
200 kilomete: by means of balloon-borne and rocket-borne instrument packages.

VIII.. Vertical Sounding Systems

a. An Overview. Ground-based vertical sounding systems with expendable flight components
will continue to provide much of the data on the state of the atmosphere during the years
ahead. The balloon-borne radiosonde, because of its comparatively low cost, will be launched
in sizeable quantities by many nations. It is to be hoped that programs like the World
Weather Watch will point up the qualitative differences among the various radiosondes used
and will lead to proper corrective action. The much more expensive meteorological sounding
rockets may show a relttive decrease in use despite the better than 50% price reduction
recently achieved in this area. This assumes that with improved sensors, otr kno-ledge of
the climate of the upper stratosphere and of the mesosphere will be stabilized, reducing the
need for repeated measurements. The rocketsonde will not disappear as an operational tool,
however. The annual number of launches per site may decrease, but the number of sites will
probably increase, fo;2 qtter global coverage. Important stratospheric events (such as an
"explosive warming") " will undoubtedly trigger a barrage of firings from many stations,
Firings in support of specific space operations will also add to the total consumption
figures. The anticipated deployment of ground-based high altitude laser density measuring
systems will, of course, bring about a reduction in these firings.

b. Sounding Instrument Telemetry

(1) Radiosondes and Rocketsondes. Since radiosondes and rocketsondes will account for
a substantial portion of the instrumentation budget during the next ten years, there exists
a ready-made incentive for better and more timely utilization of the valuable data which
these instruments can obtain. On the technical side, both typez of sonde shnuld become
completely solid state about midway in the period. Whether or not they actually go this way
will depend on decisions made with respect tc proposed v ound stations. Actually, many
solid state research sondes have been built already. ( The principal obstacle to their

operational deployment, especially for radiosondes, has been cost. Cost is relative, how-
ever, and the need for more accurate data and for more frequent sampli'g per flight makes
more expensive flight systems inevitable, providing that compatible ground stations are in
place. In Judging this trend, we must consider not only the inflatiou which has beset the
entire economy but also the fact that the system which relies on the simple, vacuum tube,
mechanically-switched 1955 model radiosonde can no longer do the job. It is fortunate that
the cost curve for solid state oscillators is heading downward so that radiosondes using such
components will not be out of reach pricewise when they enter volume production. The impact
on the rocketsonde price structure will also be important but less critical. (It is mostly
solid state already.) An important fringe benefit resulting from the use of the solid state
configuration is the drastic reduction in battery size brought about by their inherent low
power requirements. This; coupled with additional decreaszs in power needs resulting from
the narrow-band characteristics of the crystal-controlled oscillators used, means smaller
flight packages, a fact which should ease the anxiety of SST pilots traversing the same air-
space.

(2) Existing Ground Stations. A typical Air Force radiosonde sounding consists of a
*flight to balloon burst altitude, about 110,000 feet. Tracking is by a radio theodolite which,

in some cases, has an additional ranging capability. Temperature and humidity values are
obtained no more often than every 20 seconds. Wind speed and direction values are computed
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manually from successive determinations of the balloon's position and are averaged over a
two-minute interval. Rocketsonde flights go about twice as high, but tracking and data
sampling are comparable to radiosonde procedures except that, with non-transponder models,
t'he addition of a radar set is needed for tract'ing purposes. Judged against what is both
possible and required, these are gxozs measurements. The techniques employed are, with the
exception of ranging, basically those used when the radiosonde was introduced back in the
1930's. The next decade should certainly be the time period for the breakout from the old.
long established mold. The tools are at hand.

(3) An Interim Measure - the AN/MD- .. A partial step has already been taken at the
test ranges where the AN D-4Rawin Set is used to track rndiosondes and rocketoondes
and where data reduction hFs become virtually automatic. The AN/GmD-4 is not the final
answer, however, since its ranging system - although superior to that of the older AN/G ?D-2 -
cannot discriminate adequately against spurious signals such as those introduced by noisy
mechanical radiosonde commutators. TY-e AN/GM-4 is also incompacible with the standard non-
transponder radiosonde and thus, its versatility is limited.

j(4) Ah Advanced Metcorologieal Sounding System. It has been demonstrated at AFCRL that
it is possible to obtain a much finer grained profile of the atmosphere and to do this with
improved accuracy and almost completely automatically. Despite higher instrumental costs,
the experimental system to which I am referring is actually more economical in terms of
useful data acquired than the older systems which are in use today and whose continued use
is guaranteed fthe next five to siy years. Called the Advanced Meteorological Sounding
System (AMSS),tkJ it is, in our opinion, the most effective replacement for today's GM-I,
P C-2, and GMD-4 Rawn Sets. It is a radio theodolite in the same tradition e. the sets it
vould replace and it, too, has a transponder ranging capability (FIGURE 5).

The advantage of the AMSS lies in the availability of more modern techniques for the execu-
tion of the basic principles. Its design benefits from the sometimes bitter experiences
with today's sets. It also borrows liberally from the technical fallout from space explora-
tion. Competitive systems proposed by the other agencies have been evaluated and are deemed
to 1'ave considerable merit, but they are not ideally suited for the broad Air Force mission.

Much work must be done soon if the required imnprovementb are to come about in vertical sound-
ing methods. The adminibtrative mechanism for the transition from prototype to operational
system is complex and beyond the scope of the present discussion. Suffice it to say that the
critical atmospheric data needs of the upcoming years will not be met unless there is a
ground swell of demand for implementing the vastly improved techniques which are on hand and
are ready for final development.

(5) Capital Investment Considerations. The proposed new sounding system will mean a
major capital investment. Present day rawin sets lack compatibility with the new techniques
and are not considered sufficiently reliable to serve as the basis of a large scale modifica-
tion effort. On the positive side, the new system will receive data from all contemplated
Air Force radiononde and rocketsonde flights and, by feeding into on-site or centralized
computer systems, will copletely eliminate the manual reduction of data which is both costly
in manpower and suceptible to error. Compared to previous standards, the amount of data
obtained per flight will be enormous because of the extra channel capacity of the new system
and the faster sampling rates employed. Its use will be limited only by the ability of the
computer or the connectijg transmission lines to handle such data. The new tec1Tiqlzes are
also adaptable to such specialize 3stems as AFCRL's Low Level Sounding System 2

9 r ) 
and the

Refractive Index Sounding System N which are already in, or approaching, the operational
stage.

c. Other Flight Components. In the years ahead, there will also be a commensurate increase
in the performance of items used wir.h or in support of these sounding systems: faster rising
balloons, higher flying balloons and sounding rockets, less radiation sensitive thermistors,
more accurate pressure a d ensiP senyra etc. This is an area which has been fairly well
covered ini other papers 31 ' and I shall not go into it here. (3) t37 39)



IX. Conclusion

Thus far, I have attempted to depict the probable operational conditions under which the Air
Weather Service will be carrying out its ground-based observational role over the next decade.
The problems eniuerated represent one ran's point of view. There are certainly other prob-
lems of an economic and sociological nature which could drastically alter nm predictiona.
There may, for example, be social rejectiOn of the new aircraft because of air and noise
pollution, airways congestion or airport saturation - problems which are outside the scope
of this paper. I do not expect this to happen, blit the creaking, overbu'rdened condition of
today's airways certainly suggests the possibility. We shall probably muadle through the
social problems and the technical efforts associated with the safe and efficient operation of
the new aircraft will be our prima-' concern.

In many respects,. our position today is not unlike that of the 1958 - 1959 time period when
jet aircraft were beginning to enter the inventory in substantial numbers. Many unknowns
faced meteorologists and other memberb of the aerospace commtxLity then because of the lack
of experience with the new vehicle3. :- have .9urvived that decade, although mistakes were
made and some lessons were learned the hard way. The sensitivity of the Jets to clear aix
turbulence and the need to develop new flying techniques to cope with the problem is pe hapa
the most outstanding example. Ambitious plans were undertaken during that time period 39
'o automate the eteorological observing system, plans which includrd features resembling many
of the things advocated in this presentation. The fact that ten years have gone by " thout
rea. tzation of these plans in no way diminishes their reed. The years lrst, in fact, make
the ,)b harder at this time since the new jet aircraft are likely to be less tolerant of the
older ibgerving system.

The nex; .en years will be busy ones for the entire meteorolcgical community. As one deeply
involved in the development process, 1 urge all who are concerned about the future of
meteorological observations to make their wishes effectively Known so that the development
efforts which are the prerequisite of any improved operational systems can receive the needed
attention and support. Without such representations, today's saw pace will be maintained or
decelerated even more and the technology required to do the job ahead will simply not materi-
alize.
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)EMROLOGICAL RCGNNAISSANCE SYSTE OF THE 1970's

Richard G. Chappell
Air Weather Service

-he meteorological recon systems of the 1970's will continue to be plagued with
the age old problems of the lack of definitive requirements and the capabili ty
to determine the absolute accuracies of the various sensors. Both Air Force
and Navy weather recon systems are programmed for significant technological
advances in the early 70's. It is hoped that acme farsighted people will be
equaluy concerned with the development of new standards, testIng procedures
and applications of the data to make the high cost of new hardvare develop-
ment justified.

a. As a preface to my comnents on the meteorological reconnaissance systems of the 1970's,
I winl spend a few minutes reviewing present airborne equipment and its capability.

(1) The Air Weather Service weather reconnaissance fleet currently consists of 14
w-130( ), 10 WC-135B, 7 EM-57C, 19 n-57F and 24 WB-47E aircp-ft. The WC-13s arp pri-
marily utilized for tropical storm detection, penetr-tion and analysis missions. During
non-storm season periods, synoptic weather tracks, cold fog dirpersal, and special
atmospheric sampling misions are flown. The WC-135B aircraft, the military version of
the familiar Boeing 707, primarily perform atmospheric sampling missions. However, t hese
missions are generally flown on a synoptic basis from which much weather data are obtained.
These tracks include an over-the-pole mission flown daily between Alaska and England. Tbe
RB-57 aircraft are used almost exclusively for atmospheric sampling although temperature
and doppler wind data are obtained on a synoptic basis. Support for thunderstorm and clear
air turbulence experimental programs is provided upon USAF direction. The WB-47 is used
primarily as a weatber scout for iufligbt refueling and fighter deployments, and support
of AFSC dow nange operations.

(2) The WC-130 aircraft is presently capable of obtaining ambleut temperature, pres-
sure and absolute altitude and doppler winds in the horizontal mode. The APN-59 search
radar is utilized for storm contour :nn lsinc nd navigaticn. In the ve-tizml mode, tempera-

ture, pressure and relative humidity are obtained from flight level to the sea surface
utilizing the AMT-6 dropsonde. The respective sensors used include the ML-419 rod thermis-
tor, a pressure bellows and the ML-476 carbon humidity element. The sonde falls at a
rather slow 1500 ft/min, has a peak pulse power output of 140 watts and transmits on
403 mcs. The pulse modulated sonde signals are fed into the AMR-I or AMR-3 dropsonde re-
ceptor which records the data on a strip chart from which interpretations of the measured
parameters are made. Both horizoutal and vertical data are manually worked up by the drop-
sonde operator and the weather officer. After review of the finalized data for obvioue
errors and the addition of pertinent observer remarks, such as sea state, cloud observa-
tions, etc., the data are transmitted to air-ground stations by HF single sideband voice,
for further dissemination to the ultx=-.te userc. Horizontal observations are Laken every
two hundred nautical miles on a typical vd3alon with vertical profiles obtained every four
a.undred nautical miles. Typhonn and huirienne miszions inolvc penetration lnt the eye
at 10,000 ft. altitude. A sonde is dropped in the eye to determine sea level pressure
and vertical temperature gradients.

(3) The AMQ-25 meteorological system, installed on the WC-135B aircraft, is the most
completely automated airborne weather reconnAmissance system currently in operational use.

Horizontal sensors include wind speed and direction, ambient temperature, radar and
pressure altitude. A wind vector computer utilizes inputs from the compass, airspeed
and doppler radar to compute North-South and East-West wind speed vectors. Temperature
is obtained via the Rosemunt probe, and absolute altitude is obtained from the APN-42A
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radar altimeter. Vertical data, including pressure, temperature and humidity profiles,

are presently obtained with the AMT-13 dropsonde. This unit is a pulse modulated device

which tranamits on the )103 rues. Its peak pulse power is 18 watts. Sensors include the

ML-405A rod thermistor, the ML-476 carbon humLdity elcment and a pressure bellows,

similar to that used in the AMT-6 dropsonde, except that it moves on a wiper arm across
a wire wound resistor providing a continuous analog output. Both horizontal and vertical

raw data are processed through =. M_4 CP-821 diiital computer. At each weather report-

ing position, all horizontal and vertical data are transmitted to air-ground stations via

100-word-per-minute SSB radio teletype in RECC0 code formt. Should the computer fail

8t any time during a ission, the system is switched to a bypass mode during which all
raw data in the horizontal or vertical plane are printed out for manual reduction.

(4) The Naval Weather Service operates a reconnaissance fleet of 15 WC-121N con-

stellations. These aircraft are employed primarily for tropical storm reconnaissance
and meteorological research programs. Hurricane and typhoon penetrations are made at low

level and vertical soundings, using the AMT-6 dropsonde, arr obtained. The Navy and Air
Force storm reconnaissance units support each other in the tracking of tropical storms,

providing a more continuous observation of these phenomena. The equipment on the WC-121N
consists of a PRT-4A airborne radiation thermometer, an AMQ-17 Aerograph set, used pri-

marily for temperature, the SCR-718 and APN-159 radar altimeters, MA-I pressure altimeter,

the FA-122 barometer, an AMQ-3 Vortex thermometer and the C-3 Cambridge Dewpoint ygrometer.

The APN-153 doppler radar is used for determining flight level wind data. In addition to
an AMT-6 iropsonde capability, the SSq-36 bathothermograph probe is air-dropped to obtain

profiles of sea temperatures to a depth of 1000 feet. An air-launched rocketsonde is
under development. All data are processei throagh the I)-ta Acquisition Logging System

which provides a mix of automatic and manual inputs for either visual or recorded displays.
Data outputs along with visual observations are recorded and/or transmitted automatically

in digital form. All air-ground transmissions are via 100 word-per-minute HF radio
teletype.

(5) It is not uncoomon knowledge that most operational airvorne weather sensors are
well behind the state-of-the-art. The ML-476 humidity element, as a prime example, has

been in operational use for almost every conceivable application ranging from balloon

sondev aud dropsondes to flight level aircraft sensors. Despite its long history of use,
the actual performance and washout characteristics of the element are essentially unde-

fined in the ral world environment. Needless to say, temperature measurement capabili-
ties and developments have far outstripped the rod thermistors, presently used as sonde

teuperature sensors in both response time and accuracy.

b. To meet the increasingly stringent environmental data requirements of the 1970's and
beyond, Air Force Systems Command is currently undertaking Project 522, Advanced
Weather and Reconnaissance System, This program is designed to equip all the AWS WC-130
and WC-135 aircraft with state-of-the-art sensors, sounding devices and electronic data
processing systems. According to the curreat schedules, acquisition of the first system

is expected in calendar year 1973, however this is very optimistic. The program is broken

down into two acquisition phases. The first is designed to vastly upgrade our present
capability with sensors and subsystems that are available off-the-shelf or presently
nearing completion of engineering development. The second phase will be a longer term
sensor development program to replace or add new capabilities as they are developed.
The heart of this next generation system will, of course, be the data processing sub-

system. It is to be designed to provide the operator with complete control of the system,

yet not be tied down with details of its operation. The system must be extremely

flexible and expendable to accept new sensors and subsystems as they become available
from the R&D community. We will continue to use radio teletype as the air/ground
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transmissiou moae until coon user satellite communications are available. RECCO code
will also be used, however, some of the improved acciracies and new parameters will be
reported in the remarks section until code changes can be accomplished. The computer
software will actually operate the system using FORIRAN or a similar familiar programming
language. In the sensor area, temperature, pressure, and radar altitude, flight level
dewpoint, turbulence intensity and flight level wind speed and direction will be measured.

(1) Some of the new sensors are currently in the engineering development phase.
Air Force Systems Command har a contract with Meteorology Research, Inc. to fabricate two
prototype systems to objectively measure the intensity of encountered turbulence inde-
pendent of aircraft characteristics and aircrew interpretation. Should this system prove
successful during the flight tests schediuled for late this sumer, it will be available
for acquisition into the AWARS program. To obtain the required wind speed and direction
accuracies, a small scale inertial platform will be used to provide aircraft reference,
without the errors of wave motion. The system is to include accurate determination of
the heights of cloud tops and bases, and to fly outside a hurricane or typhoon and be able
to fully dpfine the shape and location of the eye and wall clouds. This latter would not
only provide for a better visual picture of the storm's severity but would permit the
identification of the safest path for penetration into the eye.

(2) Requi-ements for vertical profile data from sea surface to 600,000 feet are also
to be satisfied by the 5222 program. As you know, we are presently unable to obtain any
data above flight level and cannot provide wind profile data below the aircraft. Hence,
a combination of dropsondes and rocketsondes is envisioned to resolve these deficiencies.
Current developments indicate that wind sensing may be incorproated into a standard drop-
sonde with minor changes. Beukers laboratory, under Weather Bureau contract, is develop-
ing a technique whereby a sonde's drift can be accurately tracked utilizing either the
Loran C or CMEGA navigational techniques. Work is also underway by Honeywell, under
AFCEL contract, to develop a separate windeonde. Although their technique appears prom-
ising, cost per sonde may prove prohibitive. The air-launched rocketsonde will be used
to obtain vertical profiles from 600,000 feet to the surface. Several independent rocket-
sonde sensor development programs are underway.

(3) The second phase of AWARS, estimated for the late 70's and early U0's tine_ frame,
will incorporate remote sensing techniques, including measurements of complete vertical
profiles, thus replacing dropsondes and rocketsondes. Remote CAT detection is also fore-
seen during this period and should be readily incorporated into the system. Naturally,
there are many requirements which will not be satisfied under 5222 but are currently
receiving a great deal of scientific attention. Weather modification is a prime example.
During two seasons of operational testing, super-cooled fog dissipation from WC-130 air-
craft has been successfully performed in both Alaska and Europe. Work is already under-
wp.y for development of a standardized cold fog dissipation system and should be completed
for the 1971 -winter season. Seeding to produce rain and to decrease tropical storm inten-
sities is presently being undertaken by AWS, ESSA, the Navy and many civilian agencies.
Before such techniques reach truly operational stages, we must be capable of measuring
such parameters as moisture content, particle size, and probably a few parameters which
are yet to be determined. It seems likely that vast inprovements in fine scale measure-
ments ay be required to achieve optimam re.ults.

(4) The list of agencies conducting research into remote measurement techniques of
atmospheric phenomena is almost endless. However, the Navy is doing a great deal of
work in the remote measurement of sea temperatures and sea state using infrared methods.
They are restricted to lower altitudes using the current equipment due to haze and clouds.
The development of airborne sensors has been severely limited for the past 20 years in
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that the meteorologist has not been able to state and prove, objectively, the effect
of varying degrees of inaccuracy on the final weather product.

c. In closing, there is one final area that I feel requires imediate attention. All
meteorological sensors installed on aircraft are severely limited in value because there
is no way o know their absolute accuracy in the operational environment. How does one
prove that airborne winds are indeed representative of actual conditions, and to what
accuraciL s How does one know that a dropsonde's 500 mb temperature was really measured
at 600 and not 510 mb? We have performed tests on the APN-42A radar altimeter to deter-

mine its accuracy. Optical triangulation on the Western Test Range proved it to have
excessive error. However, this technique is subject to its own errors which limit tests
to relatively low altitudes. Similar tests using external standards are required for

all sensors. These tests, once established, should be used for periodic calibration
of tll meteorological sensors. This is perhaps the greatest problem now facing the
weather reconnaissance program. No matter how tightly the specifications are written,

this in itself is no guarantee of operational attainment. I feel that this problem of

determining accuracies can be solved, given enough time and money. But, the work must

begin now if we are to realize the full value of accurate atmospheric data in the 1970's.

To those of you who are already working in this field, I would be most interested in

discussing your techniques, theories or even bone-felt hunches. And for those of you

who believe the reconnaissance program is unique in this problem of questionable accuracy,
I would like to ask two questions:

(1) Do you know the degree of absolute error in the rawinsonde data you use?

(2) Can you state objectively the effect in your particular area, or in fore-

casting in general, of decreasing the error by 50% - or of finding that the error is
actually twice as bad as expected.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF METEO.AOLGIQ4L SATELLITES IN THE UNITED STATES
AND THE OUTLOOf' FOR FUTURE SENSING SYST2MS *

4illiam Nurdberg

Laboratory for Almospheric and Biological Sciences
Goddard -,ace Flight Center, NASA

I. Basic Concept of Meteorological Satellites

The first series of meteorological satellites were devoted to the day-to-day identification
and tracking of weather phenomena such as storms, frontal systems and J,.t streams on a world-
wide and synoptic basis. Observations consisted initially of photographing cloud patterns
with television cameras in day-time which were supplemented later by infra-red radiometers to
make cloud observations at night. These observations have found prominent ap,)ication in
short-term (2-3 days) weather foreca.-ting. The identification and trscking of wtither systems
by mapping world-wide cloud patterns began experimentally with TIROS I in 1960.

In a series of nine satellites from TIROS 1 in 1960 to TIROS IX in 1965, spacecraft technology
and data transmission and processing tech~niques advanced progressively, so that day-time cloud
photographs were acquired daily over the entire globe. In February 1966, the launch of ESSA I
initiated the series of TIROS Operational Satellites (TOS), which began to carry out global
cloud photography operationally and routinely for the United States Environmental Science
Services Administration (ESSA).

Very early in the development of TIROS it became apparent that adequate nighttime cloud sensors,
such as the High Resolution Infra-red Radiometer (HRIR), and the direct transmission of cloud
photographs to local facilities via the automatic picture transmission (APT) system, required a
larger, more versatile spacecraft than TIROS. Such spacecraft also had to accommodate experi-
ments not necessarily devoted to the tracking of cloud formatiuns, but rather to exploring the
many, as yet, ill-understood processes which are known to have a strong bearing on weather.
For example, it was desirable to continue the monitoring of the global distribution of net
radiation flux; i.e., the energy difference between solar radiation absorbed and telluric
raddation emitted by the Earth's surface and the atmosphere. Such measurements had already
been made with EXPLORER VII launched in October 1959 (Weinstein and Suomi, 1961) and with
TIROS. Also on TIROS, experiments were developed to infer the stratospheric circulation,
global distribution of water vapour and Earth surface temperatures from radiometric measure-
ments. To carry all these experiments and to provide for their continued expansion and develop-
ment we began, in 1960, the design of the NIMBUS spacecraft. This was an extremely important
step, as it permitted us to pursue the implementation of an immediate operational observation
system based on TIROS while, at the same time, NIMBUS provided the potential and capability to
conduct scientific investigations and to develop sensors and technology which might eventually
be employed in a second generation operational system. The operational requirements for
acquiring cloud observations to make forecasts were thus kept from Interfering with the
development of more advanced observation techniques to which NIMBUS, as a versatile and flex-
ible meteorological observatory, was tailored.

One shortcoming of cloud observations with the 10S system could not be overcome with NIMBUS.
The observation of small-time-scale meteorological phenomena, such as severe storms, required
almost continuous observations of the same area over periods of ceveral hours. Such observa-
tions are only possible when made from a spacecraft in geostationary orbit; i.e., from an
altitude of about 37,000 km. From that orbit, we observe not only small-scale phenomena
continuously, but we also track cloud formations on a synoptic scale more effectively so that
in appropriate circumstances we can make wind measurements. For this purpose, two of NASA's
Application Technology Satellites (ATS) were instrumented with scanning photometers, so that
each satellite produced day-time images of cloud cover over one-third of the globe (McQuain,
1967). The first ATS was successfully launched in December 1966 and has the capability of
transmitting a picture of the Earth's disc over the Pacific once ever twenty minutes. The
other, ATS III, was launched in November 1967 and is capable of transmitting colour pictures

*Dr Nordberg was unable to give his presentation and Dr. Sherk of his Laboratori spoke in his

place. This paper is a reprint with slight changes of Dr. Nordberg's article in W. M. 0.
Bulletin, Jan. 1969, which covers essentially what he would have presented at the Conference.
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Figure 1. -The ND4BUS III spac-ecraft
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Figu~re 2. t Gulf Stream boundary positions derived fram NIMM3S 11 HIR measure-
menits from Juxie to October 1.966 (After Warnecke et al., 1967)



at similar intervals for the Atlantic region (Warnecke and Sunderlin, 1967). In contrat to
TIROS and NIMBUS, ATS were not developed specifically to make meteorological observations, and
they carry several experiments for other purposes. Nevertheless, they plan an important role
in our meteorological satellite progra e and their cloud-cover observations serve a purpose
which could not be fulfilled with the TIROS and NIMBUS satellites.

Because of the great capacity of NIMBUS for meteorological experiments and because of the
impact which such experiments may have on future develo-,nents of the Global Atmospheric
Research Programme (Gt-RP), we shall discuss the NIMBUS concept and system in greater detail.

II. NIMBUS -- A series of global meteorological observatories

The same, rather sophisticated, basic spacecrart system concept is employed in each of six
NIMBUS mis3ionc; three of these have been carried (jut; one other is in preparation for
launch during 1970; and two more are being planned for launch after 1971.
This basic concept includes: a spacecraft capable of delivering in the order of 200 watts of
electrical power to the experiments; a mechanical structure which can accommodate a maxilmu
number of experimental instruments and which can be pointed at the Earth at all times with an
accuracy of about 10; a stable and moderate thermal environment required by many instruments;
a data system which can acquire and stcre in the order of 109 to 1012 bits per orbit and
transmit these data to the ground while passing over Alaska, end in addition can transmit
continuously a lesspr amount of dat. The hIMBUS ioncept also calls for observation of
practically all points on the globe at least twice during every 24 -hour period, always at the
same local time. This is accomplished by placing the spacecraft into a sun synchronous orbit
at a height of about 1,100 km. Thus, the orbit plane ia inclined to the equator 98.70 and
precesses around the centre of the Earth at a rate that is synchronous with the revolution of
the Earth around the 6un. As a consequence, the relati,e orientation between the orbit plane
and the sun remains essentially constant and the satellite crosses the equator always at noon
and at midnight.

Although the basic NMBUS conc.ept remained the same for six spacecraft (Figure 1), many of the
spacecraft subsystems are being improved from spacecraft to spacecraft to provide greater
accuracy, reliability, or mo.t importantly, to accommodate a changing and every-increasing
co-'plement of experiments.

The first two missions, N'DGUS I launche in August 1964 and NIMBUS II launched in May 1966,

carried experiments to:

a. Demonstrate improvements in. making high-resolution day-time cloud observations;

b. Demonstrate the feasibility of high-resolution night-time cloud Mapping;

c. Transmit both day- and nighi-time cloud images to local receivers;

d. Map emitted telluric radiation as well as reflected solar radiation, in various spectral
bands.

The sensors consisted of:

a. A set of three television cameras and a tape recorder called the Advanced Vidicon Camera
System (AVCS) for day-time cloud photography.

b. A scanning HRIR to map and image thermal radiation emitted between 3.4 and 4.2p by
cloud tops or the Earth's surface. On NIMBUS II, HRIR images were transmitted also vIa the
APT.

c. An additional television camera to transmit day-tima cloud pictures via the AFT to simple,
inexpensive and often home-made ro-ceivers.

d. A scanning five-channel Medium Resolution Infra-red Radiometer (MRIR) to map and image
thermal radiation emitted by atmospheric water vapour oz cirrus clouds between 6.4 and 6.9 p
by C02 in the lower stratosphere between 14 and 6 A , by cloud tops or by the Earth's surface
between 10.5 and 11.5 p , and by the Earth's surface as well as the atmosphere between 5 and
30
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Figure 4. Radiation emitted in the 4 - 16 A band measured by the NIMBUS II MRIP
over the southera hemisphere on 21 May, 10 Jun, 11 Jul and 24 Jul 1966.
Radiation intensities are expressed as temperatures (OK) of a black
bod% emittin6 the equivalent amount of radiation wit in this spectral
ban

4
. The measured radiatin is emicted primarily in the lower

stratospher- and, in this region, is a good indicator of the relative

horizontal temperature fleld and of the general circulation.

On 21 May 1966 (1), the southern polar vortex was well established and

located over the South Pole. It was, howev-r, asymmetric. 20 days
later (2) the temperature asymmetry was almost reversed and the cold

air centre cooled by 50 K. On 11 July (3) the temperature over the
South Pole dropped ty 3 more degrees. Finally, on 24 July (4) the temper-

ature distribution became symmetric around the Pole. (After arneeke
and Mchalloch, 1967)
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~Reflected solar radiation between 0.2 and 4.0 IA was uapped with the fifth channel.
Mlis instrument war, carried on NIMUS 11 only.

NIMBUS I produced observations covering almost the ei.*ire globe every 24 hours with the AVCS5
and AP T experiments, and every 12 hours with the HMtl expzriment. These observations ceased
four weeks after launch when the mechanical drive for the paddles carrying the solar-cell

power source ralfunctioned. Similar AVCS observations were obtained with NIMBUS II from 15
May to 31 August 1966. HRIR observations, stored for each orbit and retransmitted to t,'e
primary data acquisition station in Alaska as well as trannmitted directly via AFT over the
whole world, v',re made from 15 May to 15 November 1966. The MIR provided global maps of
radiation intensities for all five channels from 15 May to 28 July 1966. In each case,
observations ceased because the tape recorder associated with each experiment ceased to
operate. Day-time cloud pictures from the APT television camera, which was independent of
any tape recorder, were transmitted world-wide to about two hundred receivers for almost
two years.

The HRIR demonstrated not only that cloud formations can be observed globally at night with
a spatial resolution of about 8 km, but also that cloud heights can be inferred from the
measured cloud-top temperatures. Thus, at night, the HRIR produced 3-dimensional global cloud

-* -aps which were not attainable with television cameras. The 10.5-11.5 A channel of the MRIR
also produced these cloud-Lover and height maps but during day and night and with considerably
lesser spati.12 resolution (50 km). Based on this technology, there will he a high resolution
11 $ scanning radiometer on ESSA'a second generation TIROS Operational Satellite for day and
night oprational cloud mapping, globally as well as by transmisslon via the APT system.

A major new approach to the synoptic mapping of large-scale weather patterns was demonstrated
by simultaneous analyses of the 10.5-11.5 P and the 6.4-6.9 . channels of the M1IR (Nordberg
et al., 1966). The moisture and cloudiz ess contrast in the two channels coulId be interpreted
as indications of large-scale vertical motions and of dynamic activity. Tht course of the
.et streams, with riaing air on the equatorward side and subsiding air on the poleward side of
the core, could be traced especially well.

In cloud-free areas the HRIT mapped temperatures of the Earth's swrface with sufficiently
great accuracy to , .- mit the tracking of ocean currents (Figure 2).

Analysis of the ccqbined measurements in the 5-30 P and 0.2-4 p channels and of the 14-16
channels of the NIMBUS II MBIR p-ovided significant new insighLo into two important atmospheric
processes; the global distribution of net radiative energy flux through the upper boundary of
the atmosphere (Ischke rnd Fasterzuk, 1967) and the morphology of the circulation In th-
lower stratosphere (Warnecke and McCullc.:h, 1967). Examples for these analyses are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

III. Soundlng the Atosphere with NIMBUS III end IV

Experiments on N='JS I and II were devoted exclusively to improving the synoptic mapping of
meteorological phenomena or to making atmospheric measurements of general sc'entific intercst
The success of modelling the general circul&tion of the atmosphere mathematically, which came
to fruition recently through the facility of large computers. now placed r. entirely different
requirement on satellite observations: it called for the global description of the atmospheric
mass and wind fields at various height levels. For, if such a description were obtained, it
could be !sed mathematically as the initial state of the atmosphere form which its future
state could be computed. Thus, mathematical weather predictions, possibly over periods of
two weeks, might become feasible.

Unfortunately, the only applicable parameter which at this time lends itself to measurement
from satellites is the temperature variation with height in the troposphere and lower strato-
sphere. Even that measurement may be seriously compromised by the varying cloud cover. But
still, based on existing renscr and spacecraft technology, this is the most promising measure-
ment to be made. Temperature as a function of height in the etnosphere might be infelred
from measurements of radiation emitted by a gas such as C02, which is uniformly mixed with
air. Measurements must be made spectrally; i.e., at several wavelengths within the absorption
(emission) band of the gas. The derivation of temperature is based on the concept that the
spectral radiance (which is related to the temperature of the as) observed by the satellite
at various waveetgths corresponds to different height levels, depending on the transparencyI



of the gas st a given wavelength. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5, where the
spectral radiance measured near the edge of the C02 band, indicating a temperature of about
2%O K near wave number 800 cm"! , corresponds to a temperature near the surface while the
temperature of 2300 K at the centre of the absorption band near 670 cm"I , where CO2 is most
opaque, corresponds to the maximum height, several kilometres above the tropopause. The
temperaIure reversal at the tropopause is clearly indicated in the apectrum uear 620 and
700 cm- - The atmospheric mass field - i.e., the variatinn of density with latitude,
longit'Ade and height - could be computed from the measured temperature profiles, provided
that pressure at a given level, preferably the surface, is known. Surface pressure could
be measured by automtic sensors distributed world-wide and tran3mitting their data to a
satellite.

Measurement of wind from satellitec is very difficult and has so far been successful only
under severe limitations, through inference from cloud observations with the ATS. Wind
measurements from lower-altitude satellites might be performed by tracking free-floating
balloons globally at various height levels. Eventual operational systems will probably
cL.Qoine both techniques to arrive Pt a satisfactory description of the wind field.

Or the basis of these requirements and assessments, two spectrometer experiments capable of
measuring the vertical temperature structure and one experiment capable of relaying measure-
ments from automatic stations and of tracking balloons were selected for flight on NIBUS II.
One spectrometer is a Michelson interferometer called Tnfra-red Interferometer Spectrometer
(IRIS) which operates between 6 and 20 'C at a relative spectral resolutico of 1:200.
Included within this spectral interval are the water-vapour absorption band centred at 6.3/,
the 9.6 p ozone band, and the 15 )1 CO0 band. Hence, Information on atmospheric water
vapour and ozone as well as vertical ternrrature stru-ctures should be available from these
data. The second spectrometer, the Satellite infra-red Spectrometer (SIRS), is a modified
Fastie-Ebert grating spectrometer. Radiant energy is ditected in seven spectral intervals
of the 15 P CO band. The spectral intervals are 5 cm wide. The eighth channel senses
radiation in te atmspheric window, centred at 11.1

The data relay and balloon tracking experiment, celled Interrogation. Recording and Location
System (IRLS), consists of a satellite-borne transmitter, receiver and computer which, by
comunication with a given automatic ground station, can determine the location of the
station within about 2 km and can also interrogate a set of sensors, such as a thermistor,
contained in the station.

Four additional experiments have been selected for flight on NDOUS III. Three of these
will continue the mapping observations of NIMBUS I and II: the }{RIB, MRIR and the Image
Dissector Camera System (IDCS), which Is an improved television camera. he fourth, Monitor
of Ultra-violet Solar Energy (MUSE), will expand the capability of NIMBUS to perform
scientific investigations relevant to meteorolog. MUSE will measure solar radiation
in five, l0-wide spectral Intervsl ranging from 1200 to 2600.A. Variation in that
radiation might have a strong bearing on the energy input into the stratosphere.

The first launch of NIMBUS III was attempted on 18 May 1968, but failed because of a mal-
function in the launch vehicle. A successful launch of a replacement was made in April 1969.

A complement of nine experiments on NIMBUS IV will continue the pursuit of the three major
objectives: atmospheric structure measurements for mathematical prediction models, basic
scientific investigations, and mapping of horizontal fields, in that order of priority. The
emphasis on the first objective is indicated by the fact that four experiments will be
capable of temperature soundings and three of the four will also measure vertical distribu-
tion of water vapour: the IRIS with its spectral range extended to 8-40 P : the SIRS with
the addition of 6 spectral intervals, mostly in the rotational water-vapour band between 18
and 30A ; and a Filter Wedge Spectrometer (FWS) operating between 1.2 and 6.4 A . The other
temperature sounder is a Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) operating in the 15 )k C02 band;
it is expected to achieve a very high spectral resolution by filtering the radiation through
CO2 absorption cell. The IRLS experiment will be expanded to be capable of interrogating
hundreds of stations instead of the 20 on NIMBUS III. Also, a balloon experiment will be
performed to measure the wind field at at least one height level over a large selected
region, such as the tropics; on NIMBUS III, only an engineering test of the system, Involving
less than six balloons over the United States, will be perfored.
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Scientific investigations will be further expanded with NIMBUS IV. A Backscatter Ultra-
violet (BUV) spectrometer will measure the intensity of solar radiation reflected by the
atmosphere in 14 intervals, each 109 wide, over the spectral range from 2500 to 34O0K. The
global vertical distribution d' ozone at heights from 15 to 50 km will be derived from these
measurements. The MUSE experiment will be continued, and its value will be enhanced by
combining it with the BTV measurements.

Measurements of horizontal water-vapour and cloud fields Vill be grpetly improved by a
scanning Temperature and Humidity Infra-red Radiometer (THIR) operat-ng in the 6.3 P. wnter-
vapour and the 11 a window bands with a spatial resolution of the HRIR. .he IDCS will
continue to provide television pictures for reference purposes.

it is expected that the experiments on NIDMUS IV, for which early test models exist already,
will be flown by 1970.

Plans are now being made for ;he development of two more NIMUS spacecraft to be launched
after 1971. They might extend the earlier experiments for both vertical soundings of the
atmosphere and mapping of horizontal fields into the microwave spectrum. The same principle
as in the infra-red holds for sounding and mapping at longer wavelengths, except that micro-
wave emission fr n clouds is confined essentially to dense water cloud . Thus, vertical
temperature soumdings in the microwave spectrum will suffer from considerably lesser inter-
ference by cirrus and stratus clouds and by haze than in the infra-red. Oxygen, at wave-
lengths near 0.5 cm, serves as the emitter analogously to the 15 L C02 emission. Water
vapour can be observed at 1.35 cm and heavy clouds or rainfall could be mapped at wave-
lengths between 1.5 and 1.8 cm. These spacecraft may also carry experiments to expand
scientific investigations, especially, for example, by studying the interface between the
ocean surface and the atmosphere and interactions between various atmospheric levels.

IV. Outlook

Results from the NIMBUS and ATS experiments will be applied to develop a second generation
operational meteorological satellite system in the United States. Also, on the basis of
the experience gained from ND4WJS and ATS experiments, satellite observations could be
designed specifically to apply to GARP and to the World weather Watch. The problem is to define
define the most suitable observations required by these programmes and to conduct the opera-
tion coat-effectively. This must be accomplished in the near future through the cooperation
of appropriate international organizations. The necessary technology is certainly available.
For example, a simple meteorological satellite (simpler than the pesent ATS) at geosyn-
chronous altitudes could support a regional (tropical) CARP experiment by observing cloud
cover continuously and by relaying data from surface and airborne platforms. A more
extensive global experiment could be supported by a series of such geosynchronous satellites
plus a low-altitude spacecraft in a high inclination orbit, but simpler than NIMBUS, to
perform vertical soundings.
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NATIONAL DATA BUOY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
A STATUS REPORT*1

Captain J. A. Hogman, LS Coast Guard**
National Data Buoy Development Project

US Coast Guaad Headquarters
Washington, DO 20591

In 1967 the US Coast Guard was selected by the National Council to undertake the
RDT&E necessary to develop the capability to implement National Data Buoy Systems.
'The development is based upon the composite Federal agencies' requirements, both
military and civilian, for marine enviro mental data to the degree practical.

The development of National Data Buoy Systems is predicated upon a "systems
effectiveness concept" focused on the capability output - the product of the
total system: data buoys, servicing ships, shore station support, teleccmnnica-
tions and sensors. System planning embraces the "user-producer" dialogue und the
Concept Forzulation/Engineering Development philosophy of the RDT&E process as a
guide. The Preliminary Concept Formulation Summary document provides an outline
of initial proress and plans.

The Fiscal Year 1969 program encompassed project management, systems planning and
investigations associated with Concept Formulation. The in-house, contractual and
cooperative e,-tivities are described. These efforts are being used as inputs to
formulation oi: Proposed Technical Approaches (PTA) with contractual assistance as
part of a long-range development plan. The systems engineering and management
support teaza will also contribute towards formulation of the Concept Formulation
Plan (CFP), down to the work statement level, and a detailed test and evaluation
program.

The development program consists of a three-pronged attack: (1) laboratory and
a situ test and evaluation program for sensors, buoys and subsystem components,

t2) Pilot Buoy Network development - Concept Formulation and Engineering Develop-
ment of RDT&E networks, and (3) an exploratory development program • improvements
beyond the near-terms state-of-the-art for high risk or low performance components
and materials. In addition, national requirements for the US Great Lakes, estuaries
and Arctic will be investigated.

INTRODUCTION

In 1967 the US Coast Guard was selected by the National Council on Marine Resources and
Engineering Development to undertake the research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E)
necessary to develop the capability to implement National Data Buoy (NDB) Systems.

Being marine oriented, I am sure you concur in the need for marine environmental data to
further improve our scientific knowledge of the atmosphere and the oceans, depict their pre-
sent state Tore accurately, and improve predictions of their future state. Data buoys have
been shown to be cost effective and have a significant capacity to acquire the volume and
quality of data required, among a mix of platforms (1, 2, 3). More recently, other national
and international planning activities have stressed the need for a coo)rdinated data collec-
tion system utilizing buoys and other appropriate platforms (4-9). Another recent study, the
Report of the President's Commission - Marine Science, Engineering and Resources, highlightsI'Iere was insufficient time on the agenda of Session I for presentation of this status
report. However, Captain Hodgman was invited to submit the report for publication in
these proceedings. Captain Zettel, USCG, spoke briefly about it in the discussion period
of Session IV.
**The opinions and assertions expressed in this paper are those of the author, and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Comundant or the Coast Guard at large.
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a "pilot buoy network" as a National Project meriting "consideration for early implementatio"
(10). It identifies the Coast Guard as the agency to develop buoj technology, develop and
evaluate systems requirements, and take the necessary technical and analytical steps leading
to a national capability to deploy NDB Systems. Rather than generalizing further, I should
like to devote the remainder of this paper to summarizing the NDB Development Project's
planned program and first year of progess. I emphasize that we are in the conceptual stage
of the program and are working with other Federal agencies, the scientific comsmuity, inter-
agercy groups, users and the Congress to develop a course of action that will meet national
needs at the least cost.

PLANNE PROGRAM.

A fundamental development goal of the NDB Development Project is to deploy pilot buoy net-
works by 1975. The pilot buoy networks will:

* . . be deployed along the continental shelf and deep oceans adjacent to the United States.

. . . be used to assess the reliability and effectiveness of the prototype development.

. . . provide data that will permit a better scientific understanding of the marine
environment.

. . . demonstrate the economic, military, scientific and social benefits that mey be
derived from operational NDB Systems.

The development program is based generally on a three-pronwed plan of attack (Figure 1):

(1) First, a thorough assessment of buoy and sensor technology'. Concurrent laboratory
and in situ testing and evaluation of sensors and support hardware will be conducted. Plat-
forms in the oceans, toRether with mobile communications equipment will be used for in situ
testing of corponents such as sensors, moorings, telemetry, and buoy platforms. This effort
will provide performance information for correlation with laboratory test results.

(2) Second, a program of applied research and exploratory investigations. This phase
will be directed at achieving improvements beyond the near-term state-of-the-art for high
risk or low performance components and materials. Investigations will cover items such as
sensors with a minimm number of moving parts, improved protective coatings to prevent
marine fouling, new materials for nooring cables, and improved power supplies. The require-
ments for observations in the Great Lakes, estuarial, and polar regions will also be studied.
Development of biological and chemical sensors whi ch would expand buoy system capability may
also be undertaken.

(3) Finally, Concept Formulation and Engineering Development of pilot buoy networks.#
The objective of Concept Formulation is to provide the technical and econoic bases for a
decision to Initiate Engineering Development. During Concept Formulation, cost, performance,
and schedule estimates of system alternatives needed for adequate tradeoff and risk analvses
will be undertaken. Design factors of naJor components such as sensors, moorings, power
supplies, telemetry, buoy platforms, servicing ships and shore statlon will be investigated
along with operational and maintenance concepts. Mission and environmental variability
analyses and refined requirements will be integrated with the technical development to yield
realistic performance characteristics, and the technical feasibility of the systems proposed
will be demonstrated. The activities of Concept Formulation will result in firm requirements
and baseline characteristics for data buoy systems with competitive cost-effectivenesu values.
During Engineering Development, design specifications will be developed and pilot buoy net-
words designed and manufactured.

YEAR OF FLAX AND PROGRESS

The Project has now been in existence over a year. For the first few months, the Project
Cffice was supported by available reprogrammed funds within the Coast Guard. The primary
activities centered around organization, staffing, development of system planning, program-
ming and budgeting, and continuation offollow-on studies to amplify the initial Feasibility
Study (1).
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As you remember, the general Federal budget reduction in Fiscal Year 1969 precluded a full-
scale start of the development program. Funds in the amount of $580,000 were reprogrammed
from within the Coast Guard Research and Development appropriation to sustain the project
after Congress deferred funding of the Project without prejudice. With these resources we
were able to perform selected activities incident to Concept Formulation in Fiscal Year 1969.
Needless to say, the budgetary situation for Fiscal Year 1970 is still uncertain. The portion
of the planned program the Project will be able to execute the coming year will be determined
by the present budgetary decisions and subsequent congressional action.

Despite the relatively low level project funding to date, however, significant steps have
been taken this past year. They encompass systems planning and investigations through in-
house, contractual and cooperative effoi-ts. I will briefly touch on twelve of these activ-
ities.

(1) System planning embracing the "user-producer" dialogue of the RDT&E process has been
initiated. The Preliminary Concept Formulation Summary document (11) issued by the Project
Office outlines the factors involved in the development task, an approach to the problem and
general plans for Concept Formulation. It also promulgated a Tentative Specific Operational
Requirement (TSOR).

(2) Under contract to the Project Office, the Travelers Research Corporation has com-
pleted additional work consisting of:

Refined national marine environmental data requirements (12).

. . . Computer programs for simulation and cost models (13).

* • • Simulation model of the operations involved in the deployment and maintenance of
buoy networks (14).

Investigations of the natural variability of pertinent marine environmental para-
meters and the impact on data use and performance characteristics (15).

Cost effectiveness sensitivity studies of alternative data buoy systems, alone and
in various combinations with other platforms (13).

(3) The opportunity was used to add a real-time satellite relay capability to one buoy
being deployed as part of the joint Scripps Institution of Oceanograph-Office of Naval
Research (ONR)-Coast Guard North Pacific experiment. One of ONR's large discus buoys was
fitted with VHF communications equipment to permit the relay of measured data via the NASA
ATS-l synchronous satellite. This added capability will provide side-by-side comparison of
data transmitted directly by HF with data transmitted by satellite link comnrdnications.

(4) In sensor development, the efforts of the Project Office have focused on a survey
of oceanographic and meteorological sensor technology. Similar review of other system com-
ponents is underway. In cooperation with other Coast Guard activities interested in oceano-
graphic sensor development, and in coordination with the National Oceanographic Instrumenta-
tion Center and the National Oceanographic Data Center, the Project is currently reviewing
proposals for a study to:

• . . Assess the state-of-the-art of oceanographic sensors.

* . . Formulate test and calibration standards and procedures for Coast Guard sensors.

* • . Establish standard specifications for hardware.

(5) A limited mooring test and evaluation program is in the planning stage; tests in
the oceans will commence in the fall of 1969.

(6) Quantification of the potential benefits to users whicn will be achieved from
improved marine environmental information is recognized as a difficult task. Not only must
one determine and relate the necessary increased volume and quality of data, with appropriate
spatial coverage, to improved levels of environmental prediction, but a second step is also
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necessary-that of relating the net worth of the improved environmental predictions and data
to benefits to the users. And finally, the appropriate mix of sensors and platforms for the
optimum environmental system must be determined. Much of this work is beyond the scope of
the Project Office. However, initial efforts impinging upon VDB Systems development have
been undertaken. For example, in-house efforts have resulted in survey and documentation,
in a preliminary fashion, of the extensive need for and use of improved environmental infor-
mation by the construction and offshore oil and gas industries and by marine military (naval)
activities. Similar efforts are also being directed toward the fisheries industry. In
addition, the Project Office has recently contracted with the Resource Management Corpora-
tion of Bethesda, Maryland, to assess the benefits to transportation (air, land and sea) that
will accrue from improved environmental prediction. Similar in-depth quantitive studies are
needed for all major functional users of improved environmental information.

(7 Six high-frequency radio bands have been set asid! for oceanographic use on an
international basis, The Project Office is funding and coordinating a study effort by the
Environmental Science Services Administration's (ESSA) Institute of Telecommunication
Sciences to recommend the optimum utilization and allocation of this limited resource.

(8) Earlier this month the Project Office sponsored a Scientific Advisory Meeting at
the Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecticut. Attendance included more than 30 leading
scientists working in the field of the marine environment. The experience and guidance of
this knowledgeable group will provide an important contribution to the development and use
of NDB Systems. Their interest in integrating scientific experiments into pilot buoy net-
works and operational systems is particularly noteworthy.

(9) Ship support for the major Federal government data buoy programs has provided valu-
able experience and information on buoy handling and servicing problems.

(10) As in any other major development effort, extensive coordination with potential
users, the scientific counmunity and industry is considered necessary and is being effected
on a continuing basis. In addition, the Project Office is working with other Federal
agencies in developing United States' positions for im.plementing "ocean stations" for data
acquisition, and in international sharing of the data and resulting products. These
activities are coordinated internationally through the Integrated Global Ocean Station Sys-

tem (IGCSS) Working Group of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and the
lorld Weather (Watch) Program (WWW) of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

(11) In the areas of alternative technical approaches and cot-effectiveness analyses,
two major in-house studies have been undertaken. The first contains substantial elements of
a Proposed Technical Approach (PTA) for data buoy network development in the deep ocean and
coastal areas, considering only data buoys with an optimum capability. The second study
compared alternate levels (vertical) of sensing capability with costs associated with achiev-
Ing the postulated capability. The latter results indicate that systems incorporating
advanced technology are significantly more cost effective than system, based on existing
capability. The extent of systems implementation should not alter this relationship. How-
ever, there does not appear to be a clear cut differentiation among the various levels of
capability based on cost-effectiveness alone. 'Therefore, systems planning should incorporate
flexibility during the early development phases. These study efforts will be used, in con-
junction with contractual support, to develop a Proposed Technical Approach (PTA).

. (12) As a result of competitive selection, the Project Office has contracted with the
Systems Management Division, Sperry Rand Inc., for system engineering and project management
support. Sperry Rand is now assisting the Project Office in documenting the Proposed Tech-
nical Approaches (PTA) as part of a long-range development plan. The work will include, in
more detail, a Concept Formulation Plan (CFP) -lvwn to the work statement le'.,el and a test
and evaluation program.

FiTURE PIANS

The scope of future plans will depend upon the level of funding authorized. It is
anticipated that the Fiscal Year 1970 program will continue mission and systems engineering
analyses, initiate a program of sensor tests and development, and investigatu and test
design factors for bucoy hulls and m-orings. Additional important work, bhoever, needs to be
accom-plished. System perforvw ice requirements must be defined more accurately to permit
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imprc;ved syatem engineering analyses, and reliability and maintenance concepts must be
investigated in dtail as part of the systems engineering effort. The initiation of sensor
develop-imnt and a testi!gZ program are critical first steps in pilot buoy network develop-

ment. Buoy hull ard mooring design factors are needed now due to the extensive interaction
of these two components with other segments of the system. The efforts of Fiscal Year 1969

vill form the basis for selection of the critical activities to be carried out in 1970.

CONLUSI0N

The development of MDB Systems is difficult, time consuming and costly, even using the
experience of related programs. Yet all initial analyses indicate that the benefits which
should be derived from improved understanding and prediction of the global environment will
exceed costs by a large margin. Near real-time synoptic information from the ocean areas of
the world is essential to any improved understanding and prediction of the environment, and
buoys are a cost-effective approach to obtaining that information. For this reason the
Coast Guard project to develop the capability to implement national buoy networks is an
important part of the United States' marine sciences program. The demonstration of the
ability to operate limited networks in the oceans, to solve scientific problems and derive
economic, military and social benefits from them, is a major development goal. I anticipate
buoys of more than one class or capability. It is probable that following the development
program operational systems will be deployed in oceans adjacent to the United States where
national benefits will be greatest and in nationally sponsored environmental experiments.
It is clear, hcwever, that each step in development and implementation must be justified,
and the potential benefits defined, to assure that limited naticnal resources are effective-
ly utilized.

The development program requires coordination with similar programs involving data
communications, processing and archiving systems, am well as comyatability with Inter-Inational systems. Through such coordination and a systematic approach to development, the
Coast Guard will assure that NDB Systems will be developed that are responsive to the
composite national requirements.

FIGURE 1 NATIONAL DATA BUOY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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USAF AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA COMMUNICATIONS

IN THE '70s

Robert W. Fanning, Major, USAF
DCS/Operations, Communications Division

Hq Air Weather Service
Scott AFB, Illinois

The function of USAF Aerospace Environmental Data Communications is to
build a comprehensive world-wide environmentil data base at one place
- AFGWC, and second to provide USAF supported functions tailored
portions of that data base which they re quire. The envisioned con-
cept of building and applying a central data base is viewed as valid
throughout the foreseeable future.

To build the data base, USAF raps many data sources. By far, the bulk
of environmental data are obtained from other than U. S. military
sources. The simplest of these is a reletype drop from such services
as the U.S. Weather Bureau. However, data sources employed range in
complexity from manual Intercept of CW Mouse broadcasts to connection

with satellite data wide-band telemetering systems.

Environmental information is disseminated in many ways. Data are pro-
vided to weather stations in the time-honored teletype collective and
facsimile map forms. Relatively new on the scene, however, is pro-
vision of envi-onmental information, tailored to operational require-
ments, directly from a meteorological computer to a command and con-
trol or other operational system on a query/response basis.

The communications equipment and techniques employed are an analgama-
tion of manual, semi-automated, and fully automated facilities. The
need for such a broad range of communications capabilities is seen as
a continuing requirement as newly emerging data sources enter the
world meteorological community on a low technical and economic level,
while the now very sophisticated systems continue to push the state-

of-the-art.

I. Introduction

The Air Weather Service (AWS) goal is to provide our USAF and U. S. Army cus-
tomers with environmental information tailored exactly to their requirements.
AWS is pursuing centralizati-n as the means to achieve that kind of enviroE,
mental support capability. Our centralizatioa concept envisions a comprehen-
sive world-wide data base at the Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC), 9
Offutt AFB NB: a data base extending from about 72 hrs in the past tc some 48
hrs in the future. AWS support is increasingly based upon providing from this
data base tailored information for places, times, and altitudes required to
satisfy our customers.

II. Production Of The Data Base

To acquire a world-wide environmental data base, the USAF taps many sources.
Conventional weather data are collected from U. S. military bases on USAF
wather teletype circuits throughout the world, aid fro-a the familiar FAA and
USWB domestic weather teletype services. Similarly, overseas we are connected
to foreign national meteorological teletype systems such as the British, Ger-
man, and Japanese. We are also planning a direct interface with the World
Meteorological Organization World Weather Watch hub at Tokyo, Japan.
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Radio Weather Intercept. A great deal of the world's observational data is
not availablz through conventional teletype sources. To get the dense data
coverage we require in a timely fashion, the USAF has in operation a rad io
weather intercept program. The Air Force Communications Service operates six
intercept sites for the USAF. These six Bites are located at Fuchu, Japan;
Croughton, England; le Shina, Okin'awa; San Pablo, Spain; Clark AB, R.P.; and
tocirlik. Turke-. Now in the programming stages iF an Intercept capability
for Howard AH, Canal 7one, to scquire So'uth American data.

In addition, the U. S. Navy augments the USAF intercept capability with their
facilities at Sangley Pt., R.P; Northwest Cape, A'atralia; Rota, Spain; and
Asmara Ethiopia.

Even with this multitude of sources, the world data base is far froua complete,
especially for the Southern Hlemisphere.

Automated Weather Network (AWN). Ask any weatherman, he'll tell you it takes
too long to collect data. lOO-WPN" teletype is too slow - let alone 25-WPM CW
Morse Cade radio intercept.

To speed data uelivery and improve ultimate support to the USAF, the AWN was
conceived in 1964i and implemented in 1965. The purpose: to cut delays be-
tween the source collectlon po:-nts and rhe AFGWC. The AWN consists of UN1VAC
418 comruters and peripherals at Fuchu, lapan; fligh Wy-ombe, Engiand; Tinker
AFB, Oklaboma; and Offutt AFB. Nebraska, connected by clata s~ced circuits.
The Tinser Lita will be trensnerreo to Carswell AFB, TX in October 1969, and
a new site will become operational at Clerk AB, R.P. in ocecember. Once the
data ente-.. tht. AWN computers, they are deliver-ed to AFGWC within about 3
minutes. This Is a far cry from the old paper -ape and rad~io teletype sys temn.
While the prime purposi of the AWN is to deliver data to AFG4C, the computer
capability of the AWN has been exploited to control our UISAF teletype
collection and dissemination systems. The return elde of th'; full dc;plex AWN
data circuits is used to deliver AFGWC prognostic products to high speed

printers at iFuchu and High Wycombe. These products support the weather :en-
treks at those sites and their respective facsimile schedules. We are ex-
ploring ways to move digitized grapnics products through the AWN.

How well ),as this system performed? In the mid '50s, it took 6 hrs c~o gather
enough data to make e usabl? global atnalysis and pr gnocis. This resvclte in
USAF customer 6uppoit being based on 3,-hr prognoses. By the aid '60s,
collection tiee was O'own to about 4 hou-s, and we were working with a missiou
-midpoint of something over 30 hours. With the AWN, we are now deliverin the
data to AFGWC it, timte to permit d'ta cutoff at 3 hrs and 20 miii after Synoptic

* observ~ation timuc * with the result that our mission support today is essenl-
tially based on a 24-hr prognosis. Not all this speed-up is due to faster
data collection. A good deal of the speedup has heen accomplished in the data
processing at ,FGWC, some by better coordinated support procedures, and some
isa duze to improveti product dissemination techniques.

The Collection Task. We have seen how we gain acccss to a lot of data in
waidely scattered places; how dc we get it to AFGWC and our other users who
need it? The teletype circuits, and radio intercept data converted to tele-
type form, are fed into cowputers o ,~he At'tomated Weather Network (AWN).
The AWN computers assimilate, sort, edit, compile Into messages and distribute
thes data. Ga-bags ane duplicaues are eliminated. All -inique data are ;ent to
AFGWC, and selected portions of the dlata are Alistributed in-theater or, con-
ventional teletype cir,_uits: Bas.e weather stations still need obser -ationE
and forecanita for day-to-day support. kdl the data 6hich flovs through the
AWN is preserved on saagnet. c tapt. and eventually finds I ts way to the archiives
at Asheville NC.
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Satellite data are acquired at AFGWC from the national satellite data system.

Soon, Vela satellite data (non-metecroiogical environmental data) will begin

to flow from Sunnyvale CA directly into AFGWC. The Navy's Fleet Numerical

Weather Central (FNWC) at Monterey CA is connected to the AWN; AWN data flow

to Monterey and ship reports available to Monterey from the Naval Environ-

mental Data Network are passed to AFGWC via the AWN. A direct data link be-

tween Monterey and Offutt is planned in the near future to permit interex-

change of classified information. There is also a data link between the AWN

and the ESSA National Meteorological Center at Suitland MD. Another new AWN

site is being planned for Sembach, Germany, to replace outmoded manual weather

relay centers at Torrejon, Spain; and Ramstein, Germany. Finally, just in the

planning stage, is an AFGWC automated interface with our Environ:;ental Techni-

cal Applications Center, to gain near real-time access to climatological data

for our customers' planning purposes.

1II. Future Plans

What then does the future hold? First, we think we are on the rignt track by

centralizing and automating our capabilities and in operating from the single

data base concept. For direct computer-to-computer support, we can only go

as fast as our supported commands' systems will allo)w. On the other hand, to

acquire data from meteorological agencies which are just entering the world

community on a low economic level, we must retain a capability to communicate

in a relatively primitive mode; for example, the CW Morse radio intercept. A

fey firm advances in our communication systems are becoming clear, however.

Digital Graphics. The AWS, like ozher meteorological services, has for many

years used analog facsimile to send maps and charts from central facilities

to using locations. Within the next few years, we plan to convert from out

present analog facsimile to a new digital graphics system.

Proposed USAF Digital Craphics Equipment

(Artist's Conceptiot)

jij---L. .___.1

i

Fig 1. Transmitter, AN/GMT-3&( Fig 2. Recorder, AN/GMII-5b( )
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Fig 1 is an artist's conception of the digita
l 

graphics transmitter. For ease
in operation, the tape drives will be located in an adjacent stand-up cabinet
rather than in the transmitter, as shown. This device will transmit either
from page copy (the table top is a flat-bed scanner) or from properly for-
matted computer tapes. A copy of each transmission is stored by use of a
quarter inch magnetic tape canister, which can be retained for retransmissioa
purposes. Whether transmission is from page copy or computer magnetic tape,
the transmitter performs data Lompression wirh a small internal computer

through a compaction algorithm. The compressed information is retained in the
magnetic tape canister.

Fig 2 is an artist's conception of the recorder - reproducer. Transmission
speed-up is accompltshed in two ways-first, by the data compression technique
and second, by special modems which are internal to the transmitter and re-
corder. The recording technique uses an electrostatic medium which is 18"
-wlde, and employs the familiar ink-toner. Copy will be available for use with-
in about 15 seconds after the end of a transmission. By use of up to 100 key
signals sent by the transmitter, it is possible for the recorder to auto-
matically record or reject particular products.

We expect to see the first production models in about a year, and to have some

circuits converted by 1972.

Data Links. There will soon be some new data speed connections to AFGWC. One
Js with the satellite control center at Sunnyvale CA which I mentioned earlier.
It is for satellite data acquisition using CDC 160A computers at Sunnyvale
.hich will talk directly to the computers at AFGWC.

The Tactical Air Command forecast center at Langley APB VA will use a UNIVAC
DCT-2003 to acquire needed data from AFGWC. It will be on-line to the AFGWC
UNIVAC 1108 system through a 2400 baud line. Basically, it consists of a
high-speed printer and a punched card send capability for use in requesting
information from AFGWC. It will not provide for direct input to the TAC C&C
system, but is a step in the xight direction.

BACKUP"

SWITCH

3600BAUD

CHANNEL AFGWC

SMALL U11OS
CPU

RUANDOM'

ACCESS k H/S H/S PATE
\STORAGE_ PRINTER BACKUP

EXPANSION

CAPABILITY -N

TELE- T ELE-I TYPE TYPE
,t PUNCH/'

-__ READ~k

Fig 3. Proposed NORAD Forecast Center Data Terminal
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In support of North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) and our solar fore-
cast facility at Colorado Springs CO, we plan a small data terminal of roughly
the configuration shown in Fig 3. Data will flow from AFGWC through a small
computer at NORAD. Some data will be written to magnetic tape for direct in-
gestion into NORAD C&C computers. Other data will be routed to high or low
speed printers in support of the solar forecast unit and other NORAD Forecast
Center functions. In addition, a send capability will permit that center to
request special data from AFGWC, and to transmit solar products to AFGWC for
further distribution via the AWN or other communications facilities.

Satellite Communications. We are looking more and more to satellite communi-
cations. We anticipate that the AWN data channel from Carswell to Clark will
be via satellite. Moreover, we envision the satellite as a potentially power-
ful means of communicating with field forces, such as in Vietnam. Such trans-
missions could be immediately available to locations in widely separated
places. Another application of satellite communications is in weather
reconnaissanue. There have always been problems in moving weather data from
reconnaissance aircraft through the aeronautical communications system Lo
weather users. We plan to implement a limited satellite communication system
for our weather reconnaissance aircraft, perhaps as early as winter 1970.
This will allow the reconnaissance aircraft to transmit data more or less
directly to our weather data processing centers. Hopefully, this will enable
us to integrate weather reconnaissance data collection more directly into our
data system.

V. Conclusion

USAF Aerospace Environmental Communications are an integral part of the AWS
total data-handling system. We are looking toward the time when the
capabilities of this integrated, master data base system can be fully ex-
ploited. The current system is capable of multiplicity of tasks which hasten
data acquisition and distribution, achiving, transmission, updating, pro-
cessing, and delivery of tailored environmental products. The end result
must be a balanced system which is capable of interfacing with very primi-
tive data sources on the one hand, and of responding to highly demanding,
sophisticated electronic C6C systems on the other. Our challenge is to
maintain a dynamic, reliable and survivable system capable of providing timely,
accurate, and comprehensive environmental support.
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AFTWC METEOROLOGICAL DISPLAY TECHWIQUES

Charles W. Cook, Lt Col, USAF
Air Force Global Weather Central

The Air Force Global Veather Central (AFGWC) will provide Mill iry Command
Control Systems with tailored information on a real time basis in the 1969 -
1974 time period. A dynamic data base, consisting of all environmental knowl-
edge available to the total Air Weather ServicQ, will provide the source
from which efficient application is possible. By prearrangement or upon re-
ceipt of a specific requirement, germane portions of the data base will to
selected, tailored to operational needs, formatted for display, addressed Fnd
transmitted to the customer. Atmospheric data will include observations,
terminal forecasts, area forecasts of "sensible" weather and fields of contin-
uous parameters. The latter two will describe macro and meso-scale features.
Macro-scale will be available on a global basis at discrete intervals from
5,000 to 100,000 feet and at time intervals from 0 to 72 hours for the dis-
tinct Northern Hemisphere, Tropics and Southern Hemisphere entities. Meso-
scale will be availalbe for limited areas (window concept) which are addi-
tive to and superimposed upon the macro information. Any part of this data
base will be available through the Selective Display Model which will plot,
contour and list any combination of data for printer output devices. Satel-
lite cloud data will be displayed in orbital mosaics in 16 shades of grey
with overlayed graticule by use of the Data Formatter and Display equipment.
This system converts the analog data to raw digital data for refinement in
the UNIVAC 1108 computer and subsequently displays the refined data on photo-Igraphic paper. Development is underway to direct drive the weather displays
on the automated display equipment of the SAC Automated Command Control Sys-
tem (SACCS) in the command posts at Headquarters SAC and the three numbered
air forces. Printer and projected multi-color wall screen displays will
provide weather information in plotted, contoured and tabular form. Plans
for the future include use of CRT equipment for input of mission informa-
tion and modifying output. A zoom capability to enlarge areas of concern
makes the CRT a most efficient device to change or correct output.

I. Introduction

1. APGWC Task. In the early 1970's the Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) will
achieve the capability to provide Military Command Control Systems with extersive tai-
lored information on a real time basis. To attain this goal two basic needs are paramount.
There must be a dynamic data base available, which to the utmost degree practical at any
given meuent in Air Weather Service (AWS) evolution will consist of all environmental
knowledge available; and there must be a means to efficiently apply this data base.

2. C-unications. The key in obtaining data and transmitting tailored products to the
customer is comamicationas. The Automatic Weather Network (AWN), Advanced Vidicon Cam-
era Subsystem (AVCS) data link with the National Environmental Satellite Center (N7SC),
and high speed link between the AFGWC and the SAC Automated Command Control System (SACCS)
are just some of the Improved communications to support the AFGWC mission.

3. . The AFGWC computer system has been upgraded from two (2) IBM 7094's
to four 14) 1IVAC ll08's with a total of over 300 million words of storage capacity avail-
able on drums. A software means to efficiently operate the four computers as a Real Time
Operating System (RTOS) has been developed. All programming has been done with Air Force
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personnel. The UNIVAC provided Executive System is the only non-AFGWC software.

h. Numerical Models. More sophisticated numerical models are under development to im-
prove the macro and meso-scale forecast capabilities. For example, techniques to fore-
cast CAT on a hemispheric basis, three dimensional analysis and forecast cloud models
for global coverage, boundary layer model for detailed structure of the lower troposphere
(surface to 1600 meters), and the Shuman Primitive Equation model as modified by AWS
for the UNrVAC 1108. New methods to monitor and update numerical products are being
developed. Upper air data will, inmmdiately upon receipt and validation, be compared
with the data base, deviations computed and anlyzed, and new analyses and prognoses
computed when major forecast errors appear. This uses all data, including AIREPS, regard-
less of observation time.

I2. Data Base

1. Content. The AFGWC data base will consist of space environmental data and atmos-
pheric data. Atmospheric data must include observations, terminal forecasts, area fore-
casts of "sensible" weather and fields of continuous parameters. The latter two must
describe macro and mbeo-scale features of the atmosphere.

2. Resolution. The macro-scale grid uses a distance of about 200 nautical miles in mid-
latitudes standard numerical coarse mesh grid used by NW, FNWC and APGWC); whereas,
m.ao-scale is any finer mesh grid larger than micro-scale. Vertical resolution in the
macro-scale is defined to be the levels or layers nescribed by standard pressure levels.
The vertical resolutiNn in the meso-scale varies depending on the model. The boundary
layer model uses 7 layers between the surface and 1600 meters.

3. Coverage. Unique grids will be used to describe the various interest areas of the
globe until a truly integrated global grid in perfected for operational use,

a. Macro-Scale. Macro-scale coverage will be provided on a global basis at discrete
intervals from 5,000 to 100,000 feet and at time intervals from 0 to 72 hours. It will
consist of the Northern Hemisphere, Tropics and Southera Hemisphere as distinct entities.

b. Meso-Scale. Treatment of the meso-scale features on a standard approaching cur-
rent technology is expensive in development costs, computer utilization and human resources
In recognition of the costs inherent in global description of meso-scale featres and in
the realities of varying data densities, the meso capability will be provided only for
limited areas (window concept) which are additive to and superimposed upon the macro
information. For example, macro area programs must precede and provide boundaries to a
meo-window. With exception of certain parameters requiring extensive treatment on a
global basis, AFWC support will be provided by the routine preparation of four distinct
windows - United States, Europe, Asia and Southeast Asia. The capability will exist to
introduce additional meso windows in support of contingencies.

III. Display Techniques

1. Conce.. To meet the current operational needs for rapid display of data in varying
formats and large quantities for both internal and external use, various display tech-
niques to use printer, CRT, photographic, projector and line drawvng equipment are in use
or under development. Current technology (and economics) dictated the use of printers
as the prime display device for the early 1970's. At the present, printers are usually
the fastest form of output and current comiuinication systems will hand), ''.xt messages.
CRT's are considered to be a special type of printer device. An associate group of AFGWC
programs collectively called the Selective Display Model (SDM) has been dev. oped to
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plot, contour and list any combination of data for printer output. Special data format-
ting and photographic equipment has been installed and AFGWC software developed, to rapidly
display rectified satellite cloud data on transparencies or photographic paper at several
scales and map projections for visual viewing and interpretation. In the SAC Automated
Command Control System (SACCS) displays can be dynamically generated and automatically
displayed on printers or projected on wall screen in multi-color. The means to direct
drive this equipment and provide the required weather displays from the AFGWC data base,
via a high speed data link is under development. Still in use, but slow by present stand-
ards, is a Benason Lehner Electroplotter. The advantage of multi-color contours is off-
set by the slowness of the line drawing mechanism. It fullfills a definite need but can-
not be used for prompt operational output of many contoured displays. Standard facsimile
map displays are provided 85 distant Department of Defense customers using the automated
Facsimile Group Converter developed by United Aircraft Corporation in 1963. This permits
transmission of grid point data, geography and contours directly on 3AC lines from magnet-
ic tape. This will be replaced by the new AWS digital facsimile system in the early 1970's.

2. Selective Display Model. The Selective Display Model (SDN) is a group of inter-related
programs which can plot, contour and list many different types of data (in various formats),
on several types of printers. The Sd works in conjunction with the AFGWC Real Time Oper-
ating System (RTOG) and the UIVAC EXEC VIII on each 1108. Requests for displays are
received by %he RTO6 which then activates the SD 4. The 514 decodes the request and
calls for the subprograms needed to format the data and produce the requested output.
Programs which interf':re routinely with the MW are used to identify and forward the
request, retrie-, the data from the AFPVC data base and transmit the output.

a. Display Flexibility. In order to provide the flexibility in the displays that
will be provided, there are many options which may be specified on the request. Some of
the options (more than 100) may be used by the requestor to control the display while
others will be used by AFtVC tc define special products to meet external transmission
requirements. The system would be unworkable if all options had to be specified each
time, consequently, standard values are used unless specific values are input on the re-quest,

(1) Area. Any horizontal map area may be specified which is a rectangular sec-
tion of a polar stereographic or mercator projection. The area is identified by the lat-
itude-longitude of any three corners of the rectangle or by the name of a predefine area.
Areas may also be defined in terms of one of the AFGWC grid systems, AFGWC meteorological
data regions or WM blocks.

(2) Scale and True Latitude. Any scale and true latitude may be given. The
combination of area, scale and true latitude define the size of the output map. There is
no practical limit on this size, but for protective purposes a limit of approximately 25
square feet has been set.

(3) Vertical Extent and Scale. The normal extent of vertical maps is 1050 mbs to
10 mbs. By specifying the extent in either height units (feet or meters) or millibars,
the base and top of the map may be set to any altitude. The vertical scale may be spec-
ified in log pcessure or height.

(4) Display Formats. There are many output formats available to the user. The
three different kinds of output, horizontal maps, vertical maps and tabular listings con-
trol both the formats within each category and the data selection.

(a) Horizontal Maps. There are four formats associated with horizontal maps
-- grid, plot, contour and background. Grid causes data from the computer prepared data
fields to be plotted at grid point locations. Plot is similiar to grid except that station
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observations are plotted at the station location. Contour puts isolines of data frcm the
prepared fields on the map. Background can put latitude-longitude lines, geographical
boundaries, political boundaries and/or toporaphy on the map.

(b) Vertical -Maps. There are four formats associated with vertical ps --
Skew-T, V-grid, X-grid, and X-section. Skew-T is used to display station raob/wind data
in the vertical. The data may be presented as a vertical plot or a combinatiin of the
two. V-grid will produce the same type of display as Skew-T, but the data vim be retriev-
ed frm the gridded data base. X-section is used to produce a vertical plot ct ob. irva-
tional data along some path. This format may be us4A to produce fliglt cross-sections.
X-grid is the saw as X-section except that griddsd lata will be used Lstead of station
data.

(c) Tabular Listings. Tabular listings of station data may be obtained.
This is intended to be used to list a few stations, with most of the obsey.tional data,
for those operations in which maps are not suitable.

(5) Data Selection. A series of the options are used for data selection. The
time option can specify such things as, time period for which observations are desired,
valid time of a forecast, and basic time plus the forecast period. Parmeeters are specif-
ied by data type and level or layer. Sm selection is based on the format. For example,
surface temperature will be taken from, the gridded field if the format is grid or contour,
and from observations if the: format is plot or list. Once the basic data has been select-
ed, further control may be placed on what is to be used through the value of the data
itself. When these options are applied to gridded data the parameter so constrained will
be printed only at those irid points for which the criteria are met. When applied to
contours, maximm and minLmn will be used to select the limits of the contour values.
This procedure has its greatest power and usefulness when applied to station data. In
this case, the criteria will control printing of all data for the station. This m be
used to select stations for printing based on the presence or absence of a certain weather
element.

b. Maps. Any combination of station plots, gridded data plots, contours anO4 back-
ground may be place on a map. There is no restriction placed on the nmber of paramters
to be overlayed on a map. However, if too many are requested, the sap my be unusable
due to clutter. The philosophy is that Just the two or three paraeters of real interest
should be requested, however, the decision is entirely in the hands o- the requestor.
Since we are concerned with printer devices, there will be overlay conflicts in dense data
areas. Tlhe ccmputer is not capable of making priority decisions as to which should be
plotted. The problem is resolved by giving the first data at a print position top prior-

ity. The decision is then passed to the requestor because data is placed on the map in
the order it is requested. Tbus, the most vital parameter should appear first on the
request. In the case of station plots, if any character would be lost due to overlap,
the entire plot is suppressed and listed separately along with its location, exactly as
it would have appeared on the map.

(1) Plotting Model. Because of the complete variability of the data which may
be displayed on a map, there is no fied plotting model. Instead a model will be gener-
awed for each request.

(a) Data Positioning. There are positioning options to produce an desired
model; however, these options will not normally be available to requestors. In the absence
of these options the following method will be used. If any parameter is to be plotted as
a single character, the first one will be placed at the station location. This allows an
asterisk or sky covur symbol to be plotted at the station location. The other pareaeters
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will be placed about the station in the order left, right, at, below, above, The parame-
ter will be positioned in the order in which they appeared on the request. This gives
control over the plotting model to the requestor. A request for a plot model might generate
the following ten parameter positions:

10
66677
1111322222

4 5
888999

(b) Legend. A description of the plotting model will be printed to clarify
the positioning of the parameters. This legend will include a samle plotting model and
a description of each parameter.

(2) Contours. Only gridded data fields may be contoured. This is not normally
a restriction, since most parameters found in reports are analyzed to a gridded form.
The lines will be drawo using a single character for each parameter. Any character may
be used. There are assumed characters for each data type. If the some type is to be
contoured for more than one level or time period on the same mar, it will be necessary
to give a different character for one of the data fields.

(a) Interval. Any contour Interval may be requested. Care should be taken
to keep the interval large enough to avoid map clutter. The standard contour value my
be set by using the offset option. The contour line actually drawn will be offset plus
or minus multiples of interval. A maximum and/or minimum may be set on the contours to
be drawn.

(b) label. Contour lines will normally be labeled with the last digits of
the contour value. This may optionally be suppressed. High and low centers and their
values may optionally be peinted.

(3) Background. Background is broken into four categories; latitude-longitude,
geography, political and topography.

(a) latitude-Longitude. The latitude-longitude lines may be requested in
several forms. Normlly intersections of certain latitude and longitude lines will be
marked and the lines labeled. Optionally the lines my be filled in to make a solid line.
Interval and offset my be specified for the lines to be drawn. Also, any characters my
be used for the lines.

(b) Geography and Political. The geography and political backgrounds are
essentially different densities of the sae type of information, which includes geograph-
ical and political boundaries. Geography includes continental boundaries and boundaries
between large countries. Political includes smaller scale geography, state boundaries
and the boundaries between the small countries.

(c) Topography. The topography will be available in variable densities
with local topography to the nearest 100 feet.

c. Vertical Profiles. Two types of vertical displays are available. They are the
Skew-T and the Route Cross-Section. The vertical coordinate of the map may be either
height or log pressure.

(1) Skew-T. The Skew-T is a true vertical map consisting of plotted and/or con-
toured values of any of the vertically defined parameters. It is derived from observations,
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analyses, or forecasts for one point in the horizontal. The vertical scale and extent
may be varied in any manner. The extent is specified by giving the upper and lover alti-
tudes for which the mapping is desired. The "fold"' option may be used to displAy the uppe
atmosphere overlayed on a lower portion. This reduces both the horizontal and vertical
size of the display while presenting all available information. The data my be obtained
from any combination of station bservstions, gridded analyses, and gridded forecasts.
The horizontal scale of the Skew-T will be parameter value and may have a d4i.fferent mean-
ing for each parameter. Parameters which are to be plotted rather than contour3d will
appear at the edge of the chart at the specified altitudes.

(2) Cross-Section. The cross-section is a plot of the specified parameters in
the vertical for each of the specified points. The vertical coordinate is the same as
f or Skew-I (altitude is to scale). The horizontal coordinate in not to scale but repre-
sents the track specified by the given points. The points will be separated sufficiently
to provide readability but will not be scaled by distance.

d. Data Listingis, Data listings serve two purposes.* One is to provide access to
all the data for selected stations in tabular format. The other is to provide special
tabular format for computer to computer transmission.

(1) Tabular Format. Tabular displays will consist of columnar displays spread
across the page with each column separated by two blanks. The sp&cine may be adjusted
by using the positin options. Each column will be headed by a title. This title will
give the level and parameter. If there is no level associated v4th the parameter or all
levels are requested, the level portion will be blank. A special parameter and level is
available to cause printing of the levels corresponding to all levels requested. Unless
otherwise stated, the columns will be from left to right in the order in which they appear-
ed on the request.

(2) Station Listing. Data selection for station listings is identical to that
for plotted maps; that is, stations will be selected by the area or by the station list.
Reports will be selected by parameter and time. If criteria values are given for one or
more of the parameters, saw of the reports may be discarded. The complete report or any
part of it [say be displayed. The format of the display will be tabular by station and alti-
tude.

3. Data Formatter and Display. To process and display large volume of satellite data,
the APGC uses a Data Formatting and Display (DF&n) system. Unique equipment has been
acquired to convert data from analog to digital form, allowing rectification and refine-
ment and to convert the refined d.- back to analog form for picture reconstitution on
photographic paper or transparencies. This will per-mit printing of contours and othei
data directly on the picture.

a. System Configuration. AVCS ground stations receive, and send ESSA satellite cloud
data to INESC, at Suitland, Maryland. The AFGWC receives the same data in analog form via
a drop on the long line. The Data Formatter (DF) of the DF&D system converts the data
from analog to digital format. The result is a raw data tape, ready for processing on
the UNIVAC 1108 In the rectification program. After rectification the data is made avail-
able for computer analysis, as well as, for the display device which produces transparen-
cies or photographic hardcopy.

b. Analog to Digital. A satellite photograph is composed of many scanilines of inform-
ation. When the data is received, each scan line can be thought of as being represented
by a smooth continuous curve. To digitize this data, brightness values corresponding to
the point on earth are ass.igned at fined Intervals along the curve. With values at known
locations, the data is now in a format suitable for further processing.
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c. Increase Usefulness. The rectification progrs processes the data to improve its
usefulness. So of the steps will be briefly described in order to have a better under-
standing of the final product.

(1) Lens Distortion. The lens distortion, due to the refraction of light rays
in passing through the lens, is removed. The distortion is assumed to be radial. Correc-
tions are made based on information received from the lens manufacturer.

(2) Vignette Neutralized. The vignetting effect, decreasing intensity of illu-
mination from the center of the satellite photograph, is neutralized.

(3) Edge and Overlap Crop. Some of the data on the edge of the orbital strip
photographs are unreliable. There is a certain amount of overlap in successive pictures
along an orbital path which produces redundant data. Removal or cropping of this unreli-
able or redundant data substantially improves the picture usability.

(4) Mping. The latitude-longitude lines on earlier satellite photographs did
not correspond to any standard projection (i.e., mercator, polar atereographic, etc) and
hence could nor be used with standard weather charts. Part of the AFGC effort is direct-
ed toward mapping the satellite data to a mercator or polar stereographic projection, at
various scales corresponding to standard weather charts for a more useful product.

(5) Solar Illumination and Scatterirg. The response oi the camera system is
affected by the sun angle and atmospheric scattering. The variance at points throughout
a photograph are considered by normalizing the solar illumination and scattering.

d. Location. The rectified data for each orbit (sunlit portion only) is located in
computer storage on a 1024 x 409J point grid. This provides a resolution of about 1.7
nautical miles at the equator and 3.4 nautical miles at the pole. The 1108 computer time
required to completely process the information received for one orbit of coverage is
approxiLstely 25 minutes.

e. Display. The display of rectified cloud data is on photograj hic paper which -has
14 inches of usable width. A single picture or orbital mosaic can be displayed at vari-
able scales and with overlayed latitude-longitude lines, labeLi and 1-gends. Options to
display contours and data plots are being developed. The display is 11 16 shades of grey--
0 corresponds to white, 15 corresponds to black, and the intermedlate numbers coirespond
to the respective intermediate grey shades.

4. Cocnd Control System Support. Fundamenally, our mission is to be stum each deoisioz
maker has considered the PERTINENT weather information before he makes each weather sen-
sitive decision. To do this we must have the latest iformation available on a real time
basis and display it for the custorsr in the most useable form. The AFGWC has the largest
automated environmental data handling system in the world, To ie effective it relies upon
the multi-program operation of four scientific procei.sors linked to four high speed commu-
nication processors throughout the world. The SAC Autcmatd Comsand Control Syste& has
sophisticated automated printer and multi-color pro.iection display equipment. AFGWC
development work is underway to direct drive this a-:tomntic display equipment to provtde
to SAC the kind of information which upcn receipt at AF'0W2 is determined to be operation-
ally critical, as well as to provide displays of SAC requested information. Automated
weather support of this nature will expand to other command control systems (MAC, kC,
NORAD, etc) during the 1970's.

a. SACCS. The SAC Automated Ccmmand Control System meets tho need for rapid trans-
mission, processiUg and lisplay of-information to support the command and control of the
SAC force. The dedicated comAunications network and associated headquarters equipment
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provides reporting, deta processing and presentation capabilities. Urgent or critical
information is display'ed as it it recadieed. In this manner, personnel at S3AC Headquarters
and the three SAC numbered air force headquarters are alerted to matters which have imp.i-
cations for operations, material or ca~miuniations control. Headquarters personnel can
also request display of data which have been previously stored in the system.

(1) SubsLstems. The SACCS is made up of three subsystems. They are the data
transmission k com ct ions), data processing and data display subsystems. Direct drive
of the data display subsystem by AFGWC for weatber displays will utilize the AF(VWC/GACCS
computer link and the communicationa subsystem while bypassing the SACCS data processing
oubsystem. ActualLy the AR(WC UtR1VAC 1108 system will, for SACCS purposes, act as the
weather subsystem.

(2) Data DisplAy Subsystem. Information can be displayed in a tabular forma on
printer and/or in multi-c ,olor tabular and map formats projected on wall screens. Dis-
plays are requested by data request panels which are located i the command post of each
headquarters. Printers are located throughout the headquarters, as well as in the com.-
mand post proper. Printe r output can be transmitted to any printer within the SACCS;
where as, wall screen d-lsplays are limited to the individual headquarters command post.
Displays are converted to wall. screen projections by an automatic photographic vet proc-
essing technique in the Group Display Generators (GDG) which produce 70 mmn posl4 .ves in
multi-color.

b. SACCS Weather Displays. Massages containing weather displays in tabular or map
form will be activated in the weather subsystem by requests or by the weather parameters
themselves, as they pas4i -hru predetermined critical threshold values. The messages arv
then trarmmitted via the coomuicationn subsystem to the appropriate display device in
the SACCS.

(1) Tabular allspla. There is nothing new about -tabular data formats clisplk~yec,
oni printer~ de is.- However, the SACCS capability to automiaticall.y generete and project
muilti-color tabular and specifically map displays on wall screens, is of particiilar int~er-

eat and will be described in miore detail in the following paragraphs.

(2) Map Display. Zhe map display when projected on the wall screen is made up
of a multi-colore-d background map depicting a predetermined geographical area and a dy..
mnmically generated datu ov-rlay.

(a) B3ackground Map. I the present system there are 53 background maps in
varying prjcin n1metcnframrcator anid polar stereographic) scaled from~
approximatelyr 1:2,000,00 for the United Ststele Sectionals to 1:32,000~,000 for hemispheric
as-ear. They are in =2~ti-color with communist countries colored red, non-coxmunist coun-
tries col-,rea brown or light blue and water areas coor-PH dark blue.* lAtitude - ionritudc
2incs are also depicted. The maps are on 70=m slides in a manually replaceable carxuel.
Background maps can easily be added, deleted or clanged in the system.

(b) Data mra. The dyracally geerated overlay car. be tabular, plotted
and contoured or nycombintlion thereof. The seven colors available are redi, green.,
blue white (red, green, blue), yellow (red, green), magenta (red, U ue), and cyan (green,
blue3 . The map display programs has the capability to produce 63 different map symnbols,
ard imnrovise other characters by combining two or more of the existing characters. Con-
tours can be constructed form a series of dotLs.

(c) Wall 3creen. There_ is a set of four 16 fo-)t square wall screens in each
coinmnd post on which dynamically gen~erated display s car, be projected by the automatic



projection equipmrnt. The background map is projected from the Still Picture Projection
(PSP) equipment ed the data overlay is projected from the Group Display Generators (GDG).
Projsection is from the front and may be the complete 16' X 16' image or an 8' X 8' image
on any one or combinations of the four quadrants. The screens are labeled by Utters (A,
B, C, D) An'. the screen quadrants are numbered ! to 4. This letter/number combination
provides a screen/quadrant address for wall displays.

(d) DisLaa Mode. The typewriter and position mode are the tWo methods of
placing characters on a wall screen. In the typewriter mode the 8' X 8' quadrant is made

up of T2 columns and 48 lines with a total of 3,456 character positions. Each of these
character rectangles can be further broken down into 70 smaller squares - 7 squares wide
by 10 high - of which only 5 wide and 7 high are used for the actual character styling.
The 5 by 7 rectangle is located in the the upper left-hand corner of the 7 by 10 rectangle,
thus providing the display system with "automatic" character and line spacing in the type-
writer mode. In the position mode the 7 X 10 character rectangle is utilized to divide
the quadrant into 241,920 smaller micro squares, This enables any character to be posi-
tioned exactly where desired by specifying the horizontal and vertical coordinates on the
aeen. In essence, we have a very fine mesh grid with 504 locations in the x direction
and 480 location in the y direction on each quadrant in which to position data depicted
by cmbinations of the character set.

(e) Resolution. The capability to position characters on the micro squares
makes it possible to produce fine resolution displays. However, the resolution is depend-
ent on the scale of the background map. vur ex~aple, ou a United States Sectional map of
the mid-west with a scale of approximately 1:2,000,000, the location accuracy of placing
a dot on the mid point of a micro square is 1.4 miles. The size of the characters is a
limiting factor, and in this case the resolution of the displa device is uqual to 3.0
miles, which is the dAs ter of the dot. Hence, the present capability to position meteoro-
logical information on the SACCS wall screen displays is at a finer resolution than the
information we have to depict.

cpbiy Contoring. The utilization of appropriate software and display hard-
wae to produce contoured meteorological displays will be the first extensive use of this
capability in the SACCS display subsystem. Testing has verified this capability to be
economically feasible on a timelj basis. Proposed multi-colored contoured displays in-
clude synoptic patterns, cloud/weather conditions affecting military missions and mission
route/wather depiction of condition for training operations.

IV. Outlook

1. Display Methods. The three basic display methods (technique and equipment) at AIFWC --
Selective Display Model (SDM) for printers, Data Formatting and Display (DF&D) for photo-
graphs and SAC Automated Cumnd Control System (SACCS) Group Display Generators (GDG) for

F projections will be in routine operational use by early 1970. Continued refinements,
Improvements and additions to the tecbuiques wad displays will enhance support capability
to a certain extent.

2. CRT. The CRT equipment will be used for input of mission information to the AFG4
data base, for modif-ing output and for final checks of output. Instead of rerunning
entire numerical grid outputs to correct istakes, the CRT can efficiently provide a blown
up picture (zoom capability) of that portion of a grid which necdc modification to im-
prove quality or correct an error. Snapshots of final prLoducts on CRT's 'will aid real
time quality control.
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3. Needs. Weather simulation display equipment iE needed to depict multiple paramters
-in four di-nsins. To see the simulated conditions resulting from a nmber of vae.able

weather parameters interacting over a period of time would be a very valuable research
and forecast tool. Faqter line drawing equipment with multi-color capability and speeds
equivalent to high speed printers are needed to leplace the sloer plotters of today.
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THE NAVY WEATHER RESEARCH FACILITY PROGRAM

FOR THE DFVELOPM-NT OF A FUNCTIONAL DISPLAY A1D PRESENTATION SYSTEM

E. C. Kindle
Navy Weather Research Facility

Uorfolk, Virginia 23511

ABSTRACT

The contemporary and projected problems of arriving at forecasting judgements
are diagnosed. The projected developrents in the pertinent basic sciences and
supporting technology indicate a promising potential for much improved environ-
mental support to military operations. However, the continued practice cf trying
to force the a..vancements in science and technology into the operati!ng procedures
and physical enviroiiment left over fron the 1930 era, not only wastes "he benefits
of the advanced developents, but in some cases cripple the existing operational
approaches. On the other hand, there is a danger of camouflaging existing de-
ficiencies in formal logic and "kncew how" by assuming that straining of all data
th.rough a computer memory applies the blessing of truth regardless of the truth
in the computer instructions.

A Navy Weather Reseaxch Facility program to develop a system and procedures
to permit the iiplementation cf computer and data prcessing technology and at
the same time accommodate the fullest level of contemporary knowledge of atmo-
spheric processes will be pi'esented.

This system and program is merely an element of an overall program being conducted by
the Facility. For any meaningful understanding, this element must be reviewed in context of
the a.jor program. The actual lapsed time in completing research tasks ranges from I to 4
years. For specific prograr,. additional time for "tooling up" in personnel and facilitie
extends this lag as much as 2 additional y-ars. For these reasons CAPT SOMERVELL and I
undertook the formulation of a comprehensive general ten-year research plan for the Research
Facility, including a more npecific progra for the first 5 years. The time lag, inhe;ent
in completed research, is a critical factor in the usefulness of applied research, particu-
larly in view of the scientific and technological developments that were imminent at ti-at
time.

in the formulation of this plan, we first attempted to establish the nature and scope of
projected environmental support requirements. However, because of the recent and projected
dramatic developments in the basic sciences and technologies, it became clear that the nost
critical problem facing the applied research organization was the development of the specific
techniques and procedures whereby the overriding major scientific and technological develop-
ments could be integrated into the operational system. It was further concluded that for
optimum effectiveness, Navy Research Programs would be critically dependent upon develop-
ments in four general areas:

(a Basic Sciences of Meteorology and Oceanography,
(b Communications, Data Storage, Data Retrieval and Data Display,
(c) instrumentation and Measurement,
(d) Computer Capability and Peripheral Exchange.

To establish meaningful projections in these subject areas, we spent about 3 months dis-
cussing, probing and soliciting opinions from experts In all of the above diverse disciplines
in both governmental and private agencies. To maintain an updated level of understanding,
this selective interviewing approach has been established as a continuing process at the
Facility. From our own experience, we unreservedly endorse this particular conference and
its theme as a most important input to effective R&D planning.
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In view of the agenda and the participants gathered here, it would be presumptive to
elaborate on the details of the resulting diagnoses. However, sore of the concluding re-
sults are relevant to the development of our display system.

Significant developments in satellite meteorology, constant level balloon technology and
conventional data measuring systemb plus dramatic developments in communication technology
would provide a two-order magnitude increasc in the total descriptive inforriation that would
be potentially available to the operating system of the 1970's. A three-order magnitude in-
creave in the computer capability plus clearly evident significant advances in numerical
weather prediction would escalate the quality and volume of operational numerical weather
precictions in the 1970 era. In summary, it became clear that the prospects were bright for
a marked general improvement in the quality of meteorological support during the next ten-
year period.

Appraisal of our research studies indicated that unfavorable environmentirl conditions
* degraded naval operations to an extent of 2,% to 30% of the fair weather effectiveness.
*. Probably only about half of this figure could be recovered, even with perfect forecasting.
* However, if the projected scientific and technology development could be realized at the

operational level, it seemed quite reasonable that a recovery of 20% to 40% of this residue
in lost effectiveness was a realistic objective. This would amount to a % to 6%
contribution to overall Navy operational effectiveness. With a conservative estimate of
16 billion dollar annual Navy budget, the stakes are high and warrant a sober effort on our
part.

in spite of the highly professional and dedicated efforts of the contemporary operation-
al services, the greatest deterrent to more extensive use of environmsental support is forecast
reliability. The use of air/ocean predictions would increase exponentially with improvement
in qualivy of environmental support. Many operations cannot accept probable uncertainties
in contemporary forecast service; and the commanders are forced to degrade their operations
through over caution or to play adverse condition roulette with the environment, taking the
full losses when they occur.

As a final step in the WEARSCHFAC diagnosis, vulnerable research areas of particular
importance to the Navy were selected as prime targets for our research program. These in-
volved problem areas in which a strong combination of Navy requirements and high probability
of success ensured a high payoff; or, problems which were highly critical to naval operations
but not commensurately emphasized in the national level effort. These included such problems
as:

(a) Tropical Analysis and Prediction in General; and, Tropical Numerical Prediction
in Particular,

(b) The Prediction of Surface Winds and Weather Phenomena Over Ocean Areas, and
(c) The Specific Prediction of Operationally Significant Weather Phenomena.

In these three somewhat overlapping areas, it wac clar that the projected developments
in science and technology would provide great stimuli and perhaps make significant improve-
nent possible. But, it was also clear that a great deal beyond the projected national de-
velopment would have to be accomplished or the proponderance of the projected progress would
be denied the operational forces.

From our diagnosis, we concluded that the 1970 era promised to be an exciting era for
the meteorological profession. A significant need exists; and the prospects for the capa-
bility to satisfy this need are bright. However, the major operational services are pre-
sented with a major planning problem to accomiodate the projected progress of the 1970's. It
is certain that the already overextended forecasting systems left over from the 1930's could
not be stretched or patched further to accommodate the projected step function of information
Input.

At the present tij:.e the volume of information that is pumped into forecast delivery
echelons is already well beyond the saturation point. With the three-order magnitude in-
crease in computer capability, comnounded by a two-order magnitude increase in operational
satellite (and other) data, any further stretching of patching becomes ludicrous. Large
scale automation is the obvious answer. But probing further, it becomes clear that this pre-
sents a major problem and could not Just be turned on or resolved by "Black Box" engineering.
The technology inside the required "Black Boxes" just isn't up to It.
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I'm sure that scientists charged with irproving forecasting services are tired of
cliches and lamentations describing the lack of techniques to predict actual weather phe-
nomena. However, this is the crux of the problem. i'd like to use a rhetorical device,
applied by Professor Clarence E. Palmer in diagnosing the woes of tropical meteorology, and
pose the question:

"Why have our metecrological scientists failed in development of a ccmprehensive
rationale for forecasting the actual weather? in retrospect, this is a silly
quest'on lecause they haven't failed! They couldn't fail because they haven't
really t i.d."

ThiL Aplification does overttate the case; but, reviewing the relative allocation of
research resources directed toward the analysis and prediction of phenomena versus the pre-
diction of thermo- and hydrodynamic parameters, only the totality of the statement is vulner-
able. In very recent years the emphasis in this problem area has certainly increased. I re-
fer to the progressive programs of the Techniques Development Laboratory of ESSA, Directorate
Scientific Services of AWS, and our Navy Weather Research Facility, as well as the scientific
service components of field activities of the major services. Fowever, fron a recent rough
appraisal, less than 5% of the national research resources are dedicated directly to the pre-
diction of actual weather phenomena. Even within major operational functions, this oartic-
ular problem receives less than 20% of their own technique development resources. In retro-
spect, the existing inadequacy of actual forecasting capability should come as no surprise.
There may be many reasons for this, most of which would invite extensive philDsophical
debate.

The truth is, gentlemen, we just don't know how to bring off an exclusively "push
button" system. The success of the dynamicists in numerical prediction of the large scale,
mid-latitude, middle and upper tropospheric motion fields is impressive. While we must
totally appreciate these accomplishments, unfortunately, we cannot totally emulate them. We

7 simply haven't done our homework well enough. The most successful contemporary numerical
prediction accomplishments draw upon only a fraction of our current knowledge of the science.
There are volumes of descriptive and analytic information covering nearly all scales of
physical processes and phenomena that is not getting into the system, While much of this
knowledge is too fragmentary to permit a total formal analytic treatpment, the preponderance
has already lent itself to quantitive understanding and diagnosis of significant atmospheric
processes and problems. Even less of our total knowledge is getting into the existing opera-
tional forecasting systems, which further reflec. the deficiency In the present state of the
applied science.

Wa face an enigma; we can handle only a f-action of the total available information (or
that which will become available) uithout extensive automation. Un the other hand, we can
handle only a fraction of our total knowledge of atmosherlc prcccoez and phenotena hrough
total automation.

We submi, that the problem of "how should forecasts be made" should be aggressively ex-
plored. We don't think there are any quick answers to the question. We are sure that the
existing marriage of the large automated numerical complexes to outmoded operating locations
is leading "nowhere." We are equally sure that total automation will be equally ineffective,
for "Garbage in and Garbage out" would be a worse solution. This latter approach, however,
does create a false sense of security by removing the perpetrators of the forecasts from the
wrath of the users.

I anticipate being deluged with the new, but well worn, bromide that any deduction a
human can make, can be programmed for a computer. This has been repeated so glibly and so
often that this non-valid premise is accepted as an axiom. This is probably the result of

confusion between the states of "in principle" and "in fact." Ii there is any place auto-
mation could help humanity, It would be in the medical profession. "In principle," a sys-
tematic input of symptoms and examination results could be fed into a computer, which would
Immediately provide a diagnosis and dispense pills with instructions; or, possibly direct
the punch card holder to assume a certain position for a cybernetic hypodermic needle to
provide the same discomfort currently dispensed by tender loving hands. You might envision
letting a ZANIC M0D II sever an umbilical cord but the thought of it going after your
appendix might make the adrenalin flow freely. Similarly, computer technology could help the
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overburdened aircraft controllers; but, the total substitution of automation in the control
towers would be a real boon to the railroad industry.

in time, the ace of automation will unquestionably contribute to these professions; but,
many years of development will separate the "in principle" and "in fact" states. The com-

Lprehensive order with which both these professions apply basic knowledge to practice is con-
siderably more developed than in our cwn profession. Hence, we would be deluding ourselves
if w. try to by-pass this large and critical applied development problem.

The problen of "how shousl fcrecasts be rade" must be addressed in a broad front. We
need to know how many echelons are necessary to the system, the extent of automation and
human judgement appropriate at each echelon, as well as the skill levels in diverse sub-
disciplines required at each level to accommodate the maximum extent of technology and
state of the science. This will require a whole new approach to the forecast problem and

*a series of experiments in which potential operating systems can be simulated. The present
system by which our personnel are trained in nearly every phase of our science except fore-
castirg, and then sent into the world with only a "voodoo" guidance to provide numbers for
ver-y serious users, is long overdue for overhaul.

Since the estimated timelas for anything substantial in such a program is about five
Years, we decided to develop a versatile systen that would permit simulated projections of
the scientific and technological environment. The first question to be addressed is, "Can
we develop a formal rationale for making actual weather forecasts, using the tools that will
be available?" Needless to say, this system should use ATS data in lieu of GOES, Nimbus in
lieu of ITOS and simulated anticipated numerical prediction capabilities. Put more than that,
it should try to incorporate as many known physical and descriptive principles as possible in
the development of formal forecasting rationale. Ultimately the developments must be assessed
in context of realistic logistics of tine, people and money.

Since our knowledge of communications, display and cybernetic technology was rudimen-
tary, we attempted to enlist the aid of experts in these fields to design our simulation
system. A diagnosis and proposed approach prepared by a well-known communications research

* organization only proved the converse, i.e., they knew too little abcut our problems to come
up with anything realistic.

The development of such a system becomes, of itself, a research task. For a most
effective system, a general design should be ifrMulated in modules and should be acquired
incrementally to permit the experience obtainec by using each successive increment to con-
tribute to the design of the subsequent increment. The base system has been procured and
installed, and the second increment has bc-en contracted for and will be delivered in March~1970.

It must be emphasized that this system is not programmed as a development model for an
operational system. it is intended as a research de-ice to accommodate the utmost of human
judge-.ent and numerical technology in the development of a rationale for forecasting the
weather. Obviously, one of the more important by-products of its application will be guidance
in the development of future operational systems. Hence, rather than as a prototype for
future operational systems, it would more appropriately be labeled a forerurner. Experience
to date has already provided several useful guIdelines for follow-on systems.

We envision the meteorological wallpaper and eyeball processing system being replaced
by a system that permits electronic storage of a large volume of conventional weather charLs,
satellite pictures, computer products, alphanumeric data, etc. In addition, a random access
capability would permit imediate display and presentation on an array of viewing surfaces of
any cf these data, singly or in ulticombinatlon overlay formats, in diverse colors or black
and white. Any chosen sequence of data could be animated at desired speeds in single sets or
in nulticolored overlays. Any given animation set could be looped to permit time for adequate
human registration. The system could be linked with a computer, which would, on demand, take

[any selected set of data from storage and prepare grld point or contoured analyses in any
comtinatlon of x, z and time coordinates. These could then be displayed in the same multi-
col.cr and multioveriay combInations. The computer system, on demand, would rectify and scale
any chart from a video disk or from the computer memory as required to provide overlay com-

*gatloility. fly the use cf light pens and cross hair cursors, the forecaster could demand
creputatlons of special sunctions for special areas or zoon to any decree cf higher viewing
resolution required.

t -
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BASE ECHELON OF DISPLAY SYSTEM

DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM

TWO MONOCHROME AND TWO COLOR TELEVISION MONITORS

EACH OF THE MONOCHROME MONITORS MAY DISPLAY ANY ONE OR COMBINATION OF ANY

SEVEN STORED ITEMS

EACH OF THE COLOR MONITORS MAY DISPLAY ANY ONE OR UP TO FOUR STORED ITEMS,

ALL IN DIFFERENT COLORS

ALL FOUR MONITORS OPERATE COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT OF EACH OTHER

STORAGE SUBSYSTEM

VIDEODISC ANALOG STORAGE

STORES 250 SAT, PHOTOS, MAPS, CHARTS. ETC

RANDOM ACCESS SYSTEM ALLOWS ACQUISITION OF ANY STORED ITEM IN 10 SEC. OR LESS

ANIMATION ALLOWS TIME LAPSE PLAYBACK OF SEQUENCES OF SAT PHOTOS, MAPS, ETC
MULTIPLE READOUT PERMITS SIMULTANEOUS PLAYBACK OF UP TO SEVEN DIFFERENT ITEMS

1i'tre 1

72"

LEZ
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *OW.e

o 0 a o I g o

Display System Console
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It was presumed that the total flow of information into a forecasting complex could be
a_;toD7atcaill and electronicali?; stored and would include radar, AIT, satellite (both IR and

alphanuceric, band index, aircraft, computer products and even the obsolete facsimile
data. An automatic sequence of display would be programmed according to a formal forecasting
rationale and adjusted to fit the schedule of data receipt, and would present and display the
data in predetermined fonmat and rate. A forecaster at the console would be able to accel-
erate, decellerate, or interrupt this sequence, at will, for special computations, diagnoses
cr presentations. 4 large store of climratic, historical, and reference data would already
be residir- in* *e system in pictoral graphical or alphanumeric format which could be accessed
and considered L"nediately on demand.

For example, we would prestie that the basic prediction input into the system would be
tSc output fron the Large scale nuerical prediction center (or centers), and include both

e scale a reolution predicted foeids of gridded data. The forecaster could fit
his latest data (conventional, radar or satellite) to projections of these predictions in
whatever forat was suitable. Ne could imedlately demand some special advecTion or radia-
tion transfer corputat ions for an': given domain. he could institute a search for an analogue
of 30ES satellite pictures or radar data in an overlay format. He could integrate large
scae numericall, predicted notion fields with high resolution topographic domin to compute
and display tne resulting high resolution motion, temperature and moisture fields. By the
use of light pens and cursors he could subjectively correct his numerical aids in the computer
menory, which in turn could autonatically dispense or present his final product in pictoral,
grap.itcal or alphanumeric format.

Where the final numerical product offers the ultimate, by all means tfhat would be used.
Our efforts will be concentrated on the subject areas where the projected numerical capabil-
ities have the least promise, i.e., at the air/ocean interface, in the tropics and the pre-
diction of actual weather phenomena.

':Ie oreon- ha r:warc capability sounds a little visiorar-y; but, gentlemen, by February
of next year c- 0f this nar:iware capability will be a rality, and 35; is in place and in
use now.

The search for principles anL procedures is a major task before us. The hardware is not
the problem. We are not deludin ourselves about the magnitude of the procedural development
problem. In the next five years we shall make a sig-nificant dent in developing the applicable
procedures, and hopefully will be ale to realize more comprehensive benefits by sharing our
results with the otner similariy directed research programs.

e base increment of the system, which is now in use, consists of a random access
v-e 2-(isoK analotae-storace subsystem, a ":-unit talri'sion monitor-display subsystem and a
T[-vidicon camera-input nubsystem.

The display subsystem is comprised ci two monochrome and two color TV monitors. Each
of the I ck and white monitors can uisplay any one, or any combination of seven stored
srameos, which can be arbitrarily faced in and out. Each of the color monitors can display
any combination of up to four stored franes all in different colors. All four monitors can
operate completely independently of each other (see fig. 1).

The storae subsystem can accoimodate up to 253 frames of maps, charts, pictures, and
alphanumeric data. The random access system can scan the whole disk in less than 10 seconds
and provide animated sequences at any desired rate from 8 frames per second to one frame in
20 seconds,

The TV camera input is mounted on a notor-driven "zoominz" frame with multiple lens-
focusing capaility which provides up to 302-line resolution storage from photographs or
charts from a half inch square to one yard square in size,

lhe 6imensaono (7vz" X 67" x :2") of the whole unit excluding the 7V canera axe shown in
fietre 2. One each of the color and clack and white monitors is counted at a quasi-horizontal
working level with a corresponoing arrangement in a quasi-vertical reference frame.

iu re 3 is a photograph of the console attended by the two -leeced sucsystem. Figure
- shows -our simultaneous data sets dispa:ed on the syctem. Unfortunately, cur photography
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Figure 3

(Original in colors)

Figure 4
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(CriginaJ. in colors)

Firg'Ure 6
(Orig~inal in colors)
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Figu re 9

(Original in, colors)

FiFlure 10
(Oriciral in colors)
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SECOND PHASE OF PROGRESSIVE

DISPLAY SYSTEM

TV CAMERA SCANS SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTE..M

VIDEO DISC

HARD COPY

UNIVAC NTRA.SEE 
IV

DIGIT AL SU BSY ST EM PRODU CTION

INPUT

Fig e 12

DEVELOPMENT OF TOTAL

SCHEDULE FOR DISPLAY SYSTEM

FY 69 BASE SYSTEM

VIDEO DISC AND TV MONITOR SYSTEM

FY 70 CROSS HAIR CURSOR

1107 INTERFACE (VIDICODER)

D/A CONVERTER

FY 71 TAPE RECORDER

A/D CONVERTER
HARD COPY OUTPUT

FY 72 ENLARGED FLAT ViEWING SURFACES

ADDITIONAL DISK

MULTICHANNEL ANIMATION

REMODEL CABINET REMODEL CABINET

FY 73 LIGHT PENS TO SUPPLEMENT CROSS HAIR CURSOR

INSTALL CONVENTIONAL TELETYPE AND FACSIMILE INTERFACE

MODULER DESIGN FOR OPERATIONAL SIMULATION

FY 74 INSTALL AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCER

INSTALL FILM, RADAR, AND APT INTERFACE

I'igurc 13
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leaves much to be desired and does not do justice to the clarity of the actual display system.
he viewing surfaces show some conventional weather charts, a teletype sequence and satellite

picture. The contents of these displays are shown more clearly by close-up views in figures
5 and 6. Tf the forecaster wants a topography overlay instead of the surface isobars in the
ATS picture, a quick dial with the touch tone could provide something like figure 7.

We can crudely show the overlay capability by a sequence of pictures (figs. 8 through
10). Figure 8 shows a tnl-color overlay cf a surface, 8W- and fO-milllbar chart. By flick-
ing a switch, the 850-mb. chart is removed, leaving only the surface and 500-r:b. charts (figs.
9 and 10). Flick another switch and the 500-mb. chart is isolated. Should the forecaster
want to look at some hard copy data, sLmlar action would bring him precisel) what he wants
inst :.tly (see fig. 1I).

We prepared two animated sequences for this presentation. One was an AS sequence of
Hurricane PETSY and the other was an impressive 30-day sequence of sucface charts showing
successive surges in the Northeast Monsoon, and their associations with the 500-mb. pressure
troughs moving across noithern Asia from the Ural Mountains. Unfortunately, because of con-
flict in frane speeds, the movies of these animation sequences did not turn out; however, the
stimulation of thought and reason through dually displayed sequences was dramatic.

At the present time, we are studying animated sequences of the Northeast Monsoon of
; outheast Asia and ATS sequences of tropical cyclones. Within one month we shall receive a
completed UNIVAC 1107 computer program that will convert the natural canera projections of AiS
photos to a Mercator projection of any desired reduced area and corresponding increased
resolution. Using these pictures, we are confident that we can obtain wind direction and
velocities from successive cloud positions for studying characteristic tropical circulation
models.

By the time we have conpleted the transfer of a whole year of ATS data to a Mercator
diglital format, the second increment of the system will be installed (see fig. 12). This
is the second most important increment of the system in that it provides an extensive inter-
face with the UNIVAC 1107. The computer will be able to rectify scales and resolve any
desired projection area of a digitized satellite picture, and transmit it directly to the disk
by means of a D/A converter. In addition, a cross hair cursor will be installed to be used
with any of the monitors with a manual control linked to the computer by autoratic location
and reference registers. These precise location and reference data can be stored directly in
the 1107 system for computations and/or processing. in addition, control of the 1107 will be
transferable directly to the display console and be supplemented by a keyboard entry capabil-
ity.

This will complete the first major capability for the type of research objectives we
have planned. Using the ATS pictures we shall develop a facile mebhod for fixing successive
cloud locations which are to be fed i the 11,07 for computing the lower-level wind field and
incorporate it with conventional data, finally producing a derived streF tine analysis field.
This in turn will be transferred to the video disk to be overlayei in sequences over the
oridinal cloud pictures. We anticipale the total process will be able to be accomplishea
quite rapidly.

We shall also develop a procedure for overriding nsnerical surface wind forecasts by
subjective reasoning, thus provlding improved input into sea and swell forecasts. in this
effort, we have initiated a sizeable parallel research program to define the physical pro-
cesses which govern deviations in characteristic situations and areas. Witl respect to the
region of North Atlantic Gulf Stream in winter and the Southeast Asia i;orthet Monsoon, we
have a good handle on the problem at this time. It appears the technique will be applicable
to research a more extensive area of the ocean surface. I would prefer to go into more
detail in these scientific procedures but my hosts haven't giver me that licence. i'll
conclude by describing the schedule of development for the total system.

The five year growth schedule is given by figure 13. ihe procurement for Fs 6S and
69 has already been covered. 'The scheduled additions for F7s 71 through 7,,4 are given below:

(a) Ff71 -

(i) An analorue tape recorder storage, interfaced with the disk to pre-
serve experimental data and permit application of the system to
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intervening experiments with a minimum of initializing effort. In
addition, the tape recorder can serve as auxiliary storage to expand
the total capacity of the system.

(2) An A/D converter to complete the interface with the 1107 to permit
analogue data from the disk to be digitized, processed and modified
within the 1107.

(3) A hard copy output device which will permit dry process output of near

wet process quality of data from the disk or the computer memory at
the rate of not to exceed 10 seconds per copy.

(b) FY72

(1) Enlarged flat TV nonitors will have been marketed for 2 years and, by
that time, should be at a sufficiently reliable and economic level to

supplement (or supplant) the existing conventional monitors. These
larger flat viewing surfaces will be much mrie suitable for subjective
interface.

(2) An additional disk to augment the total storage and random access
capacity,

(3) A second animation channel to permit simultaneous viewing of animated
sequences such as satellite or radar sequences overlayed on or paired
with the high-frequency output of numerical predicted parameters.

(4) These additions will require remodelling of the console.

(c) '773

(I) Light pens to supplement the cross hair cursor to expand and
facilitate humar intercourse with the system.

(2) Firect interface vith conventional teletype and facsimile circuits.

(3) Modification of design to permit operation in modules to simulate

various echelons in the forecasting service; i.e., nLunerical com-
plexes, centers, facilities, carriers and non-meteorologically
manned locations.

(d) F77' -

(1) An automatic programimable .3equencer to minimize the complexity of

operatin, te system. This will autorsically present data and
displays, in sequence and in combination, in accordance with schedule
of data availability and a pre-programmed forecasting rationale.

(2) Eirect interface capability for film, radar, and AFk inputs.

The present state of knowledge of our science could permit much more reliable weather

predictions and with the projected growth of knowledge we could do even better. To achieve
this fulfillment, we are faced with both a problem and a danger.

The problem is the develop-ent of the principles and procedures to entrain the fullest
state of our knowledge into a systes.l which also accommodates the ultimate state of technology.

The danger is that the pressure of "push: button" chauvinis,. will implement a premature

over-automation program tnat not only aenies the total use of our understinding of meteoro-
logical processes, but precludes the subsequent development required to adapt basic k.nowiedgc
to practice.

Since I began by expounding this doctrine, this is a good place to stop. Thank you!
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ON LIMITS IN COMPUTING POWER

Willis H. Ware *
The Rand Corporation

Santa Monica, California

At one time or another ycu have probably all heard of the growth figures quoted for the
computing industry in the double decade of 1955-1975; these figures are part history and
part extrapolation, but to the extent that history has progressed since the estimates were
made, the extrapolations are valid. In these twenty years the size of the computer has
decreased 10,000-fold for equal computational capability. The unit cost of calculation is
down by the startling figure of 200,000-fold, while speed has increased 40,000-fold. Also,
there bas been an explosive growth of installed capacity, which over the double decade of
1955-1975 has increased 160,000-fold. The '709 have be n extensively analyzed and projected,
and by 1975 or so machines ought to operate close to 105 operations per second. This morning
I thought it would be more exciting to move on into the '80s to see what limits might set a
ceiling on computational capability. These thoughts do not reflect original research on my
part; rather I have tried to extrapolate from the work of others. There is no universal
agreement about the arguments on which I draw, so my conclusions must be considered as
btiallpark" guidelines.

Although I recognize that we can conceivably get increasing capability from software improve-
meats, or from better numerical analytic techniques and better mathematics, I want to avoid
these issues today and talk about:(]) the hardware, particularly with respect to component
speeds and the limitations imposed by the laws of physics; (2) the logical arrangements
used to implement arithmetic; and (3) the overall machine architecture.

1
First, let me address the question of arithmetic logic. Several years ago Winograd of the
IBM Research laboratory undertook to investigate the maximum speed with which arithmetic
can be done. The parameters of the problem are obvious: the length of the numbers to be
handled, the so-called fan-in of the logic element (the number of signals one logical element
can accept), the base of the number system (binary or decimal), and the delay time for the
logic element. Winograd was able to establish a formula that predicts the absolute minimum
time in which addition can be done. In order to achieve such a minumum, numbers will have
to be represented in remainder, or residue form, rather than in conventional positional
notation. Winograd also addressed the question of multiplication, and he found that in some
cases multiplication can actually be done more rapidly than addition. Again, the numbers
have to be expressed in a special way. The stickler is that addition and multiplication
require different special representations.

Therefore, it would appear that an inevitable cc,.promise between addition speed and multi-
plication speed will have to stand. At this tine, it does not seem worthwhile to design a
machine in which numbers have two special representations for the sole purpose of speeding
up arithmetic.

Winograd's analysis brought an additional point to light. Such operations as overflow
determination, as well as any operation that depends on it such as COMPARE, cannot be speeded
up. As we know computation today, overflow indication is essential; and, therefore, repre-
sentation of numbers in such special ways as residue form is not an attractive option.

wlis paper is not a formal research product produced for a client of the Rand Corpora-
tion. Thus, it is not the view, official opinion, or pollcy of Rend nor of any of its
governmental or private research sponsors. However, it does reflect the general participa-
tion of the author in the Rand research program and his immersion in the Rand res.arch
environment. Papers are published by the Rand Corporation to support the professional
activities of its staff members.

1
S. Winograd, "On the Time Required to Perform Addition," J. Assoc. Comput. Mach.,

Vol. 12, No. 2, April 1965, pp. 277-285; Idem "On the Time Required to Perform Multiplica-
tion, " J. Asuti od . 14, No., October 1967, pp. 793-802; J. F. Prennan,
"The Fa t T o tn and Multiplication, IM Research Reports, Vol. 4, No. 1,
1968 (a digest of the two Winograd papers).
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In fact, well-designed contemporary machines do addition at roughly 60 to 80 percent of the
Winograd limit. When one considers that machine designers have had no metrics to guide them,
this is a remarkable achievement. On the other hand, multiplication Is running a quarter
to a third of its maximum rate; but even so, it does not yet look worthwhile to represent
factors in special form to enhance multiplication speed. The significant conclusion is that
any big gains one can anticipate in computers will not come from the logical arrangements to
implement arithmetic. We might squeeze 10 to 20 percent in addition and/or 50 percent in
multiplication, but there will not be orders-of-magnitude improvement from the lcgicsl
implementation of the arithmetic processes.

If we examine the arithmetic unit (CPU) of contemporary machines and ask how efficiently it
is used, we discover that it is idle a substantial amount of time; typically CPU utilization
is about 50 percent, and it can be lower. There are bottlenecks in the internal information
flow; e. g., the arithmetic unit is frequently waiting for the memory or for the magnetic
tapes. Thus, the efficiency of utilization is not as high as desired. More sophisticated k
designs to appear in the early '70s will provide a steadier flow of information to the
arithmetic unit but there Is only a factor of roughly 2 or 3 to be gained. Thus, it follows
that any machine that performs only a single arithmetic operation at a time is wi'iin a
factor of 3 to 52 of the end of the line. If such a machine is to improve any more, it must
utilize faster components. It also follows that in the early or mid-'70s we will have to
turn increasingly for super machines to the multistream concept such as represented by
Illiac IV or some of the pipeline-machine processors now in design. In such machines, a
large number of arithmetic operations are in process concurrently.

Let me next turn to component technology. Consider the conclusion obtaine by Bremermann,
of the University of California at Berkeley, and also formulated by Marko.- Bremermann has
published twice the conclusion that no data processing system, be it artificial or living,
can process more than el& bits per second per gjam, C being the velocity of light and

being the Planck constant. in one publication he bases it on thermodynamical principles.
This result can be challenged but if his limit stands, it has interesting consequences. If
we insert values, c-'14 becomes 2 -10 47 bits per second per gram. Hypothesizing a computer
of the mess of the earth and of the age of the earth, we find that such a machine could have
processed only o93 bits in its lifetime. This appears to be an enormous number, but in
reality it is small compared with some of the problems people are discussing. For example,
the number of move sequences in a chess game is approximately 10120; a straightforward
attack on the problem would require a capability far beyond that of our earth-size, earth-
age compute ASimilarly, a picture of 100 by 100 cells, each of which can be black or white,
contains lZ56"O different patterns. No doubt, some of the meteorologica.1 problems that are
under discussion cannot be dealt with by a routine, brute-force, head-on collision with a
super computer. The mathematical analysis will have to be very ingenious to bring such
problems within range of attack.

Of course, we are presently nowhere near this limit, so let's discuss individual components.
If we wigh to atore information, we need a device that has two potential wells separated by a
barrier; one potential well corresponds to binary zero, the other to binary one. To change
the state of the device, energy must be inserted to move over the barrier, and if the device
is expected to stay in the new state, the energy must be removed when the new state is
reached. The random energy of motion is of the order of AT , so that if the device is to

2 This is a composite figure including a factor of 2 to 3 for CPU efficiency and one of
1l for pushing arithmetic to the Winograd limits.

3 H. Marko, "Physikalische und biologische Gernzen der Informationeilbermittlung,"
Kybernetik, Vol. 2, No. 6, October 1965, pp. 274-284

4H. J. Bremermann, "Optimization through Lvolution and Recombination," in Self-Oranizin
Systems 1962, Spartan Books, Washington, D. C., 1962, pp. 93-106.

5 Idea, "Qua.:tum Noise and Irnformation," Proceedings of the Fifth Berkeley Symposium on
Mathematical Statistics and Probability, Vol. IV, University of California Press, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, Callfornia, 19b7, pp. 15 - 20

6 R. Landauer, "Irreversibility and Heat Generation in the Computing Process," IBM J. Res.

and Develop., Vol. 5, No. 3, July 1961, pp. 183-191.
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behave reliably, the barrier must be a few kT high.7 Thus, the minimum energy that needs to
be expended per information event is of the order of a few kT, but the significant conclusion
is that energy must be dissipated as heat. Unavoidably, computing involves dissipation of
heat; there is no way to circumvent the problem if we are to build a computing device that
is to be reliable.

The next consideration is tat computation destroys information. Thus, it is a nonlinear
process and depends for implementation on logical functions that are also nonlinear and that
depend in turn on nonlinear phenomena for practical realization.8 Nonlinearity of electronic
components also contributes to the practical problems of the computer; a. g., restandardiza-
tion of signals, fabrication tolerances, and noise rejection. In the present solid-state
technology, signals of a quarter volt or so are necessary to maintain the nonlinearity of the
P-r- junction in semiconductors and to absorb fabrication tolerances. T1his is not a
limitation of a theoretical law of physics but rather a state-of-the-art limitation. It is
anticipated that improved devices - not of the semiconductor type - will be found that
maintain nonlinear behavior with signals 10 to 20 times smaller. Because a signal of finite
voltage amplitude is inevitably necessary, capacitance-charging problems set a final limit
to the speed at which a component can operate.

We consider now the velocity of light that is an absolute limit on the speed with which
information can move. If we want to build fast cmputers, we must build small ones; and we
will have to package them densely. However, small size and dense packaging are inconsistent
with heat dissipation. 7he heat dissipation problem appears to be a more serious constraint
than any others now visible.

Let me suggest the scale of the problc.m. Iu wodern-day transistors, the power density inside
the transistor at the A. junction is of the order of thousands of watts per square centi-
meter.9 In contrast, the maximum heat transfer to fluids at approximately room temperature
is about 100 watts per square centimeter. There is a factor of 10 or so that somehow has to
be accommodated. Ubviously, we need to spread the heat over a large enough surface so that
it can be transferred to a fluid. Thuz, the mismatch between internal working power
densities and external fluid absorption power densities is a major constraint on the
minimum size of components, and hence on the speed with which they can operate.

Where are e today? lp in superconducting films can be switched in research environments at
about 101 seconds The capacitance-chargiag problem in semiconductor junctions sets
limits at about 10-  seconds. The time for carriers to drift across the base of a transis-
tor, given the technology that we can project for making very small base widths, is of the
order of 0 "-10. We can switch magnetic films in about 10 - 9 seconds and magnetic cores in
about 10- seconds. These are all state-of-the-art limitations. Interestingly enough,
except for the core, they are all in the general neighborhood of 10-10.

Where do the laws of physics impose limitjions. The cooling problem sets a practical limit
on switching time at about 10-i seconds. If clever engineering can solve this problem,
we look forward to speeds of 10 -

1 2 to IC 1 3 seconds. Of course, there is a fundamental limit
et i0"15 seconds due to indeterminacy. Present research results are not very far from what
appear to be absolute limitations, and thus we should anticipate computing elements that
will switch information states in about 10 - I1 to 10-12 seconds.

71 is Boltzmann's constant, and 7 Is the Kelvin temperature.

8M. J. Preiser and P. M. Marcus, "A Survey of Some lysical Limitations on Computer

Elements," IBM Research Note, RC 2283, November 14, 1968, pnp. 7-8. This article is to be
published in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, June 1969.

9 1bid., pp. 9- 10.

1 OIbid., pp. 12-I4

llEugene G. Fubini, private communication to the euthor. See also R. W. Keyes,
PPhysical Problems and Limits in Computer Logic,' IEEE Spectrum, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1966,
pp. 36-45.
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Where is the state of the art today? Present production devices switch in about 108
seconds, and pru_ser, t iesetrch ltens switch Jn about 1O-9 to 10 seconds. Depending on
what one wishes to use as a 'pacccal" uprer li~nit for component apeed and what one chooses
ashe present-day state of the art in research, there is a factor of at least 100 (from
10 to 10-11 secoay) yet to be i'ealized from component technology speed. If we can push
beyond 10'1 to r0" seconds, we will have a 1000-fold improvement, but with present
understanding of the theoretical and practical limits, it dces not appear that factors
beyond a few thousand will ever be achieved. Even the minimum improvement of 100-fold is
an impressive future to contemplate.

Machine architecture is a diffic.,t subject to treat. Most of the experience in the
computing field has been with machines executing a single instruction stream, doing one
arithmetic operation at a time, and organized internally so that the arithmetic unit is
maximally utilized. Zxperience with multistream machines is limited. Taking into account
the estimates of the Illiac IV machine, which is about as multistream as now envisioned,
and discounting somewhat the hopes of its builders, we may be able to achieve an increase
of 100-fold (as opposed to projected factors of many hundreds). This factor depends strong-
ly on how much of the problem is inherently serial; 100-fold Implies that 1 percent of the
problem is serial. Combinig this with the smalleV.t factor of 102 that component technology
has yet to go, we may eventually get as much as 10 , or a 10,000-fold increase in rev
computing power. If problems prove to be "more parallel" than we think, or if we do push
technology even further, the overall improement could move toward 100,000-fold. This is
an even more impressive future to anticipate for the environmental problems with which you
are concerned.

.ny such mammoth machine would be very special and probably warranted only for the problems
that could exploit it. The commercial industry is not likely to build such a machine
unless a large market appears. Construction, at least for the first one, will no doubt
have to be funded separately, sad if your problems need such computer power, be prepared
to finance the development of such machines and to dig deeply into your budgets. I won't
project the development cost, but it will be substantial although probably less than a
large particle accelerator.

.-.cknowledgments: I appreciate the critical review and very helpful comments from M.
Warshaw and J. C. Shaw of The Rand Corporation, Dr. Rolf landauer of IBM, and Dr. Eigene
Pubini, consultant.
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TIE AMYT'S AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL SYSTD4

Donald M. Swingle
USASCOM, Atsoephe:.ic Sciences Laboratory,

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

The Automatic Meteorological System is being developed for Army 85. Used in the
Field Army areas, it will serve all oonsumars of mitecrological data and weather
information in the Field Army, including i

4
r Weather Service teams and centers.

The design of this system will eMhasize integration of the system with operational
unita so as to provide the most representative end accurate data possible for each
data user. Development philosophy and design concepts, including communications
and computer problems, are considered.

I. Introduction

Fellow meteorologists, scientists and engineers, I will discuss in this paper the initial
concepts of the Army's Automatic Meteorological Sy3tem (AMS). I will cover the general con-
ception of the meteorological system revolving about the user, his atmoepheric problems, his
pervasive need for dtta and the properties of atmospheric data. I will then discuss the outer
systcm comprised of the atmosphere, the meteorological system, the user, and the atmosphere's
effects upon him as he uses our meteorological data and finally the inner meteorological
systa. I will also cover briefly atnoepheric system design and development principles,
specil. problems faced by a meteorological system which serves the Army, including as an
integral customer the Air Weather Service Weather teas which directly support the Army.
Finally, I will discuss computer prospects and their implications for communications of
meteorological data in the Army.

II. Atmospheric Effects On The Army

Figure 1 shows the origin of the problem. In simplest terms, the Army operates in and under
the atmoephere and is impacted upon by the atmosphere. In a number of its operations, the
impact of the atmosphere, if not corrected for or allowed for, would create intolerable
adverse effects upon ths Army's operations. A single example is the case of the Army's
8"-Howitzer that is so accurate that an error of one meter/second in the knowledge of the winds
which will occur along the trajectory at the time when the projectils passes through the
atmosphere produces an error as great as the sun of all the other errors in the gun system.
The Army has a host of similar stringent requirements for quantitative meteorological data at
quite specific points in time and space. This need for data will continue to increase in the
future.

Faphasis on the need for precise, specific data applicable to a future time and place should
not be taken to imply that there will cease to be a need for weather forecasting as it has
been knn, or for an outlook for five days, for thirty days, or for that matter for a year
or more for the general weather conditions which will occur in the operational area.

Air Weather Service needs for outputs from the Atmospheric Meteorological System must be
identified and quantified. These outputs will include editi' and preprocessed data for relay
back to Air Force Global Weather Center (AFU) and weathe- inornation for use by forward
AWS teams.
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FIGURE 1 - 7e Beas -roblem for a Mateorological System

III. Properties of Atmospheric Data

Atmospheric data for the Army must -xea . four propertiess

1. It must be applicable, that .z ir t nust be presented in such a wy that the Army can
wse it.

2. It must possess the closely relat.-i property of representativeness. The quantities to be
provided must be suitable or appropriate for the pur-pose for which they are to applied. This
is the basic reason why the Army processes upper air data for ballistic purpcsee in a wAy
which is quite different from that which is employed by the rest of the worldwide meteorolog-
ical comunity. The ballistic application is a severe task master. A well conceived error-
cancelling scheme for wind processing is used by the artillery meteorological sections.

3. Army atmoepheric data must be valid to the time to Which it is to be applied. Often these
time requirements are quite specific, e.g., "at the beginning of morning nautical twilight and
for a specified number of minutes thereafter, will smoke generators be effective in a par-
ticular river crossing operation," or "how long will the fog last and when will it break?"
Critical operational decisions can hinge on the precise timing of such changes.

4. Finally, the Army's requirements for meteorological data are in almost every insiance,
requirements for specific information at a very specific place. In the case of the ballistic
requirement, the plice is the entire trajectory of each individual round. In the case of
river crossing it is the space of perhaps ort-half mile along the river for which the pre-
diction is rn.quJ.,-ed.

you will vote that the meteor -logical data required are esentially predictions on the meso-
scale. Taey mit be timed to within a few minutes and be good over the area "where the action
ism, i.e., to a few kiloneters or better.

a. The Outer System. In the face of such requiements for data, let us consider the atmos-
phere. as meteorologists, we have been educated in the Navier-Stokes equations. We realise
that the fundamental properties of the atmosphere can be represented by a small number of
basic parameters that are quasi-continuous in time and space, such as temperature, pressure,
vapor pressure, and rector velocity. In addition to these basic hydrothermodynauic properties,
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there are other parameters of interest such as clouds, precipitation, density, turbulence,
visibility, refractive index, etc.

The central problem which we face with this atmosphere, however, is that it is very variable.

For Snstance, our peast studies have shown that the wind in any given 2000-foot zone in the at-

mosphere in the lower 20,000 feet can be expected to change by 4 knots in an hour, by almost

3 knots in a half hour, and extrapolating, by perhaps 1 knot in five minutes. Similarly, winds

can be expected to very in space by 15 knots in a hundred miles and by extrapolation, by 1 knot

in half a mile. The meteorological system that will provide quality data for Armv quantitative

applications, must somehow cope with this variability problem. To the extent feasible, it

must produce answers vrhich minimize the unaccounted-for variability.

4 We have considered the outer system, that is, the cycle starting with the atmosphere and its

properties) this must be measured and predicted by the inner meteorological syetem in order

that applicational data must be provided to the user, in this case the Army and supporting Air

Weather Service teams. The adequacy of the system is finally determined in active operations

when the real atmosphere with its actual conditions impacts on the Army, which has adjusted it-

self in accordance with the predicted data.

ATMOSPHERE

USER

SOFL WATER

Figure 2. Elementary meteorological system.

By comparison with the Elssasser report of the late 1950's, it can be shown that wind data ob-

tained in this way are more accurate for artillery applications than forecasted winds that can

be generated by the weather services with the present techniques and in the present state-of-

the-art. In any event, the test of the adequacy of the inner system in predicting or provid-

ing application data occurs when the operation is executed, that is, when the projectile passes

through the air and the correction proves to be adequate or inadequate.

b. The Diner Syetem. Let us now discuss the inner system, that group of operations and equip-

ment which would normally be called a meteorological system. Figure 2 shows the inner system

as it exists for the artilleryman. In order to correct for the effects of the atmosphere on

gunnery, the artilleryman observes the atmosphere from the surface to some 20 km and applies

the observed, measured, atmospheric data to compute a correction to his firing. This is a

very simple inner system, but it contains an implied analysis that the atmosphere varies slowly

in space and in implied persistence prediction of future conditions.

Figure 3 shows the complete inner meteorolcgical system Ls a meteorologist might visualize it.
A meteorologist would expect to:
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ATMOSPHERE

{\USER

OBSERVATION APPLICATIONM DICA O
PMODIFICATIO

ANALYSIS TMEMORY R~EDITO

OTHER DATA SOURCES

Figure 3. Complete Meteorological System

1) Observe the atmosphere.
2) Collect the observations into some sort of memory.
3) Analyze the collected observations.
h) MVake predictions using these analysis.
5) Store these u.'9ritions in memory.
6) Provide data for Army applications.

m logical component of this system might be a modification element that could se-ve to make
predictions more valid by ensuring that they come true, or by changing a correctly predicted
atmospheric condiTion to a different, desired condition. In the following discussion I shall
drop the modification subsystem from further consideration, although it may indeed becoe an
important element in the long run for improving the accuracy and reliability of predictions.

C. Atmospheric System Design Lnd Development Principles. Figure 3 shows the flow of data.
Let us now shift our attention to the design of this inner system.

When we wish to create a system to serve a purpose it is necessary to turn first to the appli-
cation of the system. The application of the Army's Automatic Meteorological System is to
provide required meteorological data and weather information to all Army users, including the
Air Weather Service teams. A point of contact for all these users, therefore, is the output
of the system, the user interface, which is the dissemination and display portion of the
system. In many instances, this output will be in the form of computer messages which will go
directly into the computation or evaluation of meteorological corrections or adjustments of
tactical operations. In other instances, it will be a visual display of information that is
relevant to planning and conducting operations. Many of the techniques of the SACCS system
nay be applicable here if they can be made sufficiently rugged for Field Army use.
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In the case of the Air Veather Service user, the output surely includes special displays of
weather information that will be used by the Staff Weather Officer to gain the best possible
undfrstanding of the current situation so that he may best advise staff personnel of his
expectations.

The user interface must provide the user with timely and appropriate data for each of his
applicatlo s. Appropriate includes a requirement for quantitative accuracy equal to the users
application. This quantitative data must come out of the prediction system.

Prediction techniques must be of such quality as to provide output data of the quality
required as inputs to the user interface. This indeed is one of the major challenges of the
Autonatic Meteorological System for, in general, e have very weak techniques for predicting
the smaller scale, local, meteorological conditions with quantitative accuracies which the
Army will require. This is mostly outside the current state-of-the-art. In other instances,
the prediction accuracies required may be well within the state-of-the-art and in this case
the needs may be met by data already being received from the Air Force Global Weather Center
or, indeed, by climatological values stored in th-e memory of the inner system.

Having specified the accuracy required of the output of the prediction system, we will be in a

position to determine the accuracy required of the inputs to the prediction system in order to
achieve these output accuracies. The input accuracies for the prediction system become the
output accuracies for analysis system. It will be necessary that our analysis techniques be
so conservative and so cowprehensive as to provide inputs to the prediction system of such a
high quality as to permit accurate predictions to be made for sensitive operations.

Our current techniques for analysing conditions on the mesoscale and on the microscale are not
fully adeqtiate to serve as inputs to mesoscale and microscale predictions. Nonetheless, the
progress of requirements from user to prediction to analysis is clearly a straightforward
problem. We expect that vastly improved analysis techniques will be required that will take
into account in quantitative ways the influence of the terrain on circulations and on the
values of atmospheric variables.

The analysis system serves as the bridge from observed data to analyzed data. It converts
more or less randomly-rcceived observations of atmospheric variables at more or less random
locations in tine and space into a best-attainable understanding of the distribution of

variables over the entire region of incerest and throughout the entire height frame of inter-
est.

In the case of any Army meteorological system, interruptions and inadequacies in the input
data are expected. Although scheduled observations may be desirable and may be sought, it is
inevitable in a tactical frame that these observations will either not be made due to other
impacts of the operation, or that their transmission and reception will be delayed so that
they will not be available for the scheduled analysis time. Furtherwxre, observations will
not be available from the most desirable places. For instance, in approximately half of the
region of interest, namely that over enem held areas, very few surface observation- can be
anticipated and next to no upper air observations will be available.

The analysis system must nonetheless provide the best possible determination of conditions
ovor the entire region of interest. To do this it will use larger scale inputs from the Air
Force Global Weather Center and, in addition, the results of previous analysis and prediction
cycles which will be used tn produce prediction of the expected patterns. These, in turn,
can be adjusted to improve their conformity with the limited observations that are received
from the area in question. Thus, we expect frequent reanalyses to be made based on late-
received or odd-time data, and on the b&?is of pricr predictions and analyses. This will
permit maximum value to be mode of each observation, even of past observations and, in effect,
will increase -he total amount of information that goes into each analysis.
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The collection and memory system is the necessary interface between the observations and
measurements of the atmosphere and their analysis. Of necessity, the meteorological system
must have a very large memory. It must encompass recent observations, analyses, predictions,
and supporting climatological information. Such climatological information will become
indispensable from time to time when other data sources are cut off by communications outages.

The input to the collection and memory system comes from the observation system. The quality
of the observations must be good enough to permit the analyses that are good enough to serve
as inputs to prediction.

Observations will come from both in situ sensors and from remote, indirect sensing systems.
It is not likely that the obvious ideal solution of measuring everything, all the time, every-
where, will be logistically or tactically feasible. Therefore, the observation system can be
expected to be composed of both direct sensors, which measure conditions at specific times and
places, and of remote sensors, which can determine conditions over an area or throughout a
volume. Considerable advance is hoped for with respect to remote sensors.

At prement, satellite observations of clouds are available technologically, with a promise of
satellite upper-air observations and the possibility of observing the distribution of clouds
from satellite altitude in real time from points on the ground. Radar weather observation
techniques can map the distribution of precipitation over both friendly and enemy held areas
much better than the rain gauges can alone. There is also the previously developed "sferics"
technique to maintain monitorship of lightning occurrence over both friendly- and enemy-held
areas. In addition to these, other remote sensing techniques are very much desired.

One would like to be able to determine the wind throughout the volume over enemy-held areas
and at inaccessible points over friendly areas both at the surface and aloft. Similarly,
there is a need to determine the temperature or density patterns, and the pressure or contour
height patterns throughout the area of interest. Indirect techniques for accomplishing this
have been conceived, but the implementation of these in tactically feasible equipments remains
to be demonstrated.

d. Other Date Sources. In addition to direct observational data, a large volume of back-
ground data is expected to be provided within the Automatic 14eteorological System. This
would include climatological data to the extent available and techniques for the inter-
pretation and interpolation of such data, as well as a computer form for the shape and pro-
perties of underlying terrain features. Finally, other inputs must be provided for the
memory, including inputs from the Air Force Global ,leather Center, and other Weather Services.
These will provide general weather information and also serve as a setting for the smaller-
scale analysis to be conducted by the --"alysis system.

e. System Desig and Development. U., us .,ow turn to the system design and development
problems. Clearly, the design of a practical field system must start with the application,
and move backwards through the inner meteorological system to the acquisition of data. Thus,

the first area of emphasis in the design of the Avtocatic Meteorological System will be a
searching analysis of the users' problems, an in-depth technical study of each of the major
applications of output date from the Automatic Meteorological System. This will determine the
:pecific times, )I'ces, ond properties of data that will be required for each application; the
sl.'nificance of errors and their cost to the Army in operational terms; and an analysis of
the applicatton to permit th,- design of techniques which will provide representative data for
each appli:ation.

The Autmatic Meteorological Sys em is planned for frmy'
8

5. At thip point we are in the 2:arly
development stages in which inten ive, applied research and prototype, breadboard designs are
needed.

Above 1 1 other features :equired fcr an Army Meteorological System is the requirement for
flexibility and survivability. The tactical AMv environment necessitates a very rapidly
chLiging setti ., one in which data i urces may be created and destroyed, rapidly, and in
whi-h comimmnica

t
ion links may be established and interrupted, depending upon the nature of
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the conflict. Critical outputs may cnange quickly from those required to support smaller
units in conventional war to those required under conditions of nuclear conflict. The Army
force may deploy rapidly from moist-temperate to dry-tropical, arctic, or other environments.

Survivability under the impact of tactical operations is a critical factor. That is, one can
anticipate conditions under which reception of all input data, or almost all input data will
be temporarily interrupted. The system must continue to do the best job possible, using very
limited amounts of locally-available information plus climatological data, and stored data
from longer range forecasts and outlooks. This imposes a basic requirement for what has been
called graceful degradation. The system must not be brittle or collapse when input data
sources fail to provide input data, but must be able to make the best of each situation and
of each condition of limited data availability.

As the system degrades, there must be preplanned backup modes. For instance, it is hoped that
the Automatic Meteorologic&. System will be able to provide improved accuracy of input data
for the artillery ballistic problem. ThL improved accuracy will come from analysis of
observations of the upper air stations in the context of their terrain setting and from the
high quality prediction of future conditions for each trajectory to be fired. When, as it
inevitably happens, the gunnery center is unable to contact the meteorological center with
the result that the individual trajectory data is no longer available, a back-up ,message must
be available and in memory at the gunnery center. This back-up message would contain a set of
basic data applicable for the general region, that is, for an area of 40 to 60 kilometers rad-
ius surrounding the gunnery center for future times. The quality of this general data would
not be as good as the latest prediction "or a specific trajectory, since it would be more
general and cover a larger area, but it would be of significantly higher quality than a pre-

diction of no wind or a prediction of the climatological mean.

Should the comunication outage persist for more than a few hours, the gunnery center should
revert to the use of locally-observed data in much the same fashion Ps today's practice. And
finally, should locally-observed data be unavailable, the system should shift into using such
techniques as departure tables, that is, climatological means for 7arious regions of the world.
For each user a preplanned succession of back-up techniques must be provid6d as part of the
meteorological system design. Only in this way will each %user be assured that he is always
using the best meteorological data available. One thing is certain, the entire system will
not always operate reliably and with maximum input data to serve all customers. The enemy
will see to thie even if natural and electronic problems do not.

As part of the system design and development, it will be necessary to demonstrate the value of
the system in relation to its cost. This will rest heavily upon the analysis of the user's
requirements and the impact of atmospheric effects on nis operations. However, consideration
of the cost of one modern helicopter aircraft, or the prico of a single round of artillery

ammunition, or the investment of men and materiel in a single small army unit will readily
show the tremendous value of a quality meteorological system.

f. Special Problems. A number of special problems must be solved in an Automatic Meteoro-
logicel System. First there is the scale of Army problems. The Army typically operates c-.sr
an area of abovt 100,000 square miles. The maximum range of most Army weapons covers a few
dozens of milev. Major units such as a division, may occupy areas of only a few hundred
square miles with approximately 30 miles of contact with the enemy. While the general weather
forecastir problem is in fairly good shape and is well-hariled by the Air Weather ervice, the
Army's special problem is providing specific local, accurate data for specific applications.
The second special problem, already noted, is the pervasive e.pectation that inputs will be
random not regular.
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Related to this is the third problem, the knowledge gap relating to mesoscale phenomena.
Although for a time it was thought that there % As a gap in the atmospheric spectral distribu-
tions in the mesoscale, i.e., for circulations with periods of the order of one hour, there is
no evidence of this in the Army's atudies of atmospheric variability. These studies show a
regularly decreasing variability for both wind and density as one moves from long times into
short times. Although there is no gap in the spectrum, there is a severe gap in the current
knowledge of atmospheric circulations on scales ranging from a few kilometers to a few hundred
kilometers. The relatively coarse synoptic network has not provided data from which compre-
hensive conceptual models of such circulations could be developed. Theoretical models are of
little use unless they represent accurately the actual behavior of the atmosphere.

For many of the Army's problems, the atmosphere's natural variability is so high that it is
essential to observe, analyze, and predict on the mesocale. Work in weather radar has shown
considerable predictability and persistence of mesoscale precipitation patterns. However,
present prediction techniques do not permit accurate prediction of other atmospheric variables
on this scale.

A fourth special problem, and it is planned to avoid this in the design of the Automatic
Meteorological System, is the death of technologies. Each of the various known techniques
for predicting atmospheric miriahls has rested on a certain conception of what the atmosphere
was and how it behaved. Although the "modern" trend is toward large scale digital computers,
one may recall the very effective analysis and prediction technique th.c., carried us through
World War II known as the Wave Cyclone Model combined with the Polar Front Concept. Many are
also aware of the isentropic prediction technique which was used just prior to World War II;
it has since disappeared from the active scene, although a few recent research studies have
used it. The design of the Automatic Meteorological System will try to take advantage of each
technolo y and to blend the results obtainable by each in such a way as to get the most nearly
accurate prediction feasible.

Finally, and the most important of the special problem, is the need for conservative process-
ing of data. Since the Automatic Meteorological System will use computer analysis and pre-
diction, to control the "garbage input" to the system it is essential to imit the "garbage
output". A good example is the artillery ballistic ccmputatim and its differences with res-
pect to the way tnat upper air winds are computed in conventional meteorology. In the artil-
lery ballistic computation, the entire momentum of the atmosphere as observed by a balloon
flight is accounted for once and only once. The end of each zone is the beginning of the next
zone; there are no overlapping zones and no interpolations between zones. A consequence of
this is that an integrated wind, which traverses several zones, results essentially in the
cancellation of all tracking errors of the atmospheric sounding system, with the exception of
the error at the top of the upper zone. In contrast, the conventional analysis into over-
lapping two-minute zones, and the further interpolation of these to specific heights, creates
a confusion .f errors and an inability to determine or to cancel accurately the contributions
of errors from each observation point.

Another example of conservative processinf, exists in the analysis of upper air data in which
1.he.: is a sort of negative feedback. ThLs results in the cansellation or attenuation of the
impac- of errors in the measurement of prssure and temperature. Conservative processing will
be ephasized in the design of the observaeon and analysis portions of the Automatic Meteoro-
logical System.

What kind of computer will be used in the Automatic Meteorological System? As noted here, the
computer must include a sufficiently large memory of the climatology of the region, or for any
region to which it must go. It will probably r'equire knowledge of historical analogs so tLt
today's analysis can be compared to prior analyses of the same region. In addition, extensive
use of statistical techniques is foreseen. Such things as singularities sxymmetries, and the
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application of generalized harmonic analysis appear to be reasonable components of the system.
The Automatic Meteorological System will probably include adaptive or learning systems so that
it can develop quickly a capability for detailed prediction in a local situation in which there
has been very restricted prior data. It must account for th' four dimensional continuum, that
is, three spatial dimensions and time, and it must preserve considerable detail in all four
dimensions.

The solution to thf, equations of motion, which will be one mode of prediction, will almost be
surely done in a hybrid computer system. This will be an important feature, different from
current numerical weather predictions, that will be incorporated in an Automatic Meteorological
System. The reason for this is that it allows the elimination in at least one dimension of
the computational instability which goea with quantization of meteorological data. Most
likely the simulation will be done treating time as a continuous variable.

Unless new techniques are developed, it will still be necessary to compute for each grid
point, but each computation can be made without time quantization. For this reason a great
deal of desirable nonlinearity can be tolerated and, if fact, is to be cesired in the pre-
diction system set of hydrothermodynamic equations.

In its most general terms it is expected that the computer of the'future will be a hybrid
machine in which data are stored in digital memory, but in which the processing is dons by
hybrid or analog systems wherever the prediction involve& equations of motion and their
solution. Where it involves the use of climatology or learning techniques, conventional
digital processing will probably be used.

%~at are the comunications prospects? As always, dedicated circuits are highly desirable
from observer to memory and from memory to user. Such circuits will undoubtedly be desired
and sought. However, the system will be designed to be as good as is possible under any
condition of communication outage, including the delays and losses which result from the use
of comimon-user circuits. A graceful degradation design will produce high quallty product
under conditions of reliable communications as well va a quality job under conditions of
unreliable communications. The system analyses are expected tc, permit the importance, in
term of the improvement of quality of ser-ice, of dedicated circuits to be evaluated so that
a rational determination of the type of circuits to be provided can be made prior to the
introduction of the total system into the field.

g. S ytem Evolution. The above discussion has considered an ultimate Automatic Meteorological
System, one which will sae field use with Army 85. This does not imply the absence of in-
provement in the interim. It is expected that the applied research that is done on the
Automatic Meteorological System will lead to its evolutionary introduction. Perhaps this will
be done first with improvements for the artillery, then for CB, then aviation as progress
occurs in understanding each application; and finally as the development of observation
analysis, prediction and app] .etion techniques progresses. The details of this evolutionary
introduction cannot be spelleJ out today.

In the development of the Autoatic Meteorological System, the Army is exploring the entire
range of possible techniques for observation, analysis, prediction, and application. Every
promising idea which surfaces vill be considered for its possible contribution to the success
of the system. The challenges are great; the potential pay-off in operations is almost
incalculable.
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LUN C(HON ADDRESS
~Dr. Hans K. Ziegl.er

Deputy for Science and Chief Scientist
United States Army Electronics Comaand

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

ladies and Gentlemen,

Needless to say, I am greatly pleased and honored to be here with you today, although I
realize that my appearance in place of Major General William B. Latta, the Commanding General
of the US Army Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth, must be sort of disappointing to you.
You have met with General Latta during last year's Technical Exchange Conference at Fort
Monmouth, and he was extremely interested in your activities, and your program cummittee had
made an early decision that you would like to have him as your luncheon speaker here today --
but unfortunately, as we sometimes sjy if we refer to the Pentagon, "circumstances beyond our
control" have at the last minute precluded his personal appearance. General Latta does
indeed regret this very much. He was looking forward to meeting with you again and also to
visiting Colorado Springs and to seeing many of his friends whom he acquired when he previous-
ly spent a tour of duty at NORAD. He specifically asked me to express to you his warmest
personal regards and his sincere wishes for another fully successful conference.

I am afraid I have to disappoint you in one rore regard. Not only will you be deprived of the
general's personal appearance, but oou also will not hear nis speech. I have his speech and
it is very good, but somehow I have never learned to give somebody else's speech. Some people
can do this perfectly. We once had a Corauianding General at our Fort Monmouth Laboratories,
-and many of you may know him, he later became Chief Signal Officer of the Army, and is now
retired and is with industry. He was superb in presenting speeches from manuscripts which
were prepared for hire. Before I realized his unusual capability, I used to be a nervous
wreck whenever he gave me an asnigrcent to write a speech for him. I would comply promptly

*and submit the script early for his review and approval, and every day when I asked for his
decision he just would say, "Hans, don't worry. Everything will be all right." And to my
consternation this would go on until the very day of the resentation at which time he would
take the manuscript from his desk, unread, walk to the rostrum, and make a perfect delivery.
The General had attained quite a reputation for this unique talent. It was not until after
his retirement that somebody vas facetious enough to trip him up. I am not making this up
for your entertainment; the General has revealed this episode to me with a great grin on his
face. Again, he was in the middle of one of his splendid performances and as he turned to
page 5 of the manuscript the page and the rest of the pages were empty except for a cryptic
note which said, "and from now on, you so and so, you are on your own". And this is very
much the same sentiment which befalls me at this point. But I felt I should say something
here which comes from the heart rather than from a piece of paper.

Looking through the program of your Conference and attending this morning's session, I have
been deeply impressed with the diversity and the depth of the subjects to be presented, and
it did not take re long to be convinced i-hat for one who is not directly actively involved
in this special field, it would be pretty difficult to say something which can compete in
significance with any of your program items.

Of course since You are my captive audience I could exploit the allotted time to do a long
commecial for the Electronics Command and its meteorological activities at Fort Monmouth,
White Sands, and Fort Huchuca, and for the former Signal Corps and for all these activities
fine contributions to the field of atmospheric science as well as to meteorological equip-
ment -- of which we are truly proud -- but since you are such a highly professional group,
I am confident that you are all aware of these facts.

On the other hand, I could speak on generalities ze-arding the Army's important present and
future needs in weather information and meteorological and environmental data about wlich I
am deeply concerned in my professional respons-bilit~es. I would have to think here about
the entire spectrum of vital needs

- the greater general weather support, short range and long range, including climato-
logical information f-r overall Army-wide planning and -itilization,

- the greater special weather support to commands and staff for operationel decisions,
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- the need for improved fallout prdlictions for nuclear, chemical, and biological war-
fare,

- the need for improved ballistic meteorological support, and those who have follr-wed
General Westmorelad's pronouncements and speeches on his experieuce i. V ietnam, r3alize the
trewendous savings which could be cbtained if we could shoot dust a little bit more accurately,

- the greater need for Army aviation weather s'xpport,

- the continued need for terrain weather support ' plot our moves on t.e surface of the
earth,

- the increased requirement of meteorological support for reliable communications on che
ground and through sttellite links,

-and not to forget our interest in all aspects of weather and meteorological modifica-

tion aspects which can assist the overall Armv objectives.

But again, these are all facetE of' the overall task which you are specifiall.y here to
study during your Conference in much more detail .han I could offer 'n a few minutes.

Of course I would be eminently qualified, like everybody else, to just speak about the weeaher
and, by golly, could I give you a case history of the pa!t twelve months, including the eight-

Y hour ride to cover the forty miles distance between Fort Monmouth and Newark during a blizzard
on a day where the New YorK metropolitan weather forecast predicted a C probability of light
snow flurries!

F But what I would rather like to do is to amuse you with some personal reco.lections related
to the evolution of one of the greatest meteorological achievements of our time -- the ceteoro-
logical satellites -- the TDROS, the NIMUS iystems.

When in early 1955, still under the wraps of high. classification, th various United States
government research and development activities were invited to study and prepare plans for
scientific uses of small artificial earth satellites, with a maximum tot-I weight cf some
20 ibs, the cype which eventually was to be lauiched with the Vanguard vehicle, we at. Fort
Mor mouth i mediatelv zeroed in on two major potentlal areas: c(-Euncations and meteorology.
Since the radio-relay type of communication satellite was soon ruled ou, within the IGY
Vinguard program as an applications test rather than a scientific data-gathering concep , our
efforts concentrated on the meteorological aspect. Through the ingenuity of a tean h eaed by
Bill Stroud and Bill Nordberg, both now with the National Aeronati-s and Space ZAd iuistration
(NA.) and from the program, I realize that Bill Nordberg was to present a paper to yc-a
yesterday -- in spite of the extreme payload limitations, a first primitive c oI' -:ver
observation satellite was desiCned in 1 95a, a-d after e ref,,ark-ble debate w'thin neteoro-
logical scientific co.mmunity as to the merits of global cloud-cover observations, tentatively
accepted for the Vanguard program. It was originally designated only as a s-andby., but
through the slippage in the schedule of other Vanguard payloads, it moved up quickly and was
eventually placed into orbit in early 1959. Unfortunately, after successf-lly reaching orbit,
the satellite was kicked by the accidentally re-ignited last and already separated rocket
stage and it wobbled so badly the lata reduction subscquently became virtually impossible.
But, aevertheless, this experiment of a Fort N1onmouth scientist and engineer team, most of
whom have since transferred to NASA, was historically the first step toward the successful
evolution of today's weather satellites. The concept was very primitive, just a narrow-
angle-scanning photodetector since more elaborate systems were unacceptable with the severe
weight limitations. If a television-type satellite undoubtedly was to be the logical next
step. the creation of TIROS, which eventually represented the first of such advanced systems,
would not emerge along a straight logical evolutionary path.

As many of you may remerber, the period 1955-1960 was one of ,great compVtition, some inter-
service tensions and the lack of clear and final mission assignments in the United States
rocket, missile and satellite field. The Army had the originLl lead in the missile field
witn the RW 3 E and JUPITER syjtems, and it had riready basically in 1956 a capability to
launch satellites bigger than thocse thai the VANGUARD would be capable to handle. But the
nationl policy to clearly separate the scientific VANGUARD IGY effort froo any military
missile interrelationship kept the country's satellite effort at 1ay until, as you all
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remember, the Russians sucprised us with the launching of SPUTNIK I in October 1957.

,it any rate, while the practical launching of satellites was held back by tr VANGUARD schedule,
the planning and designing of applications satellites was going on full steam in many places
to be ready whenever the restrictions would finally be lifted.

We et Fort Monmouth worked at that time very closelv with the newly established Army Ballistic
Missile Agency (.-MA) at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, and its famous commanding
general, Major General John Medaris. I was the Signal Corps special assistant for Space Age
Activities, and was in continuous contact with ABMA and particularly Dr. Wernher von Braun and
his team.

At some time in early 1957, I received an urgent call from General Medaris' office to
immediately fly down to Huntsville and be prepared to stay at least a day or so. In Hunts-
ville, I was received by Mr. Eberhard Ries, Dr. won Braun's deputy, who usnered me into a
secure room and handed me with an air of great significance and secrecy a 2-1/2 inch thick
classified report and invited me to spend the day reading the report and above all to study
what role the Signal Corps Laboratories at Fort Monmouth could play in implementing the
recommendations of the report. It was a fascinating day which I spent with this document
which was the result of an ABMIA contract with RCA Princeton on a project later called "JANUS. "

:t represented a complete system study of a high-resolution worldwide television-type
satellite-reconnaissance concept and it was well oackgrounded sgainst a previous study which
the A ir Force had already contracted in 1951 with the Rand Corporation as prine and RCA as
sub-contractor. The system called for a rather complex satellite payload and a widely dis-
pcrsed ground-support complex. It all seemed technologically feasible, but one concern came
Inmediasely to my mind; If this was to be a worldwide reconnais sance system which the Army
was to establish, was not the Army going to run smack into a mission conflict with the
stragetic reconnaissance mission of the Air Force? And I certainly wanted no part of getting
the S!gnal Corps involved in a mission conflict with one of its own children. I brought myX
concern to the attention of General Medaris' staff and received an exnlanation which at that
time seemed to be reasonable. The argument went is way: The Air Force'strategic reccn-
naissance mission had the main purFose to locate in general geographiea ter-s important
military targets for the objective of destroying those targets by aerial bombardment in case
of war. In the execution of this final goal it was essential to establish exact gecmetrical
interrelationships by visual or radar observation between the target and the attacking air-
craft, whereas the exact coordinates of the target within the geodetic grid of the earth were
of lesser importance. On the other hand, an intercontinental ballistic missile defense
system required the precise knowledge of tho XYZ of the target in the grid of the earth and
such accurate information could only be provided by a stellit-based system, and the Army,
which at that time was and expected to remain the nation's missile arm, needed such a system
for the execution of its mission. The system -was therefore more properly designated as a
target-acquisitian and location rather than a strategic-reconnaissance system.

I roturncd to Fort Moni-outh highly impressed and with a fe. notes which I was permitted to
take and we started to analyze the system from an overall electronic standpoint. Again it
all looked very feasible and practically within the state-of-the-art. But the required pay-
load weights for the satellite were so excessive that it did not seem possible to expect
implementation with rocket-vehicle types foreseeable in the near future.

.BMA had come to the some conclusion and had awarded in the meantime a new contract to RCA
to work out a design for a more modest prototype of the satellite.

Shortly after the surprise launch of SPMUTIK I, and after ABMA had already received our

Government's go-ahead on helping out the still delinquent VANGUARD project by launching Army

IGY satellites, General Medaris called a crash meeting at Huntsville. The subject was the
go-ahead on the limited target-location satellite system in which ABMA would take the
launching-vehicle and launching responsibility, and the Signal Corps Laboratory at Fort
Monmouth the responsibility for the payload and associated ground-support equipment.

I headed the Signal Corps delegation and after we spent 2onsiderable time personnally with
General Medaris, Dr. von Braun, and members of their staff reviewing and discussing the
details of the RCA proposed design plan, I came to one clear conclusion: Sure, this was an
outgrowth of the ambitious original worldwide target-acquisition and location-satellite
concept, but in its simplified form the expected picture resolution was so limited that it
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* hardly could provide more than crude terrestrial outlines, land and sea masses, big rivers,
but was for from being able to detect any military targets. Indeed, it would just be a very
acceptable cloud-cover observation or meteorological research satellite. I discussed this
conviction with Genernl Medaris and suggested it might not be vise to implement the experi-
ment under the designation of a cloud-cover observation satellite rather than to unnecessarily
excite the minzds of the nation and the world with a threat of a global-surveillance satellite
which at this point really did not exist. But General Medaris strongly felt that degrading
the satellite's goal would degrade priorities, end support to implement the project would be
lacking. And so we proceeded in the joint ABMA-Signal Corps target-location satellite project.

A few months later, in early 1958, and as another consequence of the Russian SP JTNIK surprise,
the United Statez established the Advanced Research Projects Pgency (ARPA) which took on
major responsibilities in the early space effort and had authority for mission assignments
within the various United States services and agencies. Within the new mission assignments
which ARPA established, the launching of a worldwide reconnaissance or taraet-location
satellite by the Army vas no longer in the cards. At this time, ARPA agreed, however, that
the proposed project was indeed en excellent possibility for a meteorological catellite.

2 And since this was then a scientific endeavor, kHPA considered sponsorship within the
purview of its own mission responsibilities. Thus the project sponsorship was transferred
in mid-1958 from the Army to ARPA with both ABMA and the Signal Corps remaining in the
original phases of their technical responsibilities. Since the goal of the project was,
however, now officially shifted from "surveillance" to "mteorology", a study group in which
meteorologj experts both from civilian and the military side played a key role was convened
to review and revise the project to optimize the design toward the meteorological mission.
Ibis is when the infrared sensors were added to the regular television sys'em and where a
design emerged which we now know as the TIROS -- the television and infrared observation
satellite.

Shortly thereafter, as further clarification was made within the missile mission responsibility
between the Army and the Air Force, the rocket vehicle originally planned for ABMA for thz
TIROS could no lorger be expected and vehicle and launching responsibility was transferred at
that point from ABMA to the Air Force.

In April 1959, when ABMA itself had to again divide its responsibilities with the newly
founded NASA, sponsorship of the practically compifted TIROS was transferred from ARPA to
NASA.

And so finally TIROS I was launched on 1 April 1960 under NASA sponsorship. The Air Force
Ballistic Missile Division provided the THOR/ABLE vehicle and the launching; the Signal Corps
at Fort Monmouth was in charge of payload and associated ground station, with RCA as the
prime contractor. The NASA trscking and computer facilities and the United States Weather
Bureau played a major role in the data gathering and analysis.

Thus, an effort starting initially strictly as a military endeavor, and after going through
a remarkable process of changing responsibility, sponsorship, and goals, finally ended up
in a splendid success starting the evolution of the meteorological satellites which in their
further advanced form have since taken almost routinely a key role in our daily global weather
monitoring, analysis and prediction process. And after serving initially almost exclusively
an important civilian mission, the weather satellites have long again reached th point of
acquiring additional new significance in also serving the military needs, not in the original
surveillance, but in the meteorological area.

The meteorological field has a history of such important interplay between military and
civilian aspects from its very beginning When the first United States weather service was
assigned in 1870 to a military agency.

2hee is hardly another discipline in science and technology where there is closer inter-
relationship and greater mutual interest of military and civilian agencies and, abo* all,
where there is closer cooperation between both the agencies and individual scientists. The
blend of speakers and participants in this conference is another manifestation of this fact
which is so highly conducive to progress.

I Just thought you might enjoy this little hiqtorical rundown on TIPOS, which IV no means is
complete, as a light diet after this fine lunch, and before you return to the heavy diet of
the program of your Conference to which I wish you full success. It was indeed a privilege
to talk to you.
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PROBLEMS AND PROISES OF TEnMnISTIC EXTENIED-RANGE FORECASTING*

Joseph Smagorinsky
ESSA, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

Princeton, N.J.

Abstract

Since 1949 the application of computational techniques to the integration of

mathematical-physical models of the atmosphere, and more recently the oceans, have
yielded a continuous enlargement of the predictive range of validity. Furthermore,
recent refinements in our understanding of the ultLate deterministic limits of the
large-scale atmosphere provide us with a clearer perspective of the levels of
predictability to which we can aspire and the demands which will be placed on

future theoretical models, observational systems and computing apparatus.

The latest advances in modelling indicate a present level of model viability,
starting from real initial conditions, of the order of one week, provided crucial

technological limitations can be removed. These stem from the critical need fr-
better defining the structural details of the atmosphere through systematic ana
comprehensive observation and from the overwhelming need for vast increases of
computing power. The former appears to be no easy task despite the great aevances
in platform and sensor development. The newly revealed specific needs cannot
easily be met and present indications augur severe campramises. A major expecta-
tion is that the use of sophisticated models for data assimilation will _ermit
greatly improved thresholds of information extraction from a given observational
mix of technologies. Paradoxically this may at the same time materially improve

our ability to predict short-range changes of the atmosphere. Moreover, specific
computational experiments reveal the penalty being paid for computational compro-
mises forced by existing computer technolog', particularly in resolving the
cssential phenomenological scales.

Just as these technological limitations preclude full exploitation of existing

model sophistication, they at the samc time inhioit the future model development
needed to extend the practical range of prediction beyond one week.

Limited experiments indicate that if one is to expect the practical deterministic

range of prediction to approach the synoptic-scale deterr.inistic threshold of at

least three weeks, the global atmospheric system must be dynamically coupled to
the oceans aid the surface-hydrology system. This creates new computational and
observational demands. In turn, however, one can envisage as a product, compre--

hensive prediction capability for the total atmospheric-oceanic-hydrologic system.

*Dr. Smagorinsky's presentation covered much the same thoughts he gave in his

Wexler Memorial Lecture to the AMS, which is published in full in Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society, May 1969, pp 286-311.
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NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION CAPABILITIES IN THE 70's

A PERSONAl, VIEW

Frederick G. Shuman

National Meteorological Center

ESSA Weather Bureau

Department of Commerce

The relaxation of four ft ndarnental limitations will determine the progress of op-

erational numerical weather predictions:

(1) the limited power of computer machinery,

(2) inadequacies of the observati . -I network,

(3) gaps in b 'ic scientific knowledge, and

(4) problems of nunierical methods.

The balance among these limitations varies drastically with the scale and period
to be forecast, in somf cases a quantitative physical approach being prevented.
Although uncertainties rise exponentially beyond the first quarter of the 70's-

decade, there is good reason to exp..ct, commensurate with progress during the
60's, increased accuracy of numerical weather predictions. Equall.' as impor-
tant, extension of the period several-fold is expected, and applications to the

rneso-scale problem are likely before 1980.

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

I must say I feel miore than somewhat unconfortable attempting a prediction in the range of
10 years. There is at the moment a controversy going on in the meteorological comrmunity

over whether tne limit of atmospheric predictability is 5, 10, 20 days or somewhat longer,
and we only now at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) have become prepared opera-

tionally to extend modern dynamical methods to 5 days. But here we are gathered, attempt-

ing a 10-year prediction of predictability.

I have decided to approach this question as a problem of limits. In this way, I ',iope first to
lay out the vast area of vhat we can reasonably expect not to be able to do before 1980, nd

then to discuss a variety of possibilities.

Operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) as we now conceive it has four fundamental
limitations, all of which must be relaxed for continuing progress:

il limited power of computing machinery.

Z - inadequacies of the observational network,

(7.) gaps in basic scientific knowledge, and

(4) gaps in basic mathematical knowledge le. g. , numerical methods).

For discussion today, I will consider the first two,
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II. THE COMPUTER LIMITATION

Figure 1 shows computer speed plotted on a logarithmic scale against the year of acquisition
for NMC's ooerational use. Unity has arbitrarily been assigned to the speed of the CDC-
6600, the computer currently used for operational prediction. The figure also shows a
straight line connecting the 1st operational NWP computer, the IBM-701, and the CDC-6600.
rhis line is extrapolated to the year 1980.

With this crude trend method of prediction, machinery with speeds 350 times the CDC-6600
may be expected, as shown in the figure. The computer shown by the point marked "A" is
in existence now, and its production is going forward. I have plotted computer "A" in the
year 197l as a reasonable year of acquisition for operational weather use. Point "A', there-
fore, is relatively certain as a prediction, and shows we are still near the growth rate of

3% compounded annually, projected throughout the 1970's.

Tiere is another development taking place, cf which I am sure you are all aware. The most
optimistic estimate for the first ILLIAC-IV to my knowledge was based on analysis of a
simple calculation related to an NCAR (National Center for Atmnospheric Research) model,
and showed a speed advantage of 300:1 over the CDC-6600. This is undoubtedly an over.-
estimate, first because of the limited nature of the analysis, and second because the clock
in the design subsequently was slowed. If we optimistically assume a 500:1 advantage of
ILLIAC-IV over the 6600 and assume acquisition for operational use in 1973, our 53%0
growth rate yields machinery almost 10, 000 times as fast as the 6600 by 1980. We must
consider this figure as an outside limit, since an initial ILLIAC-IV 500 times faster than
the 6600 represents a breakthrough as yet uncertain, its year of acquistion will depend on
solution of future production problems, and there are of necessity even greater uncertain-
ties about machinery following IL.LIAC-IV,

Now, allow me to take an extreme tack, and to ask what we would do if computer speed
were our only limitation. We would pile all of atmospheric physics possible into our models,
and reduce the mesh size of our models as much as possible. In NWP, the latter introduces
a curious fact, a fundamental relationship between coirputer speed and mesh size. In this
connection, I vrill assure that current operational deadlines for predictions in various
ranges must more or less be met.

Before discussing this in terms of the future, let ne look at the past. What have we done
with the 105-fold increase in computer speed given to us by advances in hardware technol-
ogy to date, as shown in Figure I?

V'e started operational production with a one-hour time step, 1000 points spaced 381 kin
apart in the horizontal, and a barotropic model with one level of resolution in the vertical.
We were thus performing calculations at 1000 pts. every forecast hr. We now have 10-rin.
time-steps, 3000 points in the horizontal IcoverLng a greater area with spacing the same as
earlier), and six levels of resolution in the vertical. Every forecast hour we now perform
calculations -t 6 x 3000 x 6 - !08, 000 points, a 108-fold increase. There are other differ-
ences amons the models which affect running time. but they all tend to compensate each
other. The point is that in the past, ini a rough sense, we have used the 105-fold increase
in computer speed to increase the numb-er of points in space and tiie.

The atrnosnhere occupies all three space-dimensions, and our present numerical methods,
for computational stability, require the time-step to be proportional to the distance between
points in the horizontal, in itself, this means that the number of calcuiations increases as
the fourth power of reduction in grid size. Where i is the grid size, and N is the number
of calculations,
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An increase in speed by 10, 000 fold (the 1980 follow-on to ILLIAC-IV) would thus allow a
reduction ot grid-size by a factor of 10. As others have suggested, a reduction in horizon-
tal grid size would probably not require as great a redu..Liun in the vertical. On this basis,
let's take

I
N-

Then an increase in speed of 10, 000-fold would permit a reduction of grid size by a factor of
14 instead of 10.

The table below shows p-rmissible reduction factors for grid size for two conceivable 1980
computers, one with a 350-fold speed over the 6600, the other with 10, 000-fold; and with
She two power laws, 3. 5 and 4. 0.

350--fold 10, 000-fold

2, 5-power 10.4 39.9

3. 5-power 5. 33 13.9

4. 0-power 4. 33 13

I have also included values for a Z. 5-power law, the latter being in case we could somehow
arrange to reduce the grid-size without aifectir. the time step. Implicit difference systems
have such an attractive property, but invariably entail additional calculations per timhe step.
We could at least h'--pc t( giin 9noithinfl from implicit Kys,-ms and 1he 2. 5-nower law
figures are shown as values beyond reasonable limits.

We note here that vastlv faster machinery will get us a reduction in grid size of a factor cf
only about 2 112 over the slower machinery, As sorneone has said, NWP in relation to comri-
puters may be likened to a gas in a container. No matter how much the container is ex-
panded, the gas will fill all available sp. z.

From this simple exercise, it can be seen that even our highest expectations in computer
speed by 1980 will not allow operational treatmnent of a henm.isphere in the convective cloud
scale - which would require a grid-size 1, 000 times smaller than the current size, and com-
puters 3-million-fold faster than the projected 1980 follow-on to the ILLIAC-IV. With the
growth rate of 53-, compounded annually, such machinery would not appear until Z015 A. D.
With great good fortune, my great-grandchildren will take part in the ensuing bieakthrough.

If I may venture a prediction, by 1980 our operational global models will have horizontal
spacing of 50' to 100 km snd 10-15 levels in the vertical. Meanwhile, capabilities for short-
range models over a limited area with considerably finer mesh will develop insofar as com-
puter power is concerned. Observational capabilities for such models are highly doubtful,
however.
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Ill. THE OBS.:IVATIONA L LIMl IA IION

Our current operational data base consists of

(1) 2000 surface observations,

(2) 450 rawinsondes,

(3) 1000 aircraft reports, and

(4) satellite cioud photographs.

In the case of the first three, the numbers shown are of those processed per 12 hr cycle.
Satellite cloud photographs cannot clearly be stated in the same quantitative terms. Their

coverage is excellent, superior to the other three, but they are not accurate measurements
of the quantities we need (3-dimnensional distribution of pressure, temperature, wind
velocity, and moisture).

With the exception of satellite cloud photographs, all of these sources come mostly from the
northern half of the Northern Hemisphere (north of 30N). This quarter of the globe is about
evenly divided between continent and ocean. Rawinsondes are confined almost entirely to
the continental areas, aircraft reports to the oceanic areas, and surface reports more

evenly divided.

The table below gives area per observation and its square root, which is the average spac-
ing of the observations.

Area per Average
Observation Spacing

4 2 Continents

Surface Observations 6. 5 x 10 4 krri 250 kn i Oceans

Rawins 14 x 104 km 2  380 km Continents

Aircraft reports 6. 5 x 10 4 km2 250 km Oceans

These figures can only be regarded as rough approximations because of the rough assump-

tions. They do, however, show a rough compal1bility with the grid spacing, 236-408 krn,
S of the operational model.

_There are glaring deficiencies, on the other hand. Both aircraft reports and surface obser-
vations represent only one level of infornation in the vertical, and over oceans are un-

evenly distributed, being concentrated along commercial routes. And there is the problem

of the southern 3/4 of the earth, where to the order of magnitude shown in the table, con-

ventional observations are iton-existent.

Now, what i-; in store for the 1970's? The single most certain source o1 ;dditional data is

indirect soundings from satellites. On May 20, 1969, NMC began operational use of such

data, so-called SIRS, from Nimbus-3. The Nimbus is an experimental program, and so
cannot be depended upon to be continuous, but it is already clear that an observational

breakthrough has been achieved. While we await an operational program, we will use data
from Nimbus experiments. as -vailable, in our operational analyses and learn to make
optimum use of them.
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igurc 2 shows the schedule of pertinent space shots.
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SIRS-A instrumentation has a field of view 200 km in diameter, in rough correspondence to
the conventional net. There are large gaps in its coverage in low latitudes because it looks
straight down, and successive passes are more than 150 of longitude apart. It gives infor-
mation equivalent to about five independent temperatures in the vertical. IRIS-A may give

operational information about the moisture field, but it is not available now.

SIRS-B aboard Ninibus-4 will be instrumented to scan laterally and will close the gaps in
low latitudes. IRIS-B is an inprovement over the "A" model and will give about three

independent humidity measuremer, ts in th:. vertical.

GOES will be geostationary at 100W, and will give wind information through tracking of indi-
vidual clouds. Investigations by NESC (National Environmental Satellite Center) show that

such observations will be far more quantitative than any other current methods for deter-
mining winds from satellite platforms. They will contain, however, essentially only one
level of information, although the level will vary widely by cloud type. They may not add
much independent information to a SIRS-ty-pe data base in middle and high latitudes, but will

be of great value in tropical regions, where SIRS-type data, being observations of mass and
pre sure, will not be of niuch use.

ITOS-D and Nimbus-S will be shot at approximately the same time. ITOS-D will be the

first operational satellite with indirect sounding equipment, and i will dircuss it rather
than the experimental Nimbus-5.

\TPR (Vertical Temperature Profile Sounder) aboard ITOS-D will have a narrower field of
view, about 35 km, but will have wider channels. The narrower field of view will be used

to look through breaks in clouds, and will not necessarily result in greater horizontal reso-
lution of input to NWP. VTP1, like SIRS, will give about 5 independent temperatures in the
vertical, but they will all be below 100 mb, where we mostly need the information. Only
one level of information will be obtainable on humidity - precipitable water or equivalent
information.
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ITOS-F is a backup to 'D, with essentially the same i,,strunentation. Its design is now
couniitted.

The importance of ITOS-F, the backup to "E', is that its design is not now committed. We

should ask for three levels of humidity observations.

The vertical xe-solution of indirect soundings from satellites is relatively fixed by funda -

mental problems. In order to increase the vertical resolution by 200, the nurner of radi-
ances observed would have to be doubled. The point of diminishing returns would therefore
very quickly be reached.

Networks of constant pressure balloons would not change the observational picture in any
fundamental way, although they could provide more accurate wind measurements than GOES.
Such balloons w-ould likely pro-ide essentially ouly une level of wind information in the
troposphere.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

With fifteen years experience in operational NWP, we are perhaps in a better pusition to

predict the 70's decade than we were in 1959 to predict the 60's. At least the framework of
future operational global models seems clear.

By coincidence, pro jections of compater power and observational networks lead to similar

conclusions. Growth in computer speed will allow a recuction in model grid size by about
a factor of five, with roughly a doubling of levels in the vertical. The observational network
spacing will not natch this resolution, being off by a factor of two or three, but NWP
models should have a finer mesh than the chservational network to prevent accumulation of
truncation error.

I have so far avoided discussing the range of future numerical weather predictions. The
question of range involves limitations (3) and (4), gaps in scientific and mathematical knowl-
edge, which I do not believe will be overriding in refining the model framework by increas-
ing its resolution. With present knowledge, I expect improvement in the shorter ranges
with such a refinement.

At least we know by trial that we have not reached a fundamental or useful lim-nit of predict-
ability at five days. We should reasonably expect extension of this range. During the 1960's
we have extended the useful rangc of NWP by about a factcr of three. Projection of this
experience through the 1970's would lead to a useful range of a fortnight.
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THE REAL-DATA FORECAST PROJECT AT NCAR-A PROGRESS REPORT

David P. Baumhetner

The National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

An outline of the work on real-dat forecasting accomplished during the past few
years at the National Center for AUtuspheric Research and its pussible applica-
tions to future numerical weather prediction models is presented. Several basic
questions, such as resolution, lack cf data, initialization, and predictability
is discussed and contrasted with the results of our real data forecast experiments.
A brief summary of the current numerical models being used at NCAR is given. Two

forecast experiments in which the initial moisture was varied considerably is shown

to point out the effect of altering the initial data in the model. The difference
between an unbalanced initial state and a balanced initial state is discussed, and
the resolution problem is investigated with a two-layer model vs. a six-layer

model comparison. Finally, the accuracy of our six-layer real-data forecast is
examined in detail.

I. Introduction j
One of the major questions currently being asked with regard to numerizal weather predic-

tion concerns the ultimate limit of deterministic forecasting. Recent research performed by
the Real-Data Forecasting Project at NCAR has attempted to answer this question along with

other related problems. The long-range guidelines of the Real-Data Project include (1) the
examination of the predictability or accuracy of the numerical models, (2) testing different
variations of the model, and (3) preparation of a global forecasting model for the proposed
Global Atmospheric Research Project (CARP) worldwide data. In order to carry out these guide-

lines, two global data sets are bcing constructed; a period of 5 days in January 1958 is
nearing completion and a new case for the month of December 1967 has begun.

The contents of this report include a discussion of the various real-data forecasting
models and their structure. Three experiments are presented in which the problems of initial

data, initialization, and vertical resolution are brought into focus. And finally, the most
accurate forecast to date made by our six-layer model is shown.

II. Discussion of Models

The models being used to forecast real data are very similar to the C.C.M. formulated by
Kasahara & Washington (1). The most distinguishing feature of this model, when compared to
others, is the use of geometric height as the vertical coordinate instead of some function of

pressure. The various physical processes included in tne model are similar to those of
Shuman (2) and Miyakoda (3).

There are thrac versions of the model in which the vertical and horizontal resolution
vary. The original two-layer model, in which the vertical thickness is 6 km and the top is

12 km, has been expanded to include six layers, with a vertical thickness of 3 km and a top
of 18 km. The horizontal mesh for these two models is 50 latitude x 50 longitude. A new code

is currently being tested which will allow a variation in the horizontal grid spacing. The
six-layer version includes a hydrological cycle and a non-linear viscosity coefficient. All

three models now have the capability of simulating the effects of terrain by physically
blocking the atmospheric flow in areas where the land mass intersects the vertical grid mesh,
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Figure 2
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III. Initial Data Variations

All numerical models require an accurate definition of the initial state of the atmos-
phere in order to produce a realistic forecast. However, it ii unclear which atmospheric
variables need to be observed accurately, or what their rr'ative importance is in different
geographical areas. Since the effect of moisture in the momentum equations is secondary in
nature, it was decided to design an experiment to examine how an initial moisture variation
will effect a forecast. Two 24-hour forecasts were made using our six-layer model, starting
with two different initial moisture distributions (Fig. 1). The initial moisture for Case
#6-16 is simply a zonal, climatological average ef the mising ratio for January. The mixing
ratio for Case #8-16 is calculated from a zonal average of the relative humidity for January
Although the initial moisture distribution is quite different, the 24-hour forecast (Fig. 1)
shows very similar patterns. Apparently, the moisture field conforms quickly to the large-
scale flow patterns even if the initial conditions are somewhat independent.

Figure 2 illustrates the difference between the two initial moisture distributions as
reflected in the surface pressure forecast. Judging from the two skill scores (S1 and R4S)
and a visual examination of the surface pressure patterns, it is evident that very little

change is made in the forecast by the different initial conditions. It appears from this
experiment that the atalysis of the initial moisture field will have little or no effect on
the outcome of a forecast made from a relatively large-mesh model.

Several other experiments are in progress to check initial data variations. A semi-
objective technique derived by Nagle (4) tc modify the 500 mb height field using satellite
data is being tc¢rcJ on data in the Southern Hemisphere. Another technique to extract wind
data from iTS satellite observations is also being considered. These schemes will be used to
check the e.'fectiveness of the additional data by forecasting with and without the derived
satellite information. Further work is in progress which will hopefully determine whetherF obberved velocity or pressure is needed to pro6uce the most accurate numerical prediction.

IV. Initialization Experiments

Extensive comparisons among various initialization techniques have been presented by the
&uthor (5). The main conclusion drawn from these comparisons was the relatively small change
in the overall accuracy of the various forecasts which were .erived from different initializa-
tion schemes. One fur .er experiment was performed in which an unbalanced or uninitiaiized
velocity and pressure field was used as the initial condition. This experiment provides a
basis for Judging the merits of filtering the gravitational waves from the initial data. Two
24-hour surface forecasts derived from a two-layer model are shown in Fig. 3. Case #39 has
been initialized with the complete balance equation and Case #62 starts with the unbalanced
initial state. The gradients appear to be more intense in the unbalanced case, however, the
balanced forecast contains less phase error. The skill scores indicate that the balanced
case is clearly superior with almost a 10% improvement in accuracy. The same result is true
for the 6 km forecast (Fig. 4), although the relative improvement is less. It is interesting

to note that after three days the skill scores of both cases approach the same value at 6 km.
Therefore, tor longer range forecasts, it may not be necessary to initialize the observed data.

The result of the previous experiment is somewhat surprising and may be due in part to
the particular model that was used. Further comparisons with the six-layer model are under
way to substantiate the preliminary conclusion based on the two-layer model. Also, experi-
ments are being planned to test different formulations similar to Miyakoda & Moyer (6) and
compare those results with the current iterative schemes.

V. Effects of Resolution

Perhaps the most severe limiting factor in the development of numerical models has been
grid point resolution. The relative size and speed of the computer currently being used
directly controls the amount of resolution that one may incorporate into a model. Therefore,

-
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resolution experiments are quite difficult to perform with a global prediction scheme. A

preliminary attempt at examining the behavior of a global real-data forecast, when the
vertical resolution was changed by a factor of two, is shown in Figs. 5-8. The internal
characteristics of the two models (two-layer vs. six-layer) were exactly the saae except for
the resolution change. The two forecasts are adiabatic and begin from geostrophic initial
conditions.

The 48-hour surface forecast (Fig. 5) illustrates a significant difference in forecasting
skill. The phase error of the six-layer forecast is much less over the Eastern United States
and other areas. The six-layer model shows an increase in intensity of all systems, which
is exhibited in the improvement of the SI score. The RMS score indicates an error reduction
of nearly 10 m or I mb by increasing the vertical resolution a factor of two. Nearly the
same increase in accuracy is achieved at 6 km (Fig. 6) where the improvement in the phase
error is more noticeable. The six-layer model did not forecast a few areas as well as the

fr two-layer model; the Algerian low and the trough on the E. Coast of South America portray
this deficiency. However, the skill scores indicate an overall improvement with the six-
layer model.

aFrom the previous experimenL, there was approximately a 5-10% increase in forecast

aaccuracy achieved by a change in the vertical resolution. Further experiments are planned
Nin order to determine the optimum vertical resolution for the global real-data forecast.

Also, changes in the horizontal resolution will be attempted with a new version of the model
now being coded.

VI. Accuracy of the Model Forecasts

Last year, a two-layer forecast was presented in which the "usefulness" or "skill" of

the two-layer prediction was judged to be 24-48 hours at the surface and 72-96 hours at 6 k_
(5). Thus far, the most significant improvement in forecast accuracy has been the change
to the six-layer model. Some of the physical processes, such as the hydrological cycle and
the radiation calculation, have been greatly improved. Also, the Lax-Wendroff time step
smoother has been eliminated. A sample forecast is shown in Figs. 7-10. All diabatic effects
are included in the model with a saturation criteria of 75% relative humidity and the geo-
strophic initial condition is used for the wind field.

Figure 7 illustrates the 24-hour surface forecast along with the calculated pressure
"skill" scores for certain geographical areas. Overall, the prediction looks very good
with the positions of all major storms located correctly. Most of the intensifying systems
were underforecast by 5-10 mb in the Northern Hemisphere and the central values of the lowrpressure in the Southern Hemisphere were missed by the same amount. The largest error is
located just east of Greenland, where the pressure forecast was missed by 30 mb. Hoever,
the average pressure error for the 24-hour prediction was approximately 5 mb.

At 48 hours (Fig. 8), the truncation of the low pressure systems continues with an
*observed error reaching 15-20 mb and thc average error approaching 7 mb. The forecasted

central location of each major storm still agrees quite well with the verification pressure.
Tte high pressure areas appear not to suffer from the weakening noted around the low pressure
areas. The S score is near 65, which is still under the "no skill" level of 70 or greater
(2).

In noting the 6 km level (Fig. 9), we see the gradients of the pressure field are also
weakening. This phenomenon can be seen best in the very strong jet over the No. Atlantic,
where nearly half the gradient has been truncated. The phase error of the major troughs
in both hemispheres is still quite small at 48 hours. The 72-hour 6 km forecast (Fig. 10)
begins to exhibit some rather large errors in the amplitude of the synoptic-scale troughs.

£ These are most noticeable in the Eastern United States and So. Atlantic systems. The smaller-
scale synoptic waves in the Southern Hemisphere have been lost in the truncation error of the

5 x 5 grid. The phase of the Northern Hemispheric storms is lagging in the observed field
by 100 in most cases. Despite these deficiencies, the 72-hour forecast contains a fair
amount of skill when the larger scale waves are examined. The root mean square error (--85 m)

Istill has not reached the value obtained by assuming a persistence forecast.
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Four charts which attempt to show the relative usefulness or "skill" of the six-layer
forecast are illustrated in Fig. 11. The two graphs on the right-hand side are the RNS of
the forecast for the globe plotted with the persistence forecast error. If the crossover
point between the two scores is to be used as an upper limit of the usefulness of the fore-
cast, both levels have skill to four days. However, after examining the S1 graphs, it appears
that this estimate may be too high. The arbitrary definition of 70, discussed by Shuman (2)
was reached in 2.5 days for the surface forecast. After careful examination of the skill
scores, the actual pressure difference maps, and the forecasts themselves, it was concluded
that the surface had some skill to 72 hours and the 6 km level was useful to 96 hours. Of
course, tlis judgment of skill is somewhat arbitrary and should be considered only a result
of the synoptic-scale accuracy. However, if the longer wavelengths are singularly of interest,
the relative skill of the forecast can be extended over a slightly longer period. The in-
creased skill of the six-layer model represents approximately a 12-24 hour extension over
the two-layer result.

VII. Future of Real-Data Numerical Forecasting

It is possible, from the results of the experiments presented in this report, to specu-
late on the future of numerical weather prediction. These conclusions may be characterized
as follows:

(1) It is unclear how much effect additional data will have on the capability of the
numerical models. It is the author's contention that it will ultimately depend on what
resolution is being used in the model. It appears that the "secondary" variables do not
need to be observed for the longer-range, large-scale forecasts.

(2) From the extensive comparisons of different initialization schemes to date, only
small changes in the accuracy of the forecast were achieved. For long-range prediction, it
may not be necessary to initialize the data.

(3) Judging from the results of the two vs. six-layer experiment, resolution is probably
the biggest single factor which will improve the skill of real-data forecasts. A study by
Grammeltvedt (7) indicates that at least 10 grid points per wave length are needed for long-
range prediction. Therefor-, at least a 10 mesh will be necessary for an accurate forecast

of the synoptic scale.

(4) A reasonably accurate one-week forecast of the synoptic scale with the present
numerical. rodels is possible with good resolution and uniform initial data. A somewhat

longer forecast may be realized if only the longer waves (e.g. wave zzl-4) are considered.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON ATMOSPHERIC PREDICTABILITY

Edward N. Lorenz
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The accuracy with which weather forerasts can ultimately be produced depends upon the
natural amplification rate of errors. By "errors" we mean differences between arbi-
trary separate states of the atmosphere, or between separate solutions of the govern-
ing equations. Recent independent estimates by dynamical and empirical procedures
agree that small errors in the synoptic and larger scales will double in about three
days, growing more slowly as they become larger.

The greatest uncertainty in estim-ing the ultimate accuracy of forecasting arises
from the possibility that the inevitable errors in the meso-, or micro-scales will
rapidly induce appreciable errors in the synoptic scale, which will then amplify as

- -if they had been present initially. Preliminary studies support this hypothesis.
Further studies using more refined statistical assumptions should be performed.
Experimental numerical forecasts with very closely spaced grid points should be under-
taken when sufficiently powerful computers Lecome available.

I. Introduction

Weather lore seems to date back to the earliest days of recorded history, but it is hard-
ly more than a hundred years since the various nations began to establish national weather
services, charged with the coll ction and dissemination of weather information. The earliest
forecasts were necessarily rather unreliable, based as they were upon meager collections of
observations and unsystematic prediction techniques, and they did not always gain public con-
fidence. Indeed, Admiral FitzRoy of the British Navy was severely criticized by some of his
scientific colleagues for issuing any forecasts at all to the public, and, following his
death a few years later, the publication of the forecasts was discontinued.

During the past century the nations have continually expanded their networks of observing
stations, so that a fair portion of the earth's surface is now covered. Perhaps equally im-
portant, routine observations now extend throughout the troposphere and well into the strato-
sphere, whose existence, incidentally, was unknown a century ugo. Exchange of information,
essential to the success of operational weather forecasting, has generally taken place even
among those nations which have been disinclined to cooperate in other matters.

Likewise, new techniques of prediction have continually n introduced and tested. The

improvemcnts in weather forecasting which we ha • experiencee over a hundred years can pre-
sumably be directly attributed to better obser,.. ons or better techniqucs.

It is no secret, however, that many innovatiu, • in forecasting have failed to yield the
improvements which were anticipated when they were introduced. A familir examrle is isen-
tropic analysis, whose developers, incidentally, visualized it as a research tool rather than
a forecasting tool. Evidence of widespread belief, however, that isuntropic analysis was at
least the partial answer to the forecasting problem is the fact that some twenty-five years
ago the pressure, specific humidity, stream function, and shear-stability ratio vector at
each of three standard isentropic surfaces were mandatory Information on every radiosonde
message. Yet today how many forecasters even know what a shear-stability ratio vector is?

A notable exception to the rule that new techniques fail to produce appreciable improve-
ments seems to be numerical weather prediction. We do not propose to present any documenta-
tion as to how well the technique has worked, but it seems safe to say that ma:.y meteorolo-
gists do not merely believe that numerical prediction is capable of yielding major improve-
ments; they believe that these improvements have already been attained.
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Nevertheless, in the first few years after numerical predictiorn was introduced as an oper-

* ational technique, it was not at all obvious that real improvements would be forthcoming.
Possibly it was the repeated failure of new methods to live up to expectations which from time

to time led some meteorologists to ask whether therL might be previously unsuspected limita-

tions upon the possible accuracy of weather forecasting. In the past fifteen years or so,

the subject of predictability has developed into a -ecognized field of meteorological re-

search. The basic questions to be answered are, first, "What are the irtrlnsic liitations

upon the extent to which the wenther may be predicted?", and, second, "What further praCtical

limitations are irposed by economic apd other considerations?"

II. Accumulation and amplification

We begin with the premise that if we knew the current state of the atmosphere and its

environment exactly, and if we possessed an exact procedure for forward extrarolation of the
state of the atmosphe.,e and its environment, we could predict the future weather at any range

without error. This premise is of course not strictly justified, since there is some :ndeter-

mii acy in the evolution of the weather. In paztizular, the weathe" is influei.ced to some

extent by unpredictable human activity. However, In the present dlecufsion the lack of deter-

minacy may be disregarded.

We then conclude that errors in prediction must result from imperfect observations of the

state of the atmosphere and its environme.,t, or imperfect techniques of fo-ecastir.g. In
further detail, let us consider a forecast of the behavior of the atmosphere throughout some

interval of time. At any moment during this interval, the forecast will contain a sperific

error. We then find hat any subsequent growth of the error must result from one or both of
two processes: (1) an accumulation of further error due to a faulty prediction technique,

and (2) an amplification of the existing error due to a basic instability. We shall refer to

these processes as the accumulation process and the amplification process,

Symbolically, we may let Xl(t) denote the exact state of the atmosphere at time t

while X,(t) denotes the predicted state ; the error in prediction is then X 2 - X •

If one were to predict the state at an extremely short range, say a few seconds, he could do

little better than choosing the current state as it is believed to exist; thus, the limit of

the error in prediction, as the range approaches zero, is simply the error of observation,
and it is logical to regard the prediction error at zero range, as being the observational

error.

We may also let

dX/dt z F(X,t)

denote Lhe exact equation go.erning the atmosphere, while

dX/dt G(Xlt)

denotes the equation which would govern the atmosphere if the atmosphere really evolved in
accordance with the prediction technique being used. It matters not whether the technique

itself is numerical or subjective. Wv then find that the evolution of the error is given by

dK- X )/dt = [(X 2 1t) -F(X 2 t)] + F(X 2 t0 - F(X t)]

The twe brackcced terms represent the effects of the accumulation process and the amplifica-

tion process.

Although a given technique gives better results in some weather situations than in Others,
there is no reason to anticipate any continual increase in the ragnitude of the first brack-

ct2d term, which depends only upon the extent to which G fails to duplicate F. The term may

oscillate about some average value. Thus we may expect that any increase in the total error
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due solely to accumulation would be quasi-linear. On the other hrd, the second brpcketed

tern, depends upon the extent to which X2 fails to equal X1  , i.e., upon the existing
error, and may be expected to be large when the error is large. Thus the increase in the

total error resulting from amplification may be quasi-exponential. If there is indeed an
exponential growth rather than sn exponential decay, the phenomenon we are witnessing is
instability; two slightly dliffering states of the atmosphere, governed by the same physical
laws, are evolving into considerably different states.

A further complicating factor is that once X2  no longer resembles X1 closely, i.e.,
once the error is moderately large, the growth of the error should no longer be exponential.

Mathematically the nonlinear processes will have become dominant. In the limit.ng ease where
X2 and X differ as greatly as randomly chosen states of the atteospher, no further

systematic growth should be expect d.

If G does not closely reremble F, i.e., if the forecasting technique is poor, an expo-
nential phase of growth may not be observed at all. If, for example, G - 0, so that the
forecast is a simple persistence forecast, the growth of the error will certainly not be
expcnential. If, on the other hand, the forecasting technique is rather good, so that G
and F are nearly the same, and if the observations are rather good, so that X2 and X1
are nearly the same Initially, then, if the atmosphere is unstable, we may expect a range
of time during w~ich the amplification process will dominate, and a quasi-exponential growth
rate will be observed.

Perhaps because it is hoped that th- technique of forecasting will eventually become
highly vefined, and perhaps merely bedause of personal preference, many investigators seem
to have concentrate their attention upon the process of amplification. i.e., upor the growth

* which already existing errors would undergo if the forecasting technique were perfect. In
the remiinder of this discussion we shall consider only the amplification process. We shall
find that the tnpic breaks up into two related but distinct problems.

Il1. Amplification of large-scale errors

The first problem concerns the amplification of errors which are present in the larger
scales of motion. At a range of a day or more, it is only these scales whose details we
usually attempt to predict. We may wish to predict that smaller-scale disturbances such as
thunderstorms will occur tomorrow, but, except where local geography exerts a controlling

jifluence, we do not try to predict the path of a particular thunderstorm.

Ir uany meteorological undertakings, and in particular in numerical weather prediction,
we effectivvlv define the state of the atmosphere in termj of those scales large enough to
be resolved by conventional networks of stations, or conventional geographical grids of
points, separated by perhaps several hundred kilometers. Small r scales of motion are ack-

nowledged, but their statistical properties are assumed to be c ,lrmihed by the largei scales
of motion on which they are superposed. The -ffects of the small scales upon the large

scales are assumed to be expressible in terms cf coefficients of turbulent viscosity and

turbulent conductivity.

Most studies of the amplification procesE have implicitly accepted these assumptions.

The probles then becomes fairly well defined The atmosphere becomes for practical purposes
a finltc systeL,, with the field of each meteorological variablc expressible Ls a terminating

series of standard functions, possibly spherical harmonics. A field of small-amplitude
errors becomes governed approximately by a finite system of linear equations, derivable from
the equations governing the atmosphere itself. An arbitrary field of errors is resolvable
into a set of normal modes, or eigenfunctions (Nhlch in turn are linear combinations of the
original spherical harmonics), each mode growing or decaying at its characteristic rate.

The most ap~dly growing mode eventually surpasses all the others in amplitude, so that its
growth rate becomes the ultimate growth rate of small errors.

In practice it is not feasible to find the various normal modes. Most studies of the

growth rate of small errors do not attempt to derive systems of equations goveruing the

errors. but proceed to solve numerically one approximate form or another of the equations
governing the atmosphere - usually a system which han already been derived for studying
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the general atmospheric circulation. Two time-dependent solutions with slightly differing
initial conditions are found. It is then a simple matter to determine how rapidly the differ-
ence between the solutions, i.e., the error, has grown.

We cite the most recently documented and probably the most detailed study of this sort,
performed by Snagorinsky (1969). In his two initial states the temperature fields possessed

a root--mean-square difference of one-half degree. After a brief adjustment period, when much
of the initial error in the temperature fie]d seemed to he transferred to the wind field,
there was fairly rapid growth, with a doubling time of about three days. The growth rate sub-
sided as the error increased, until, by the time the error acquired more than half of its lim-
iting root-mean-sqesre amplitude or five degrees, the doubling time reached about ten days.

Like all other studies of this sort, Smagorinsky's depends upon an assusted form of the
equations governing the atmosphere. It would be desirable to have some results which do not
suffer this restriction. We have recently completed such a study (Lorenz 1969a).

This study is based entirely upon observational data, and makes use of the concept of
analogues. By analogues we mean two states of the atmosphere occurring at widely separated
times but bearing considerable resemblance to one another. If two states qualify as good
analogues, either state may be regarded as equivalent to the other state, plus a small error.
By observing the behavior of the atmosphere following the occurrences of each state, we may
determine how rapidly the error has grown.

In the five years of data which we processed, we were unable to find any truly good
analogues. The smallest root-mean-square height-field errors which we encountered, which were
mere than half as large as differences between randomly chosen states, tended to double in
about eight days. There was a strong relation between the size of an error and its growth
rate, the smallest errors growing most rapidly. Extrapolation by the most easily justified
simple formula indicated that very small errors would double in about 2.5 days.

Smagorinsky's dynamical study and our empirical study therefore show remarkably good if
not perfect agreement. They give a rather consistent picture of the expected iuture progress
of an error which is initially small. To translate the results into possible ranges of pre-
diction, we must have some ider of the accuracy and completeness with which the atmosphere
will some day ne observed. We can present no reliable figures; however, useful forecasts of
the positions and intensities of migratory cyclones and atticyclones ten days or even two
weeks ahead might well be anticipated within a generation, whereas simila forecasts a month
ahead seem entirely unrealistic.

IV. Influence of small-scale errors

The second problem concerns the possibility that errors which are present in the smaller
scales of motion may lead at a later time to errors in the larger scales. Strictly speaking
the complete state of the atmosphere includes not only the larger scales as seen on standard
weather maps, but also the locations and structures of thunderstorms and indeed of the small-
est turbulent eddies. Since we do not observe the finer details of thunderstorms and smaller
systems, our observed state of the atmosphere must contain errors in the small scales.

These errors should amplify much more rapidly than the larger-scale errors; an error in
obsurving a thunderstorm, for example, should grow at least as rapidly as the thunderstorm
itself. At the same time, it may under suitable conditions progress to larger scales. Stated
otherwise, two states of the atmosphere which are initially identical in the larger scales,
and i, the statistics but not in the details of the smaller scales, may evolve differently.
Stated again; a slight alteration in the arrangement of the smaller scales of motion may alter
the course which the whole atmosphere will follow.

Consider first a sky filled with si-all fair-seather cumulus clouds. Those may be of
rather uniform size and shape, and rather uniformly spaced. There are no towering clouds
within their midst. Under these conditions it is hard to visualize how a simple reshuffling
of the clouds, placing them in different individual locatiuns, could have an appreciable in-
fluence upon the ultimate behavior of the air maes in which they are embedded.
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On the other hand, consider a large number of small cumulus clouds, accompanied by a fair
number of towering cumuli and a few giant cumulonimbi; the latter may, in turn, be organized
into a squall line. In this event the relocation of a few small cumuli might easily alter
the behavior of a nearby larger cumulus; this might in turn affect the growtn of a cumulonim-
bus, which could then alter the course of the squall line and finally the whole air mass.
The eventual conteainution of a forecast by a progression of the error from small to slight-
ly larger and thence to still larger scales therefore looms as a possibility.

In a recent theoretical study (Lorenz 1969b), we have attempted to investigate this poss-
ibility quantitatively. We have derived a system of equations whose dependent variables are
the mean-square velocity errors in the various scales of motion. For convenience we have
allowed each scale to cover an octave of the spectrum. For initial conditions we assumed
that systems of diameter greater than 40 meters were perfectly observedp while systems of

smaller diameter were unobserved. We found that the errors did indeed propagate to lorger
scales.

Specifically, the errors in one scale induced errors mainly in the next largest scale;
these in turn induced errors in the next scale, etc. By the end of an hour, the initial
errors in the 20-40 meter scale had propagated to the cumulus scales (1-10 kilometers).
After a day they had invaded the synoptic scales (1250-5000 kilometers). By 17 days there

* was little predictability left in any scale.

Actually, the error growth after the first day, when only the larger scales retained

appreciable predictability, was very much as it would have been if no small-scale motion had
been present at all. The principal difference between the results of this study and those
of earlier studies is that the presence of smaller scales assured us that within one dayr there would be errors of moderate size in the larger scales. Without the small-scale motions
the errors in the larger scales at the end of one day would have been only slightly larger
than the errors of observation.

These conclusions have such an important bearing upon the future of forecasting that we
must quickly emphasize that, like most theoretical conclusions, they are based upon a number
of assumptions, and, in this case, assumptions which may not be justified. Indeed, the con-
clusions are considerably more pessimistic than those which other assumptions would have
yielded. Of primary importance is the assumption that the atmosphere possesses all scales
of motion in abundance. Specifically, the energy per unit wave number is assumed to fall off
from a peak in the lrger synoptic scales according to a -5/3 power law.

It is evident that if certain intermediate scales are actually more or less absent in the
C atmosphere, i.e., if there is a decided "spectral gap", the inevitable errors in the smaller

scales can only induce errors in the larger scales by jumping the gap. This they can do only
with difficulty, since the strongest influence of errors in one scale is upon errors in
scales only slightly larger. In any event, jumping the gap requires considerable time, so
that a gap would increaao the range of predictability. Moreover, even without a gap, the
progression of errors to larger scales is slower if the energy falls off more rapidly with
Increasing wave number, and it appears to be extremely slow if the energy follows a -3 power
law.

A further shortcoming of our study is the assumption that quadratic functions of the

field of errors are independent of quadratic functions of the field of motion upon which
the errors are superposed. This assumption could not remain valid over a period of time if,
for example, errors grow most rapidly when superposed upon the most intense fields of motion.

V. The future outlook

It Is apparent, then, that we cannot yet say how far into the future we may ultimately
* predict the weather, but it is equally apparent.that we know where to proceed In order to

advance our knowledge. For one thing, we need a mathematical model with more realistic
statistical assumptions than those so far used. Stops in this direction have already been
taken by Kraichnan (1969). Qualitatively, at least, his results seem to confirm those based
upon the simpler assumptions.



LPerhaps our greatest immediate need is for a more definitive estimate of the spectrum

of atmospheric energy. The often-quoted spectrum of Van der Hoven (1957) shows a pronounced

spectral gap, but it is a tm-pcrmrather than a space-spectrum, and it is based only
upon observations in the lowest hundred meters. Observations which would yield the high-

, . frequency end of the spectrum in the free atmosphere do not yet seem to be sufficiently

abundant.

A number of recent studies (e.g., Wlin-Nielsen 1967) suggest that from a peak at a wave

length of perhaps 5000 kilometers, the energy spectrum falls off at a rate close to the -3
power law, at least down to 2000 kilometers or less. Such a drop-Off cannot continue inde-

finitely, since there would then be virtually no cumulus activity; however, assignment of

a reasonable amount of energy to the cumulus scales produces a spectral gap. Thus the con-
tamination of the forecast by errors initially confined to the smaller scales may well

reqLire considerably longer than the time indicated in our theoretical study. Pending
further confirmation, we may still visualize the day when the positions of migratory cyclones

and anticyclones may be predicted t,!n days or so in advance, rather than the four or five
rdays which our study has suggested.

It has often been stated that one could in principle study the effects of the smaller
scales of motion numerically, simply by using such an enormous network of points that the
smaller scales would be resolved. It is generally added that such a procedure would require
a prohibitive amount of computation, and would, furthermore, be ridiculously wasteful,
because only the statistical properties of the smaller scales are of true interest. Be that

as it may, I should like to see a numerical experiment performed, nt least in two dimensions,
with an enormous network of points. Perhaps *. shall never see a grid of a million by a

million points, but a thousand by a thousand should be easily handled within a few years.

The procedure could be identical to the one which Lilly (1968) has already carried out with
a 64 by 64 grid. A few runs with slightly differing initia) conditions would suffice. I
believe that such an experiment would not only be helpful in establishing the validity, or
invalidity, of some of the statistical assumptions appearing in current studies, but that

it might well reveal some unexpected new properties of the growth of errors.
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THE COMPUTER'S ROLE IN WEATR FORECASTING

William H. Klein
Techniques Development Laboratory

Weather Bureau, ESSA
Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The history, present status, and future prospects of computer ather prediction
by means of both numerical and statistical methods are discuss%.d. Three
statistical techniques - the classical, perfect prog, end imperfect prog methods -
are illustrated, and a suggestion for combining them is made. The first method
is purely statistical since it flows directly from initial conditicns to a
forecast for some later time. The second method derives the weather as a
function of the concurrent circulation, but applies its forecast relations to
numerical prognostic charts which simulate the observed circulation. The third
method goes directly from the numerical forecast to the predicted weuaiter.

A distinction is drawn between computer forecasting at a large weather center
and a smll field office. At the former, the concept of the man-machine mix is
expected to be replaced by complete automation by the end of the 1970's. At the
latter, computer data links and time sharing should become increasingly important
as forecaster aids during the next two decades.

I. Introduction

The role of the electronic computer in weather forecasting is undergoing rapid evolution.
Perhaps its future can best be understood in terms of historical perspective. I shall there-
fore discuss the computer's role in three time frames: the past, the present, and the
future. My discussion will be limited primarily to the ESSA Weather Bureau in the United
States; military and foreign weather services will not be considered, except indirectly. Of
course, the opinions to be expressed here are strictly my own and not the official viewpoint
of the Weather Bureau.

II. Past

&. Numerical Methods. The first electronic digital computers were developed at the end of
World War II, and their great potential for numerical (dynamical) weather prediction was soon
recognized. in 1946 a now-famous research group was established to study computer applica-
tions at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. Numerical calculations
from real initial conditions were successfully produced by the group for the first time in
1950 [Charney et al., 1950.. The results were so promising that the Joint Numerica!
Weather Prediction Unit (JINP) was established by the Air Force, Navy, and Weather Bureau in
Washington, D. C., in 19 54, and routine numerical forecasts were started a year later.
During the next few years computer forecasts were prepared by JNWP on a daily basis, but they
were not sufficiently realistic or timely to have much operational impact. All official
forecasts issued by the National Weather Analysis Center (NAWAC) were still prepared
subjectively by experienced forecasters, and the numerical products were used merely as aids.

In the second half of the 1950's rapid progress was made by JNWP in computer technology,
automatic data processing, objective map analysis, and hemispheric barotropic forecasting.
By 1959 automated predictions of the 500-mb circulation were, for the first time, timely
enough to meet forecast deadlines and accurate enough to be transmitted directly to the field,



untouched by human hands. The computer was now in the business of real-time forecasting,
although to a limited extent, at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) in Suitland,
Maryland.*

The next major advance in operational numerical weather prediction was implementation of the
three-level filtered baroclinic model at 11MC in June of 1962 Jcressman, 19637. Not only
did this model improve forecasts of geopotential height at 500 mb, but also it produced
acceptable height forecasts at other levels; i.e., 850 and 200mb, directly, and 700 and
30C mb, indirectly. Furthermore, it provided forecasts of additional elements, such as
temperature and vertical velocity. By 1964 the computer was making official forecasts for
the free atmosphere and guidance forecasts for both 1000-mb height L{oeed, 19637 and
quantitative precipitation -Younkin et al., 1965-.

The three-level model remained operational at NMC for four years until it was replaced by the
six-layer primitive equation baroclinic model in June 1966 [-Shumn and Hovermale, 1968].
This PE model was a significant step forward because it produced prognostic maps of sea level
pressure and boundary-layer conditions, in addition to improving the forecasts of wind and
temperature at constant-pressure levels (made by the three-level model). Subsequent refine-
ment of the model through incorporation of additional physical effects has resulted in better
forecasts of precipitation, humidity, stability, and cloudiness by NMC. In addition, the PE
forecast period has been extended from 36 to 48 hours on a routine basis.

b. Statistical Methods. While rapid progress was thus being made in numerical weather
prediction, important advances were also taking place in the field of statistical weather
forecasting. In fact, the computer proved to be almost as great a boon to statistical
weather forecasting as it had been to numerical weather prediction. Its potential was first
exploited by Malone and Miller at MIT during the middle 1950's FSellers, 19567 and shortly
thereafter by others in the Air Force, the Travelers Corp., and the Weather Bureau. Numerous
6ophisticated techniques, not previously feasible, were adapted or developed for computer
application including orthogonal polynomials, screening regression, multiple discriminant
analysis, and regression estimation of event probabilities (REEP). However, despite early
enthusiasm, the impact of purely (classical) statistical methods upon weather forecasting has
been slight. In fact, to the best of my knowledge the only computer technique of this type
which is still operational is the NHC-67 method for forecasting hurricane motion by
screening regression Miller et al., 19687.

A more promising avenue has been the combination of statistical and numerical prediction.
About ten years ago I used the screening program to derive multiple regression equations for
5-day mean temperature as a function of the 700-mb circulation, and these equations hav.e been
applied operationally to numerical prognostic heights continuously since that time. Similar
objective methods for sea-level pressure, 5-day precipitation, and daily maximum and minimum
temperatures have been used as guidan!ce by forecasters at NMC for the past five years /lein,
19657.

III. -rccnt

. Numerical. At the present time 1TC is dominated by the philosophy of the "man-machine
mix." This means that certain computer forecasts, such as those for wind and temperature in
the free atmosphere, are transmitted directly over facsimile and teletype; while others;
e.g., quantitative precipitation and 5-day forecasts, are first modified or massaged by
experienced forecasters at NYC before being issued to the field. Still other forecast
products, such as sea-level pressure 2nd maximum-minimum temperatures, are sent out in both
modified and unmodified form. The consideration used to determine how a rew product will be
transmitted is whether the amount of improvement obtained manal.y warrants the extra time
required to modify the machine product. The criterion Is primarily one of accu-acy versus
time; the important factor of relative cost has thus far been largely neglectera.

'7he increasing accuracy of numerical weather prediction and the cost-conscious clilm _e in
which we now live are combining to increase the number of purely automated forecasts and to
decrease the number of manual products. For example, steps are being taken to eliminate
NMC's manual modification of computer forecasts of maximum and minimum surface temperatures.

*A good description of tihe first ten years of operational n erical weather prediction
was published by Cressran [1965]
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Also, an experiment in teletype transmission of 6-hourly PE forecasts in digital form is
being expanded from eight to about fifty cities. Finally, a plan to rn the PE model out to
about 120 hours on a daily basis should make possible preparation of largely automated 5-day
forecasts each day.

Nc is taking several steps to improve its numerical product. The single layer of moisture
from about 1000 to 450 mb now carried in the PE model is slated to be replaced by three
separate moisture layers in the immediate future. Increasing utilization of indirect
souz lings from satellite infra-red spectrometers (SIRS) should improve the initial analysis,
especially in data-sparse areas. Fimally, KMC plans to extend the grid of the PE model to
the equator and decrease the mesh length (by about 60 percent) to two degrees of latitude
during the coming year. If these changes result in further improvement, perhaps it will no
longer be advantageous for experienced forecasters to modify the PE predictions of sea-level
pressure and precipitation before transmittal to the field.

b. Statistical Methods. Despite the great advances in computer prediction achieved by
numerical methods during the past decade, certain weather forecasts, such as visibility or
probability of precipitation, still require application of statistics. As I see it, there
are three basic methods of statistical forecasting by means of computers:

(1) Classical - The first or classical method is self-contained since it merely requires
initial conditions, based on observation or analysis, to give a forecast for some later time.

M It has been used for many years to produce numerous scatter diagrams and local objective aids

-. g., George et al., 1960_7. A more recent and sophisticated example is shown in figure 1,
an equation derived by the REEP technique fEnger et al., 19647 for forecasting the
visibility at Baltimore three hours in advance, based on ten years or hourly airways observa-
tions at a network of surruLtnd1.ag cities including Martinsburg, Washington, and Philadelphia.
The predictors are speif.- . in binary (yes-no) form for certain classes of visibility,
relative humidity, and other surface weather elements, and the answer here is given in terms
of the probability of the visibility being in the first of five categories; i.e., less than
or equal to 3/8th of a mile. The reduction of variance for this category is only 32 percent
and no term contributes as much as 10 percent to the forecast probability, except local
persistence (X 2 ) which contributes 41 percent.

Although useful for short-period forecasting, the classical method is purely statistical
since it takes no account of prognostic maps. For this reason it is declining in popularity
and is of only limited potential.

(2) Pefect Pros - The second computerized statistical technique has been called the
"perfect prog" method. Like the first method, it utilizes a long period of observed
historical data to develop the desired forecasting relationships, but these relations are
derived on a concurrentp rather than a lag, basis. For example, figure 2 shows a multiple
regression equation derived by screening ten winters of data for an index of present weather
(clear, cloudy, or precipitation) in northern California as a function of the departure from
normal of several simultaneous 700-mb heights, whose locations are plotted as squares

.lein, et al., 196g. The equaticn explains 51 percent of the variance and illustrates
the well-known fact that wet weather in California in winter is associated with southwesterly
flow from a deep trough just offshore; conversely, fair weather is accompanied by north-
easterly flow around a strong ridge.

To use such an equation for making a forecast, one must apply it to a prognostic 700-mb
chart, usually prodiced numerically. Errors in the numerical prog will inevitably produce
corresponding errors in the statistical forecast, which depends on an equation derived from
observed maps; i.e., perfect progs. However, the statistical prediction will improve each
time the numerical model improves, and this has actually happened to 5-day mean temperature
forecasts at NMC during the past decade. The main advantage of this method is that it is
based on a long period of record, so that stable forecasting relations can be derived for
individual locations and seasons once and for all. For this reason it is probably the most
ccnonly used statistical forecasting scheme at the present time.

(3) Imperfect Prog - For lack of a better name, tI shall call the third computerized
statistical technique the "imperfect prog" method. Like the second method, it derives its
forecasting relations on a concurrent or simultaneous basis. However, instead of a long
period of observed data, the developmental sample now comprises a short period of
prognostic data produced directly by numerical predictions. A good example is illustrated
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in figure 3 [u. S. Dept. of Cmeree, 1969_7, which gives the frequency of precipitation in
ten cities of the Weather Bureau's Southern Region as a function of the 700-mb relative
humidity (on the left) and the 12-hour net vertical displacement of air parcels (on the
right), both forecast 24 hours in advance by a three-dimensional trajectory technique

REEP TECHNIQUE
(Regression Estimation of Event Probabilities)

Sample Prediction Equation for Ba!ttir - -Hour Visibility

Ceiling _ isibilit: _

LLmits RV Limits RV
Category (Feet) [%) IMiles ) , }

I __ < 1l0 28 63 3
2 - 200 -0 1 2 - 1-3/8 18

900 1-1/2 - 2-1/2 17

1000 - 2900 3- 21

P 1 .02 - .OlXl . . 1 x2 + .01X3 - 3X . 01X5 + .01X6 - .ooX7

+ .07X8 + .09X9 . . - .OLX36

P = Conditional Probability of Category 1 VIS
I

XI = BAL VIS > 5 miles

X2 = BAL VIS 6 3/8 mile

X3 - MRB VIS > 5 miles

X = BAL VIS 1/2 - 1-3/8 mile

X5 = BAL VIS 5 miles

X6 = BAL VIS 1-1/2 - 2-1/2 miles

X= DCA RLE -480

x8 D-- R

X = MRB VIS 3/8 mile

X = BL RL 81-90%

Figure 1. Portion of multiple regression equation for forecasting the probability (P ) that
Baltimore's visibility 3 hours in advance will be lesa than or equal to 3/ ths of
a mile (Category 1). The box gives the class limits for five categories of
ceilng and five categories of vi3ibility, and a separate regression equation is
derived for each category. The reduction of variance (RV) for each equation is
given following the predictand class limit.



-SAMPLE WEATHER SPECIFICATION EQUATION

1W(39)n3,83-.060H(40N. 130W)+.034H (30N,130W).-,

13 \ ()1'-

V0

S 51

/ ~ ~ IWINTER

Figure 2. Multiple regression equation for specifying the weather index (W) in circle nmber
39 (located by circle) during the winter as a function of the concurrent 700-mb
height anmly (H in tens of feet) at indicated points.

700 MB. TRAJECTORY FORECASTS
DECE1MR 18 - JANUARY 9,1969
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RSUATIVE HUIDITY VERT. DISLACEM~NT (MBS)

Figure 3. Graphical relationship between probability of precipitation at 10 cities In the WB
Southern Region and two 700-nb parameters predicted 24 hours in advance by the TDL
3-dimeasional trajectory teckhnique.
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developed in the Techniques Development Iaboratory CReap, 1968]_ nd nov operational at NW.
Although based on only a short period of record, from December 18, 1968 to January 9, 1969,
the graphs can be useful in helping field forecasters translate computer predictions into
surface weather. Especially noteworthy is the sharp increase in precipitation probability
as the vertical displacement changes fra downward to upwsu motion.

A computerized application of the imperfect prog concept is illustrated in figure 4,
which gives the probability of precipitation (POP) during a twelve-hour period "today" in
winter as a function of saturation deficits (Sd) and sea-level pressure (SIP) prvdicted by
the Sub-Synoptic Advection Model (SAM) fGlshn et al., 1969_7, as well as precipitation
smounts and mean relative humidities predicted by the FE model. The forecast equation
contains twelve terms in binary form and explains about half the variance -ovry, 1969].
Since it was derived directly from the output of numerical models which have been opemtioal
for only a short time, it was generalized by combining data fron 79 cities in the eastern
half of the United States. Not only does this procedure neglect local effects, but also it
requires the equations to be rederived or updated every time the nuerical model changes.

On the other band, this method automatically takes account of model bias and can include
predictors not available to the perfect prog method such as vertical velocity and boundary
layer temperature. Despite its drawbacks, forecasts of probability of precipitation produced
operationally by equations like that illustrated in figure 4 have been coapetitive with the

PROBABILITY OF PRECIPITATION

12-hr PoP 1200-OOOOZ:
Cumulative

Contribution Reduction
Predictor to Pop (%) of Variance

1) Constant 42.67

2) SAM Sd < 0 at 18Z 10.73 .3606

3) PE 12 hr. precipitation 5 .05 -7.675 .4334
at OOZ

4) SA S d  _ 75 at 21Z 10.19 .4529

5) SAM Sd < -5 at 15Z 12.68 .1669

6) PE mean relative humidity ! 70% -6.329 .4761
at 18Z

7 PE 12 hr. precipitation !5 .20 -12.97 .4817
at OOZ

8) SAM SLP _ 1015 at 18Z 6.439 .4863

9) SAM Sd :5 45 at 15Z 8.633 . 4 889

10) PE mean relative humidity -! 90% -7.364  .4912
at OOZ

11) SAM Sd  -15 at 15Z 8.616 .4925

12) PE 12 hr precipitation = 0 at OOZ -6.422 .4937

Figure 4. Components of multiple regression equation used to predict the probability of
precipitation (PoP) between 120OZ and OOOOZ in the eastern half of the United
States in winter from SAM and PE predictors.
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beat subjective forecasts. This 18 Illustrated by figure 5 which compares SAM (solid) and
local forecast (dashed) scores at eleven cities during the past ten months (3C2 cases).
The two sets of scores show similar seasonal trend, with only minor monthly differences.
Since low scores are desirable, the overall averages in the lower right indicate that the
comnpter PoP forecasts have been equal or slightly superior to the official forecasts issued
to the public by Weather Bureau local offices. In vriew of~ this result, the Techniques
Development laboratory has recently embarked upoa an abitious new project to expand this
approach to 254 cities in all 50 States for periods from 12 to 60 hours in advnnce, utilizing
nerical Input from both the FE model and the TDL three -dimensional trajectory model.

.2CPOP BRIER SCORES
-SAM
---- LOCAL

.15-

.1426-

)2.104 105

.1 .100

.085/ .091 .092 03

.089 . O 3 0

10 MONTH AVERAGE
.05

SAM .0974

LOCAL .1010

1968 1969

L AGSPUTRYUGJNFBMAR APR MY1

Figure 5. Comparative verification for forecasts of probability of precipitation (pop)
prepared by the SAM method and issued by local Weather Bureau offices at ll1 cities

In the eastern United States each mouth fro July .1968 through April 1969.

The difference between the three statistical methods is illustrated In schevatic form in
figure 6. The classical method simply flows directly from the data observed today to fore-
casts of the weather for tomorrow. The perfect prog method is more complicated since it
derives the weather tomorrow as a function of tomorrow's circulation, as shown by the solid
arrow, but applies Its forecast relations to numerical prognostic charts which simul te the
observed circulatio~n, as shown by the dashed arrow. The Inperfect prog method in relatively
simple since it goes directly from the numerical forecast to the predicted weather.



THREE METHODS OF

STATISTICAL WEATHER FORECASTING:

OBSERVED OBSERVED
DATA CIRCULATION
TODAY TOMORROW

PERFECT N
PROG INUMERICAL

TOMORROW

CLASSICAL

STATISTICAL
METHOD IMPERFECT

PROG
METHOD

FORECAST
WEATHER
TOMORROW

Figure 6. Schematic diagram illustrating three basic methods of staistical weather
prediction.

Of course the three statistical methods described above are not mutually exclusive. The
first two can be combined by utilizing as predictors of tomorrow's weather both surface
weather elements observed today and upper ar features for tomorrow which are observed in the
derivation but predicted nuericelly in the application. This is essentially what is done
today in preparing the NMC automated forecasts of maxiTm ard minimum temperature, which are
localized on the basis of 18 years of record at 131 different cities [KElein et al., 1967]7.
It should be possible to improve these forecasts by using them as predictors in the third
method, along with such numerical products as bo-wadary-layer temperature and wind, mean
relative humidity, surface temperature and dew point, stability, etc. Even though the
resulting equation would have to be generalized because of -asll sample size, the forecasts
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my well prove more accurate then those obtained from either the perfect or imperfect prog

methods taken alone.

Tv. Future

a. Weather Central. Now for a brief lok Into the future. On the basis of persaoal experi-
ence in the Extended Forecast Division, i ad reluctant to make a long-range forecast about
the computer's role in forecasting in the 1970's. Nevertheless, in view of the promising
results obtained thus far and the strong endorsmments given by the field, it would appear
that some form of the imperfect prog method (perhaps in conjunction with the classical and
perfect prog methods) will be the most popular statistical technique run on computers in the
future. It will probably be extended to many additiol weather elements including ceiling,
visibility, sky cover, temperature, wind, humidity, and severe local storms. After a few
years of data have been accumulated, it should be possible to derive reliable equations for
ix dividual stations, as well as large regions. The method can be applied most efficiently
on large computers at a central location as an adjunct to the numerical prediction itself.
Thus I foresee the day in the not too distant future when this type of combined statistical-
numerical output will provide accurate guidance to the field for nearly all surface weather
elements.

What then will happen to the man-machine mix at NMC7 I believe it will prove to be too
expensive, too clow, and too subjective for the requirements of the 1970's. I think it will
gradually wither away and be replaced by a completely autniated system, producing improved
numerical as well as statistical forecasts. These forecasts will probably be based on fine-
scale, boundary-layer numerical models, as well as large-scale, hemispheric and global ones.

b. Field Offices. Although I visualize no room for the human forecaster in the weathur
central of the 1970's, I believe he will still play an important role at regional weather
centers and state forecast offices. Here he may tailor some of the centralized computer
forecasts to local conditions or update them on the basis of data not available to the
ccnguter because of their late receipt or localized nature, For the most part, however, he
will accept the computer forecasts without change and will devote his attention to elements,
areas, and time periods not included in the guidance he receives from the central office.
For example, the field forecaster may be asked to supply detailed information about a
meso-acale sea breeze or mountain wind a few hours before onset, or .ae may be called upon to
predict snow accumulation in different portions of a large metropolitan area when a storm
appears imminent. Much of his time will be &pent on weather watch a&. warnings, and hir
main responsibility will be to keep the short period forecast in line with the latest
observation.

To help with these tasks, the field forecaster will probably have some computer capability
available in his local office. This statement does not necessarily mean a field computer,
but rather implies some form of remote terminal linked to a large centra.. computer by
telephone or facsimile lines. Another likely possfillty is ?xtensive us? of comerical
ti=m-sharing, such as now being tested by the Weather Bureau for automatic computation of
rewinsoude observations.

Local computer capability will assist the field forecaster in many ways. I.s functions may
include calculation of local objective forecast aids, monitoring of forecasts for consistency
and accuracy, plotting and analysis of hourly observations for limited areas, verification of
subjective and objective forecasts, composition of forecasts and warnings, plotting of
radiosonde ascents, and dissemination of forecasts and briefings.

In all these activities the computer will prove to be iavaluable to the field forecaster,
but it will still be mostly an aid. In other words, the conccpt of the "man-machine mix"
will probably predominate at local forecast offices throughout the 1970's. Complete
automation of weather forecasting, even on the local level, will be a later step, and I do
not look for its attainment until the decadc of the 1980's at th- earliest. By the t U-n of
the century, however, all aspects of weather forecasting should be automated, and the long
evolution frv, subjective to objective forece.sting will be completed.

*Glahn et al. L19697 have recently suggested the acronym MOS or Model Output Statistics for
the imperfect prog method since it matches the output of numerical models with observations
and ther computes regression equations.
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THE ROLE OF THE MAN IN WEAMM FORECASTING

J. J. Gtorge
Eastern Air Lines, Inc.

For much of last winter, we had in our company a high level staff meeting about once a month
which I was required to attend.

All of us in this business of weather forecasting are accustomed to being on the receiving end.
of good natured cents, sometimes ranging into ratner vicious barbs. Prior to the start of
one of these meetings one of our senior vice presidents in a rather public marner said some-
thing to me like the following: 'You have got the biggest racKet I know of -- when you miss
a forecast, you simply say, 'I missed it' and that is all there is to it. I don't know anyone
else who has a racket that good."

Like many people, I am one of those types who think of the proper answer in situations of this
kind on the way home, rather than when I need it. On that particular day, the best I could do
was just answer that everybody had to have a racket of some kind and let it go at that.

At the next staff meeting, however, I brought the matter up again by asking m friend, the V. P.
if making decisions was no, one of his major duties. He being a very cagey fellow said: 'Vell,
it. was involved all right," and after some pressing he agreed that decision making was of some
importance; however, he wen. on to say that when he made a decision, he waited until all of
the obtainable facts bearing on the matter were laid out so that he had the best possible basis
upon which to make the decision. I then asked what percentago of time he felt that the
decisions he made were accurate and the best one that could be made. Again he refused to make
an estimate so I asked him if he felt that he made better than 5C, per cent of his decisions
accurately and he agreed thait he felt he did. I said, how about 100 per cent? Well, no --
so he finally settled for somewhere above 50 but less than 100 per cent.

From this point, I vent on to draw the similarity between the proper use of a weather forecast
and the oridinary role of mak.ng decisions in a business venture. In reality they are one and
the same thing. A weather forecast, if it is not to be used to help in making a more accurate
declsion is only a scrap of paper or a few words that are meaningless. Furthermore, in making
a weather forecast, it is often necessary to delay its final issuance until certain supporting
materials and facts are available. Just as in any business decision one must wait until the
facts are Ia.

Some of the decisions that are mide in aeronautics are made almost wholly upon the product of
computers, but these are, I am sure greatly in the minority. The point I want to make is that
the man in the equation -- in this case the Me-teorologist -- can, and should aid and share in
the making of the operating declslon even if the forecast is entirely the product of a machine
and is couched perhaps in terms of mathematical probability.

I think that the main danger that ve are encountering in Meteorolog Computer use is that we
tend to become oversold on what computers are able to do. Off hand, I can think of no facet
of human experience that has come along quite so explosively as this one has. When this
happens, the people who are engaged in this area, in this case computers, generate so much
enthusiasm and momemtum that they tead to carry along the rest of us further and faster then
we should really go.

In Barron's Weekly recently, abarles P. Lecht, President of Advanced Computer Techniques
Corporation, was quoted as follows: "Whenever I am told today about what's been or being done
vith computer systems, great waves of skepticism well up in me." I think this statement is
extremely important for two reasons: l) Is that the man is in a position peculiarily well
suited to make the judgment properly and (2) is that is is something that is seldom questioned
by the non-counuter types. I believe vniat he is saying is that many times we tend to program
and me a cczputer when we really would find +bat using the man ws more efficient and
cheaper.
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In Meteorology, we have made some remarkable strides in the use of equations for solving

numerically the basic behavior and pattern development of global weather. Without the

computer it seems unlikely that man could ever have attained this advanced use of data.

Once the Meteorologist is given the numerical patterns in the future, however, he then must

at least for now, assume the responsibilities for the development of the actual pattern of

weather that will be associated with the numerical distribution involved. It does not seem

to me now that this process can effectively be assumed by machines in the near future, but on

the other hand it would be folly not to recognize that some day it can and will be done. I
think someone should be planning for this day so that we do not too abruptly terminate or

greatly distort the careers and training of an appreciable number of highly educated people.

For after all let us not forget that in the final analysis it is human beings who are of
paramount importance not mere machines.

We have been seeing this process work in airline meteorology; so I feel somewhat qualified to
speak to the question. A few years ago the five largest United States Flag Carriers employed
some 235 Meteorologists. Today, that figure is about 172, a 27 per cent decrease. This has
been brought about by better and more extensive coomunications, maki4wg it possible for one

Meteorologist to take care of a much wider area than before; centralization has been the rule
and this promotes more efficient use of manpower, but neither can we neglect the role that
the computer plays in this retrench nt. For example it is possible and is now being done

for airlines to obtain computer to computer hookups with the central United States product of
wind and temperature throughout the northern hemisphere and so prepare detailed flight plans
for wherever they are needed. Tomorrow, this information will be world wide. Obviously the
role of man has become that of monitor rather than creator and this takes a fewer number of
people by a considerable amount.

I suppose I should mention, but there is no need to dwel3 on, the role of computers in the
actual drawing of weather maps and prognostic charts. You are all aware of these develop-
ments and many are much more familiar than I with this field. Nevertheless, it goes into the
whole consideration of the shrinking world of the Meteorologist, for not only can the machine
do this job better in many cases than can man, it can do it from one central facility and by
modern commnications issue the product wherever it may be needed. Obviously a large number

of Meteorologists who formerly had to do this work in the field, need no longer to do so. I
suppose the polite phrase is that they are 'freed for more important efforts" and in lots of
cases this must be true. But there is also a proportion of Meteorologists who are not needed
for "more important jobs".

As time moves on, we will certainly refine computer techniques and pour more and more data
into the greedy maws of machines. We wiV. find then that we must interrelate various programs

to produce am integrated world product. It is in this field in the next two decades that I

believe the Metorolopist will make his greatest contributions.

Consider the impact of the new observational programs for a moment, such as constant level
balloons repoAing throug satellite oemmwiicationa and the actual gathering of data from
satellites themselves, the use of automatic marine weather reporting stations aud the expan-
sion of upper air sounding stations particularly in the southern hemisphere where they are
most needed and the advent of rocket sondes. We have not even begun to utilize properly

pilot weather reports, and I am certain that there will be other developments producing this
type of information which we do not even dream of at present.

It is completely unthinkable that this mass of information could ever be utilized on a global

basis or even a natioaal basis without the most sophisticated machine methods. I think you
will sree, however, that the task of integrating and utilizing these vast new sources of
data is a formidable one aid will require large numbers of highly specialized Meteorologists

which may, and probably will, more than compensate for the shrimkaae of some of our p.esent
tasks. This simply means That we must plan for the transition so that our Meteorologists can

be cross-trained for these new jobs as well as making room for the endoctrination of many new
people.

To get back to the more mundane side of present day Meteorology, I can think of three areas
where man will be necessary for a lo.Z time to come.
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I. Weather Forecasting Itself. Even though we may have a computer-produced probability

forecast, the interpretation of a han forecaster and his aid in using this tool to make
proper decisions will long be necessary. iurthermore, there are many areas in weather fore-
casting that are not amenable to computer programming as we know it today. Some examples
might be in the forecasting of local weather and the evaluation of the effect of air trajec-
tories sad the weather along them upon these forecasts. I am sure that such examples will
come to mind for all of us in almost every phase of weather forecasting.

2. I think there will be unexpected fall outs requiring the attention of human fore-
casters. As an example, we are headed in the airline industry toward what we call Category
III landings and take off which involves visibilities approaching zero. To attain the
operations at this lva2 s an extremely expensive procedure requiring very sophisticated and
expensive hardware and extremely costly training of air crews. In w opinion, a better way
would be to devel( -tans of dissipating low visibility due to fog by artificial means.
Presently this appet.: to be possible but the means are crude and restrictive; however, this
will inevitably be improved and refined and when it is, I believe that a Meteorologist will
be required to determine when and where preparations for use of this tool should be made and
guide its application.

3. Forecast Research. Although computers may be used as a potent tool in this field,
the basic job has got to be and will continue to belong to man. Let e show you some slides

of practical forecast development techniques that will illustrate my point. I think it is
quite possible that such forecasting techniques may be more and more slanted for use in com-
puters and I will point out how this might be done at least partially in these two specific
examples I will show. Although these examples happen to be produced by ny organization, all
of you can produce your own.

I can sx-rize what I have said about like this:

The basic role of the Meteorologist must always be to aid in the making of operational
decisions of some kiae. This will be true until 100 per cent perfect forecasts are possible,
er I do not expect that any of us here will live to see that day.

I think that the utilization of Meteorologists is changing rapidly in this period an
that the traditional and current jobs that Meteorologists perform are being shrunken by
rhine and communication techniques; but on the brighter side, I believe that these very
seame technique& generate such a plethora of new data and methods that the new generation of
Meteorologists will be relatively more numerous t~bn those in the past. As a correlar, I
think that all large Meteorology organizations 'hould make careful and thorough plans to
utilize and to cross-train present Meteorologists for this new age and not wait until we have

to make a crash program utilizing people who are not specialists in this field for jobs iD
which a Meteorologist would be most needed.
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THE MAN-MACHINE MIX IN APPLIED WEATHER FORECASTING IN TIM- 1970S

By

L. W. Snellman

U. S. Weather Bureau

ABSTRACT

Significant improvement in some phases of operational forecasting over the past
several years is demonstrated and is attributed to the transition from a totally

manual to a "man-machine mix" operation. This is used as the departure point in
discussing expected changes in current forecasting practice over the next several
years. The "man-machine mix" has been replaced by a machine product only if the
quality of this end product is comparable or better than the "man-machine mix"
product. The number of machine-produced products which are directly suitable for
users is rather limited, and it is difficult to see how this number will increase
significantly in the next several years. Therefore, the conclusion is reached
that while most centrally prepared forecast guidance for field forecasters may
soon be a purely machine product, man will provide an important input into im-
proved weather services in the preparation of short-period general public fore-
casts, specialized user forecasts, and warnings. This conclusion is discussed in
light of recent atmospheric predictability studies and the lack of success to date

of machine aviation terminal forecasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a privilege and a pleasure to be present at this distinguished AWS Conference. I spent
many wonderful years with AWS, and it is good to renew acquaintances and friendships here.

In approaching this very challenging topic of man-machine mix, I decided to touch base with
my counterparts in other regions of the Weather Bureau* as well as with Mr. Charles Roberts

at Weather Bureau Headquarters and Mr. Beckwith of United Airlines. I was pleasantly sur-
prised to see the more or less unanimity of opinion of their ideas of the role of man and
machine in applied ather forecasting in the 1970s. The surprise was pleasant because their
ideas were in close consonance with mine. However, the views expressed in this paper are mine
and should not be considered as representing Weather Bureau policy.

To explore these ideas, I shall take a somewhat similar approach to Dr. Klein in looking back
briefly into history to show the effects of machines (computers) on applied weather forecast-
ing. From this history we can glean some ideas on which to base a projection of operations in
the 1970s.

II. PREPARATION OF A FORECAST

Preparation of applied weather forecasts went through a large change during the 1960s. At the
beginning of this decade, forecast preparation was mainly a one-man effort, with nost fore-
casters using the analytic rather than prognostic NMC facsimile output. As prognostic charts
from the computer improved, forecasters gradually shifted their attention to prognostic charts.
Today the final forecast is the result of a team effort of the National Meteorclogical Center
and field forecaster. Since a large percentage of present prognostic guidance from NMC is a
man-machine mix product, we can represent today's applied forecast procedure as:

(Man)
2 
+ Machine = Final Forecast.

*Responses from the regions came from Mr. Carlstead in Hawaii, Dr. Diemer in Alaska, and

Mr. Dunn in New York.
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It might be better to change the plus sign to a times sign to give the machine term due weight.

But the important point here is that the final weather forecast of today is prepared manually,
based to a large extent on man-machine-mix centralized guidance material.j

Certainly this team, consisting of a major forecast center (i.e., NMC) and the local station,
will ontinue to be the combination that produces our weather service throughout most, if not
all, of the 1970s. Figure I attempts to give a graphic sure'narization of this conclusion.

Il1. CONTrIr{TION OF C0Y4PUIERS TO APPLIED WEATHER FORECASTING

The computer made strong inroads into this team operation with the establishment of JNWP in
1954. Figure . summarizes the change from a purely manual team operation to today's man-
machine mix. It really wasn't until after automatic data processing (ADP) became operational
in 1958 that the computer had ch impact on the operational forecast. By the advent of 1969
both upper-air analyses and prognoses issued by NW. were largely computer-produced, with the
main manual production being surface analysis and prediction and "weather" forecast guidance.

Machine techniques are not yet being used in field forecast offices to any significant extent,
i.e. 4 lO7. Two of the majur drawbacks to more automated field operations at present are
economic limitations and lack of appropriate automated techniques. However, there are tests
now under way and plans on the drawing board, sume of which were discussed by earlier speakers,
which suggest that this situation will change rather soon; and I shall speak to this point
later. Nonetheless, incorporating the machine into centralized operational forecasting proce-
dures during the 1960s significantly increased the quality of forecasts issued by local sta-
tions.

Figure 3 shows the dramatic improvement in accuracy after 1958 in NMC's man-machine mix 30-
hour surface prognostic charts. Prior to 1958 this NMC product was based on subjective tech-
niques and forecaster experience. Today it is based largely on machine prognoses.

Figure 4 shows the improvement that NMC makes on the machine-produced P.E. surface prognostic
chart. The first point of interest is that greater improvements are made in summer than in
winter, and second is that mar's improvements are gett.ing fewer with time (i.e., as the
machine product improves).

Improvements in operational weather forecasts closely parallel improvements in NMC machine
and man-machine-mix weather guidance. Figure 5 shows the verification of local weather fore-
casts (temperature and precipitation) prepared routinely at Chicago from 1940 through 1968.
improvement after 1958 is related to operational ADP, after 1962 to Cressman's 3-L model,
and after 1966 to NHC's use of Shuman's operational P.E. model. Figure 6 shows the dramatic
reduction in gross maximum-temperature errors ( 100) for tomorrow (essentially a 36-hour
forecast) at Salt Lake City. This reduction is attributed to use of NMC's machine and man-
machine-mix improved guidance.

An important point to keep in mind, however, is that the man--especially the field fore-
caster--has bten making a significant improvement over the temperature forecast guidance he
receives. Figures 7a and 7b give the latest data available published by the Weather Bureau.
Note especially the higher percentage of large errors by NW as compared to Western Region
local stations. These large forecast errors are most significant to the user. Figures 8a
and 8b show precipitation verification results for the same period. Note there is only a
slight improvement over NMC by local stations in the first 12-hour forecast period rs9.

IV. TWO TYPES OF MACHINE PRODUCTS

At this time we should distinguish between the two types of computer products available;
namely, a final forecast ready for direct use, and a prognostic product that is used as
guidance in preparing the final forecast for a user. Present machine forecasts of upper
winds and temperatures are used directly by aviation users. Viewed from an aviation support
point of view, the computer makes this forecast and man is eliminated. However, viewed from
the public, fire weather, etc., support point of view, the computer has provided only guid-
ance for preparation of the final forecast. Thus computers are useful as forecasters per se
if, and only if, fixed programs give a forecast to the user in final form 27. There are
very few computer-produced forecasts of this tyoe at present, and I do not expect their
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number to increase significantly in the next five years.

The remaining computer output is termed guidance. To nake this guidance useful invol-es one.
or more of the following manual processes: putting the forecast in user language, integrat-
ing the guidance with information not available to the computer (ioe., later data, local data,
and small-scale analysis which take into account local orographic effects), updating and
detailing the forecast by use of radar observations, etc. Involved then are such manuel tasks
as using guidance in preparing spot fire-weather forecasts, making weather forecasts for the
public, detailing areas of heavy-snow accumulation, determining time of arrival of squall
lines, defining local air-pollution potentials, etc. This list is long now, and it seems tc
me it will gat longer in the 1970s as improved applied weather forecasts result in inc-easing
application of meteorological predictions to business and other activities. Reasoning along
these lines, it is then easy to expect that in the 70s all meteorological products emanating
from NMC or, in the case of AWS, the Global Weather Center will gradually bezome purely
machine products; but the final weather service will bc a man-machine mix witi the m~n predom-
inating. This is depicted schematically in Figure 9.

V. MAN-MACHINE MIX AT FIELD FORECAST OFFICE

Assuming that within the next five years NWP developments will result in approximately a
100' machine output of meteorological products by NMC, what will these products be, and what
impact will they have on the man-machine-mix operation in the field forecast office?

First, it seems logical to assume that global models using smaller mesh lengtbs or some type
of spherical harmonic analysis will be developed to improve the ccuracy of present predic-
tions and to add more detail to flow patterns. Availability and operational use of SIRS and

IRIS satellite data, planneo fo: FY72, should supply data necessary to support these finer
mesh global NW models (see Figure 10).

Second, as meteorological predictions improve with such models, the demands for weather ser-
vice on field forecast offices will increase. These demands f(,r the most part will be for
forecasts of details and parameters that we are not likely to g.,t from the computer; or if rye
could get such forecasts from the computer, they are not likely to be timely. Also, using a
computer may not be an efficient way of performing this weather service. For example, it is
difficult for rie to see how NMC computer products can handle the small-scale short-period

forecast, including both routine and severe weather phenomena such as squall lines, heavy
snows, etc. Also, radar observations will certainly make manual input to such weather ser-
vice inportant in the foreseeable future.

I think that there is evidence to n3upport this point of -.iew in fhe recent sudies of predict-
ability by Robinson [22 and Lorenz /-32 Weather phenomena have cha-acceristic scales or
dimensions in space and, similarly, they have typical periois and durationt in time. It turns
out that a large number of the significant weather occuirences of importance to the public are
of a fairly small scale and relatively short duration. Th2 squzil line rhat recently caused

so much trouble in Cleveland is a case in point.

It has been known for some time that smaller scale phenonena are generally less predictable
than larger scale systems, and Robinson and Lorenz have shown a r-ither direct relationship
between scale and predictability.

Figure 11 illustrates their general findings in the form a predictability diagram. The
ordinateis forecast period or length of the prediction, and the abscissa is the space scale
which the forecast is to resolve. For scales and forecast periods lying elow and to the
right of the cross-hatched zone, theory suggests that det'rministic prediction is practical
in principle. The cross-hatched area lying above and left of the zone contains periods and
scales which must be regarded as predictable only in a statistical Fenqe.

The general pattern suggested is: clouds and precipitation produced by distul-bances of the
order of 10 degrees latitudc in wave length are predictable by deterministic metbcdc for
periods up to I to 2 days in advance. The convective shower, representing a cell of very
heavy precipitation triggered by the larger disturbance, may be predicted deterininistically
for periods up to 30 minutes and probabilistically for as long as the large-scale system can
be predicted.
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If the above analysis is correct, it is obvious that deterministic predictions of weather
elements and systems that are rAquired for reliable local weather forecasting are limited in
time range.

Purther it suggests that with the network data processed by the computer now and in the
future, and relatively limited capacity of computers expected to be available in the 70s, we
should not expect much help from NMC within the 6 - 12 hour forecast period. Our efforts
then should be directed, as advocated by Roberts [4]. to having the local forecast office
develop conditional climatological studies relating computer-produced forecast parameters to
specific user problems. I think such conditiunal climatology studies are needed for general
public forecasts to take into account orographic effects in western United States. This
reasoning also applies to terminal forecasting. Attempts at automating aviation terminal
forecasts over the past ten years have been characterized by little or no success, and there
is n" jeason to believe that there will be much success in the next five year5. As a matter
of fact, the Weather Bureau is considering curtailing efforts in this area because of the low
probability of success in the next several years /ZJ.
The computer should be making some inroads into station operations that will ircrease the
quality of weather service currently given. At a recent Weather Bureau conference, it was
suggested that we work toward linking several of the larger forecast offices to the computers
at NMC [/67. With such a link, a station could request 1acnine plots of the latest data,
possibly every hour, for detailed analysis by station forecasters, or an evaluation of
several objective studies, the results of which could be flashed to the local forecaster.
This latter capability could be an important step forward since there are many useful studies
avai'able, bit timewise it is impossible for a forecaster to evaluate them during preparation
of an operational forecast. Consequently, he uses only those studies that can be applied

* quickly to phenomeaa that he has thought about. When the computer can compute all of the
studies for him, there is less chance that an important facet of the weather, such as canyon
winds, first snow of the season, etc., will be overlooked. Another important operation that
this computer link will permit is hourly screening of terminal forecas-s. As each hour's
data come in, the computer can evaluate the unexpired portion of the existing terminal fore-
cases by use of conditiona, climatologies, and/or those few local terminal studies that may
be helpful to "red flag" those forecasts that may be going "bad" in an hour or two. Such use
of the computer should provide more timely amendments and reverse the usual procedure of issu-
ing amendments after the forecast has "busted" rather than before.

As far as Weather Bureau operations So, message composition by use of a computer and CRT tube
certainly seems to be a strong possibility in the near future. There is a procedure whereby
you compose, revise, rearrange, etc., a written meteorological release on a CRT tube- and
once you are satisfied with it, you Dusl. a button and it is disseminated. This eliminates
ujing a typewriter or preparing a transmission tape. I understand a test of this type of pro-
cedure was begun at Suitland early tis July.

I think one of the big manual efforts in preparing final weather forecasts will come through
use of data from geostationary s tellites. It seems reasonable to expect by the middle 1970s
that at least in larger Weather Bureau and AWS forecast offices we shall have what I call
Satellite "Instant Replay" capability. By this I mean the forecaster has satellite receiving
equipment which will permit him to study time-lapse movies of cloud changes in his area of
interest that have taken place over the past 3 to 24 hours. This is similar to the opera-
tional film-loop technique being tested at NMC and NESC presently, and which is covered in
part by Mr. Oliver's presentation.

This opportunity of studying cloud changes in some detail in real time will be especially
helpful in preparing short-range forecasts and will lead to a better understanding of exist-
ing conditions at the time the forecast is being prepared. This conclusion is based on my
belief that short-range forecasting presently is more a diagnostic rather than prcgnostic
problem. In light of previous comments on predictal-'Aity of the atmosphere, it also appears
to me that short-period forecasts up to 12 hours will continue to remain more diagnostic than
prognostic problems.

Although the compiter will greatly assist the local for-caster in processing data, etc.,L-7J
it will take a man to be reaponsive to users' versatile requirements. I envisicn the compu-
ter making only modest inroads on applied forecasting procedures at field stations through
the 1970s (see Figure 9). While the manual input of forecasts and forecast guidance issued
at NMC should gradually decrease to near zero, the role of ma.. at the forecast office wilt
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remain paramount. His role will change gradually from one of evaluating centralized NMC pre-
tdictions to one of accepting this guidance rnd adapting it to meet local area user require-

merits. This service-oriented role of the meteorologist--if tra;.ned both psychologically and

academically for this job--should be challenging and rewarding. While the guidance he gets

will not be perfect, it will be much improved over current guidance (see Figure 10) and will

result in much improved man-machine-mix applied forecasts.

The l',0s will be a 'Golden Decade" for the operational forecaster, who will work in a more

professional and scientific environment, and who will receive more job satisfaction than he

has ever known in the past.
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Abstract

Effective reasoning, analysis and communication regarding natural phenomena
require the use of models to render tractable the complexities of nature. The
operational meteorologist is responsible for the intelligent use of a variety of
types of models. This paper attempts to put into perspective the proper roles of
the different types of models to maximize the effectiveness of their utilization.

The types of models discussed include: descriptive or synoptic, dynamic or
analytic, numerical or physical , statistical or optimized. The uses of models
discussed Include: education of basic concepts, research or experimental, opera-
tions or customized. The future roles of models in operational forecasting of
sensible weather (clouds and precipitation) is discussed along with the impact
of the organizational structure of weather services on the effective use of models.

In anticipating developments during the 1970's, it is concluded that proba-
bility forecasts of clouds as well as precipitation will become commonplace and
will utilize a variety of statistical tools. Special purpose computer models
will be available to many applied meteorologists by means of remote input-output
devices. Data and forecast communication will be improved to provide closed
circuit television displays of the latest digitally processed radar and synchro-
nous satellite data as well as motion picture presentation of past and predicted
weather and weather chart patterns. Studies involving systematic numerical
experiments and a trial mesoscale forecast project will delineate the relative
importance of the factors influencing sensible weather and determine the extent
to which they can be forecast. Special observations and diagnostic models will
evaluate the suitability of situations for operational weather modification.

Sobstantial improvements in sensible weather forecasting will require a
concerted joint effort on the part of researchers from many organizations. The
potential improvements will not be realized during the 1970's unless the customers
and the ope.'ational weather services place strong requirements upon the research
community to join the applied meteorologists in the necessary interagency effort.

"We form for ourselves images or symbols of external objects, and
the form which we give them is such that the necessary consequents of
the images in thought are always the images of the necessary consequeits
in nature of the things pictured." H. Hertz 0!894).

1. This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation GA-1595.

2. Visiting Scientist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research which is sponsored by
the National Science Foundation.
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I. Introduction

The above quote from the introduction to Heinrich Hertz's book is reputed to have been a
favorite of V. Bjerknes (Godske et al., 1957). Such an exacting concept of models is too
restrictive and Godske in his generaintroduction to the summary of classical Norwegian
meteorology (Godske et al., 1957) prcvides for approximate models of either descriptive or
theoretical nature:

"Owing to the complexity of atmospheric phenomena, in many cases we cannot arrive at
models which can be treated by mathematical methods and at the same time give a sufficiently
correct picture of atmospheric conditions. We must, therefore, introduce two different kinds
of image or model; we shall call them dynamic models and synoptic models. Dynamic models are
obtained by simplification from the fundamental equations of motion characteristic of the
atmosphere, and can be discussed by mathematical methods. Synoptic models, on the other hand,
are obtained by simplification of the complex motions actually observed on weather raps;
although they cannot be discussed in a way that is entirely satisfactory from the theoretical
point of view, they must always be chosen so that their general study is based upon sound
physical principles. The two types of model will, in due time, approach each other, and lead
to dynamic-synoptic models. Some of the models applied today are probably not very far from
that state of perfection."

The operational meteorologist is sometimes disturbed by the contrast between the simpli-
fied synoptic models he sees in the textbooks and the complex systems he sees on the weather
map. He is even more unnerved by the neglect of what he believes to be fundamental physical
factors in the dynamic models he is asked to consider. He realizes that approximations are
necessary to make problems theoretically tractable but he is unsure as to how applicable the
results will be to real situations. Sutcliffe (1952), in his excellent review of synoptic
weather forecasting, considers the advantages and limitations of synoptic models and con-
cludes: "There is little doubt but that each model describes a type of dynamical evolution
which is in a sense self-contained and tends to carry through according to type once ini-
tiated. There is also no doubt that the study of such models is of real practical value, but
it is also treacherous. Once a forecaster visualizes a model he is in danger of being
blinded to any other possibility and may even disgard direct pointers, even obvious tenden-
cies, which do not support his picture."

Scorer (1968), in discussing air pollution and models warns that theories, models and
formulae are not generally applicable and cannot be because of the complexities and varieties
of atmospheric situations. Thus, he emphasizes "...seeing the mechanisms in action so that
one Lan quickly learn from eye observations what happens with a greater quantitative precision
than by theoretical formulae." He warns "...it is always naive to choose the form an answer
will take before an investigation is complete, and it is now widely appreciated that the
formulae are valuable mainly in helping the inventor or user of them to appreciate more
clearly the origin of the endless variety of situations we find."

The justification for simplification in modelling is supported by consideration of the
nature of facts (Chorley et al., 1967). It is pointed out that particular events are all
different but common characteristics exist which provide an orderly basis from which to
approach another particular event. Furthermore the importance is stressed "of seeking for
relevant pattern and order in information, and the related ability to rapidly disregard
irrelevant information." Quoting Van Duijn (1961), "It is the capacity for Vattern-seeing
and not the actual surveying of the landscape which explains this rapidity" (of scientific
development).

Whether, and to what extent, a model should be "believed" or used is discussed from the
operational standpoint by Skilling (1964). He feels that a model has a particular probability
of being correct and a finite range of applicability. When to use a given model is to be
determined from comnon sense plus the "trial by fire" of experience in its operational
performance. Then he summarizes with the opinion that "...one can do no better than to
believe what he believes it is good to believe."

The point is that modelling is an essential tool of science and the operational meteorol-
ogist is faced with tne responcibility of comprehending the significance cf a variety of
types of models. Not only are there the synoptic and dynamic models in the previous quote
from Godske, but there are a multitude of numerical models and statistical models. Further-

more, the nature, role and, hence, the applicability of models depends upon the use for which
they gr, designed. "Textbook models" usually are designed to clearly convey a basic concept
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rather than a complete natural event. Research models are designed to evaluate specific

factors under very special conditions. Operational models try to be realistic but they are
restricted by data and time limitations and are tailored to provide answers in the form
desired by certain customers.

The organization of weather services will have a decisive influence upon who will receive
special training and will then have the opportunity and responsibility for properly utilizing
different types of operational models in the coming years. Educational and research models
will provide the basic knowledge and understanding of the atmosphere necessary for profes-
sional performance in the field of applied meteorology.

Certainly the task of forecasting sensible weather during the 1970's will require the
use of numerous new models of various types. The purpose of this paper is to put into per-
spective the proper roles of the different types of models to maximize the effectiveness of
their utilization. The discussion will be organized as shown in Fig. 1. The characteristics
of the different types of models will be contrasted; the influence of the intended use on
models on the way in which they can aid or hinder the applied meteorologist will be discussed;

IL_ and the availability of operationally useful models will be considered in terms of the organi-
zational structure of weather services. The sub-titles in the classification scheme are
intended to reduce the inherent ambiguity in the types of models to be included in the
different sections.

TYPES OF MODELS

DESCRIPTIVE DYNAMIC NUMERICAL STATISTICAL
(Synoptic) (Analytic) (Physical) (Optimized)

IEI

USES OF MODELS

EDUCATION RESEARCH OPERATIONS
(Basic Concepts) (Experimentol) (Customized)I

FUTURE OPERATIONAL MODELS

ROUTINE SPECIAL REQUEST REFERENCE COMMUNICATION
e(Consultant; (Background: (Internal;

Computerized) Statistics) Customer)

Figure 1. Organization of models and topics as discussed in this paper.

II. Types of Models

a. Descriptive (synoptic Models. The descriptive model is basic to synoptic meteorology as
it provides a simplified view of an ideal weather system with a substantial amount of
physical consistency. These models are used to obtain a three or even four-dimensional feel-
ing for how the atmosphere is organized. Such models are extremely useful for constructing
reasonable analyses in greater detail than the limited observations will permit from an
objective standpoint. With the model in mind the analyst can disregard "unrealistic" data
thereby filtering out both data errors and small scale features that cannot be adequately
resolved. Frontal model analyses also call attention to those general regions in which the

weather may be active.

The classical frontal models include the distribution of sensible weather elements
(clouds and precipitation). These patterns are much less complex than any individual storm
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and are representative of the climatological mean distribution. For example, the frequencies
of different types of weather in 14 different sections on a time section through an occluded
frontal system were computed by Kreitzberg (1964) from a sample of 24 cases. The results
show that a model consisting of the most frequent event in each of the 14 sections of the
storm was essentially identical with the Norwegian model (Godske et al., 1957). However, the
probability of a particular storm resembling the most frequent modef-i all 14 details was
less than 1% and resemblance in the 6 grossest details had a probability under 14%.

While one could worry about how well different synoptic models work in different parts
of the country, the essential fact is that the model can depict no more than the mean condi-
tion with the variable features filtered out. As such, the model provides the forecaster
with a first guess based on synoptic climatology. The challenge to the forecaster is to
utilize knowledge of local conditions and observational data for a particular storm to predict
the departure of events in this particular storm from the synoptic climatological first guess.
The model also serves the important function of providing an orderly basis from which to
approach a particular event.

Another type of descriptive model is that which is designed to clearly portray the
essential features of a particular process or type of weather system. This type of model
serves an educational function but does not provide the optimum first guess field unless the
situation is clearly dominated by the particular process or system modelled.

The roles of the two types of descriptic models, the mean system versus the special
system which may or may not be frequent, are very different and the operational meteorologist
must not ccnfuse them.

b. Dynamic (analytic) Models. These models reveal how different quantities or parameters
are interrelated and how particular processes will operate in response to the laws of nature.
Also, mathematically formulated models make up for their obscurity to the non-mathematician
by using the deductive power of mathematics to reach conclusions that could not be reached
otherwise.

Since these moaels must be very specific they avoid the ambiguity and vagueness that
often plagues the descriptive models. The reverse side of this coin is the narrowness of
dynamic models that results from the requirement that they be specific. For dynamic models
to be tractable to their developer and, as importantly, comprehensible to their user requires
that they deal with highly simplified conditions.

It is important that the applied meteorologists recognize the positive aspects of
dynamic or theoretical models rather than rejecting them because they are oversimplified in
their assumptions. The potential user should accept the contribution to a deeper understand-
ing of a specific process that such a model provides instead of ignoring piecewise advances
and asking for complete solutions.

There are varying degrees of "dynamics" included in theoretical (and numerical) models.
Most models restrict the dynamic interactions that they allow. Kinematic models take the
wind field as given. Particle dynamic models take the pressure field as given and predict
motions. Some models take diabatic heat as given while others diagnose diabatic heating as
a function of the predicted developments. Very few models predict surface (ground) tempera-
ture and moisture but rather these conditions are prescribed.

Many models can be interpreted as consistency analyses. The more obvious conditions are
specified and less obvious implications are deduced from requiring correspondence to basic
laws. For example, if hydrostatic balance is specified, then one can diagnose the vertical
velocities that must occur to maintain this balance. If quasi-geostrophic balance is
specified, then too certain vertical motions can be deduced to insure maintenance of the
thermal wind equation, for excmple.

Oftentimes moie can be learned from more restrictive models because it is clearer why
the results come out as they do. The researchers are more likely to appreciate the contribu-
tions furnished by highly restrictive models. Unfortunately, the applied meteorologist
rarely has access to ;nformation from these models in a concise, intelliqible form to permit
his physical understanding to steadily improve with the scientific advances.
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c. Numerical (physical) Models. Numerical models, backed by electronic computers, provide
quantitative results which may be either quantitatively correct or only qualitatively correct.
The need in sensible weather forecasting to rapidly deduce complex processes in view of large
quantities of observational data makes numerical models essential to future improvements.

Numerical models are adapted from dynamic or physical considerations but certain physical
processes are "parameterized." Parameterization is an outgrowth of the method of coefficients
discussed by Scorer (1958). In the method of coefficients, one deduces theoretically that
two quantities are proportional but the proportionality coefficients are deduced from experi-
ments (just as specific heats and latent heats are determined without resort to microphysical
theories). In numerical modelling with finite grid spacing, the problem of modelling physical
processes is compounded by the absolute inability to resolve scales less than twice the grid
interval and the practical inability to resolve scales less than four or more times the grid
interval (due to the problem of non-linear instability). Thus the model must have the effects
of small scale processes expressed in terms of large scale parameters. This parameterization
may achieve only a rather crude estimate of the small scale influences.

In numerical integration of the forecast equations, control of truncation errors3 oftenX requires the use of grid intervals much smaller than would seem necessary to resolve the scale
of features present in the model at a single time. Thus, the observation spacing dictates
the appropriate grid spacing for the analysis model used to establish the initial conditions,
but the forecast model may use a much higher resolution grid just to improve the forecast of
large scale features.

The practical problem of observing conditions that control sensible weather developments
is to some extent insurmountable. This difficulty is true even for many research purposes
where real time forecasts are not necessary. ihus many research models will utilize synthetic
data to deduce the developments that result from hypothesized initial conditions. The
operational value of studies with this type of model arises from the increase in knowledge of
what sort of systems the atmosphere can generate in view of physical laws. These studies
will delineate factors that are important from factors that are inconsequential. These
studies will also show what observations are essential for predicting certain events and,
therefore, which events cannot be predicted without prohibitively expensive observations.

The problem of providing the operational meteorologist with the results of numerical
models, either specific results or generalizations from a series of numerical experiments,
will be deferred until the discussion of future operational models.

d. Statistical (optimizeo) Models. Since observed sequences of events are recorded in
our climatological data banks, it is reasonable to think that statistical methods and elec-
tronic computers could be used to empirically relate weather elements to preexisting condi-
tions. The preexisting conditions could be either individual weather elements or sets of
weather elements or objectively defined synoptic systems or analogues. See for example T, F.
Malone in Petterssen (1956) or Christensen and Bryson (1966). Techniques are available to
rapidly seek out the best set of predictors of an event from a large sample of possible
predictors.

Such statistical methods can succeed where physical understanding is completely lacking.
The results of statistical studies can provide clues to physical understanding just as
physical understanding can be a power tool for properly framing the statistical problem by
suggesting possible predictors and the forms that statistical relations should take. In any
case, if a statistical model works it can be used in spite of lack of understanding of why it
works until some better technique is developed.

In prediction of events that are effectively non-deterministic from available data or in
predicting the integrated effects of large numbers of events, statistical models offer the
only solution. Statistical models can be used to predict the probabilistic structure4 of
the response of some system to forcing functions for which only probabilistic structures are

3. These truncation errors are the result of approximating gradients at a point with finite
differences.

4. By probabilistic structure is meant the appropriate statistics that summarize the varia-
tions; such as means, standard deviation, variance, etc.
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known. Many engio2erinq prablcms roauire knowedgo uf the expected range of weather events
or probabilities that ccrtain extrene events or a combination of events will occur during a

, certain time ;nterval. For such problems statistical models are not only the only practical
models but they are oftcr. '.ery powerful.

I Statistical methods play an inortdnt role in objective analysis techniques and in
objective synoptic climwtoiogy studies. Statistical models are also used in the development
of parameterization schemes in numerical models where one needs to know information on the
statistics of the unresolvably s,nall systems.

On the other hand, disadvantages of statistical models arise from their lack of physical
basis. It is difficult to systematically gain physical insight by studying the successes and
fdilures of different predictors. When an objective forecast scheme is developed for one
location, there is no way to directly apply it elsewhere because the predictors need not have
a direct relation to universal physical laws. The necessity for deriving special objective
forecast equations for each site is no problem when digitized climatological data are avail-
able but it is difficult to deal with new sites that lack an extensive data record.

It is also difficult to integrate objective (statistical) forecasts with dynamic or
subjective forecasts because the source of the statistical skill may or may not be independent
of the source of the dynamic or subjective skill. For example, if the forecaster subjectively
anticipates an event and the statistical model concurs, how does the forecaster decide if two
independent techniques are predicting the event thereby giving a higher confidence of verifi-
cation?

The psychological side effect of relying on an uncomprehensible statistical model is bad

because if nature appears to be uncomprehensible we are tempted to turn forecasting over toIpersistence probability tables, or something similar, and abandon rational physical scientific
development. Much is said about the complementary nature of dynamic statistical methods.

Certainly they both have their proper roles and the ideal is an integration of dynamic and
statistical models as needed within a rational physical framework. In the meantime the
successes of statistical models will serve to prod the physically oriented meteorologist into

* improving his knowledge so that physical models can be developed that will explain or surpass
the statistical ones.

Il1. Uses of Models

The proper intepretation of a model requires consideration of its designed use as well
I as its basic type. The applied meteorologist can benefit from educational and research models
iso long as they are not confused with operational models.I

t a. Elucation (basic concepts) Models. Introduction of new concepts requires that their
essential elements be outlined in simple, clear, idealized examples. Educational or textbook
models are designed for this purpose. For example, zero-order frontal models, in which a
frontal surface separates two different air masses each of which is uniform, is excellent for
initiating students to frontal theory. in practice, however, the first-order frontal theory
is far more applicable wherein the temperature gradient is concentrated in a frontal zone of
finite width with the warm boundary defined as the frontal surface (Godson, 1951). In
reality and in the first-order theory, fronts need not slope toward the cold air and whether
occlusions have a warm or cold slope is independent of the relative coldness of the preceding
and following air masses (Kreitzberg, 1964). Such operational weaknesses in elementary
models do not mean that elementary models are "wrong" and should be deleted from introductory
textbooks; it means that more advanced models must be applied when elementary models are not
applicable.

The requirement that formal education prepare students to adapt to developments in the
five or ten years after they leave school means that courses concentrate on a wide range of
fundamentals instead of currently popular operational models. Also books and particularly
textbooks have two or more years lag time between selection of material and publication.
Therefore it is unrealistic to expect even advanced courses or texts to contain the optimum
models for operational purposes. Educational models do provide the background knowledge upon
which the applied meteorologist builds his facility with current operational techniques.
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b. Research (experimental) Models. Research models yield results that expand the applied
meteorologist's background to include specialized topics and more recent developments than
educational models. The specialized nature of these models means that they usually deal with
a small part of the applied problem. The current and experimental nature of these models
means that the results are more tentative than either educationally adapted or operationally
tested models.

Research results are often not published in the form the applied meteorologist would
like; the style is usually too formal and brief; the models are not designed for real time
general use; the form of the input parameters and the type of output quantities may be
unfamiliar to practicing meteorologists. There is a need, therefore, to have someone rephrase
the model results so that groups with operational requirements can pass the information on to
their meteorologists in the field.

c. 2perational (customized) Models. These models are usually tested with many cases and
then tailored to accept operationally available input parameters, to produce the most readily
used product within an acceptable amount of man and/or computer time, and to disseminate and
display the product in the optimum form at the correct time.

These models can become custom tailored to the point that they are very difficult to
entirely understand. The basic principles and physics of the model are ofte, easier to
decipher from explanations of an earlier stage of the model. It is essentia- that checks be
performed and documented to show what changes in basic principles, physics and accuracy are
introduced during development of the operational version of the model.

IV. Future Operational Models

In speculating about the role of models in sensible weather forecasting in the next
decade, developments that appear to be technically feasible will be discussed first. Consid-
eration will then be given to which of the potential developments are likely to be realized
in view of funding requirements and the organizational structure of the weather services.

a. Routine (general usage) Models. The sensible weather in global long range models will be
treated so as to yield the proper dynamic effects in the model rather than to provide direct-
ly useful sensible weather forecasts. Therefore climatological rather than meteorological
results will be obtained either by judicious parameterization or by direct specification.
Intermediate range forecast models will predict clouds as well as precipitation dynamically
and will provide confidence limits or probabilities statistically.

The shorter term forecasts will be based on fine mesh models which will output trajec-
tories as well as sensible weather forecasts, The trajectories will then be used in the
field to infer cyclonic scale effects on observed mesoscale developments thereby updating and
refining the cyclonic scale forecasts. Routine short term forecasts will utilize communica-
tion advances, the increased physical understanding of the meteorologist, and statistical
models for accounting for the routine effects of local topography.

b. Special Request Models. Since many important forecast problems arise infrequently,
special models will be made available upon request only. The request may go to a specialized
consultant or may be handled by remote input-output access to time-sharing computers. This
computer will have libraries of special purpose dynamic, kinematic and statistical models as
well as access to computers that process the current data and forecasts. Special requests for
long range probability forecasts will be forwarded to specialized consultants who will gener-
ate the answer by computer processing of climatological data and possibly modify the results
in view of other long range forecast techniques.

Meteorologist-customer relations will become more intimate as hig'A!y bpecialized prob-
lems are attacked. The meteorologist will understand his cu,tomer 's pr.tulem and will tailor
his product to meet the requirement. The customer will unk'e stand how c use the product and
why more detailed answers and narrower confidence limits are unavailablE. Because of the
effort and cost of such services, only important problems and .y decision makers will receive
these services and directly or indirectly pay for them.

A' operational weather modification becomes more common, more specialized services and
instrumentation will be devoted to evaluating the suitability of conditions for modification.
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To make a significant attempt toward substantially improved mesoscale and short term or
detailed forecasts will require a special test project. Such a project was recommended by an
ad hoc group established in March 1966 by the Interdepartmental Committee for Applied Meteo-
rological Research (ICAMR). The ad hoc recommendation is summarized and expanded upon by a
full-time task t'am (ICAMR, 1966). Such a project will delineate the relative importance of
factors influencing sensible weather and will demonstrate the extent to which detailed fore-
casts of sensible weather are possible.

c. Reference (backaround; statistical) Models. These models include relevant educational
and research models adapted as background material for the applied meteorologists. Descrip-
tive models will realistically crmbine empirical models with physical explbnations and will
stress the relative importance of different factors depending upon the circumstance. Results
of controlled numerical experiments with systematically changed conditions will show the
sensitivity of sensible weather developnient to initial conditions. The results will be
organized to show what parameters are critical under certain circumstances as well as what
range of possible outcomes can occur within the limits of the initial observations.

Reference models will also include statistical probability tables on a climatological
basis, under different synoptic conditions and under different initial conditions (persistence
probability). Model results showing effects of localized conditions, such as height, slope
and vegetation, will be used to permit the applied meteorologists to roughly extrapolate from
more general forecasts to very specific forecasts. Certain more general corrections for
localized conditions will be produced upon request from the computer terninal.

d. Communication Models. Efficient data processing, communication and display techniques
will continue to be essential for an efficient weather service and for improving the quality
and usefulness of short term forecasts. The current use of remote display of radar data on a
television set will be expanded to include the latest digitally processed radar and synchro-
nous satellite data. Furthermore, motion picture presentation of past and predicted weather
and weather chart patterns will provide an efficient and dynamic form of weather briefing for
the meteorologist and the experienced customers.

The form in which the customer is providec wi n weather information is critical to its
usefulness. Improvements to come will include not only specialized forecasts but specialized

and oftentimes computer generated forecast formats.

e. Impact of Task Priorities and Organiz. '>. 1tructure. Having viewed the technically
feasible, we now shall consider the re1 i; .'v probable developments. Where needs are
greatest and where financial support con t ut,,ined, the advances can be achieved but they
w;ll be costly. Customer demand will be v.- imrroved storm, severe weather and terminal
forecasting and for specialized services. 5cplied researchers will press for support in
numerical modelling and a trial mesoscale forecast project. Highly skilled personnel will
seek the challenging jobs where efforts are underway to make substantial improvements.

To implement these improvements will require that weather services challenge their meteo-
rologists with varied specialized forecasting tasks. The personnel must be provided with the
educational and training programs necessary to update their: understandino of physical pro-
cesses, knowledge of new models and techniques, skill in applications and communication with
the customer. Persons not receiving advanced training will assist the professionals and will
communicate the information to the general customer.

Provisions will have to be made for the customer to obtain specialized services either
from a general or a specialized consultant. The meteorologists will require access to
srocialized consultants, specialized information and a computer terminal linked to computers
with specialized programs on call. In line with Scorer's (1968) emphasis on the value of
...seeing the mechanisms in action...," it will remain essential for the meteorologist to

be personally familiar with the problems he advisfe- on and not become isolated in the weather
central to which hc- is assigned.

V. Summary and Conclusions

Modelling has historically been an essential tool of science for rendering tractable the
complexities of nature. More recently numerical and statistical models have been added to
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the familiar synoptic and dynamic models. Sutcliffe (1952) has warned that models can be

F treacherous in wooing the forecaster into a feeling of comprehension before the data have
been adequately considered. Scorer (1968) notes that models are very narrow in scope, they
can be applied only after careful examination of the situation, and they lead to an apprecia-
tion "...of the origin of the endless variety of situations we find." The operational meteo- *

rologist has the responsibility for the intelligent application of the variety of types of
models discussed in this paper. To fulfill this responsibility in the face of numerous new
models that are not necessarily tailored to his desires, the applied meteorologist
must continually update his training and properly understand the potential roles of these
models.

Descriptive models combine in a simplified but clear fashion the essential character-
istics of atmospheric structures and processes as deduced from both empirical evidence and
theoretical reasoning. Dynamic models utilize powerful me'hinds of mathematical deduction and

7 capitalize upon the obedience of nature to basic physical laws to provide a firmer understand-
ing of specific phenomena.

Numerical models of physical processes permit qua* titative evaluation of a wide range of
events. Indeed, they can reveal details that cannot be directly or accurazely observed.
Much remains to be done in conmunicating the results and implications of numerical experiments
to the applied meteorologist.

Statistical models are essential for the specification of confidence limits on forecasts
V to increase their usefulness. Statistical methods can also treat phenomena that lie beyond

the scope or outside the province of deterministic physical models. The integration of
statistical and dynamic models within a rational physical framework is as important as the
integration of synoptic and dynamic models.

In interpreting a model it is important to consider the principal use for which it was
designed. Educational models frequently introduce or stress one factor or concept and are
more schematic than realistic; their intent and therefore their role is to provide a back-
ground of basic concepts. Research models are often highly specialized to examine the role
of a specific mechanism which may or may not be the dominant mechanism in a real situation.
Only by patiently accumulating and integrating knowledge from a number of specific models can
a person interpret a complex situation and understand the dominant factors in that particular
situation. Operational models have been adapted to data and manpower limitations which can
blur their physical basis. The output is tailored to meet certain user requirements and
communication limitations and the result may be a compromise between the desires of different
users.

Future models used by applied meteorologists will b a compromise between the technically
feasible and the practically realizable. Where the problems are more urgent and the funds
more availdble, progress will be more rapid. Routine numerical models will become more
detailed as modelling and computer technology advances. Subsidiary output such as trajec-
tories and probabilities will become more common. Improvements in communications, physical
understanding and statistical inclusion of local effects will improve short term detailed
forecasts.

Substantial improvements can be anticipated from the use of specialized models as special
situations arise. Remote access to time sharing computers and to specialized consultants will
greatly augment the capability of the field forecaster. Giving special, personal attention
to special user requirements will increase the accuracy and the utilization of specialized
information, assuming the needs or the funds of the customer permit such special consideration.
Operational weather modification programs, for example, will require special attention to
determine the suitability of the techniques and conditions for weather modification. A
special test and evaluation project should be established to demonstrate the potential for
sophisticated mesoscale forecasting.

Reference and background material must be provided to the applied meteorologist so that
he may gain physical understanding from improved educational and research models. Materials
should be available to adapt a more general forecast to local influences at a specific spot.
Results of systematic numerical experiments should show the dominant factors in different
situations and the range of possible outcomes from initial conditions defined within the limit
of available observations.
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Communication advances will permit graphic transmission of Jigitally pro' essed radar and
synchronous satellite data and the dynamic (motion picture) display of weather naps and fore-
casts. Customers will receive information in clear and grcphic forms tailored to their needs.

These improved models and techniques will challenge the meteorologists to keep up tc'
date in specialized areas. The weather services will have the responsibility for providing
the necessary training and a stimulating work environment that will permit special considera-
tion to be given to special problems. Field personnel must have access to special computer
models and to specialized consultants. Customers too must have information on and access to
special services.

There are many challenges and opportunities facing the research community in addition to
the needs of operational meteorology. It is very possible that the field forecaster and
his customers will not see the potential advances discussed in this paper realized in the
1970's. The system managers may concentrate on &dvances that can be impiemented by machines
and phase out the forecaster instead of supplying him with the training and research support
necessary for him to realize his potential. Should this result be permitted to occur, the
core of the meteorological profession and the customer of specialized sensible weather fore-
casts will go unserved by science as automation will provide demoralization rather than
inspiration. The highly educated scientists, the system managers and those customers who
need only the computer products will then be the only beneficiaries of the machine age.

Addendum: Development of Man's Role in Weather Forecasting

A preoccupation with utilization-of advanced machine technology and long-range forecast-
ing dominated plans for operational meteorology in the 1970's presented at the 1969 Meteo-
rological Technical Exchange Conference. However, short-term weather forecasting could
advance markedly in the next decade if the necessary research and management support is
provided to the forecaster. To insure that his is an effective, contributing role the
individual forecaster must receive continuing education, access to special computer routines,
and the time and responsibility for applying his knowledge to special forecast problems.
Without support from research and management, the forecaster's morale will decline as his
tasks become more mechanical, quaiified students with an interest in weather -ill be dissuad-
ed from the forecasting profession and new scientific knowledge will not be put to use.

Progiams have not been initiated that will fully develop the forecaster's aoility to use
his intelligence to exploit scientific and technological advances. The challenge of rapidly
incorporating knowledge of physi.al processes into forecasts of a wide variety of special
phenomena under a wide range of poorly defined conditions requirec utilization of a highly
motivated persor supported by optional mechanical aids. Certainly a mechanized forecast
system is easier for the system designer to program and the system manager to manage, but can

*the user afford the loss of a compassionate man's ability to deal in a physically realistic
manner with innumerable special problems?

This addendum is a plea for consideration by the research and management communities of
the needs of the short-term weather forecaster and the users of such specialized forecasts.
Plans are outlined for an interagency effort to furnish the research, development and train-

* ing needed to realize the potential advances in short-term forecasting. This program would
stimulate the field forecaster, attract highly motivated and quaiified students to the field
and supply the customer with the services that advances in science and technology can support.

* -The importance and magn'tude of the task and future funding limitations, necessitate achieve-
ment of complete interagency cooperation.

It is proposed that the National Meteorological Application Center, as outlined in Fig.
2, be established to rapidly expand and implement knowledge of small scale and sensible
weather pheiomen. This center would te directed by a board composed of representatives from
interested agencies, universities and industries to provide fiwtancing and establish priorities.
The center would he staffed by a permanent cadre of meteorologists and supporting personnel.
Agency coordinators and task teams would work at the center utilizing its facilities to solve
problems peculiar to that agency. Special joint programs and tasks of limited duration would
be conducted by the center. Visiting scientists would work with the center, contrituting and
broadening their knowledge in specialized areas. Summer programs would expose and enthuse
students with the latest methods and challenges in weather forecasting. Operational
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meteorologists would receive advanced trairing in operational forecasting techniques from a
continuing series of short courses at the center and correspondence courses, briefing teams
and training aids sent to weather stations. In essence, the center would develop and main-
tain the up-to-date Compendium of Applied Meteorology in loose-leaf format.

NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATION CENTER

Science - Mesometeorological Research Organization
+

Technology - Technique Development and Evaluation Program
+

Education - Advanced Operational Techniques Institute

Progress - Doing what can be done together.

Figure 2. Outline of the proposed interagency organization to advance
short-term and small-scale weather forecasting.

The Mesomteorological Research Organization would conduct field programs and do applied
research. Such an organization has been recognized by several planning commissions in past
years as essential for significant advances in mesometeorology (ICAMR, 1967). Unfortunately,
the agencies have not agreed upon a program suitable to all their needs and within acceptable
budgetary limitations. As part of the Application Center, the Research Organization would
contribute directly to operational technique development.

The Technique Development and Evaluation Program would tailor scientific and technologi-
cal advances for operational implementation. This program would utilize computer-to-computer
communication with the operational data bank, forecast, and climatic center computers. Fore-
cast techniques could, therefore, be used on an experimental basis in the operational environ-
ment until their weaknesses are removed and their value proven. Proven techniques would then
be passed on to the operational forecasters through the training institute.

The Advanced Operational Techniques Institute would have the flexibility required for
providing instruction in the latest specialized techniques. Completion of instruction would
be accepted as evidence of mastery of the latest available operational information. The
research, development and visiting personnel would all participate in the instructional pro-
gram and would be challenged and stimulated by the questions and ideas from the students, who
would be the immediate consumers of the center's products.

Interagency participation is essential tc provide an adequate manpower and financial base
for the center aid to permit maximum utilization of the products. Potential interagency
contributions are very large and could he communicated continually instead of annually at the
Technical Excha;ige Conferences. Many agencies face the same meteorological problems or
problems that are physically inseparable. Future weather services will use common forecast
systems as they now use common data collection systems. An interagency research, development
and training center will hasten successful interagency forecast systems and progress will
proceed at a rate that can only be achieved by doing what can be done together,
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SURVEY OF PROGRESS AND PLANS IN TROPICAL METEOROLOGY EXPERI,,ENTS

Dr. Edward J. Zipser

National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT

Stimulated by the necessity for including tropical processes in the next
generation of general circulation models, and also by the depths of our ignorance
of such processes that satellite data have forced upon us, research in tropical
meteorology is now accelerating. Some results from the Line Islands and Barbados
Experiments are discussed, with emphasis on the role of sub-synoptic processes
and on the need for fine vertical resolution in tropical data. The background

*of the proposed Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) is reviewed briefly.
The current status of plans for the tropical part of that program is summarized,
along with its main scientific objectives.

I. INTRODUCTION

As I stand here, three men are traveling toward the moon in APOLLO 11. If all goes well,
they will collect samples of lunar surface material and bring them back to earth, where they
will be analyzed. And we can be completely confident that papers will soon thereafter appear
in the literature on lunar composition, meteorite rate, origin and age of the moon and the
earth, and theories of the solar system. This reminds me of tropical meteorology. The
surface area of the moon is 12,000,000 square miles; there will be one data point in all of
this area. That is about the data density over much of the tropics.

In all that follows, I will confine myself tc the subject oi tropical synoptic meteorol-
ogy, with emphasis on the description of disturban,es over the ocean, including sub-synoptic
scaie features and convection. I will not deal with hurricanes, climatcJogy, or conditions
over continents.

The research spurt in tropical meteorology in tile decade following World War 1I was
stimulated in part by the abysmal ignorance that so miny pilots were forced to deal with, and
especially by the new data that resulted from military presence in the tropics, both during
the war and during the post-war bomb tests in the Pacific. During the next decade, research
emphasis was shifted to tropical cyclones. But a second spurt has been gathering momentum
for several years and should reach its peak Juring the 970's if present plans are allowed to
materialize. The cause of this second spurt is twofold: First, recent satellite data has
been a strong stimulus by allowing us a useful look at ail parts of the tropics including
data voids, and this new look has revealed enough feature.; that were unexpected that we are
again face to face with our own ignorance; second, global numerical models will require
direct incorporation of tropical proccsses for foreLasts beyond a few days. It has become
apparent to nearly everyone that fundamental observations and understanding of many tropical
processes do riot exist and will not exi-.t without well-desioned field experiments covering
all scales of motion from turbulent to lirge scale.

II. SUMtARY OF SOME RECENT TROPICAL EXPERIMENTS

a. Early Experiments. I cannot do justice to these early programs here. Several exp. jitions
were carried out in the Caribbean and tropical Atlantic during the late 40's and the 50's
under the auspices of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, which were important pioneer-
ing efforts toward understanding more about sea-air interactions and convection. In 1963, a

joint program was carried out near Carbados by Woods Hole arJ Florida State University where

satellite and aircraft on cloud systems arddisturbances was first combined with island and
ship data on sea-ai, interactions. It is appropriate to note here that Dr. Lowenthal,

*The National C,, or Atmospheric Research is sponscred by the hational Science Foundation.
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USAECOM, and CAPT. Max Eaton, then of Fleet Weather Facility, gave important support to that
program. Although limited in scope, it was this concurrent data sample on several scales
that made the program valuable. This approach ,s basic in the field programs that followed.

. b. The Line Islands Experime1nt. This program, conducted on and near Palmyra, Fanning and -

Christmas Islands during February-April 1967 produce6 a comprehensive sample of satellite,
aircraft and surface-based meteorological data. A complete catalogue ef the data obtained is
available (Zipser and Taylor, '968). The immediate stimulus for the experiment was the
availability for the first time of synchronous satellite observations. Despite this space-
age system, the restriction of this program to off-the-shelf items gave it a decided World
War II flavor, as a glance at the pictures in the catalogue will reveal. I will mention two
areas of progress resulting from this program.

JIlWind structure in the vertical. During the Line Islands Experiment, rawinsondes
were released at three to six hour intervals from the three islands. Data were recorded at
two prints per minute and carefully processed for maximum possible vertical resolution.
These serial soundings characteristically revealed strong wind variations in the vertical of
small vertical scale. The 8-day period illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2 is fairly typical, and
shows the u and v-components separately for the 6N island, Palmyra, and the 2N island,
Christmas. The small scale features are seen at boto islands and at all levels from the low
troposphere through the lower stratosphere. But they are stronger in the v than in the u-
component, stronger at 2N than at 6N, and stronger near the tropopause than at other levels.
These features are confirmed by so many consecutive soundings that their reality cannot be
in serious doubt. At one point, the v-component alone changes by 45 m sec - 1 in just over
? km. At the same time, the sign of the v-component changes some 8 or 9 times between the
surface and the lower stratosphere.

These intense shears are significant in several respects. Consider the pilot on a cross-
equatorial flight at normal jet-aircraft altitudes who is encountering 20 or 30 m sec-' head-
winds; he might very well find a tail wind by changing altitude by 2 kmi! Consider the current
plans to obtain global data by means of constant-level balloons at, say, 200 mb, or by means
of cirrus cloud motions from geosynchronous satellites. If this kind of complex wind
structure is common in the equatorial zone, how can data at one or two levels describe the
real situation? This wind structure is also of considerable scientific interest because they
ny* be manifestations of gravity waves trapped in equatorial latitudes, which may be impor-
tant agents of momentum transfer in the vertical (see e.g. Lindzen and Matsuno (1968). And
finally, those who are developing global numerical models can probably not afford to neglect
these features. Obviously, there is ample motivation to learn as much as we can about them.

( Structure of some kinds of tropica! disturbances. Of the many disturbances that
affected tne Line Islands during the field program, the most comprehensive data was gathered
in the 1 April 1967 case. This case has been described in detail elsewhere (Zipser, 1969),
so only the essence of the findings will be covered here. The cloud system associated with
this disturbance developed almost explosively during tne preccding niqht and decayed almost
as rapidly during the daylight hours of 1 April, never to regenerate (Fig. 3). The evidence
is clear that strong downdrafts developed a5 the cloud system developed, and that the down-
draft air, originally dry middle tropospheric air, filled the system by early morning (Fig.
3b) and continued to expand behind the cloud arc seen in Fig-. 3c-3e. This cut off the
supply of high energy low-level air to the cloud system, which decayed rapidly as a direct
result, since new cumuloninibus development could no longer continue its maintenance. The
other key points are that the downdrafts are deduced to be highly unsaturated, and that the
structure of the cumulonimbus aggregates oroducing the dovndrafts is similar in most respects
to that of mid-latitude squall lines (Fig. 4), with the added feature that the downdraft can
be produced by mesoscale sinking under raining anvils as well as by convecti e scale sinking.

In a few minutes, evidence will be presented to show that this is not a unique weather
system, but in fect a rather common, occurrence. This finding takes on added significance
wheo the results of a tropical cloud census made by the Study Group on Tropical Disturbances
(Pisharoty, Fujita and Yanai, in a report to the Joint GARP Organizing Committee) are con-
sidered. In a study of tropical Pacitic cisturbed areas, they adopted the term "cloud
cluster' to describe most synoptic scale .loud systems. They found that fully half of these
clotd clusters, classified as the "oval" tyr., were characterized by lack of apparent wave or
vor.ex structure and had tyoical lifetimes of onp to two days. These are not the well-known
e;.tecly waves or equatorial waves, which are thought to be far closer to a steady state, but
neither are they insignificant, for the e short-lived clusters can contain extremely intense
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(a) ATS-1 picture, 1712 local, 31 March 1967 (d) ATS-l picture, 1333 local, 1 Apr11 1967

Za

'%---

Wb ATS-1 picture, 0S20 local, 1 Apr11 1967 (Ej ATS-l picture, 1711 local, 1 April 1367

-(c) ESSA 4 APT picture, 1005 local, I April 1967 (f) AT5-1 pictIore, 0819 local, 2 April 1967

Fig. 3. Sequence of satellite pictures spanning the life cycle of the 1 April 1967 distur-
bance in the Line Islands regiun. The mesoscale cloud system seen on the previous afternoon
(3a, hcpvy arrow) is probably the only orecursor of "he disturbance in Lexistence the previous

* day. The sequence 3b-3e shows the cloud shield of the disturbance dissipating during 1 April,
* coincident with the rapid expansion of the curved cloud line which marks tihe leading edge of

the downdraft air. Palmyra, Fanning and Christmas Isiands are located by letters on each
picture.
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convection during their short lifetimes and by their great frequency in and near the inter-r tropical convergence zone must account for a substantial fraction of the total energy trans-

fers in that zone.

c. The 1968 Barbados Program. This program was primarily a Florida State University program,
and it has been described by Garstang and LaSeur (1968). Some of the initial results have
been described by Garstang (1969) and I will not have time to discuss them here. I will
follow up the previous discussion on the significance of short-lived cloud clusters by show-

Ling a few brief case histories of disturbances near Barbados in 1968, the data coming from
flights of one of NCAR's fully instrumented Queen Air A-4O aircraft, made in cooperation with
the FSU program.

Two disturbances of the short-lived variety passed Barbados, on 18 and 30 August, in
which low-level traverses and soundings were made by the research aircraft. In each case, the
cloud cluster was at maximum intensity on the day that it passed Barbados and was either weak
or non-existent on both preceding and subsequent days (Figs. 5, 6). On both maximum intensity
days, flights concurrent with the satellite picture show intense squall lines forming the
northern boundary of the cloud system with the vast tof the system fille with down-
draft air in the low leves. In the northern half of the cloud system where the anv-ils are
thick, rain is falling and producing the downdrafts on a scale of some 100 by 200 - 300 km.
This was verified by aircraft soundings in these regions, one of which measured relative
humidity at 3000 ft in heavy rain of less than 50%, by two independent instruments. At 500 ft,
the horizontal divergence in these rain areas was the order of 10 sec-- , this in each case
under the heaviest satellite-observed cloud cover and on a scale fully an order of magnitude
larger than the scale of the active squall line. It becomes easy to understand why each of
these cloud systems dissipated quickly.

NEW'

I

ANI

Fig.~LO 8. AcemIcRI

I"NORTH SOUTH

Fig. 4. Schematic streamlines of airflow relative to convective cloud systems in north-south

sect;on illustrating the mechanism of downdraft production. The low Oe air in the environ-

ment can pass under the anvil without necessarily intercepting convective towers, although

such air that does intercept towers can be entrained by turbulent mixing into the towers and

can also produce more intense and smaller scale downdrafts than the direct large-scale produc-

,tion under the raining anvil. Compare this diagram with those presented by Newton (1963)

for the mid-latituoe squall line.
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Fig. 5. Digitized mosaics of ESSA-3 satullite pictures of the Barbados region for
three consecutive days near 1600 local time. Barbados is located by the black dot
at 13.ON 59.5W. The disturbance ovcr Barbados on lB August had actually completely
disappeared by the morning of the 19th; the clouds seen south of Puerto Rico on
that picture developed during the day.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the 30 August disturbance. The cloud system over
Barbados on that day had extended to 65W as a solid intense mass a few hours
earlier, but the western part of the system has already dissipated, leaving a very
thin cumulus line near 67W. Note the similarity to the case of Fig. '. At the
time of this picture, the research aircraft was crossing the squall line along
15N. the north edge of the disturbance, which was the only intense convection
remaining in the system. The pictures on the 29th and 31st are evidence of the
system's rarid growtn and decay.



A third disturbance was investigated with the same data sources on I September (Fig. 7).

In sharp contrast with the previous two, it was a well-defined system for several days prior
to 1 September and also on the next day, although It was most intense on I September. It can
be approximated with a relative steady state wave model. On 1 September, had its circulation
been about 3-5 m sec-3 stronger, it could legitimately have been called a minimal tropical , -

cyclone. Significantly, and also in sharp contrast to the previous systems, the I September
cloud system had only weak downdrafts near its center which were rot significant!l cooler and
drier than the environment, and in fact, substantial ptn f t rain area had hi dew-
=o-- than We environment. Telei. thatTi ifferencesTn own structure are one

of the factors to be considered in assessing whether given cloud systems do or do not have
the potential to become tropical cyclones.

d. .The Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX). As you all know, BOMEX
is the most ambitious tropical field program to date, and it is still in progress. For an
outline of the objectives and the specific program, see Kuettner and Holland (1969). Despite
the large scope of BOMEX, there is no doubt that the basic problems of tropical meteorology,
particularly the convective-mesoscale-synoptic scale interaction problem, will not be solved

i by BOMEX and we must look toward future efforts in the field.

I SEPT
1968

20ON

100 N

-- _2 SEPT
1968

200N

- ~~I r -

7 00W 60 0 W 50*W 40OW

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 and 6 but for the I September disturbance. By referring
to Fig. 6, this system is easily seen near 43W on 29 August, and although it
weakened temporarily the following day, has good continuity through 2 September.
Research aircraft data showed this disturbance to have important thermodynamic
differences from the two previous ones. See text.
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I1. FUTURE PLANS FOR TROPICAL FIELD PROGRAMS

AWhile I will speak about the current status of plans for tropical field programs as part
of the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), I should preface these remarks by stating
my personal view that it is neither realistic nor desirable to view GARP as having any

17 monopoly on these future programs. There are many, many worthwhile research endeavors In
tropical meteorology that cdn and should be supported independently of the GARP effort. But
I also believe that the plans now taking shape as a part of GARP have great significance and
deserve exposure at this time, so I will spend the brief time r maining on thi! subject.

If it can be accepted that one of the most pressing uasolved problems of the tropics is
the scale interaction between sea-air transfer, sub-Jloud layer turbulence and convection,
through the mesoscale and the all-important cloud cluster scale (I prefer to call this the

Fsmall synoptic scale) and on through the larger scales, it should follow that a field program
must be designed which will observe all these scales concurrently, with adequate resolution,
areal extent and meaningful accuracy of the meteorological variables.

Similar views have been expressed more eloquently in the most recent planning document
on GARP (U.S. Committee for the GARP, 1969). To quote a few pertinent passages:

"Convective cloud clusters represent a special physical problem because... .they are -
not directly driven by surface heat sources. Some of the energy may leak in from
middle latitudes or result from shearing instability of the trade wind flow, but
after the deep cloud masses are formed the increased condensation heating in the
cloud towers must interact with the large scale disturbance fields themselves.
When the interaction is sufficiently strong in the positive sense a tropical
cyclone.. .forms. More often, however, for reasons that remain obscure, the net
condensation heating is insufficient to do more than produce a weak perturbation
in the wind and pressure fields. In these circumstances the cloud cluster exists
for two or three days and then collapses (Simpson et al., 1967). Nevertheless,
the frequency and intensity of thase convective cloud cluster systems is such that

kth represent the major regions of transformation from latent to sensibl --eatin
the tropical enery _a ance. Individually they are major weather producers in
the tropics. In the aggregate they maintain the Hadley-cell trade wind circulation
and the subtropical jet stream, and to a considerable but uncertain extent they
influence the mean and fluctuating atmospheric fields of middle latitudes...." (p. 46)

In the past few years, each of the four or five groups of scientists that have con-
sidered this set of problems have assessed their importance (and their difficulty) in much
the same terms, and each has recommended an ambitious field effort designed to meet these
problems. The most recent recommendations have referred to this program as the Tropical
Cloud Cluster Experiment. Quoting again from the U.S. GARP Committee:

"The Committee recommends that the highest scientific priority should go to the
cloud cluster experiment [of the six programs recommended]. It is clear that this
experiment will be a major undertaking in observational meteorology. The Commit-
tee emphasizes that, in order to carry it out successfully four years from now,
planning for budgeting and development must begin at once...." (p. 0)i "..[The Tropical Cloud Cluster Experiment) is designed to study the convective
and large scale interactions occurring in the wet season cloud cluster distur-
bance of the central and western equatorial North Pacific and is recommended to
be carried out in the summer of 1973 .... It is the most important, and certainly
the most demanding, of the observational programs proposed in this document. In
the cloud cluster disturbances important interactions are believed to occur
between radiative processes and boundary layer, cloud scale, meso-scale, and
large scale dynamics .... We outline what we believe to be the minimum require-
ments for a viable cloud cluster experiment. The general structure is similar to
that proposed by [four or five other groups], but with the recognition that the
larger scale aspects of these proposed experiments cannot be executed until the
existence of a more complete global observation system in the middle or late
1970's... (p. 54-55)

| **
Italics in original text.
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The Conmittee then goes on to describe the recormiended experiment. The Marshall Islands
chain is believed to be meteorologically most suitable, and alsu logistically feasible. The
emphasis is on tne observation of each scale by the most suitable methods, the inner network
of atmospheric sounding systems (a mix of rawinsondes and low-level tethered balloon systems)
of 150-200 km spatial res(7ution in the lowest 2000 m, to be placed within a surrounding net-
work of about 400 km resolution, to be composed of ship and island-based rawinsondes, although
the outer ring of this network could be replaced by two jet aircraft if a proven wind-finding
dropsonde system can be developed. (Speaking for myself and many others, I can think of no
more important development for reconnaissance aircraft of the future than a wind-finding
dropsonde of comparable output to the rawinsonde, both for research and operations.) Back to
the cloud cluster experiment, there are important roles for weather radar sets, a visual and
infrared geosynchronous satellite, and about 10 aircraft, several with highly sophisticated
flux measuring capabilities. A final requirement is for a well-equipped analysis and control
center, with computer processing of much of the data on a nearly real time basis.

I hope that even this brief description of the status of this one important segment of
the tropical part of the GARP has sufficiently highlighted its importance, complexity and
also its opportunities. I can think of no challenge more stimulating in all of meteorology
tnan the one of designing and carrying out .his program successfully.
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SWNOPTIC AIUALYSIS NODELS FOR THE TROPICS

R. H. Simpson

National Hurricane Center, Miami, Florida

Arnalsls mc'.l for the tropic. Atlantic used operationally at the National Hurri-
ca-e Center, Miasii, are defined, and the experience in applying these models with

heip of the meteorological satellite is discussed. Hur-icare seedlings--rain
disturbances from which severe tropical cyclones may grow--occur in large numbers
and from many sources. However, only about 10* ever acquire gale or hurricane force
wind S. Of those which do, one in five develop in temperate latitudes from an in-
itially. baroclinic environment.

Ma-cine anal'ses and prediction of disturbances in the tropics are presently imprac-
ti-able, first because of the difficulty in filtering the transitory features of
-iruulation while retaining the conservative pront:rties; and second because vertictty
expresses itself mainly through horizontal wind shear which is difficult to describe.
Tr.e first problem may be alleviated by the use of deep layer mean circulation araly-
sea. The second may bt partially correuted by empirical use of cloud band configura-
tions viewed by satellite.

The dynamical prediction of hurricane development may have to await the evolution
of an asynetric hurricane model. However, an improvement in hurricane movement pre-
dictions may soon be possible by applying barotropic prediction models to the ver-
tic ally averaged circulation of a Lropospheric layer whose depth is proportional to
the central pressure of the huarricrs.r

I. Intr-oduction

If the meteorological satellite has opened new doors of opportunity for tracking disturbances,
it has also confronted the tropica.1 moteurolegist with a hierarchy of new weather interpre-
tation proLlems. This has led to a re-exarzination of synoptic analysis models as to validity
and eff caciousness.

The Nat.ional Hurricane Center (NHC) at Miami, Florida, through one of its supporting branches
the IWHO Recional Center for Tropical Meteorology (RCTA) has been conducting such a re-
examination during- the lasL three years, with the result that some anilsis models have been
redefined to erhanc e their operational usefulness. This paper is concerned with these models
and with the implicaions of experience in applying tnem.

In view of the fact that many papers presented at this Conference have been concerned with
v-rious appllcetnp ns of cor.uter Lc', °io, , te-,.QLa explain at the outcot t the models
discussed here refer to those usea. i, tab, A jes at Miami. For reasons which we shall
soon discuss, our ur.derstanding of tropical disturbances and their growth has not yet reached
the point that machine aralyses can be devised to deal effectively with these systems. This
is not to say that very adequat ar.ine analyses and prediction models ca-not be applied in
the tropics if one is willing ', :re the numerous, nersistcnt, and generally benign syn-
optic scale rain disturban.-es. A o F., however, is to ignore the most important product
of tropical weather, the .burric, . a. its antecedent conditions.

For this reason the role of the -.- ,puLter at Miami is mainly for diagnostic and for data
hand_[ing, purposes, except for the oIjcctive predictions of hurricane movement.

I. Redefinltion of Models

A synoptic analysis model generally strives to rclate a unique circu.ation property or system
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to a characteristic pattern of weather with whIch it terds to be associated by virtue of the
circulation tynarscs. Synoptic models in the tropics have not always attempted to describe
circuolation dynarics except by inference, and in some instances have al-lded only to cloudi-
ness patterns without rsference to circulatin properties. Tne redefinition of models now
in use at lHC does not entirely alleviate these deficiencies, but does attempt to encourage
the an&yst to look a tit deeper into circulation properties, including the interaction
between several scales of motion, to explain the migratory weather patterns he observes
(Stapsox; et al1, 1)68).

The five models presently identified in o-alyses at Miami are defined as follows:

a. Intertrooical Confluence (ITC). A nearly continuous "fluence line" representing the
principal asymptote of flow in the equatorial troughn.

b. Shea-line. A line of maximum horizontal shear frequently associated with the remnant
defon-ma:.on of 01d frontal zones which have reached a barotropic environment.

r.Trtopa al Wave (761). A trough or cyclonic curvature maximum in the trade wind easterlies.
d. Tropical Distutrbance (Td). A discrete rain system generally 130-.00 miles in diamete:

of non-I rental, migrat-ory cnaracter.

e. Tropical Depression (Tc). A T. with closed circ.ulation in the lower troposphere, maxi-
mu (sustlineu) "inets less nan 34 unots.

Here the ITO is defined as a circulation entity rather than a zone of weather. Experience
shows that the so-called inter-trorical convergence zone involv,,es cloudiness which may be
azsociatec with wind :speed -onvergence, with coPrfluent flow, wit:; cyclonic eddies, or a
co.binatirn of those. It seems more appropriate for pumo-Dses of" analysis to define a cir-
culation entity wnich has time continuity regardless of the continuous or discontinuous
character of the associated clodiness, rather than to identify the ITCZ cloudiness by a
pair cf "rilrad t.ae-k" lines of va-in'g width which do not relate even implicitly to cir-
culiation properties. Figure 1 shows an e, ample of the ITC as defined here, based t;pon a
streamline analysis of the 3000 ft. level.*

T-e shear i' is a mc'e - or.n source of tropical cyciogenosic thar is usually acknowledged,
Rrso more w 11tc cad of tnis later.

Te term tronica. wave is used as a more general classification cf trad--wind wave disturb-
ances than tnat of easterly wave. It includes not onl. the tarotropic easterly wave which
we now telieve ay be u-ique to the Atlantic Ocean but also the upper-level cold low which
is reflected a- the surface, the tror-L-n in Le trade winds ir.osea by an ITC disturbance,
and the t-oua whic stems initially fron a discrete distorbance on a shear line.

A nr-xittelv half the tropIcal waves identified in the RCIM analyses during the last two
years were first aetec c 'v oer eastern Africa. As tney F'ogressea westward across Dakar
into the Atlantic with some reaching the Lesser Antilles, time cross sections have shown
tnese to have the structure of the barotropic easterly waves decrbed by Riehi (1945).
Fiure ' o ows a series of such waves over tire Afr-can. continent. The e idence still
accurulating, Lut as yet inconclusive, suCgests that the barotropic easterly wave may
indeed have a uique sour:e in the semi-perarnent trougi vest of the Abyssinian Plateau.

The cloudiness associat.ted with tropical waves from African so-rces (see Frank, 196-9) is
often widespread and usually includes a system of convective cioua hands aligned in a

* Tnis TOE chart (Top of SDaut Layer) is nomially ar. analysis of flow 3000 feet above the
surface in which shipboard wind directions are assumed to be conser-;ed with height.

**Analyses courtesy of Dr. Toby Carlson, NIML, Miazi
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pattern resemalIng an inverted "V. F_'gur 3 shows tne 'lout pal,terus viewed b- satellite in

connection with an inverted 'V" wave disturbance.

Many synoptic scale migratory rain systems viewed by satellite move into areas of abundant
surfane and upper-air obrser-at!ons without reflecting their presence in the dlnami-'s of
circulation in the s,-.optie scale. In at least one instance (J. Simpson et al, 19",.'),
synoptic analyses of such a disturbance were supported by sub-synoptic scale data from a
research aircraft with no evidence of vorticity, or divergence patterns emerging to support
the organized convection in the system. Apparently such s,stems are sustained by a subtle
interaction between the synoptic and convective scales of motion. Nevertheless, they are
important entities to tropical cyclogenesis because of the large continual releases of
latent heat over discrete areas. Therefore, they are identified and tracked from day' to
day by satellite and identified as T,'s. ne tropical disturbances, as defined, is the basic
generic form which in successive stages of developmenc may become a trorical wave (v;), a
tropical depression (?2, and ultimately a tropical storm or hurricane.

III. Hurricane Seedlings

While the immediate objective of tropical analysis models is to permit systematic identifi:a-
tion and tracking of weather producing systems the ultimate goal is to keep tabs on those
disturbances which may produce severe storms and hurricanes, and to aid in understanding and
predicting these developments. Before discussing the hurricane seedlings in the traditional
trade-wind environment, it should be pointed out that at least 20% of the named tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic develop from disturbances which 9riginate in temperate latitudes.
Indeed the majority of these are bred in an initially ca'oclinic envirorent. initial accel-
orations and surface pressure falls probably stem mairl: fro r taroclinic instabilities.
Figure 4 shows a typical development of this kind in which circulation acceleration begins
in a frontal wave disturbance. This is fo)lowed by repid rises in geopotential in the middle
troposphere and the disappearance of frontal uroperties. Low-level forc:ing action then
entrains mass into the residual low-pressure center. Final'', with establishment of mass
- irculation organized convection releases latent heat in paLternus xnich account for further
pressure falls.
In the five-year period194--6s, 0 tropical cyclones oevelood In this manner,5 of which

acquired full hurricane force.

Hurricane seedlings in the tropics frequently have a 'ang over water history before finding
an e vi:onment favorable for intensification as Stated ear-lier. Man., of these originate
ever Africa. Since the tropics are filled wctr. mIgratory/ rain ssstems, most of which are
tra-nsitory in character, it becomes a daily task of the anal,'st to try to "separate wheat
from chaff". This cannot yet Ie done objectively. Howeve r, experience does provide a few
dependable guidelines. First, intensification does not occur in a disturbance which orig-
ina+ e o: the 1TC u.til it breaks " "tnd be, -ecs c>. .-mil 'ed in the trade winds.
" n ecoc.:C'.it is the small inte:.se conv.cive system.s usu u. Z s,,ic separate from other large
cloud entities, which offer the greatest threat for rapid intensification. Large sprawling
convective s-rsteus generally rem-in berigh.

For the past two years a caret ci -ensus n-as been kept of disturbances in the Atlantic hur-
ricane belt. Flgure 5 s.hows schestically the regional origins of these seedlings, and
Trable 1 shows the ccm rrison of istu:.ances In 1%? with those of 1968. Since only about
i in 10 seedings succ-ed in aeveloping gale or hurricane force winds, it becomes more of a

challenge to identify the constraint_ to hurricane formation than to specify the environment
which may permit developeent.

I V. Identifying the Conser;ative Circulation Patterns

'2ceD on!e views a movie of tally .clone- patterns in the tropi-s seen from the satellite, itbcomes tcredlately apparent that n large portion of the cloudiness is of low persistence,

auarentlv associated with transit cry systems.
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STAGE I,

STAGEII /

STAGE MI

Figure 4~. Development of a hurricane from an initially baroclinic environ-
ment. Approximately one out of five hurricanes have their origin
in a frontal wave or shear line in which init-al Dressure fails
probably come from barocl-inic accelerations. As the convection
becomes organized subsequent pressure falls are due to the
release of latent beat.
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Such a technique will be tested operationally this summer. This wtll draw upon deep layer
mean circulation analyses, smoothed horizontally to remove hurricane size eddies. Changes
in this smoothed flow will be predicted barotropically, and the point vortex moved with the
changing flow. Depth of the mean layer will vary with the central pressure of the hurricane.
Preliminarj tests have given good results. The strength of this method is expected to be in
the predicted direction of movement rather than speed of movement.

VII. autlook for the 1970's

With the advent of new data collection systems including IRS and IRIS satellites, machine
analyses of the tropical circulations will probably become adequate to describe the input
of th! tropics to temperate latitudes, and for such purposes as may be required by Aviation
for enroute wind and. temperature data. However, none of the systems which are now "in the
wings" for use in the 1970's is likely to describe the interaction between convective and
synoptic scales of motion sufficiently well to permit reasonable numerical predictions of
the movement and developnent of disturbences.

The greatest hope lies in the diagnostic use of the conventional satellite to parameterize
the dlstributLz. uf vorticicy from the configurations of convective cloud lines and clusters,
and the judicious use of ,eocentric satellites to obtain both low and high-level wind
velocities from measured cloud movements.

The usa of mean layer circulations as a basis for prediction may lead to considerable im-
= proveenrs in prediction of hurricane movement, if not the su-vival and development of hur-
ricane seedlings.

TABLE 1

Monthly Comparisons of Atlantic Tiopical Systems in 1967 and 1968

DEPRESSIONS DAKAR WAVES

196 1968 1967 1966

Jan-May -- 2 .. ..

June 4 4 o 7(1)

July 2 2 8 15 (1)

A ug , 1C 4' )

Sept 6 6 11 (1)

Oct 10 2 3 8 (3)

Nov-Dec 0 -
9 22 5 (I0)

): ITC disturbances which passed south of Dakar and would not
have been considered in 1967.

Table 1. A comparison of the tropical disturbance ccnsuses
for 1965 and 1967.
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This transitoryv character reflects itself in the analysis of tropical circulations where,
in weak fields of motion, circulation anomalies pelcentagewise may be large, and the analyst
must find a means of separating the transitory from the conservative perturbations. This is
one reason why it is difficult to make mactine analyses of tropical circulations which prop-
erly identify and describe disturbances. Aid, of course, this difficulty limits the effec-
tiveness of predicticn models.

In seeking some effective means of filtering the transitory patterns and retaining the con-
serative features of circulation, the NHC has for the past two years placed emphasis on
the analysis of deep layer mean charts which, experience shows, comes close to accomplish-
ing this objective (see P. Simpson, 1969, Regional Technical !e ir.4T). The three funda-
mental charts used are the 1000-600 mb and 600-200 mb layers and the troposphere mean shear
chart consisting of the subtraction of the two mean layer analyses. An example of these is
shown in Figure 6. These circulation charts have consistently revealed the conservative
features of circ,,la.tion, and generally have shed those transitory features many of which are
prominent at only" one level of analysis. The thermal wind chart has been useful in identify-
ing the areas of minimum vertical wind shear, a condition which is necessary for development -:

of' hurricanes (Gray, 1968). For the present we consider that these charts comprise an opti-
mal des( iption of flow patterns for diagnostic if not for prediction purposes.

U. Predicting Development

To describe a field of streamlines is one thing and can generally be accomplished with good
approxisation in tho tropics. To des-ribe the distribution of vorticity or divergence is
quite another thing. In the tropics this is especially difficult because vorticity, except
in tropical cyclones, is almost entirely expressed through horizontal wind shear, while
divergence often depends as much upon gradients of wind speed as upon diffluence. Moreover,
as noted earlier many synoptic scale migratory disturbances seem to be sustained by vorticity
patterns which say result from the interaction of convective and synoptic scalesof motion.

Yet, the success of a predk'tion model depends upon an adequate initial descrirtion of the
field of vorticity or divergence. Obviously, what may be adequate for large scale circula-
tion patterns are patently inadequate in the tropics for disturbances of the size we have
discussed here.

Tnere is little hope to obtain observations at close enough intervals to describe such
motions explicity. However, there is a possiblity of relating certain convective cloud
clusters and configurations viewed by satellite to the vorticity distributions in the im-
mediate envirorment. Spiraling curved cloud bands frequently appear in a field of nearly
straiFht flow. Quite possibly these may provide a means of parameterizing the horizcntal
wind shear and thus the vorocilty of the environment. Ultimately such irndirect constraints
to analysis as this may provide an adequate basis for prediction, An experiment with this
in mind will be attempted at NHC during the coming year.

VI. Predicting Hurricane Movement

The effective predictioi, of hurricane development may have to await the development of an

asyseetric hurricane model. However, the piediction of hurricane movement may get a boost
soon if preliminary tests are indicative.

First, it must be conceded that the statistical screening methods which have been the prin-
ciple objective aid in hurricane forecasting, probably have run their full course of useful-
ness. The proclem is that there are now so many predictors involved That the hurricane fore-
caster cannot logically rationalize the errors from this method. Therefore, when the hurri-I cane s predicted to move eattward on the basis of data at 0000 CMT, then westward on the
succeeding data at 1200 CM, the forecaster must content himself with frustration, and
usually with a dctcision which is guided mainly by persistence and climatology. What is
urgeutly needed is . technique which will dependably predict the csnocnatvr featuresc of

circulation by dynamical means, whose errors have some continuity in time.
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THE USE OF SATELLITE DATA IN THE TROPICS

Ralph K. Anderson
and

Vincent J. Oliver

National Environmental Satellite Center

For several years, polar-orbiting satellites have given us a daily view of the clouds

over the entire area of the tropics. Prom these pictures, we have learned how to

interpret the clouds in terms of upper and lower tropospheric flow, to identify tropi-

cal storms and to estimate their intensity. This knowledge is now being applied to

daily synoptic analysis. These data, by means of different forms of processing, have
given us new information on:

I. The cloud climatology of the tropics;
2. The day-to-day motion of systems in the tropics;

3. The formation and extent of the ITCZ cloudiness;
4. The formation and development of tropical storms, and
5. The existence and position of high level wind maxima which carry moisture

and energy froes the tropics to higher latitudes.

New data are now becoming available for operational use. These include movies from

ATS-I, temperature soundings from SIRS on Nimbus III and HRIR data from Nimbus III.

This paper presents our latest findings from the satellites and illustrates them with

selected movies showing the weather in motion. Satellites of the near future and

their application possibilities are discussed. These include the use of moisture

sensors from Nimbus, atmosphLric soundings from satellites, and the IR telescope data.

I. Introduction

With the advent of satellite observations nearly a decade ago, tropical meteorology entered

a new era. The ability to observe tropical cloud systems globa]ly, and on a daily basis,

has greatly increased our understanding of the circulations in the tropical atmosphere.

Satellite observations have settled many arguments. For example, we now have a much better

knowledge concerning the nature and extent of clouoiness along the ILCZ. But at the same

time, these data also reveal many new phenomena that await explanation.

Today, satellite observations are being used in almost all areas of tropical meteorology,
both applied and research. The operational meteorologist has come to rely heavily on daily
satellite data as a diagnostic tool for analysis and forecasting. The research meteorolo-

gist has access to an abundant amount of data from a wide variety of sensors with which to.

attack problem areas. This paper briefly sunimarizes where we presently stand in our appli-

cation of satellite data to tropical meteorology, and what we may expect in the next five

years.

II. The Use of Data in Daily Synoptic Analysis

Synoptic meteorologists dealing with the tropics use the daily ESSA pictures to locate many

features of the tropical circulation. These include tropical cyclones, the ITC, low level

shear lines, lower tropospheric wave disturbances, the subtropical jet, upper tropospheric

vortices and the upper tropospheric mid-oceanic troughs. All of these can be identified

and tracked from day-to-day (1). To do this, various aspects of the clouds are examined.

Cloud organization and the distribution of cloud type and amount are used to infer the flow

pattern for both the lower and upper troposphere. For example, the upper tropospheric mid-

oceanic tcoughs, a coewnon feature of the large-scale circulation ovcr both the North Atlantic

and the North Pacific during the suymner, produce a recognizable cloud diatribution. Portions
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Figure 1. Mid-Pacific trough, 0000 GMT, euptember 7, 1969. A computer montage of the satel-

lite data for a portion of the North Pacific Ocean is shown at the top. The same

satellite picture appears at the bottom with the surface pressure analysis (black)

and the 250 millibar streamline analysis superimposed. Black arrows represent

surface wind direction. The area of minimum cloudiness southwest of P is located

in the upper level trough while P and Q are cloud formations associated 
with vor-

tices along th, trough. Cirrus clouds extend northeast from the cloud mass at R

in the southwesterly upper level flow east of the trough. Cirrus plumes at S in-

dicate northeasterly flow west of the trough. The vortical cloud pattern near T

is associated with a weakening tropical stcirm.
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f the trough axis are associated with a cloud minimum. Long streamers of cirrus cloud are
often present in the southwesterly flow to the east of the trough line. When the trough

*b is in the form of an upper level shear line, the shear line lies irmmediately northwest of
the edge of this cirrus. Upper level vortices are often present along the trough. These
have identifiable cloud systems which, besides locating the vortex, help to define the trough
axis. Figure 1 shows an example of the clouds associated with a mid-oceanic trough.

cirrus plumes from thunderstorms, and the cirrus formations along subtropical jets, call be

interpreted in terms of representative 200 millibar winds( 2). For the past two years, theINational Environmental Satellite Center has provided such wind estimates on an operational
basis to the National Meteorohgical Center.

Pictures are examined in the light of new models which describe the evolution of the cloud
formations and patterns which accompany synopLic-scale disturbances. These models are based
primarily on satellite data. Frank(3) has described the inverted 'V' tropical wave formi-
tions that occur in the Atlantic; Sadler(4 ) has modeled the cloud formations produced by
upper tropospheric cold core lows in the central and eastern Pacific, while FeLt(5) and
Fujita(6 ) have proposed models which describe the evolution of disturbances along the ITCZ.
Although these models must be considered preliminary because of the limited number of cases
on which they are based, they do provide considerable assistance when applied to daily anal-
ysis.

A classification system for tropical storms based on cloud system appearance and size is also
in use( 7 ) . This system provides information regarding the intensity and stage of development
of tropical storms and also yields an estimate of the storm's maximum surface wind. The
system has proven quite successful in diagnosing the intensity of tropical cyclones in the
absence of other reports.

Ill. interaction Between Low and High Latitudes

Satellite data are supplying research meteorologists with new insights with regard to the
interaction between low ano high latitudes. Of particular interest are the bands of cirrus
(figure 2) which are associated with high level wind maxima. These play an important role
in the export of moisture and energy from the tropics, Studies show that the cirrus clouds
are associated with these maxima. In the Northern Hemisphere, the cirrus first forms over
or just to the north of the equatorial cloud band. In both hemispheres, the regio, of
stronger upper level current is detectable poleward from the point where it picks up mois-
ture from tropical convection. Measurement of cirrus motions show that the air is accelera-
ting and turning anticyclonically as it moves poleward. Figure 3 shows the geographical
distribution of these bands during the year ending May 1969. In each hemisphere, the ban6s
occur most often during the winter season. The asymnetry revealed here is an important
characteristic of the general circulation which must be adequately explained.

IV. Cloud Climatology from Digitized Data

Whern satellite imagery is averaged with time, a form of cloud climatoloey results. A series
* of averages for the tropics have recently been compiled from 1967 data(8). Thirty-day and
* 90-day averages were produced. The averaging was done photographicall using the mapped

digital data from ESSA-3 and 5. the result is an average brightness map for mid-afternoon
t local time from 40'N to 3QS.

The 30-day average over Southeast Asia for January 1967 is shown in figure 4. This treatment
of the data shows how terrain effects and local circulations affect the mean cloud distribu-
tion. Note the minimum of clouds west of the northern Philippines (A) and the maximum of
clouds in southern China (B). Both of these effects result from mountain barriers in the

northeasterly low level flow. In Indonesia, the effects of differential heating and sea

breeze circulations concentrate the clouds along some of the island coastlines (C).

Ninety-day seasonal averages are shown in figure 5. These maps reveal the extent of the
equatorial cloud band near the ITCZ and show its migration and changes with season. They

also show the extensive cloud minimum in the tropical eastern Pacific which is associated

with the cold upwelling along the south equatorial current. Maps such as chese reveal at
a glance the climatology of tropical cloudiness and allow us to stud,' the effects of long
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Figure 2. Subtropical Jet Stream Cloud Formation, November 19, 1968. The cloud band from
A to B is associated with an upper level wind maximum and represents a poleward

transport of moisture and energy from the tropics. Small-scale cloud lines (C)
oriented perpendicular to the main band are typical of this formation.

68

2 205 4138

Figure 3. Number of days between June 1, 1968, and May 31, 1969, that cirrus formations
associated with upper level wind maxima were observed. The occurrences tend to
fall in eight natural regions indicated by Roman numerals. A and B represent
seasonal occurrence, C represents the total for the year.
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term variations in the general circulation.

V. New Data Becoming Available

Three other types of satellite data are nowIM
available on a limited basis for operation-
al applications. These include pictures
from the geostationary satellite ATS-l,
temperature soundings from a multi-channeled
spectrometer (SIRS) on Nimbus III and high
resolution infrared (H.IR) data, also from
Nimbus Ill.

A. ATS-I Data. The AiS satellites,
positioned over the equator, take pictures '

of the same area at frequent intervals
during the day. These pictures, when X
viewed in rapid sequence (movies) make it
possible to watch a whole day's tropical
weather develop. These data also make it
possible to compute cloud velocities at
both the trade wind and cirrus cloud level.
Research shows that the measured cloud
motions are representative of observed wind Figure 4. Thirty-day photographic average
speeds(

9
). and that they can be used for of the digitized ESSA-3 data for

detailed anaiyses of the motion field in January 1967(8).
the tropics(

6 ) .

ATS-I pictures (figure 6) are now being received daily at the National Environmental Satellite
Center, and are then processed in the form of movie loops. Procedures are being developed to
provide wind information to the National Meteorological Center on a routine basis. Movies
are currently available for viewing within two hours after the final picture of the sequence
is transmitted from the satellite.

The ability to view cloud changes through the day in semi-real-time is producing many new in-
sights as to the processes which produce cloud growth and decay in the tropics. They also

Figur( 6. ATS-I picture for 2045 C-N, July 6, 1969.
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reveal many new phenomena ijich remain to be I I
studied and explained. The effect of gravi-
ty waves on cloud fields is an example.

B. SIRS Data. A Satellite Infrared
k A Spectrometer (SIRS) on Nimbus III provides

temperature soundings (figure 7) along the
satellite track for that portion of the at- '.
mosphere that is relatively free of clouds
(10.) Despite this restriction, a sampling

rate of every 30 miles along the satellite
track provides sufficient data to produce
complete soundings spaced along the sateNC -gridWlAtUU *"FILES twew

lite track no further apart than four degrees SSE nswCt

lttdor approximately neNMC grid 1 ~2A.". LET, AF*a 14. [me

length. These data are currently being used
for the operational Northern Hemisphere V
analyses. Evaluation of the data is pro-
ceeding for use in the tropics and Southern
Hemisphere. F

C. URIR Data. The HRIR data in the 3.
to. 4.2 channel from Nimbus III can current- jI
ly be read out directly by the operational

user. These data are proving useful in
studies of diurnal cloud changes over the Figure 7. Sounding for Kingston, Jamaica
tropical oceans. We can now observe direct- (solid curve) obtained by infra-
ly how diurnal changes in convection affect red spectrometer on Nimbus III.
the cloud systems associated with weak trop- Temperature sounding from radio-
ical disturbances. sonde data (dashed curve) is

shown for comparison.

Sea surface temperature mapping is a second important application of IR data to the tropics.
Procedures are currently under development both at NESC and NASA to obtain the ocean tempera-
tures (warmest return) by filtering out the colder return from clouds. Since large-scale
ocean temperature changes occur slowly, time averaging procedures can be used. Bjurknes, in
a recent paper

(61
) has discussed the charges in the planetary circulation which result from

year-to-year in the sea surface temperatures of the eastern tropical Pacific. Smagorinsky
has also pointed out the importance of obtaining sea surface temperature data on a regular
basis for input into long range global prediction models(

12
). This type of data will certain-

ly play an important role in the studies of tropical air-sea interaction In the immediate
future.

VI. Outlook for the future

At the present time, ESSA-8, ESSA-9, Nimbus II and ATS-I provide daily data for input into
operational analyses of the tropics. Movies from ATS-II and ATS-III, and cloud climatology
produced from ESSA data, are providing new insight into tropical circulation from the convec-
tive to the planetary scale. Within the next year, our operatLional satellite system will
provide scanning radiometer data for both day and night. Within tour years, a geostationary
operational en-ironmental satellite (GOES) will monitor the earth continuously for 24 hours
a day. This satellite will be equipped with sensors for the visible and infrared which will
allow us to follow storms through their complete life cycle. It is now technically feasible
for the daytime portion of the GOES data to have a resolution of one-half mile. The GOES
satellite will also be capable of relaying information from remote sensors at the earth's
surface. Other data will also be ava.lable from NASA research satellites. These developments
promise to make the 1970's an exciting decade for those working in tropical meteorology.
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RESbl,'fS AND PLANS OF THE AFCRL, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

1 WW TROPICAL METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH PRORA2,

Thoas J. Keegan
Air Force Cimbridge Research Laboratories

In 1966, the Satellite Meteorology Branch of AFCRL, 11q AWS, and the Dept. of Geo-
sciences at the University of Hawaii, under contract to AFCR, emberked on a joint
program designed to provide forecasting guides for the Vietnamese area. In order
to insure effective and raphd communihation be.ween those doing the research and
those in the field, the I 14 assigned two officers full time to the Uni versity to
participate in the research, bring the results to the field, txain tle personnel
and learn the nature of problems encountered in forecasting fio the mnultiLude of
operationial missions. Although satellite data were rel'ed upon heavily in the work.
any and all data were exploited to develop forecasting iules. It tue University of
Hawaii the approach is synoptic, i.e., iden4 ifying the significant featurea of the
circulation and how the weather responds to their variation. 'The approach at
AFCRL has been objective anti statistial. Both techniques have produced uaeLul te-
sults which ate discussed. Plans cill for a continuation of 7his work under the
present arrangement for at least another year and a half. Factors that cl -]i affect

future research are the political situation in SE-t, the increasing difficulry of
" inventing" quich-fix solutions, -nd the results of discussions now being conducted

between AWS and AFCRL on ways to make the research effort more rnleva:,t to AWS
needs.

I. IntaLoduction

The joint program aoaung the AlS. AFCRL and University of Hawaii brgan in early 1966. At that
time the Satellite hetec'rolog, Branch was planning a program of research for SEA using the
forthcoming Nimbus 11 data. (Previous satellites provided only poor coverage of that area.)
The I Wea Wg had approached the Dept. of Geosciences at the University of Hawaii to determine
if it 'as possible to get assistance in SEA forecasting through an AECRL contract. Finally,
the University of Hawaii w'as completing its comamitment to the indian Ocran Expedition and

wruld have personnel available to work on an enlarged AFCRL contractual effort. Aier joint

consultation, it was decided to

a. increase the level of effort it the University of Hawaii

b. assign I W4 personnel to the University tO petic ipate in the research and oct as
liaisots to the field

c. direct all in-house resources of the 3Ste& Ire H',etoi-rology Branch to SFA studies

All these ob ectives ha~e long since been ochieved ani the program is now nearing the end of
the third year of what is generally agreed to be a successful effort.

To forostall any confusion that might arise, I uanr to point out that this program is not
what some would consider research in tropical meteorology or satellite meteorology. It is o

study designed to provide analysis and forecasting aids for tie A.WS units working in and tar

the SEA area. In the sense that SEA is in the tropics, knowledge of tropical meteorology is
both exploited and exyanded. All sources of data are used but because of the particular
interest in satellite data, they receive some extra cenisideration.

The program can be broken down into 4 phases as foilows:

a. Forecasting research at the University of Hawaii which is oriented towards the

synoptic-analyt ical approach
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b. Forecasting research at AFCRL which is objective-statistical in nature

c. Development of techniques at AFCRL for optimizing APT products i

d. Training of AWS personnel in results of forecasting research and APT optimization

II. Forecasting Research at the University of Hawaii

Professor James Sadler is Principal Investigator at the University of Hawaii. In addition
2 officers from Hq Ist Wea Wg are assigned full time duty at the University. Currently, they
are Lt. Col. Brett and Major Harris.

The thrust of the work at Hawaii is towards utilizing the features of the synoptic analysis to
specify and predict the weather (1, 2, 3, 4). Emphasis had been placed on target areas in the
north. The satellite data are used in research to define the weather conditions and assist in
the analysis. Operationally, they are used for improving the map analysis. The approach is
to determine what features of the circulation bring about changes in the weather and then to
establish the predictability of the key circulation changes. In other words, the aim is to
develop a series of synoptic models for the area.

One of the shortcomings of this approach is that the personnel in SEA are for the most part
inexperienced in the tropics in general and SEA in particular and with only a year on duty
there, they do not have much time to exploit the experience they gain on the job. Fig. I is

k taken from training material prepared at Hawaii and iilustrates the major synoptic features of
the southwest monsoon season. Fig. LA shows a simplified trade-wind flow with subtropical
anticyclones north and south of the equator. In Fig. 1B, the introduction of a trough between
the anticyclones requires that a second clockwise system be introduced. Sadler calls thissystem the buffer anticyclone. If the features ef Fig. 1B are moved southward, the buffer
anticyclone could be located on the equator as in Fig. 1C, and can be called neither a

h cyclone nor anticyclone. Fig. ID shows a more realistic circulation regime for the SfA area

with the major synoptic features - the subtropical anticyclone, monsoon trough and buffer
system identified.

Fig. 2 brings us closer to reality with an illustration of the July, gradient-level, resul-
tant streamline chart. Again the major features of the circulation are indicated. It is the
change in location and intensity of these features as illustrated in the next two charts thac
brings about changes in the weather. Fig. 3 shows the 700-mb chart for 1 July 1966. Strong
mid-latitude westerlies have forced the western end of the subtropical ridge far to the south
and have "tied" it in with the buffer system. The monsoon trough, what there is of it, is
oriented N-S along the east coast of Vietnam. Six days later, (Fig. ') the anticyclonic
system has rotated northward about its eastern end and extends across SEA into the Bay of
Bengal. The monsoon trough ends at the northern coast of the Bay of Bengal and a new buffer
circulation has formed near Singapore. It turns out that this particular sequence of north-
ward advance of the buffer system is associated with a singularity. During the first two
weeks of July there is a dry spell in southern China which has been exploited since ancient

r times to harvest the first rice crop of the year. It also brings several consecutive days of
clear weather to the Hanoi region.

Another event which brings clearing to the north is the presence of a tropical storm or
typhoon within the area, 15N to 25N and 115E to 130E. This clearing is associated with sub-
sidence in the ridge ahead of the storm and is effective unless the remains of a previous
storm are still affecting the southern China or Vietnam areas.

During the winter, northeast monsoon clearing is infrequent and of generally short duration.
However, as in summer, the key is in "ridging" or the development of an anticyclonic flow over
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SEA which causes a reversal of the low-level winds to an offshore direction.

III. Forecasting Research at AFCRL

At AFCRL the approach has been statistical in nature with the hope of developing some fore-
cast guidelines which could be applied objectively. We have concentrated on the southwest
monsoon season and on the forecasting of rainfall. Because of the unrepresentativeness of
point rainfall in a showery tropical regime, an area rainfall index was develo,d by John
Conover. It is called the Radar Index (RI) and ii per cent echo coverage on a ,adat cope
within the 50 n. m. circle of the station. The echo areas are weighted %ccording to whether
the echoes are reported as widely scattered, scatte':e,, broken, solid or cv'lls. RI data are
available from Tan Son Nhut, Pleiku, Ubon and Udorr ie RI has proven to be a good indicator
of the level of storminess on a particular day. Fi. . illustrates the houvly variation of

the RI at Tan Son Nhut for the summer of 1967. The presentation is arrangec. so that the
diurnal variation can be seen. It is evident that, although there is a strung diurnal
effect, there is also considerable variation in the timing and intensity of the rainfall.

One of our studies explored the relationship between the cloud cover as portrayed on
satellite pictures and the RI during subsequent periods. Correlations were run for clouds
vs. 3-hour average RI out to 24-hours and vs. 12-hour average RI out to 7 days. The cloud
cover was quantized by determining the average cloudiness over I-degree squares from the
pictures, averaging this value over overlapping 4-deg squares and computing the correlation
for each I deg.

Fig. 6 illustrates the distribution of correlation coefficients for Tan Son Nhut for the
12-hour period from 1230 to 2330 local time. The maximum correlation coefficient is 0.55.
The elongated shape of the correlation maxima agrees with the location of a cloud ban.! that
was noticed on satellite pictures during active days before any computations were per-formed.
Regression equations have been computed for the relationship between subseq.oent RI ard the
point of maximum cloud-cover correlation. Based on one year of dependent and one year of
independent data, the predictions for 12 hours at Tan Son Nhut and Ubon were an improvement
over persistence of the previous day's RI and climatology. At Udorn they were better than
persistence, and at Pleiku persistence was the best predictor.

Figure 7 shows the mean gradient-level streamline charts for high and low (tertile I and 3) RI
days at Tan Son Nhut on the top and the corresponding average cloudiness on the bottom.
Cloudiness is coded 1.0 for clear and 3.0 for cloudy. Thin cirrus clouds were not included in

the cQmputation. Notice that in agreement with results at the University of Hawaii, the
active days are associated with west winds south of the monsoon trough. On inactive days the
wind has a more southerly component. For the four stations studied the monsoon trough was 6
to 7 deg north of each station on active tertile I days and weak and far to the north on
tertile 3 days.

It is not possible to discuss all the facets of the work we have done along these lines but
note should be made of some of them. For example, relationphips have been established
between cold cloud areas in the infrared and subsequent R.I. The general area and value of

the maximum correlation coefficient corresponds with that of the daytime correlations.

A simple, but effective, relationship has been established between the early morning gradient-
level speed and the height of radar echoes in the vicinity during the afternoon and evening.

{ Paradoxically, days when the radar echoes exceed 45,000 ft are not generally those cate-
gorized as active by the R.I. This may be a result of wide-,F.ead storminess preventing the
generation of extreme convective circulations. Studies by Major Harris (3) showed that the

soundings in SEA were more convectively unstable during inactive than active R.I. days.
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Results of in-house work have been prepared in manuscript form and sent directly to the field.
A printed version will appear in (5).

At Peinsylvania State University, AFIT students working with Army artillery data have
produced several interesting theses. Capt. McKechney did a power spectrum analysis of winds,
tenperatures and pressures. The peaks occurred at 24 hours and at 5 days. This latter period
coin'des with several other apparently unrelated pheromena. For example, tie RI - cloud
cover correlation drops steadily after 24 hours but shows a small but significant increase at
5 days. Reanalysis of work of Frolow (6) indicates that a 5-day pressure uave is found in the
Caribbean. Frolow's wave had a velocity of 68 kts. Maruyama (7) found waves in the lower
stratosphere with a speed of 50 kts and Conover has analyzed pressure changes in SEA which
indicate wave moving fr .m the east at 60 kts. The general correspondence in the timing of
these various phenomena lead one to wonder if such a large scale effect contributes to the
triggering of weather changes in SEA when combined with the proper synoptic conditions.

IV. APT Optimization

Contact with personnel from the I Wea Wg has convinced us of the importance of satellite data
for the remote areas in which they operate. Unfortunatoly, APT has grown in a rather
undisciplined manner and this shortcoming is compounded in the military because operating and
maintaining an APT is not a full time job and most personnel do not continuously accumulate
experience. Manuals are available on the maintenance of the equipment and the interpretation
of pictures but again, unfortunately, a properly maintained set car produce pictures which
defy interprecation. This is because each saellite has had slightly different videcon
responses and as the videcon ages this response changes. Nimbus II, for example, when it was
launched had a range of signal amp)itude from 0 dbm for white to -32 dbm for black. A year
later it was +3 dbm for white and -5 dLm for black. A facsimile which would produce a good
picture when the satellice was new could give only a white smear a year later.

An electronic device was produced to enhance the pictures but the operating instructions were
vague and no systemtic procedure for optimizing pictures was presented.

Our emphasis has been on the Muirhead photofacsimile jecause this equipment is available in
SEA. Techniques have been developed by Ir. Robert Myers of AFCRL (8) for the optimizatiLn of
pictures. The irhead has built into it the necessary flexibility to adjust the marking
current or, in this case, crater tube current to produce a good pictore under almost any
conditions.

What has been dcae for the Muirhead is to develop a procedure which details how tc determine
the relationships between (Fig. 8)

c. cloud brightness and satellite signal amplitude or the imafe to signal cowersion
func t ion

b. signal amplitude and crater current, or the gray scale function

C. crater current and light output or condition of the light source

d. light output and reflective density or image production function

All of this can be done internally on the machine with the exceptin of step a, This has to
be done experimentally by reading brightness values from a picture and a teat gray scale with
a reflective densitometer. We have provided these instr-ments at four sites in SEA. The
actual setting of the gray scale is done by putting the appropriate signal amplitvae - crater
current relationship into the machine b) means of a series of notentiometer adjustments.
Thit: ran be a someawhat tedious task, eince the potentiomecern do not function independently,
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and the values must be rezched by an iterative process. To overcome this difficulty,
Mr. Myers and .i'-. Sprague have designed and built a device that allows the signal-crater
current curve to be displayed on an oscilloscope. If the. desired curve is plotted on the
face of the scope in grease pencil, it only takes a few minutes to set the ralationship into
the machine since the effect of each potentioowter adjustient can be im.ediately seen. Fig. 9
shows typical APT and DRIR curves as they appear on the scope. The DRIR curve is much more
critical because small changes in crater current produce large chinges in reflective density
since the scan speed is only one-fifth of tne APT.

We are having five of these devices and the display oscilloscope produced for distritition to
WMirhead sltes hiL SEA. They should be delivered :ay October.

In passing, it should be noted that this calibration cechnique makes it possible to get quan-
titative temperature values from DRIR presentations if the satellite radiometer system

functions are stabilized.

L V. Training of Field Personnel

Communication of results of the joint SEA program t3 operational personnel is a continuous

process and utilizes a significant fraction of the total resources. Sinze the surmmer of 1967,

the lot Wea Wg officers assigned to the Universi-/ have alternated on quarterly trips to
Saigon to bring the latest results to the field, Prof. Sadler has accompanied them on
several occaaiQ.s. They spend approximately two weeks conducting semin.rs, providing
individual assistance to forecasters and standing forecast shifts to assist in the application
of the techniques to real situations. On several occasions, they have been able to provide
forecasts on which the Air Force planne adnd executed maximum-effort missions. Following
Saigon, they visit the 20th Wea Sq at Fuchu to present the techniques and provide consultation

r" on how the weather central might be able to give additon.l assistance to the detachments,

Forecasters on their iay to SEA stop at Hawaii to receive a cram course in the specifics of
SEA analysis and for-!casting. Chacts plotted for the research have been sent to Chanute for
use in their tropical training program.

All p,.rties involved have participated in the annual APT Worksbops held by I Wea Wg. These
meetings have been especirlly useful for infoming the field personnel in what they can
expect from their APT sets and how to get it. In conjunction with these meetings, Mr. Myers
has made visits to Saigon, Okinawa, Fucvu ard Hickam to provide assistance and training in
APT mintenanre and picture optimization.

;,t APCFL, on five occasions so far, we have provided individual instruction to AWS and AFCS

personnel on toe techniques for optimizing Muirhead picture quality.

Finally, last April, in association with the Navy Weather Research Facility,we held a
two-week seminar workshop on the southwest monsoon. One of che highights of that meeting
was that the AWS arranged to have men attend who were not yet on duty in SEA, but who would
be there this summer.

V1. Future Plans

This juint kFCRL-AWS-University of Hawaii program will definitely continue through CY-70.
What happens beyond then will be affected by natiunal, AWS and AFCRL priorities. i believe
that there are good reasonb to keep the concept of such a cooperative venture going. F-o. inD

the comments we have received informally from various AWS echelons, they consider this a very
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successful effort.

The prospects of fisding "quick-fix" forecast techniques is diminishing. Future progress is
going to depend on i better understanding of the physical processes which are responsible for
the weather. For erample, there is poor correspondence between clouds and computed vertical
motions at a point. There is also no relticn between the RI and computed vertical motions.
Since convective clouls are visible evide.ce that upward motion is taking place, the
suggestion is that we cannot hope to diagnose or forecast this scale of phenomena with the
present upper air network. There are other features which should be investigated such as th!
possibility of a diurnal sea-breeze type oscillation which some preliminary evidence indi-
cates affects the entire SEA peninsula. Also, the large-scale pressure waves mentioned
earlier should be subject to further investigation. Undoubtedly, it is some subtle ccmbLn-
atton of several scales of events which bring about the weather changes. Since the SEA area -i

has one of the better data bases in the tropics, it would seem -o be an ideal place to do
research, regardless of the political situation. V

F Certainly, we hope to continue the consultant program with the help of AWS. Even without the
development of any new techniques, there is still a service that can be performed here for
quite a while to come.

As things stand now, it seems likely that the Joint program will continue for an indefinite
period but hopefully no longer than it proves to be a useful arrdngement. Adjustments will l
be made in the approach to the problem and also in the levcl of effort as the situation demands.

VII. Conclusion

The aim of this joint program is to develop some useful guides for forecasting in SEA. In
this we have achieved a degree of success. We have provided a series of guidelines which
when combined with other available techniques, should provide greater confidence (or some
confidence) in choosing the direction the forecast should take. Procedures have been
developed to improve the ability to interpret satellite data. A "personalized" consultant
service has been made available to the field units. In addition, we have gained new insight
of the complexities of tropical weather and are now able to suggest avenues for further

[ exploration. We would like to continue working on this puzzle. Certainly, there can be no
question of the success of the concept of the joint program. The cooperation among the AWS
Detachments, Wings and Headquarters, the University of Hawaii and AFCRL is a credit to all.
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AIR WEAT{ER SERVICE AND WEATHER MODIFICATION

Thomas A. Stulter
Major USAF

Air Weather Service

This paper will review the Air Weather Service field program in fog modification that was
carried out during the winter 1968-69, will outline the objectives for this coming year's
work, and will sketch very briefly the advances that we hope can be made towards achieving
expanded operational capabilities in the early 19TOs.

I. The Program in FY 1969

It should be noted, and the FY 69 program illustrates this, that Air Weather Service does not
have an R&D mission as such. Our efforts are geared to applying operational capabilities or
to doing operational testing on techniques that are intended to become operational capabil-
ities. For this reason our program is currently confined almost entirely to cold fog modifi-
cation. No other aspect of weather modification is yet ready for military emplo,--nto

Primary emphasis was given to continuing operational support to air traffic tramsiting
Elmendorf AFB, Alaska (EDF). The major portion of this traffic is C- 1 41s enroute to, or I
returning from, Southeast Asia carrying cargo and medical evacuees. Supercooled fog is the
greatest single weather-originating cause of interruptions to the orderly flow of this

traffic.

A single WC-130 from the 54th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron based at Guam was positioned at
Elmendorf from mid-November to the end of February and carried out seeding operations whenever
supercooled fog interfered with scheduled inbound or outbound aircraft.

Dry ice was used primarily as a seeding agent. Dry ice blocks weighing approxcimately 10 lbs
were fed into a hammermill crusher. The crushed ice was collected in a hopper from which it
was automatically delivered by a motor driven auger via a slender pipe to a funnel placed in
the dropsonde chamber. A variable-speed motor permitted selection of ary dispensing rate
desired.

Seeding patterns were flown upwind of the approach and touchdown area of the runway.
Individual lanes were spaced approximately 3000 ft apart. It was necessary to make the
'patterns much larger than actually required because it was so difficult to predict the direc-
tiun and speed at which the seeded fog would drift.

We were very pleased with the results of seeding at Elmendorf this year. As near as can be
estimated, approximately 180 aircraft landings were made possible and a further 155 takeoffs
were assisted. The dollar savings in operating costs are evident when it is considered that
to divert an aircraft at Elmendorf costs anywhere from $500 to $1000 or more.

Silver iodide flares were used in tests to determine if they are as effective as dry ice as
seeding agents for cold fog. ATO bottles were modified by the Naval Weapons Center to hold
five individual flares that were electrically ignited from the copilots position. Each flare
burned for two minutes.

As far as it was possible to determine AgI worked as well as dry ice when it was dispensed
either in the top of the fog or no higher than 200 ft above the top of the fog. All tests
were conducted at temperetures less than -50 C.

Central and northern Europe also experiences considerable supercooled fog during the winter
months, althougb, unlike Alaska, the temperature of this cold fog is almost always warmer than
-5 0 C. To .ain some idea of how effective cold fog seeding would be to support military opera-
tions in Euiope, a WC-130 carried out seeding operations for three months at three airbases
in West Germany's Eifel forest area.
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These bases were Hahn, Spangdahlem, and Bitburg. The fog that occurs at these sites can be
very dense and persist often for extended periods of time. Hahn AB for example was below
approach minimus in fog for the major portion of the first eight days of last December.
Oddly enough the surface wind during this period was frequently in excess of 10 knots.

We learned two basic things from these seeding operations in Europe. First, it was cleP.rly
shown that dry ice can create a useful clearing in fog even when it is very dense and deep,
when it is accompanied by strong winds, and when its temperature is near 310F.

Secondly I* was learned that measuring the effects of seeding in even, homogeneous, fog is
much easi ;r t iL doing so in patchy, non-homogeneous fog.

To coV: .at the work being done using aircraft to seed cold fog, operational testing was
done with around propane systems at Fairchild AFB, Washington. Similar tests were also
carried out at Kingsley Field, Oregon.

Trailer-mounted dispensers were used to vaporize liquid propane at pre-selected rates into

the fog. Our goal in these tests was to learn more about the problems connected with siting

dispensers to compensate for winds and to determine the minimum number of dispensers required.
These dispensers were mobile and their placement was decided on just prior to each test on
the basis of the forecast winds.

The general results of these tests were encouraging, but it did become evident that using
dispensers in a mobile mode is simply not practical. We intend to re-design this system
before proceeding further.

In addition to the work in cold fog, a short evaluation was made to learn if sized hyaro-
scopic material forced upward from the ground was promising enough to be engineered into an
operational capability to dissipate warm fog.

A single vertically-pointing blower was used to inject the material. Tests were coniucted at
Travis AFBe. Lack of fog severely limited testing, but the little accomplished did suggest
that further R&D work should be carried out before operational testing is continued.

II. The Program For FY 70

During the coming year our efforts will have four goals:

a. Apply airborne dissipation of cold fog and stratus to a broader cross section of
operational requirements. It is now planned that two WC-130s will be positioned at EDF to
support stated requirements of the Alaskan Air Command and the US Army Alaska. First priority
will be given to dicsipating supercooled fog at Elmendorf AFB. Similarly two WC-130s will be
positioned in Europe to provide operational support to tactical-fighter and photo reconnais-
sance aircraft at four air bases in West Germany. These bases are Hahn, Spangdablem, Bitburg,
and Ramtein. In addition operational testing will be carried out at several air bases in
England to de 3rmine if its possible to dissipate the type of supercooled fog that occurs in
the United Kingdom. The principal objective of these programs will be to eliminate super-
cooled fog as a problem that must be considered by commanders when planning, scheduling, or
carrying out their operations. At Elmendorf, for example, the overriding goal will be to
reduce to zero the number of aircraft that are forced to divert because of supercooled fog.

b. Continue operational testing of a ground propane system for dissipating cold fog
to arrive if possible at a reliable system that can be implemented operationally. This test-
ing will be done at Fairchild AFB, Washington. A system of 20 individual dispensers will be
placed in andl near the base complex. Dispenser sites will be chosen to compensate for the
most frequent wind speeds and directions that occur with cold fog. The Strategic Air Command

will provide engineering and procurement assistance and the ArmV Corps of Engineers, Seattle
istrict will arrange for the lease of off-base property.

c. Develop more objective methods for computing the cost benefit ratios of fog dissi-
pation in terms of operating dollars saved or of direct assistance towards carrying out an
operational mission. Military operations do not lend themselves so well to this as the
more regularly scheduled comrcial airline traffic does. Such methods are needed, though,
adwill be particularly useful wten warm fog capabilities are ready to be phased into
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operational use.d. Monitor carefully the progress being made in warm fog research particularly in the

field testing of techniques to dissipate warm fog on a small r ,ale.

The Program In the early 1970s. At this time it can be stated that military interest in
weather modification in the early 1970a will be focused primarily on the problems caused by
strati and fog, both supercooled and warm. Reduced visibility, particularly when this is
thought of as horizontal, slant, and vertical visibility, has a more serious adverse impact

on military operations than any other single weather factor. This fact has been well
documented and I'm sure will not cooe as a surprise to anyone. Though other weather
phenomena such as precipitation and haze, reduce visibility they do so on a much smaller 74
scale than stratus and fog.

We recognize that calling attention to the importance of fog and stratus is only a first step
in defining the requirement for those who are to research and develop operational techniques.
The varying circumstances under which fog and stratus become a probem must be outlined more
clearly. Much more work along the lines of operational analysis is needed to identify the
magnitude of these problems in terms of mission impact or cost-loss statements.

In general we can say that by the mid-1970s we expect to have cheap, reliable, ground-based
systems for dissipating cold fog that can be installed easily at air terminals or fixed
operating locations that experience problems with cold fog. We expect to maintain an air-
borne capability to dissipate cold fog that will be used in tactical training situations and
at fixed locations with substantial cold fog problems that are not amenable to the lower-
cost ground system.

We hope to have ground systems for dissipating warm fog that can reliably create landing
conditions of at least 100 ft/l/4 mile in winds up to 5 - 10 knots. It is to be expected
that the cost of this capability will, at least initially, confine its use to air terminals
with high density traffic. A great deal of effort has already been expended in investigat-

° ~~Ing Category III lar~lin systems. it has become evident that to achieve a true zero-zero -

landing capability or anything approachirg a routine basis will require costly and very
sophisticated landirg aids. The technical problems yet to be solved are considerable. The
greatest prot. ms are associated with enabling complete "hands-off" during the final flare

and touchdown portion of flight. If sufficient visibility could be assured so that the
flare and touchdown could always be accomplished by a pilot the requirement for what will be
the most costly landing aids could be removed and the safety of the operation would be greatly
enhanced.

The manner in which other weather modification capabilities, such as precipitation stimula-
tion and hail or lightning suppression, will be applied to support military operations is not
yet defined. Their value to agricultural and forestry interests is obviously great. It
seems evident that at least after they are developed, if not before, important military uses
will be found for them. These potential uses should become more clear as R&D work goes on.

Of equal interest to us at this time, along with the development of other weather modification
techniques, is the achieving of more sophisticated meens to judge the actual, effects, long
and short range, of actions taken to modify the weather. Not only is this important to the
employment of weather modification capabilities, but is essential for estimating the effects
that possible efforts by unfriendly powers to alter our weather might have.

This summarizes briefly the primary areas in which Air Weather Service will be interested in
the next several years. The progress and discoveries in cloud physics and numerical model-
ing and prediction may well permit us to expand our horizons of operational application.
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LIGHTNING SUPPRESSION

Donald M. Fuquay

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Ogden, Utah 84401; stationed at

Northern Forest Fire Laboratory
Missoula, Montana

Various approaches to deliberate lightning modification or suppression are reviewed.
Two methods, chaff seeding and silver iodide seeding, have received theoretical,
laboratory, and limited field study; these are discussed in some detail.

A test of the efficacy of silver iodide seeding in lightning modification, conducted
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, is described. Results
suggest that seeding decreases lightning frequency and alters certain characteristics
of individual discharges.

1. Why Suppress Lightning?

That modern society needs adequate lightning protection is well known. Lightning rods,
the standard means of protecting man and his structures since the days of Benjamin Franklin,
simply cannot be adapted to some of today's requirements. For example, we have no way of
protecting a space vehicle through critical periods Of launch and early flight.

This is not to say that the space program is alone in its need. Many military and
industrial activities may be too large, too small, or too temporary to warrant the time and
expense of standard lightning protection measures. Trarsient operations often present

particutarly difficult protection problems. A single lightning discharge could be disastrous
to some hazardous procedures, such as the handling of fuel or explosives. Warning devices can
signal the approach of thunderstorms, but local storms can mature to the lightning stage inminutes. When this happens, it is not always possible to secure operations before the first
discharge; so protective measures must be immediate and totally effective.

II. Approaches to Lightning Suppression

According to extant theories, most of the physical events that take place within a cloud
system influence electrification. No one as yet has identified the predominant mechanisms
governing cloud electrification and discharge processes, but evidence leads me to assune that a
change in any one of the physical or dynamic properties of a cloud could affect electrification.
For example, cloud seeding to increase precipitation might result in a change in lightning
intensity. It has been proposed that lightning can be modified by triggering discharges, by
changing cloud development, or by altering electrification processes.

1. Triggering Discharges. A lightning discharge is induced at a specific time and place to
prevent its occurrence at another point in time and space. Suggested means of suppression
include: large structures or rods to attract lightning; laser ionization of a discharge
channc radioactive ionization of a path; and rocket-borne wires to induce a discharge.

Newman triggered lightning with rocket-borne wires [Newman et al. 1967]. Although his aim
was to bring the lightning discharge to a specific point--in this case a floating laboratory--
his approach could be used to divert discharges from a specified area. Newman's technique was
to fire a socket toward a thundercloud from his research vessel. The rocket carried a
stainless steel wire (0.2 mm in diameter) from a coil grounded to the ship. In a typical case,
once the rocket attained an altitude of about 100 m, a discharge passed between it and the
cloud base (1000 m or more above the sea). The discharge then followed the path of the wire
to the vessel. Twenty-three attempts during August 1966 resulted in 17 triggered cloud-vessel
discharges. Although others have attempted to trigger lightning over land, no successes have
been reported.

Application of this technique as a protective measure is limited by the fact that a
thunderstorn is a generating mechanism and cannot be discharged like a battery. The time
required for the electric field to recover following a discharge is only a few seconds, after
which the storm again is ready to discharge.
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2. Changing Cloud Development. Lightning is modified by altering the dynamic processes of
cloud growth to prevent a cloud from developing to thunderstorm stage. Modification methods
suggested are: production of a cirrus layer to shield the surface from incoming solar
radiations; "overseeding" with ice-forming nuclei to slow cloud growth; and introduction of
hydrophilic materials to arrest cloud development.

Russian scientists have experimented with artificial control of convective cloud
development. Reportedly, they introduced 20 to 100 kg of an insoluble aerosol substance (S
to SO p radius) into growing cumulus congestus [Gayvoronsky et al. 1967]. The experimenters
reported that inediately after the substance was introduced from above, cloud evolution
stopped, tops gradually subsided, and the cloud rapidly acquired a fibrous structure.

Aerosols of substances with different physical and chemical properties, such as cement,
alumina, sodium chloride, and chalk, were tested in Soviet laboiatories. The Russians report
that modification efficiency is about the same for all powders tested and does not vary with
temperature. The efficiency of a powder sample depends on the surface properties and the
specific weight of the substance, and on the particle size distribution. Hydrophilic powders
were found to be the most efficient of the substances tested.

Powder seeding is reported to modify clouds by causing descending air currents
[Gayvoronsky et al. 1967]. Modification begins when the seeding agent interacts with cloud
droplets to form drops, which continue to grow by coalescence. The falling drops create
descending air currents that soon overcome convective motion within the cloud.

In a series of Soviet experiments, powders were introduced into the tops of both airmass
and frontal thunderstorms. Radar'was used to evaluate results. For 54 of S5 tests performed
on clouds of large vertical extent, successful modification was claimed.

3. Altering Electrification Processes. Charge or discharge mechanisms within a
thunderstorm are modified. Of the methods proposed to alter electrification processes
within a lightning storm, two, chaff seeding and silver iodide seeding, have received
considerable emphasis in recent years. These will be discussed in detail.

(a) Chaff Seeding. Weickmann [1963] proposed lightning suppression by chaff seeding and
ESSA scientists have since studied the principles in the laboratory and to some extent in the
field [Kasemir and Weickmann 1965]. The concept of lightning suppression by chaff seeding is
based on the assumption that lightning is initiated by corona discharge from raindrops in a
strong electric field. Corona discharge produces an avalanche of ions when an electric field
is of sufficient strength and a stepped leader subsequently forms near cloud base. When this
leader reaches the ground, it becomes the path for a return stroke. This approach to
lightning suppression is based on the hypothesis that chaff sceding will inhibit leader
development by limiting the magnitude of the electric field within the cloud.

The field strength at which corona begins on metallized nylon- and copper-chaff of
various lengths and thicknesses has been measured in the laboratory [Kasemir and Weickmann
1965]. When an electric field reaches about 300 v/cm (the corona threshold for a fiber 10 cm

long and 22 j thick), the corona current per fiber is about 10- 7 amperes.

It has been established that the threshold for corona discharge on a 10 cm-long chaff
fiber is about 300 v/cm, a factor of 20 below the threshold field of 6000 v/cm assumed
necessary to initiate a lightning discharge. About 2.3 kg of chaff contains 107 chaff fibers
and should produce a 10-amp corona current in a field of 700 v/cm. This current would be
adequate to counter the charging current in an average thunderstorm, which is assumed to
average about 3 amps.

In actual tests on thunderstorms, Kasemir and Weickmann [1965] reported that corona
discharge is generated from chaff fibers in a field greater than 300 v/cm and that corona
continues until this field drops below this value. Moreover, they found that stronger
fields (on the order of 1 to 3 kv/cm) decay far more rapidly with chaff seeding than without.
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ESSA scientists plan additional studies of both charge distribution within a

thundercloud and the movement of small ions liberated by corona discharge in a cloud

environment. These studies will determine where and in what amounts chaff should be used in

E actual lightning-suppression tests.

(b) Silver Iodide Seeding. Tue Forest Service has been investigating the possibility
of modifying lightning by seeding with silver iodide for sever?' years. A pilot experiment I
conducted over forested mountains near Missoula, Moiutana, through the summers of 1960 and V

1961 showed 38% less cloud-to-ground lightning from seeded clouds than from unseeded clouds.
A two-tailed test indicated that the probability of this occurring by chance was one in four.
In this case, we measured the number of discharges on each test day.

In 1965, we began a new study in which both the occurrence of lightning and the

t characteristics of individual discharges were measured. The goal was to determine if massive
seeding with silver iodide ice-forming nuclei changes the occurrence or characteristics of
lightning from mountain thunderstorms. The experiment was carried out over three summer
seasons.

Design of the experiment: This experiment was designed to compare electrical and
physical events occurring within a circular test area of about 16 km in radius on the seeded
and unseeded days between the hours of 1300 to 1900 m.s.t. This unit of time-space was
defined as an operational day, the selection of which depended on a regional U.S. Weather
Bureau forecast. A set of random numbers established the treatment (seed or no seed). The

next operational day received the opposite treatment. Identical observations were made on
& each operational day.I

At the outset, it was declared that 'simple nonparametric procedures would be used. The
Mann-Whitney test [Tate and Clelland 1957] was selected as most suitable for calculating the
level of significance for each test. In every case, the resulting probability reported here

e is for a two-tailed test.

In this report, I refer to all lightning discharges that did not reach the earth as

"intracloud" or "cloud" discharges and to those that occurred between cloud and earth as

"cloud-to-ground" or "ground" discharges. The term "all lightning" refers to the total

number of discharges and includes cloud lightning, ground lightning, and a small percentage
of the total that could not be identified (indeterminate). Ground discharges containing

continuing-current portions are "hybrid" discharges and all other ground discharges are 4
"discrete."

Both ground-based and airborne-silver iodide generator units were used in the cloud-

seeding trials. Three single-engine aircraft were used for each seeding and at least two -
planes were in the air most of the time. Any thunderstorm or individual large cuulus that
appeared in or moved into the test area was seeded by all available aircraft.

All AgI generators used in this experiment produced AgI particles by burning a solution

of silver iodide and sodium iodide dissolved in acetone [Fuquay 1967]. The solution was

about 2% AgI by weight, plus the amount of Nal required to dissolve the AgI in acetone.

Each airborne unit haC two combustion chambers. In 1965, each ground-based uni' hodA foux

chambers, while those used in 1966 and 1967 had two chambers. The output was al X10
1
4

nuclei/gram of AgI (or SXl0>3 nuclei/sec effective at -200 C) with a flow rate of .55X0 '
ml/hr. During a normal operation, when the three aircraft and the two mobile units were

operating simultaneously, as many as 16 AgI generators (combustion chambers) were in use at

the same time. Throughout the three-season study, the consumption rate averaged about 2.2 kg

of AgI/hr with periodic maxima of 4.2 kg/hr.

Evidence of the effectiveness of seeding to produce glaciation was obtained by a series

of in-cloud measurements [MacCready and Takeuchi 1967]. The measurements showed that on

several occasions complete glaciation was encountered in seeded clouds even at relatively

warn temperatures around -7'C [macCready and Baughman 1968]. The concentration of ice

particles was estimated to be 100 to 1000/1 at -70C.

I
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Data limitations: The experiment was designed to compare electrical events occurring
within a test area between the hours of 1300 to 1900 m.s.t. on seeded and unseeded
operational days. These time and space boundaries were selected because most thunderstorms

take place during the afternoon hours and because our recording and cloud-seeding
capabilities were limited. Subsequently, we found these boundaries to be unreasonable;j they imposed a severe limitation on the use of data for statistical evaluation. About
15,000 lightning discharges were recorded during the 

three summer seasons, but only 1452 i
discharges fell within the operational day concept of time and distance.

Further examination of the data clearly showed that only the total lightning activit
of smaller stonms (less than 50 discharges) occurred entirely within our original space and
time limitations. As a res , larger storms (more than 50 discharges) appeared in the
statistical analysis as smallur storms. For example, a large storm 8 July 1965 (1718-1835
hrs) produced 256 discharges, of which only 25 met the distance criterion for the operational
lv, hile a smill storm 14 July 1966 (1714-1740 hrs) yielded only 13 discharges, but all
.ere acccptcd fcr analycis Consequently, the operational day concept imposed unrealistic
restrictions on the use of available data.

lo overcome the limitations imposed by the original design, we tested for seeding
effects on the basis of individual storms, thereby eliminating most of the time and space
restrictions imposed by the operational day concept. For the individual storn analysis, we
considered those storms that produced lightning at any time within about 30 km of the central
recording site, when most or all of the lightning came from a storm known to be seeded or
unseeded. Storm duration is defined as the time interval from the first to the last tt
lightning discharge ascribed to a particular storm.

Results: The Mann-Whitney Test was used to test all data reported here for the efficacy
of cloud seeding. In every case, the given probability is for a two-tailed test. In Table
1, the test for differences in the occurrence of lightning on operational days clearly shows
that thse results could have occurred by chance ( = 0.617). I feel that se of operational

data only does not permit a correct evaluation of the cloud-seeding trials because of the
limitations discussed in the previous section. However, the operational da unit was 
prescribed by the original design of the experiment; so I have reported the results obtained.

Table 1.-Lightning occurrence during 28 operational d units

Number Means Significance
Type No seed Seed No seed Seed level*

Cloud-to-ground 156 170 11.1 12.1 0.920

Intracloud 501 31 35.8 37.9 .555

All lightning* 674 765 48.1 54.6 .617

j Two-tail Mann-hitney tests.
Includes indeterminate discharges.

Realizing that the time and space criteria of the original design were creating problems,
we based further tests for seeding effects on individual storms. In effect, we changed the
time and space restrictions and removed from the analyses all days on which no lightning
occurred.

The amount of lightning recorded from seeded and unseeded individuai storms and results
of the statistical tests are given in Table 2. Tnese results are quite different from those
shown in Table .. These analyses differ because we changed our time and space boundaries and
alsc because we excluded those days on which no lightning occurred from the individual storm
analysis. The effect of these changes on the analysis is still being studied. It is obvious

that considerably less lightning was produced by seeded storms, but these results should be
treated with caution because subjectivity may have influenced our determination of stone
duration. It was relatively easy to identify individual storms, but not always possible to
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determine the exact time that lightning activity began or ended, As is shown in Table 3, the
duration cf lightning activity of seeded stors was sign.ficantiy less than that of unseeded
storms a = 0.086). Additional studies of the location, movement, and radar echo duration
of both seeded and unseeded individual storms disclosed no appre iable differences in storm
location or aovewent.

Table 2.--Lightning occurrence during 26 individual storm units

Number Means Significance
Ty pe No seed Seed No seed Seed level*

Cloud-to-ground 792 231 56.6 19.2 0.174

lntracloud 2367 1021 169.1 85.1 .085

All lightning** 3238 1286 231.0 107.0 .099

* Two-tail Mann-Whitney test.
** Includes indeterminate discharges.

Table 3.--Duration of lightning activity during 26 individual storms

4eans Significance
No seed Seed level'

Duration of lightning activity (min) 101 64.2 0.086

* Two-tail Mann-Whitney test.

Next, we compared the rates at which lightning discharges occurred in seeded and
unseeded individual storms. The outcome of a test for differences in the maximum flash rate
for 5- and IS-minute intervals for 26 individual storms is given in Table 4. in light of the
significance level for cloud-to-ground lightning for 3-minute intervals (a = 0.197) and
15-minute intervals (a = 0.156), these results only suggest that the flash rate is reduced
by seeding with AgI ice-forming nuclei. Further tests are being made to determine whether
or not seeding alters flash characteristics, such as duration, nLunber of return strokes, and
the interval between return strokes.

1 believe that results of experimtnts to date (Tables 1-4), support the hypothesis that
lightning occurrence from mountain thunderstorms can be altejed by cloud seeding. We
recognize that our results are not conclusive and that further expezimental work will be
needed. Moreover, it should be noted that the principal statistical results presented are
based on an analysis different from that prescribed at the beginning of this study. The
information on lightning characteristics and occurrence, along with the valuable test
experience should enable us to design a new and, hopefully, more definitive experiment.
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Table 4. -- Maxison' lightnint-jntensitv for 5and ].-minute periodc
for 26 seeded and unseeded individual storms

Moans Sipnificance
No seed Seed level*

Maximum amount lightning

in 5-minute period

Cloud-to-ground 8.8 5.0 0.197

Cloud-to-ground 17.4 16.3 .596

All lightning** 23.2 18.8 .358

Maximum aourt lightning
in 1-minutu period

Cloud-to-ground 17.7 9.1 .156

Cloud-to-ground 43.9 33.4 .204

All lightning" 53.5 42.4 .327

* Two-tail rank-s,L test.
** Includes indeterminate discharges.

Now what is the ouvlook for lightning suppression? Some advances have been made
through lightning and cloud physics research However, no results to date are conclusive.
Several remaining questions on cloud electrification and lightning physics must be answered
before realistic programs of lightning suppression can be devised. These answers should
come fron current and planned research. When they" do, the feasibility of lightning
suppression and control can be determined.
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HAIL SUPPRESSION IN THE SEVENTIES

Guy G. Coyer ,
National Center for Atmospheric Research

d Boulder, Colorado

1. Introduct ion

in the last two decades a considerable effort has been extended towards the suppression

of hail in several ccuntries of the world. There are three basic reasons for this focusing
of effort in this area of weather modification. The first one is the economic benefits that
can result from an operacional hail suppression system. In Lhe United States alone the
damage to crop and property caused by hail atounts to t - to three hundred million dollars a
year. The second reason is that, because the hailstorm is, in most cases, an isolated con-
vective system, it appears more amenable to field experimentation. Finally, the third and
most important reason is that the early discovery of Schaefer that clouds can be glaciated S
wiLh artificial freezng nuclei appears to several experimentalists to provide the trigger
mechanism necessary to modify hailstorms.

Consequently, over the last 10 to 15 years several attempts at testing this concept
for the suppression of hail have been made in France (Dessens, 1967), Argentina (Grandoso and
Iribarne, 1961); Italy, Kenya (Sansom, 1966) 'Henderson, 1968), Russia (Sulakvelidze, 1968),
Canada, Switzerland (Schmid, 1967), and the United States (Schleusener). In all of these
efforts the basic physical concept has been the conversion of the supercooled liquid water
to ice crystals by seeding with silver iodide, lead .iodide, or silid carbon dioxide. The
hypothesis is that the creation of a larger number of hail embryos through seeding should
lead to a larger number of hailstones of smaller diameter. Although no physical model ofT
the hailstorm had been developed at that time tc support that idea, large scale field
programs were set up to verify that simple concept.

in most cases the instrumentation was restricted to seeding instrumentation consisting
mostly of ground or airborne burners, or anti-hail rockets of one kind or another. Observa-
tional equipment such as radar was lacking in France, Argentina, Italy, Kenya, Switzerland,
and Canada. Moreover, no ground network for evaluating precipitation was used in all of these
projects nor in the Soviet project. Only the United States project in South Dakota combined
seeding operations with radar and ground observations.
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Table I shows the results of these projects. It shows the metuod used, the area
protected, the percent decrease in hail damage and the cost of protection per acre. The re-
sults claimed in suppressing hail are centain]l. impressive. However .I would like to point
out that all of the foreign results are based on crop insurance data. As is well, know[,, crop

damage is a very unsatisfactory criteria for evaluating the effects of hail suppression at-

tempts. The seasonal variation of the crop, the low coverage of insurance data, the associa-
ted crop damage due to wind and rain are all factors which reduce the accuracy of evaluating

hailfall intensity from insurance data. Dr. P. W. Summers (1966) of the Alberta Hail Studies
recently published the results of a study of hail insurance claims as a means of evaluation
of the Canadian hail suppress'on experiments. His conclusions are the following:

There appears to have been substantial reduction in the loss to risk
ratio in the hail suppression area during the last ten years. However, this
could quite easily be the results of chance, natural fluctuations in storm
activity. This fact, together with the unexplained reductions observed
elsewhere, means that no conclusions can be drawn regarding the effectiveness
of commercial hail suppression program operated by the Alberta Weather
Modification Cooperative. This does not imply there is not a real suppression
effect: but if such an effect does exist, it cannot be accurately detected
by a study of yearly mean loss to risk ratios.

The article concludes that some alternative methods of evaluation must be found
for both the immediate purpose of evaluating present commercial hail suppression programs and,

even more importantly, as a necessary prerequisite to the sound scientific design of any

research experimentation on hail clouds.

Unfortunately, at the present time, after several years of field experimentation,

we are faced with the same problems we faced for the case of rain augmentation. There is
considerable evidence of success resulting from all of these projects. However, none of that
evidence is as yet statistically satisfactory to the scientific community. Because of poor
experimental design, lack of adequate instrumentation, or lack of randomization procedures,
these results are intriguing but, unfortunately, lack the validation of sound statistical
methods. On the other hand, the recent results obtained by the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology (Schleusener et al., 1969) show that a proper experimental design can lead
to meaningful numbers to determine the effect of cloud seeding on hail intensity. But this

is not enough. A totally convincing hail suppression experiment will only result from the
combination of a realistic theoretical model of the hailstorm, a sound modification concept,

and accurate real time measurements of the storm, its environment, and its precipitation.

II. Future .Aail Suppression Concepts

It is obvious, from reading the hail suppression literature of th last decade,
that the major weakness ul oui previous efforts has bccn the neglect --f incorporating the
theoretician and the statistician into the design of field programs. Up to now it appears
that the cloud modeler and the cloud seeder have been kept completely apart. However, with

the recent rapid progress in the area of cumulus cloud model ing, it is comforting to see that

this marriage between the theoretician and the experimentalist is gaining favor. The present
trerd is to use computer models of cumulus clouds not only for forecasting but also for evalu-
ating modification attempts. Such techniques pioneered by the Nawy-ESSA Sto-lifury Project
on cunmuli cloud (Simpson_ et al., 1966), are now being used in the Flagstaff Project with Penn

State (Davis et al., 1968) (Weinstein, 1969), the South Dakota Project with E. G. and G.

(Davis et al., 1969), and finally this year in the Joint Hail Research Project of CSU, ESSA,
and NCAR in Northeastern Colorado. The computer models are used to predict cloud tops,

maximum updraft velocity, hail size, and even radar reflectivity for seeded and nonseeded
clouds. The field observations are essential in testing the prebent models and, most im-
portantly, in improving the model to better describe the natural pheno:senon. This two-
pronged attack is, in my opinion, the most important development which will have its major
impact on hail suppression experimentation in the 70s and which should lead to the most
rapid development of an efficient hail suppression system based on a full understanding of the

hail storm. Once this optimized model is devoloped, based on actual field measurements, oLher
suppression concepts will then be amenable to testing on the computer, a much more efficient

and much cheaper method to test concepts.

Up to now the conversion of supercooled liquid water to ice crystals has been the basis

of all hail suppression experiments. This concept can be tested on the computer fur its
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effect on the buoyancy of the cloud. However, the concept cannot be tested for its effect on
precipitation. With the advent of larger computers it should ')e possible within the not too
distant future to compute the growth of precipitation particles rather than to use parametri-
zat.ion procedureb to feed into the present models.

Several other concepts for modification atwe been suggested but have not been tested
in the field yet. The Soviets have proposed seeding with large bygroscopic nuclei in order to
rob the hailstorm of large concentrations of water in the supercooled region of the clo.ud.
In this manner the concentration of supercooled liquid water would be reduced by provoking
the precipitation of a large mass of water before it reaches the supercooled region of the
clcud. This technique is Just being initiated in the Soviet Union, and the concept can be
tested on the computer at the present time.

Other concepts applying to a field of convective clouds have also been suggested. It
has been proposed to disturb the windfield around a potential thunderstorm by seeding several
other smaller clouds around it to prevent its development to a mature thunderstorm. Schaefer
proposed the disturbance of convection through the creation of a cirrus cloud cover by seeding
over a large area. These concepts can only be tested by computer techniques when adequate
models and large enough computers are developed to handle a field of cumuli clouds over a
rather large area. It is my contention that a large scale effort should be propounded in
that area to provide within the next decade the possibility of testing new hail suppression
concepts by computer techniques before attempting to test them in large field experiments.

III. Future Instrumentation

As we mentioned before, the development of computer models relies very heavily on the
collection of accurate data in the field. The full understanding of the hailstorm requires the
total description of the cloud, its environment, and its precipitation. Do we now have the
instrumentation for this task?

The instrumentation to describe the environment of a cloud is already available or
in intense development at the present time. The windfield around a cloud can be adequately
described by such techniques as used by Weickmann (1969), Auer et al. (1969), Sinclair (1969),

Garrahan et al. (1969) and Cooper et al. (1969) for updraft mapping below cloud and for
measuring wind components around the cloud and at cloud top. High level winds can be well
described by an adequate number of rawinsonde stations, and ground meteorological observa-
tions can also be gattKred by existing meteorological stations. To supplement the current in-
strumentation, interesting developments arein the offing. The network of three 3 cm doppler
radars proposed and being developed by L'Hermitte (1969) at ESSA will be an important addition
for the description almost in real time of t E three wind components around cloud base. The
new electromagnetic signal detection system proposed by DRI to track simultaneously a large
number of balloons is an extremely promising method to describe not only the cloud's environ-
ment but also the cloud internal structure. These systems will become available in the 70s and
should provide the data critically needed by the computer mdelers to improve "'cir t-odels.
The instrumentation to study the atmospheric nuclei and their role in the development of pre-
cipitation is already available and already yielding important data for the full understand-
ing of the hailstorm (Rosinski and Kerrigan, 1969).

The description of the storm structure is one of the most challenging requirement in
hail suppression research. The accurate description of the radar reflectivity profile is most
urgent. Narrow beam quantitative weather radars of greater precision will soon be available
for this task. An advanced dual wavelength radar has been proposed by NCAR and is under de-
velopment (Fisher, 1969). A 10 cm doppler radar with polarization measurement capability
is now being assembled by Atlas at the University of Chicago. But the most interesting
development in this area is the addition of a field computer to the radars to present the

radar data in real time. This is a critical requirement in the operation of a hail suppression
test. The systems developed by DRI and by South Dakota School of Mines are the most promising

tools to date in these areas. I am convinced that in the 70s such real time system will
play a very important role in the evaluation of seeding experiments fcr hail suppression.

The description of the vertical velocity profile and of the liquid water content
orvile are still impossible at the present time owing to lack of proper instrumentation.
Hou jer, promising developments are appearing in this area also. Battan (1963) demonstrated
the usefulness o( a vertically pointing doppler radar for the description of the updraft pro-
file, and the detection of hail (Battan, 1968). A manned armored aircraft for penetrating the
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core of hailstorms has been developed by South Dakota School of Mines in cooperation with
MRI and is scheduled to be tested operationally this sumner. With proper instrumentation this

L.. aircraft will hopefully be capable of measuring vertical velocity profiles and liquid water

content profiles. In addition, a feasibility study is now underway at CSU to establish
the possibility of using a drone aircraft for the same purpose. The dropsonde system
initiated by Squires and developed by Bushnell (1968) at NCAR shows, also, promise of accurate-
ly measuring updraft velocity profiles in the core of mature thunderstorms. Finally, the
2.75" rocket, used in the military, is currently being scrutinized as a platform to penetrate

the core of hailstorms to measure these variables also; it is my expectation that within this
decade one or more of these proposed systems will be fully developed to gather the data
necessary for the Lasting and the improvement of the computer models. However, considerable
expenditure and effort will have to be channeled to the development of a cloud liquid water
content meter capable of handling the large concentrations of supercooled water in mature
hailstorms. Several new techniques have been proposed or are in development at NCAR, such as
the photographic method by Cannon (1968), the electrostatic method by Winn (1968), the optical

r electronic method by Knollenberg (1969), the laser cavity method by Knollenberg and Schuster,
and the centrifuge method developed by Brown. Continuous progress in the centrifuge method
developed by Brown. Continuous progress in the replication of cloud particles has also been
reported by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (Averitt and Ruskin, 1Q66). Finally, the ex-
ploratory work of ESSA with a microwave radiometer appears promising (Decker and Dutton, 1968)
(Decker and Dutton, 1969).

L Efficient cloud seeding systems have been developed over the several past years that
r now permit the tailoring of the seeding rate to the situation at hand. The high output burner

generators have been used apparently rather effectively in an airborne system by MRI (Davis
et al., 1968) in Flagstaff, by the Department of Agriculture at Missoula, (McCready and
Baughman, 1968), by South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (Koscielski ard Dennis,
1968) and by CSIRO in Australia (Bethwaite et al., 1966).

Pyrotechnic generators of high efficiency have been developed by the Navy and are
now commercially available from several private firms. These have been used in several
systems. ESSA has developed the capability to drop them from the top of cumuli cloud, and
several universities and private firms have designed and utilized airborne racks to disperse
at cloud base the smokes generated by pyrotechnics. By the use of these methods, the rate
of seeding can be tailored to the area and intensity of the updraft at cloud base. As
shown by Schleusener (1968), we now have the capability of seeding at rates between a few
grams to three or four thousand grams per hour.

The apparent success of the Soviet program (Sulakvelidze, 1968) stirred the interest
of the U.S. scientists in seeding techniques which would insure the accuracy of placement
of the seeding agent into a well defined volume of the cloud. Considerable progress has
been made over the last two years by Sinclair (1968) at CSU in the development of a small

frangible airborne rocket for cloud seeding. This rocket can carry a payload of a hundred
to two hundred grams of silver or lead iodide and be shot to approximately 8 or 9 miles inside
of the cloud. The detonation of the head disperses the nucleating agent. This system might

j be tested this summer within the Joint Hail Research Project. Iii addition, there has been
considerable interest from many institutions such as E. C. and G., CSU, and NCAR in the
adaptation of the military 2.75" rocket for cloud seeding and in-cloud measurement purposes.
This is an obvious area where the Air Force could contribute immensely to the development
of a consumable or frangible airborne rocket for cloud seeding or for cloud measurement pur-
poses. I then foresee that in the next two years we will have airborne rockets cloud seeding
systems with which to test the Russian contention of the importance of applying the seeding
agent very aLturately in space and in time. Consequently, within a few years we will have
at our disposal A real arsenal of seeding systems which will permit the accurate delivery in
space and time of seeding agents of any type at an accurately controllable rate. As a re-
sult, it will then be possible to tailor accurately the seeding procedure and rate to the
volume, intensity, and rate of growth of the systems to be studied.

To complete the system of observation in a well-conceived hail suppression experiment,
a suitable ground network fur evaluating the hailfall and the rainfall is absolutely necessary.
This is an area where engineering development is required to provide, in a very few years, a
cheap, portable, automatic precipitation sensor capable of transmitting in real time to a
central location the time of onset of rain and hail, the rainfall rate and The hailfall rate,
and the duration of each event over a large network. The Illinois State Water Survey has
done wonders with the crrent instrumentation in correlating the hailswath to radar data
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(Changnon and Stout, 1969). The type of network established in Illinois is certainly an
example of what will be required for the evaluation of a hail suppression experiment. However,
an automated transmitting station would certainly provide more accurate data at a cheaper

'A cost. The use of volunteer observers and of telephone surveys in real time, as initiated
in Alberta and very effectively used this summer in northeastern Colorado, is one cheap but
not totally satisfactory way of solving that problem.

The evaluation of the hailfall at the ground still requires a large number of ground
teams chasing and sampling the hail to determine such things as number concentration, size
distribution of the hail, hardness, liquid water content, and so on. From that data the
percent coverage can be calculated. Last summer Dr. Weickmann of ESSA in collaboration with

H.R.B. Singer showed the usefulness of airborne infrared radiometry to measure the coverage
of hailstones at the ground and to map the hailswath (Weickmann, 1969). Again this summer
both ESSA and NCAR are testing similar techniques. With such techniques it may be possible to
reduce the number of ground stations necessary to fully evaluate the intensity of hailstorms.
in the final analysis, the success of any hail suppression experiment will love to be judged

on the basis of the evaluation of hail at the ground. This is an area which wil require in
the very near future considerable effort and expenditure to develop the required instrumenta-

tion and data gathering and processing systems necessary to provide an accurate picture of
the precipitation pattern almost in real time.

IV. THE PROMISE OF THE 1970'S

From this brief description of current research and of proposed development, it ap-
pears very clearly that within one or two years we will have available the several components
critical in the design and implementation of a comprehensive hail suppression experiment. As
mentioned in the Suomi Report (Suomi et al., 1968) and in the recent Rand Report (1969) on
weather modification, most of our previous research in hail suppression in tte United States _
has been subcritical. No one has been able, up to now, to assemble the critical elements to

accurately test hail suppression concepts and operations. However, these previous projects
have served and will continue to serve in the next decade a very essential role in developing
the elements which are critical for future progress in that area. What is necessary and
essential at the present time is to mount a large enough effort capable of assembling in
a single, well-designed experiment the capabilities developed within groups already experi-
enced in hail research. This is the hope in NECHE, the Northeastern Colorado Hail Experiment
(1969). At the request of the National Science Foundation, NCAR together with a Planning

Committee has prepared a plan for a large scale, long duration hail suppression experiment in
northeastern Colorado. This plan envisions an impressive effort in the years 1971-1975 and
has been enthusiastically endorsed by ICAS. The goals of NECHE are to advance the basic
understanding of the hailstorm in a study oriented towards the suppression of hail. The
approach of NECHE will be to establish and maintain vigorously the cormmunication links be-
tween the theoreticians, the dynamicists, the cloud physicists, and the field experimenters
towards the single goal of improving the theoretical model on the basis of field observations,
and designing a suppress ion system on the babis of the theozetical model. Continuous feedback
between all systems is considered the critical element of such a project.

Figure I shows a sketch of the optimum system proposed by NECHE for hail suppression
research. It comprises elements which are or will be available within the next few years.
It also depicts the large scope of the project which will require the full support and the
active participation of several federal agencies, universities, and private firms.

It is my conviction that the philosophy and the experimental design of NECHE are the
most promising toward the most rapid progress in hail suppression research. However, NECHE
will not attain its goal in complete isolation but will require the full cooperation and the
full support oi the hail scientists in other projucts in this country.

I am coi:vinced that we are at a threshold of knowledge and technology which will lead
in the next decade to a very significant breakthrough in hail suppression. The work ahead is
challenging. But we have the brainpower, we have the manpower and we have the components of
the optimum system. We have all that. But we do not yet have adequate funding. If NECHE

and the several other projects in the U.S.A. are funded at the necessary level for optimumre-
turn, and if we are willing to work diligently and effectively and to listen to the answers
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nature supplies to our questions, I am personally convinced that we will have an operational
hail suppression system by the end of the 1970s.

SCHEMATIC OF NORTHEAST COLORADO HAIL EXPERIMENT
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PMFCTPIT\TION AUG.ElATION

Patrick Squires
lAboratory of Atmospheric lysics, Desert Research Institute,

University of Nevada

I. Introduction

Over twentj years ago, the initial experiments in cloud seeditg gave rise to the hope of
dev eloping a new and useful technolo&' for increasing precipitation. Progress to this end
has been disappotingly. slorw until juite recentiy.

It is always difficult to guess hcw deep a physical understanding is needed to generate
practically useful results. The twenty-year effort has largely: beer used in a gamble tha-t
the most elementary comprehension would suffice. AIthotgh it did not succeed, the gamble
vas reasonable at the time, but not perhaps for quite so long. A rmuch smaller effort has in
the meantime added slazat' to rhysical understanding_ of some of the processes by which precip-
itation is formed, and there are signs that significant steps forward in technology may be
possible.

I1. The Central Problem

O|servatlon shoe that the entral problem of precipitation formation is: how is the water
substance In some 105 to 10'- cloud drops (d lO) brought together to form a particle large
enough to fall lo the surface without evaporating (d = 1000p)? The majority of clouds con-
tritute nothing to the return flux of water from the atmosphere to the surface (-which must
on the average balance evaporation) because they evaporate before precipitation particles are
produced, as a result of turbulent mixing with the much drier air around them. In the con-

sideration of the mechanism thich forn precipitation particles, therefore, time is of the
essence. Observation indicates that clouds can form and release precipitation in periods of
order 1000 seconds, and elementary considerations indicate that, once particles of doel100
are formed, they gro-w quite rapidly to d 10OOp by sweeping up the cloud drops in their path.
The "resistance" to precipitation formation is primarily, in growth from dwlO to dalO0p.

III. Jarm Rain

Three physical ideas have contributed to our understanding of rain forr.et by the coalescence
of drops in clouds devoid of ice, that is "war- rain". Such rain is foun-d to be connaon in
maritime clouds, but much rarer over the contirnents.

(a) Early theoretical estimates for thie time requi-ed for raindrop formation ranged up
to some hours, i.e., several times longer than indicated by observation, The stochastic
theory of Telford (1955) removed this anomaly. The essence of this theory is that coales-
cence is a rwidoi event, ar not a continuous process as had been assumed earlier. ;uy
slightlyc larger drop, which is g'rowing by sweeping up :loud drops in its path, may have
either good or bad "luck, since the cloud drops are ran-dorly distributed. At the worst, it
sculd fall right through the cloud without a collision; a very "luck ' drop could have
below it a sequence of smaller drops arranged like the beads or. a necklace, practicallv in

contact with each other. A drop as luck3 as this would grow into a raindrop in seconds.

Telford posed and answere d the question "how lucky is the luckiest drop in a million?' Since
it will outgrar all others, it will fall out of the baseas a raindrop, containing on the
average the water substance originally distributed in 100 cloud drops, anid the time required
is in consonance with observation.

(b) Woodcock (1953) has pointed out the role of giant sea salt nuclei (d=l to l0A) in
forming the embryos of raindrops. These giant nuclei, of order 106 times the mass of the
nuclei on which the general population of drops form, generate quite large drops in the humid
air even while it is still below cloud base, ant, therefore, not yct saturated. They occur
in adequate concentrations to provide sufficient embryos.
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so). Squires (1955, 1958) sought the key to the problem in the nature of the main
droplet population rather than in the generation of raindrop embryos. Observation revealed
a systematic difference in general microstructure between maritime and continental cumuli;
the latter being relatively "fine grained" with large concentrations of relatively small
droplets. On the one hand, this difference was attributed primarily to the differing nature
of the continental and marine aerosols; on the other, more -laborate computations of stochas-
tic coalescence by Twomey (1966) and Berry (1967) show that this difference could explain the
primarily maritime occurrence of warm rain.

The interaction of the three aspecta of phenomena in nature--their "relative importance",
for example--is far from clear. As regards modification attempts, (b) has iven rise to the
suggestion that rainfall could be increased by seeding with large hygroscopic particles, and
an experiment near Delhi has given indications of encouraginc results. On the other hand,
(c) has given rise to the notion that rainfall could be reduced if large numbers of cloud
nuclei w'ere added to an air mass sufficiently far upwind. In this way, it is possible that
excessive rainfalls on the Coast Range of Oregon could be reduced, a result which in itself
could have some beneficial value, and which could conceivably result in increased snowfall
in the high Cascades. However, very serious scientific and engineering difficulties stand
in the way of a field test of this concept. These difficulties give special interest to the
study of the effects of man-made air pollution on rainfall such as those reported by Warner
(1968) or Changnon (1968).

1V. "Cold' Precipitation

The attempts so far made in the field to modify precipitation have, of course, all been
based on the seedirg of supercooled clouds to nucleate the formation of ice particlei with
the object of initiating the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism. Early experiments were
made by dropping dry-ice pellets from aircraft, and some of them had quite convincing results.
The major effort since has been based on the use of surface generators of silver-iodide
aerosol, the test of success being a statistical comparison of a seeded target area with a
non-seeded control area nearby. The control area provided an estimate of what precipitation
would have fallen on the target if there had been no seeding. Various randomized cross-over
schemes were devised to improve this estimate.

Problems which have by now been recognized in various experiments of this type include:

(1) In plan view, the trajectory of the aerosol across the earth's surface can be
different fr r, what one might expect. No doubt, in experiments conducted in mountainous
country, there have been occasions when more silver iodide aerosol passed over the control
area than the target.

(2) The diffusion of the aerosol up to cloud levels must vary greatly with location
and weather type. In one experiment, at least, there is reason to suppose that the aerosol
often crossed the target area while still essentially below cloud base level, so that any
seeding effect could cnl' noc- further downind.

(3) A desirable concentration of ice crystals to introduce appears to be of order 1 per
li-er, depending on temperature, etc. Too few will be inefficient, too many will result in
competition among the ice particles, resLrictirg their growth. In the extrene, where all
the cloudt droplets freeze, the result is merely an ice fog, the potential for precipitation
fo.ration having been lost.

It is clear that in ost statistical experiments little attention was given to this funda-
mental question. Tne desirable seeding rate depends cn temperature, liquid water content,
rate of condensation, etc.; the rate achieved depends, anong other things, on the back-
wrouni level of turbulence which will disperse the plume of aerosol at variong speeds on
different o-csions.

"Wihen silver icdide eentually nucleates ice formation, it seems probable that the release of
latent heat, warming a typical cloud volume b.- some tenths of a degree C, will generate
local sill-scala circulation which will rather quickly disoerse the aerosol tL-oughout the
cloud. The subsequent growth of snowflakes will depend on factors such as terperature,
liquid water content, as well as perhaps the electrical field.
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It hcs beer. suspected that in some situations, seeding by a particula technique might

result in decreases instead of increases in precipitation. Grant and Mielke (1965) sugges%.
that this occurs with the colder cloud systems passing Climax, Colorado (as judged by the
500-mb temperature). In an experiment in which it was decided in advance to stratify the
results according to the 500-mb temperature, the analysis indicated increases of over 10%W
in anowfall at the warmer temperatures (G13o to -17 0 C) and a slight decrease at temperatures
around. -30oC.

Elliott (1969), in an experiment at Santa Barbara, reports overall increases of order 100%
as a result of refraining from seeding cloud structiLres (stratocumulus) in which it is
thought that seeding could well decrease precipitation, while seeding heavily convective

- structures in which the rate of condensation must be high.

V. Conclusion

The work of Grant and Elliott suggests that a modest increase in physical sophistication
haa produced a marked improvement in the results attainable. This gives encouragement to
the view that further increases in understanding will yield still better results, or perhaps
mak it possible to extend the areas in which useful results are achieved, the emphasis in
research will tend to move away from the purely physical problems underlying the technology
to the area of social implications--the economic and legal aspects--and into disciplines
related to the control and preaervation of our environment, such as ecology.
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SUMRY C"C.ThIEN'1S

Colonel Edward 0. Jess
Director of Aerospace Services

Headquarters Air Weather Service
t

So many interesting, yes even exciting, ideas were expressed here this week that it would be
presumptuous for any one person to attempt to adequately sunmnarize them all. Frankly, in
planning the agenda we were selfish enough to select those areas of discussion in which we
know too little; areas in which great changes may occur during the '70s with considerable

*impact upon the military services. We invited the most eminent scientists irrespective of
affiliation to speak and nearly all accepted. The result has been a most profitable exchange
of ideas. Much of the information will be contained in the published Proceedings. We shall
send a copy to each of you.

During the first session we herrd that the copious amounts of raw data already available
would increase ever, more in quitntity; but of more importance, were going to increase in
quality and variety and cover sore completely the data-sparse areas of the Earth. The
weather satellite will remain in the forefront in providing this improved intelligence but
will share the limelight with some of the myre neglected sources of data over remote areas: -

constant-level balloons, ocear buoys and aircraft reports. Significant breakthroughs are
expected in data presentation. '-re customer will receive onl what he needs in a computer- '2

driven, real-time display of . rocessed information on a query/response basis.

Experts who are fully cogn~zant of the tremendous problems inherent in simulating the general
circulation, guardedly predicted some success in long-range weather forecasting out to 2 or
*Ven 3 weeks. We heard proponents of computer forecasting and exponents of the older ran-
centered conventional forecasting agree that the man-machine mix or more properly the man-
computer mix will be the best mechanism. for making short and medium-rane predictions in the
'70s.

Unfortunately the problems of the tropics -- both meteorological and political -- may still
be with us in the '70s. W/e heard that more complete tropical observations were imminent and
with better use of current data would lead to better understanding of small-scale tropical
phenomena. This kwlci-c ray be the key to unlocking te mysteries of tropical forecasting.

In our last session we learned that more a.d metter-designed weather modification research is
needed and planned for the 'Tos. I, - i r.i.ide the basic knowledge which we require to
actively suppress hail and lightning .-. o augment rain fran. warm clouds.

We are indeed grateful t. the 2'C and rore ;ecmle who joined us in these sessions. Their
many enlihtenine comment; from this podlumn the disc-:uicn table, and froi, the flour, have
crowed this meeting with success. Besides our sister services, the ArrV, Navy and Coast
Gus-l, and within the Air Force, Cumbridge Research Laboratories, we are grateful to the
non-military agencies who strongly supported these meetings. These are NASA, ESSA Including
the Weather Burau,, RAND, National Science Foundation, SCAB, the Bureau of Reclamation and
ohers.

On beowdlf CC" the AWS I wish to thank General Moormfn for inviting us to use his facilities
in the heart of this beautiful "acation land. His contact men, MaJ Ron Tudor and Capt Bob
DeMichels, ably coordinated for the Academy, while our laj Don Hansen superbly -nanaged this
affair'. It involved a tremendous effort; Val Descamps' and Don Hansen's numerous other
committee men are lue our heartfel - thanks. So ends the 1969 Technical Exchange Conference.
We sincereLy hope that you found it worthwhile and will plan to attend subsequent meetings.
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